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Mile after mile, acre after acre, in metal cabinets and on computer tapes, the confidential files of Uncle Sam grow steadily and, some say, ominously. Who knows what they contain?

*Wall Street Journal*, 
June 27, 1975, AT 1, COL. 1 
(MIDWEST Ed.)

I should suppose that moral, political, and practical considerations would dictate that a very first principle of that wisdom would be an insistence upon avoiding secrecy for its own sake. For when everything is classified, then nothing is classified, and the system becomes one to be disregarded by the cynical or the careless, and to be manipulated by those intent on self-protection or self-promotion. I should suppose, in short, that the hall-mark of all truly effective internal security systems would be the maximum possible disclosure, recognizing that secrecy can best be preserved only when credibility is truly maintained.

*New York Times v. United States*, 
403 U.S. 713, 729 (1971) (Stewart & White, JJ., Concurring)

As we press forward, better to secure individual privacy protection, the sirens of simplistic solutions will continue to beckon us. Our challenge remains, therefore, the hard one of striking a fair balance between competing interests. And the thoughtful public servant rarely has the luxury of balancing good and evil. Most often the competing interests confronting him are one good versus another good.

*Address by Douglas W. Metz*, 
Federal Bar Association Conference, 
May 22, 1975

Few aspects of government-citizen relations are more central to the responsible operation of a representative democracy than the citizen's ability to monitor governmental operations. Critical in this regard is the existence of a general individual right of access to government-held information. Concurrently, the psychological well-being of a citizenry depends upon governmental recognition of individual privacy interests. In the process of acquiring, utilizing, and disseminating personal, identifying information, a government unresponsive to individual privacy necessarily chills the development of a creative and individualistic citizenry and stifles or embitters regenerative governmental criticism.
This Project delineates the federal and state responses to these two fundamental societal concerns. The course of the discussion suggests the vitality of these concerns, and the flexibility and continuing development of the governmental responses. Clearly, the interests in maximizing disclosure of government-held information and minimizing the handling and dissemination of unnecessary or inaccurate personal information can conflict. The contours of this conflict, only intimated herein, will doubtless become more bold with the maturation of the opposing statutory schemes.
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One of the most effective ways in which the federal government limits public access to information is through its classification system. When a government agency classifies a document, it is restricted, for at least a certain period of time, to persons "determined to be trustworthy," for whom "access . . . is necessary for the performance
of [their] duties." To the extent that the information is not otherwise available, everyone else must do without it. The amount of information withheld from the public by the classification system is substantial: Between April 1, 1973, and December 31, 1973, well over 4 million documents were classified by various agencies of the United States Government. 

The executive branch's rationale for establishing a classification system is that

Within the Federal Government there is some official information and material which, because it bears directly on the effectiveness of our national defense and the conduct of our foreign relations, must be subject to some constraints for the security of our Nation and the safety of our people and our allies. To protect against actions hostile to the United States, of both an overt and covert nature, it is essential that such official information and material be given only limited dissemination.

Without challenging the legitimacy of this position, it is still necessary to question whether the current classification system goes too far: In the words of Senator Edmund Muskie, "The system of secrecy that has flourished in the executive branch since 1940 has not only denied the Congress the information it requires to make effective judgments of policy, it has also withheld from the people the knowledge of the Government's behavior that is essential to popular understanding and democratic consensus."

This section of the Project will attempt to explain why the classification system is subject to such serious criticism. The formal structure of the system and the practical problems that arise under the current approach to classification will be discussed. The legal theory underlying the system will be closely examined. Finally, some proposed revisions of the system will be considered, and alternative solutions to the problems raised by these proposals will be suggested.

1. The Framework of the Current System

Since the Revolutionary War, the federal government has recognized that certain government-held information needs "special

2. INTERAGENCY CLASSIFICATION REVIEW COMMITTEE, PROGRESS REPORT: IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11652 ON CLASSIFICATION AND DECLASSIFICATION OF NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION AND MATERIAL 23 (1974) [hereinafter ICRC REPORT]. The total of 4,106,321 does not include Defense Department figures for April, May, and December.
treatment”; no formal system of information control was adopted before this century, however. Until the end of World War II, the federal classification system covered only military secrets, and only the military departments had classification authority. An executive order issued by President Truman first authorized all federal non-military agencies to limit access to national security information. Because the system established by the Truman order was subject to considerable criticism, it was subsequently altered by President Eisenhower, and was again modified by President Kennedy. The classification issue most recently gained prominence in 1971, in connection with the Pentagon Papers controversy. President Nixon at that time ordered another review of the security classification system. This review led to the promulgation in March 1972 of the executive order that established the current classification system.

The first point to be made about the current system is that it rests on an inverted pyramid of entirely nonstatutory authority. The narrow base is Executive Order 11652 (the E.O.), effective since June 1, 1972. A National Security Council directive of May 17, 1972 (the Directive), elaborates on the E.O. by prescribing procedures for achieving its objectives. Finally, the broad top of the pyramid is composed of regulations issued by the various agencies of the executive branch that have been given the authority to classify. These regulations provide operational guidance to persons actually exercising classification authority. Thus, an analysis of the


6. Id. at 8-9. For more detailed discussions of the history of the security classification system, see C. Barker & M. Fox, Classified Files: The Yellowing Pages (1972); J. Wiggins, Freedom or Secrecy (1964).


9. Exec. Order No. 10964, 3 C.F.R. 486 (1959-63 Comp.). The major modification introduced by this order was a provision for limited use of automatic declassification, that is, the termination of classified status merely upon the passage of time.

10. Security Classification, supra note 5, at 32. In the period between the Kennedy Administration and the Pentagon Papers affair, as mistrust of the government grew in response to United States involvement in Vietnam, many people became convinced that classification was in fact being used as a political tool. See C. Barker & M. Fox, supra note 6, at 3-4.

11. Security Classification, supra note 5, at 34.


15. The regulations governing classification for the State Department (including the United States Information Agency and the Agency for International Development),
current classification system requires an examination of the implementing Directive and the departmental regulations, as well as of the E.O. itself.

a. Administration of the system. While the National Security Council (NSC) is ultimately responsible for monitoring the implementation of the system, the E.O. provides for the establishment of an Interagency Classification Review Committee (ICRC) to assist in this task. The E.O. requires that the ICRC meet regularly and take action to ensure compliance with the E.O.; in particular, its functions are to oversee agency actions and to establish procedures enabling it to receive, consider and act upon suggestions or complaints from government employees or members of the public. The E.O. expressly provides that all agencies shall furnish the ICRC with any particular information or material that it needs.

The Directive does not restrict the scope of action of the ICRC; it provides only that the ICRC "shall . . . take such actions as are deemed necessary to insure uniform compliance with the Order and this Directive." Most important, the Directive makes explicit the ICRC's jurisdiction to hear appeals from denials of requests for classified information.

In addition to establishing the ICRC, the E.O. delegates to the agencies administrative responsibility for implementing the classification program. Each agency is required to develop regulations to this effect, subject to the approval of the ICRC. Each agency head must appoint "a senior member of his staff" to oversee this process and to chair an agency committee authorized to act on all suggestions and complaints regarding the agency's administration of the E.O.

Justice Department, Defense Department, the Central Intelligence Agency, and the National Archives and Records Services are collected at 37 Fed. Reg. 15624 (1972). (This collection also includes the regulations of the now defunct Atomic Energy Commission, abolished by Act of Oct. 11, 1974, Pub. L. No. 93-438, 88 Stat. 1233.) Because these agencies together generate over 95 per cent of the classified materials produced by the federal government, see ICRC Report, supra note 2, at 23, the discussion will focus on their regulations.


18. NSC Directive, supra note 14, § IXB, 3A C.F.R. 239 (1972). The ICRC chairman is authorized to appoint an executive director and to maintain a permanent staff.


b. Scope of classification. The stated purpose of the E.O. is to identify information that must be protected “because it bears directly on the effectiveness of our national defense and the conduct of our foreign relations . . . .” 22 The E.O. provides that material requiring this protection shall be classified as Top Secret, Secret, or Confidential, and that no other categories are to be used, except as provided by statute. 23

According to the E.O., a Top Secret classification is appropriate only when unauthorized disclosure of the information in question “could reasonably be expected to cause exceptionally grave damage to the national security.” 24 Examples of “exceptionally grave damage” include armed hostilities against the United States or her allies, disruption of foreign relations vitally affecting the national security, compromise of vital defense plans or complex cryptologic intelligence systems, revelation of sensitive intelligence operations, and the disclosure of vital scientific or technical developments. 25

Information merits a Secret classification if its unauthorized disclosure “could reasonably be expected to cause serious damage to the national security.” 26 The examples given are similar to those set out for Top Secret, except that this classification applies to “significant” rather than “vital” matters. 27

Information that merits a Confidential rating is such that its unauthorized disclosure “could reasonably be expected to cause damage to the national security.” 28 No examples are provided.

After setting out the above guidelines, the E.O. establishes the policy that “unnecessary classification and over-classification shall be avoided.” Classification is to be based solely on national security considerations; classifying to conceal inefficiency or to avoid embarrassment is expressly enjoined. 29 The Directive, in a similar spirit, provides that the least restrictive classification is to be used when there is uncertainty about the proper treatment of information. 30

This relatively straightforward system is complicated somewhat by the implementing regulations adopted by some executive agencies. For example, the Department of State has established a category of “administratively controlled information” described as pertaining to material that, though it is “not national security material and,
therefore, cannot be classified, is nonetheless protected by law against disclosure." 31 This category covers personal and personnel information and information from "privileged sources." 32 It is to be marked "Limited Official Use" and "handled, transmitted, and stored as if it were 'Confidential.'" 33

The Department of Defense regulations repeat verbatim the E.O. definitions of Top Secret, Secret, and Confidential. 34 However, another regulation, apparently designed to explain further these categories, states that properly classifiable information includes information "which is truly essential to national security because it provides the United States with: 1) A military or defense advantage over any foreign nation or group of nations, or 2) a favorable foreign relations posture, or 3) a defense posture capable of successfully resisting hostile or destructive action from within or without, overt or covert; which could be damaged, minimized or lost by the unauthorized disclosure or use of the information." 35 A third set of classification criteria appears in another section of the Defense Department regulations. 36 This last group is the most detailed, and a classifier is required to consider each criterion before deciding to apply a classification. 37 Under these criteria, a document is to be classified either because the information it contains is sensitive, or because, if it is read with other documents, including those in the public domain, sensitive information will be revealed. 38 Public need for information does not appear as a classification criterion in any of these regulations.

c. Distribution of classification authority. The E.O. deals explicitly with the problem of distributing classification authority.

34. 32 C.F.R. §§ 159.104-1 to -3 (1974).
37. 32 C.F.R. § 159.202 (1974). The regulation provides that certain specific considerations be taken into account before reaching a classification decision. For example, according to the regulation a document should be classified if the information it contains provides the United States with a "scientific, engineering, technical, operational, intelligence, strategic or tactical advantage directly related to national security." 32 C.F.R. § 159.202-3(a) (1974). A document also must be classified if its disclosure "would weaken the ability of the United States to wage war or defend itself successfully, limit the effectiveness of the armed forces, or make the United States vulnerable to attack." 32 C.F.R. § 159.202-3(c) (1974). Additionally, there is a requirement that information should not be classified unless its unauthorized disclosure could reasonably be expected to result in harm to the national security. 32 C.F.R. § 159.202-3 (1974). The degree of intended use, possible scientific and technical advantage to be derived from unclassified use, lead-time advantage, and the physical cost of classifying are all to be considered. 32 C.F.R. §§ 159.202-4 to -7 (1974).
It gives Top Secret authority to thirteen agencies;\textsuperscript{39} within them, classification authority rests with the agency head, such of his senior principal deputies and assistants as he designates in writing, and such heads of agency subdivisions and their deputies and assistants, as the agency head designates in writing.\textsuperscript{40} Persons with Top Secret authority also have Secret authority. In addition, the heads of thirteen other agencies and such senior principal deputies or assistants as they designate in writing may classify information as Secret.\textsuperscript{41} Confidential authority is given to all of the above officials.\textsuperscript{42} The E.O. expressly forbids agencies outside these two groups from classifying information.\textsuperscript{43}

The Directive underlines these restrictions, emphasizing that classification authority may be exercised only by persons specified in the E.O., and that such officials may not delegate their authority.\textsuperscript{44} It further requires all agencies to maintain lists of persons authorized to classify information.\textsuperscript{45}

Agency regulations tend to depart from the restrictive delegation policy outlined in the E.O. and in the Directive. The Department of State regulations, for example, provide that any person who prepares a potentially classifiable document must assign a classification to it at that time; officials with appropriate classifying authority are thus restricted to giving final approval to these tentative classifications.\textsuperscript{46} These latter officials are ultimately responsible for the propriety of the classifications they have approved, however.\textsuperscript{47}

The Defense Department regulations also provide for this tentative classification procedure, although under these regulations the initial classifier must "maintain a record to show the basis for clas-

\textsuperscript{39} These are such offices in the Executive Office of the President as the President may designate in writing, CIA, Atomic Energy Commission, Department of State, Department of the Treasury, Department of Defense, Department of the Army, Department of the Navy, Department of the Air Force, United States Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, Department of Justice, NASA, and Agency for International Development. Exec. Order No. 11652 § 2(A), 3 C.F.R. 340-41 (1974).


\textsuperscript{42} Exec. Order No. 11652 § 2(C), 3 C.F.R. 342 (1974).


\textsuperscript{44} NSC Directive, supra note 14, § IA, 3A C.F.R. 227 (1972).


\textsuperscript{46} 22 C.F.R. § 9.7(a) (1974).

\textsuperscript{47} 22 C.F.R. § 9.7(b) (1974).
Accountability is carried further here than under the State Department regulations; all officials to or through whom classified material passes are jointly responsible with the original classifier for the classification assigned.49

d. Access to classified information. Access to classified information is governed generally by section 6(A) of the E.O.: “No person shall be given access to classified information or material unless such person has been determined to be trustworthy and unless access to such information is necessary for the performance of his duties.”50

Section 9 permits agencies to impose, “in conformity with the provisions of this order, special requirements with respect to access, distribution and protection of classified information . . . .”51

The Directive requires that an agency obtain “the specific prior approval of the head of a Department or his designee,”52 before promulgating a rule under section 9. The Directive also states that classified information may not be “disseminated in any manner outside authorized channels” without the consent of the agency that originally classified it.53

The various agencies affected by the E.O. have promulgated regulations under section 9. The Department of State, for example, has established four dissemination control designations: (1) nodis (no distribution): “no distribution to other than the addressee without the approval of the Executive Secretary” of the Department. This designation is to be used “only on messages of the highest sensitivity between the President, the Secretary of State, and chiefs of mission”;54 (2) exdis (exclusive distribution): distribution exclusively to officers “with essential need to know.” “[O]nly highly sen-

49. 32 C.F.R. § 159.200-1(b) (1974).
50. Exec. Order No. 11652 § 6(A), 3 C.F.R. 346 (1974). Section 12 establishes an exception to section 6(A), rendering it inapplicable “to persons outside the executive branch who are engaged in historical research or who have previously occupied policy-making positions to which they were appointed by the President,” upon the determination by the head of the agency that originated the classified information that access “is clearly consistent with the interests of national security” and his ensuring that the information sought will not be “published or otherwise compromised.” Exec. Order No. 11652 § 12, 3 C.F.R. 349 (1974).

According to the Directive, access for researchers under section 12 of the E.O. is limited to information that can be “located and compiled with a reasonable amount of effort”; furthermore, the researcher must agree to safeguard the information and to permit “a review of his notes and manuscript for the sole purpose of determining that no classified information or material is contained therein.” NSC Directive, supra note 14, § VII, 3A C.F.R. 235-37 (1972). Access for former presidential appointees not covered by section 12 of the E.O. “may be authorized,” according to the Directive. NSC Directive, supra note 14, § VIII, 3A C.F.R. 237 (1972).

sitive traffic between the White House, the Secretary, the Under
Secretaries and chiefs of mission" is to be so marked; 55 (3) limdis
(limited distribution): distribution strictly limited to recipients
with need to know, to be applied only to messages of more than
usual sensitivity; 56 (4) No Distribution Outside Department: pre­
cludes distribution to other federal agencies. This designation is
to be used when disclosure to such agencies "would be prejudicial
to the best interests of the Department of State" and may be used
along with exdis and limdis. 57

State Department regulations also establish guidelines for dis­
seminating information to persons outside the executive branch. 58
Classified information will generally not be released to such
persons. 59 However, this information will be released to Congress
upon the approval of the Office of Congressional Relations and the
Office of Security. 60 The General Accounting Office (GAO), the
nonexecutive branch agency that oversees federal expenditures for
the Congress, can usually obtain access to the classified information
it requests, but specific State Department approval is necessary in
some situations. 61

The Defense Department regulations do not list the special access
rules that have been established under section 9 of the E.O. They
do state that it is the general policy of the Department to adhere
to the access rule outlined in the E.O.; however, procedures for
establishing special rules when necessary are given. 62 Classified infor­
mation held by the Defense Department will be released to persons
or agencies outside the executive branch if this is necessary for the

58. The State Department's regulations dealing with access for researchers and ex­
appointees duplicate in substance those of the E.O. and the Directive. 22 C.F.R. §§ 9.22,
60. 22 C.F.R. § 9.23(a) (1974).
61. Such approval is required when, in the opinion of the chief of mission or bureau
head from whom a document is sought, the document: (1) would, if released, "seriously
impair relations between the United States and other countries in the conduct of
foreign affairs, or otherwise prejudice the best interests of the United States"; (2) is
"directed to the President, the National Security Council, or a similar White House
Board"; (3) relates "to formulation of sensitive substantive policy (as distinguished
from a statement of or implementation of policy)"; (4) is of a generally restricted
character, such as personnel records, or material originated by another agency. Hear­
ing on U.S. Government Information Policies and Practices Before the Subcomm. on
Foreign Operations and Government Information of the House Comm. on Government
Operations, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. 50 (1971) (reprinting a GAO report) [hereinafter Gov­
ernment Information Hearings].
62. These procedures involve obtaining permission from either the secretary of the
service department involved or the Secretary of Defense. 32 C.F.R. §§ 159.1200 to -3
(1974).
"performance of a function from which the Government will derive a benefit or advantage," and if the particular department that first classified the information does not object to its dissemination.63

The Department of Defense regulation governing congressional access to classified material basically requires the Department to furnish the information that Congress requests. If the information asked for is considered to be too sensitive to leave the executive branch, an alternative means of meeting the request is sought. If Congress rejects an alternative suggested by the Department, final refusal to release the information must be expressly approved by the head of the Defense Department unit concerned. If a congressionally suggested alternative to release of the information is unacceptable to the Department, only the President, under a formal claim of executive privilege, may refuse the request.64

Department of Defense regulations expressly limit the GAO's access to classified information. The governing regulation provides that budgets for future programs, non-Department of Defense reports, and investigative reports are not to be released to the GAO.65 Certain units within the Defense Department have adopted even more restrictive regulations; for example, the European Command Headquarters denies the GAO access to most documents related to war plans.66

e. Declassification. The current E.O. pays careful attention to the problem of declassification. It establishes a General Declassification Schedule, according to which classified documents are automatically downgraded and eventually declassified at fixed time intervals.67 This system does not apply to all classified information, however. Because "[c]ertain classified information or material may warrant some degree of protection for a period exceeding that pro-

63. 32 C.F.R. § 159.700-6 (1974). Access rules for historical researchers and former presidential appointees do not differ substantially from those set out in the E.O. and the Directive. See note 50 supra. The only noteworthy addition is that members of the White House staff and presidential special committees or commissions are excluded from the category of former presidential appointees. 32 C.F.R. § 159.700-6(f) (1974).


65. Government Information Hearings, supra note 61, at 3049 (citing Department of Defense Directive No. 7650.1). This directive is mentioned in 32 C.F.R. § 159.700-6(c) (1974) as setting forth procedures for granting access to Defense Department classified information to representatives of the GAO.


67. Top Secret documents are lowered to Secret at the end of the second full year following the year in which they were originally classified, reduced to Confidential two years after that, and declassified after the passage of six more years. Secret documents are downgraded to Confidential after two years and declassified after another six, while Confidential material is declassified at the end of the sixth year following the year of classification. Exec. Order No. 11652 § 5(A), 3 C.F.R. 344 (1974).
vided in the General Declassification Schedule,” the E.O. provides that officials with Top Secret classification authority may exempt items from the operation of the General Declassification Schedule if they fall within one of the following four categories: (1) material furnished the United States by foreign governments or international organizations “on the understanding that it be kept in confidence”; (2) “material specifically covered by statute, or pertaining to intelligence sources and methods”; (3) material “disclosing a system, plan, installation, project or specific foreign relations matter the continuing protection of which is essential to the national security”; (4) material that, if disclosed, “would place a person in immediate jeopardy.” A classifier applying the exemption must, if possible, set a declassification date or indicate an event that will trigger declassification.

The E.O. requires that exemptions “be kept to the absolute minimum consistent with national security requirements . . . .” It further provides that information should generally be declassified within thirty years from the date of classification.

---

68. Exec. Order No. 11652 § 5(B), 3 C.F.R. 344 (1974). Another major exclusion from the General Declassification Schedule involves material classified under the executive order in effect prior to the issuance of the current E.O. Material classified under this earlier order was placed in one of four downgrading categories, only one of which culminated in automatic declassification. Exec. Order No. 10864 § 1(B), 3 C.F.R. 487 (1959-63 Comp.). The E.O. brings only this fourth category under the General Declassification Schedule. Exec. Order No. 11652 § 5(D), 3 C.F.R. 345 (1974). Material within the other three categories is subject, as is material classified under the current E.O., to the mandatory review requirements discussed below. See text at notes 78-91 infra.


71. Exec. Order No. 11652 § 5(E), 3 C.F.R. 345-46 (1974). For documents classified after the effective date of the current E.O., such declassification is automatic unless the head of the originating agency certifies in writing at the time of scheduled declassification that continued protection is essential to national security or that disclosure would place a person in immediate jeopardy. Such a determination must be accompanied by a specification of the period of continued classification. Exec. Order No. 11652 § 5(E)(1), 3 C.F.R. 345-46 (1974). Thirty-year-old documents classified prior to the effective date of the E.O. are subject to the same procedure, except that the declassification is carried out by the Archivist of the United States. Exec. Order No. 11652 § 5(E)(2), 3 C.F.R. 346 (1974).

Whether or not the E.O.’s system has increased the accessibility of such information, it appears to have speeded up considerably the declassification of information generated and classified some time ago. The National Archives is in the process of reviewing all “permanently valuable records” at least 30 years old for the purpose of declassification. ICRC Rpt., supra note 2, at 25. To date, 162 million pages of such documents have been surveyed to identify files for bulk declassification and over 22 million pages of old documents have been declassified in bulk. An additional 27 million pages of documents have been declassified following a page by page review. Moreover, 835 thousand pages of documents in the Roosevelt, Truman, Eisenhower, and Kennedy libraries have been reviewed, 80 per cent of which were 30 years old or older; of these, 300 thousand pages have been declassified. Id.

Other government agencies also have been working to declassify older records. The Army, Navy, Air Force, Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and CIA have all provided personnel to assist the Archives in its effort, and appear to have made progress in
The Directive interprets the E.O.'s declassification scheme. It states initially that material must be declassified once it no longer fits within one of the classification categories described in section 1 of the E.O. 72 It next provides that the General Declassification Schedule should be used if an earlier declassification date cannot be determined. 73 Finally, the Directive requires each agency to conduct an annual review of its classified material to determine whether any of it is "of sufficient historical or other value to warrant preservation..." 74 All such material that is to become declassified during the year must be segregated, and made available to the public promptly at the end of the year. 75

Because the E.O. and the Directive have outlined the declassification scheme so precisely, there has been little need for agency elaboration. The only point at which agency regulations in this area seem to depart from the spirit of the E.O. and the Directive is in their attitude toward the use of exemptions. Specifically, the Directive provides that if a document is inadvertently not exempted from the General Declassification Schedule, it is to be considered subject to the Schedule. 76 However, State and Defense Department regulations provide that if the classifier inadvertently fails to exempt a document, the recipient shall either exempt it himself or return it to the originator. 77

Any potential for abuse of the declassification scheme through the use of exemptions is mitigated to some extent by the E.O.'s mandatory review provision. 78 This section provides that any material reviewed pre-1946 materials. *Id.* at 26. For example, the CIA has reviewed approximately 1,000 cubic feet of Office of Strategic Services documents in the possession of the Archives, and has declassified 90 per cent of them. *Government Secrecy Hearings*, supra note 4, at 106 (testimony of J. Warner, General Counsel, Central Intelligence Agency). Other agencies have their own review programs. The Atomic Energy Commission, which began its review in 1971, had reviewed 2.2 million documents and declassified 1.2 million of them by April 1974. *ICRC Report*, supra, at 27. The Department of Defense has acted to declassify certain items of electronic equipment and to convince NATO to adopt a system of classification similar to that of the E.O. *Government Secrecy Hearings*, supra, at 224 (addendum to statement of D. Cooke, Assistant Secretary for Administration, Department of Defense). It has also reduced its inventory of top secret documents by 25 per cent, though this has involved more destruction of documents than declassification. *Id.* at 235. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration in 1973 declassified some 2,000 documents. *ICRC Report*, supra, at 29. The Department of State declassified in bulk 890,000 pages of documents dated 1947. *Id.* 72. *NSC Directive*, supra note 14, § II A, 3A C.F.R. 228 (1972).
77. 22 C.F.R. § 9.16(b) (1974) (Department of State); 32 C.F.R. § 159.403-1(d) (1974) (Department of Defense).
exempted from the General Declassification Schedule is subject to review by the originating department ten years from the date of origin. There are, however, three prerequisites to such review: (1) A member of the public or another government agency must request the review; (2) the request must describe the material to be reviewed with sufficient particularity to enable the originating unit to identify it; (3) the material must be reasonably easy to find.

The Directive delineates "request for review" procedures. It provides for initial processing of requests and gives the person asking for review the right to appeal if there is no decision on the request after sixty days. The appeal initially is heard by an agency classification committee. The agency unit denying the initial request

80. It is not clear what happens when a request is received for information that is less than ten years old. The mandatory review provisions are directed only at material that is both exempted from the operation of the General Declassification Schedule and more than ten years old. Review of material less than ten years old, exempted or not, is not discussed.

Some agency regulations do address this problem. Those of the Atomic Energy Commission, for example, provide that the Commission will respond "as promptly as available resources permit" to questions about classified materials less than ten years old. 10 C.F.R., pt. 9, app. A, § 6 (1974). Although not required to do so by its regulations, the Department of State has in practice adopted the policy of reviewing all requests, whether or not the documents in question are more than ten years old. Government Secrecy Hearings, supra note 4, at 167 (testimony of Ambassador C. Laise, Assistant Secretary of State for Public Affairs, Department of State). The CIA specifically permits classification review of documents "which . . . are more than ten (10) years old." 5 C.F.R. § 1900.5(b) (1974). By implication, requests for documents more recently classified will not be considered. The Department of Defense has no regulation on this subject, and its attitude toward requests for documents not yet ten years old is unclear.

Requests for review of documents more than 30 years old are referred directly to the Archivist of the United States. If custody of the documents has been transferred to the Archives, the Archivist alone is charged with reviewing the documents. If the originating agency retains custody, the Archivist conducts his review in conjunction with the agency head. In either case, the documents are to be declassified unless the agency head certifies in writing that continued protection is essential. NSC Directive, supra note 14, § III, 3A C.F.R. 231 (1972).

82. NSC Directive, supra note 14, § III, 3A C.F.R. 230 (1972). Each agency is required to designate a particular office to which mandatory review requests may be directed. This office then forwards such requests to the appropriate agency unit for consideration. The receiving office or the agency unit must acknowledge receipt of the request in writing immediately and notify the requester of any fees that must be paid. The request must either render a decision on the request within 30 days or explain why further time is necessary.

must, if possible, explain briefly why the material cannot be declassified\(^84\) and, throughout the review process, bears the burden of showing that continued protection of the material is warranted.\(^85\) If the agency cannot carry this burden, the material requested is made available unless it is exempted from disclosure by statute.\(^86\)

The ICRC has jurisdiction to hear appeals from denials by agency committees of requests for declassification.\(^87\) An appeal is accepted if, “in the discretion of the Committee, the appeal raises substantive issues.”\(^88\) Denials that are based on a lack of particularity of description in the request or on difficulty of location are not subject to review.\(^89\) Again, the agency bears “the burden of persuasion.”\(^90\) A majority vote of a quorum of the Committee is needed to declassify a document.\(^91\)

f. Sanctions. The E.O. provides sanctions for violations of its provisions. It requires that persons who classify material unnecessarily must be notified that their actions violate the E.O., and it states that “repeated abuse of the classification process shall be grounds for an administrative reprimand.”\(^92\) The agency committees and the ICRC are required to report such violations to the head of the agency unit concerned “so that corrective steps may be taken.”\(^93\)

classification abuses, and unauthorized disclosures, NSC Directive, supra, § XC(2), 3A C.F.R. 240 (1972), and recommend to the agency head “appropriate administrative actions to correct abuse or violation” of the E.O. NSC Directive, supra, § XD, 3A C.F.R. 240 (1972).


\(^86\) NSC Directive, supra note 14, § IIIF, 3A C.F.R. 227, 231 (1972). Cf. text at notes 568-610 infra. If material is not properly classified, it cannot be withheld under the national security exemption of the FOIA. See text at notes 506-35 infra.

\(^87\) 32 C.F.R. § 2000.3(e) (1974). All other remedies must be exhausted before the ICRC will hear an appeal. 32 C.F.R. § 2000.5(b) (1974). Appeals must be submitted within 60 days after the request has been denied, must include a statement of the agency denying the request and should include all correspondence on the matter. 32 C.F.R. § 2000.5(g) (1974).

\(^88\) 32 C.F.R. § 2000.5(c) (1974). Relevant considerations include the following: (1) the nature of the documents sought; (2) their relationship to other classified documents; (3) the likelihood of early public release upon declassification; (4) any disagreement between agencies regarding proper classification.

\(^89\) 32 C.F.R. § 2000.5(c) (1974).


\(^91\) 32 C.F.R. § 2000.3 (1974). A quorum for an appeal consists of seven members of the committee or their designated alternates. The requester must be notified in writing of the ICRC’s decision and, if the appeal is denied, its reasons for the denial. 32 C.F.R. § 2000.5(f) (1974).


\(^93\) Exec. Order No. 11652 § 13(A), 3 C.F.R. 349 (1974). Compare Exec. Order No. 11652 § 13(B), 3 C.F.R. 360 (1974); “The head of each Department is directed to take prompt and stringent administrative action against any officer or employee . . . determined to have been responsible for any release . . . of national security information . . . not authorized . . . Where a violation of criminal statutes may be involved, Departments will refer any such case promptly to the Department of Justice.”
The Directive allows agency committees to recommend penalties as severe as suspension without pay or removal, or as light as the issuance of warning letters or formal reprimands. Generally, agency regulations reflect the spirit, if not the exact form, of the E.O. and the Directive.

2. The System in Practice

To examine the actual operation of the classification system, it is useful to divide the discussion into three parts. First, an attempt will be made to determine the kind of information that is being classified under the system. Second, the procedural aspects of the system will be considered. Finally, attention will be given to the problem of access to classified material.

a. Classification in practice. There is, inherent in any classification system, a certain tension between the government's need for secrecy, and the public's need for information. On the one hand, there is no doubt that some government-held information should not be circulated freely. War plans, descriptions of military techniques, information regarding the capabilities of certain weapons, and pseudonyms of American covert operatives may all fall into this category. It also seems reasonable to believe that records of internal debates on foreign policy matters and confidential information received from foreign countries should be kept exclusively within the government. Dissemination of this kind of information might do considerable damage to this country, while public benefit from the release of this material would not be great. It is thus appropriate to classify such items.

On the other hand, effective democratic government requires public debate of vital issues. Because such debate is possible only if adequate information is available, any procedure that inhibits the flow of information potentially interferes with this goal. If the classification system in fact permits the suppression of information that is needed by the public in order to make informed political choices, the operation of that system arguably runs counter to the public interest. Thus, the question that must be addressed is whether information needed by the public and not dangerous to the welfare of the country is being concealed.

It is obviously not possible for persons outside the government


95. Some agencies make no distinction between penalties for under-classification or unauthorized disclosure and penalties for excessive classification. E.g., 28 C.F.R. § 17.7 (1974) (Justice Department). Others provide different sanctions for the two offenses in separate regulations. E.g., 22 C.F.R. § 9.63 (1974) (State Department; security violation), 22 C.F.R. § 9.64 (1974) (State Department; over-classification); 32 C.F.R. § 159.1400-1(a) (1974) (Defense Department; abuse of the classification process or negligence regarding the safeguarding of classified information), 32 C.F.R. 159.1400-1(b) (1974) (Defense Department; unauthorized disclosure).
to examine a sample of classified information large enough to indicate the kinds of information that are classified. Therefore, this discussion will focus on two recently revealed instances in which the executive branch sought to conceal information considered to be too sensitive for public dissemination. An attempt will be made to draw some conclusions from these examples about the effectiveness of the E.O.'s classification policy.

The first instance of executive branch secrecy involves the 1973 bombing of Cambodia by American forces. Early in that year, Senator Harold Hughes requested a summary of United States air actions over Cambodia from the Defense Department. The response indicated that no such actions had occurred prior to May 1970. Then, in July 1973, it was revealed that a former officer of the United States Air Force had told Senator Hughes that American aircraft had operated over Cambodia prior to May 1970. The officer, who claimed to have been a participant in the operation, later explained that he had been ordered to falsify reports to make it appear as though the raids had been carried out over Vietnam. He added that it was his understanding that the purpose of the falsification was to keep knowledge of the bombings from anti-war Congressmen.

After the officer's statements were made public, Secretary of Defense Schlesinger acknowledged that falsifications had occurred and defended their use. He argued that such measures were necessary to prevent compromise of the bombing, in view of its diplomatic sensitivity. Allegedly, Cambodia's then Premier, Prince Norodom Sihanouk, had approved the raids. Because Sihanouk could not have publicly admitted this, disclosure of the American operation would have obliged him to demand its cessation. American officials thus thought it necessary to refrain from admitting that the raids were being conducted. Sihanouk himself strongly denied ever approving the bombings.

In congressional testimony, the former chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Earle G. Wheeler, explained that the military adopted the falsified reporting system after President Nixon ordered

97. Id. In that month, American and South Vietnamese troops began military operations within Cambodia aimed at eliminating North Vietnamese sanctuaries in that country. N.Y. Times, May 1, 1970, at 1, col. 8 (city ed.).
98. N.Y. Times, July 15, 1973, at 1, col. 1 (city ed.).
99. Id.
100. Id.
101. N.Y. Times, July 17, 1973, at 1, col. 1 (city ed.).
102. N.Y. Times, July 25, 1973, at 4, col. 3 (city ed.).
103. N.Y. Times, July 18, 1973, at 36, col. 2 (city ed.).
104. N.Y. Times, July 25, 1973, at 1, col. 1 (city ed.).
that the bombing be conducted under maximum security.\textsuperscript{105} Further investigation by the Senate revealed that, although the false reporting of the Cambodian bombing ended after the May 1970 ground operations began, such falsification continued through 1972 with respect to bombing in northern Laos.\textsuperscript{106}

No sanctions were ever imposed for these falsifications. Indeed, President Nixon vigorously defended the actions taken, stating that those “who had any right to know or need to know” had been informed.\textsuperscript{107}

Although the method of secrecy employed by the executive branch in the Cambodian affair involved falsification of data, there is reason to believe that the same effect could have been achieved through the use of the classification system. The current E.O. had not been adopted when the bombing of Cambodia took place. However, knowledge of the incident became public over a year after the effective date of the E.O. During the ensuing controversy over the affair there was no suggestion that the procedures of the new E.O. would have prevented the concealment that occurred, had classification been used. In fact, President Nixon’s apparently strong belief in the need for secrecy in this case indicates that information concerning the bombing would not have been revealed, whatever method of concealment had been employed.

Central Intelligence Agency operations in Chile from 1970 to 1973, involving the channeling of funds to various political groups opposing President Allende,\textsuperscript{108} provide a second example of information kept secret by the executive branch.

The facts about the Chilean operation became public in September 1974, after the press obtained a letter that Congressman Michael Harrington had sent to the chairman of the House Foreign Affairs Committee. The letter revealed that CIA Director William S. Colby admitted in congressional testimony that the CIA had in fact engaged in covert political activity in Chile.\textsuperscript{109} In public statements, administration officials had consistently denied this.\textsuperscript{110}

President Ford maintained that the Chilean operation was aimed at preserving a democratic opposition in Chile and defended the

\textsuperscript{105}N.Y. Times, July 31, 1973, at 1, col. 1 (city ed.).
\textsuperscript{106}N.Y. Times, July 29, 1973, at 1, col. 4 (city ed.).
\textsuperscript{107}Speech before Veterans of Foreign Wars convention, New Orleans, La., Aug. 20, 1973, in N.Y. Times, Aug. 21, 1973, at 1, col. 8 (city ed.).
\textsuperscript{108}N.Y. Times, Sept. 12, 1974, at 5, col. 3 (city ed.).
\textsuperscript{109}N.Y. Times, Sept. 9, 1974, at 3, col. 4 (city ed.).
\textsuperscript{110}N.Y. Times, Sept. 17, 1974, at 1, col. 1 (city ed.). While it later appeared that some information bearing generally on the subject had been provided to a subcommittee of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, Senators familiar with that material insisted that the statements that had been made had been misleading. N.Y. Times, Sept. 12, 1974, at 5, col. 3 (city ed.).
government's attempt to keep the activity secret by pointing out that it would have had no chance of success had it been revealed.\textsuperscript{111} This, then, is an example of information that is kept secret—is, in effect, "classified"—solely because a political decision is made that the underlying activity involved is legitimate, and must be carried out covertly to be successful. The E.O.'s classification scheme, which provides the legal basis for the government's secrecy system, apparently does not prevent such a result.

From these examples, two conclusions can be drawn about the scope of the current classification system and its effectiveness. First, it is apparent that the system can be used to conceal major American policy decisions. The bombing of Cambodia involved a decision to violate neutral territory and the Chilean incident involved a decision to enhance political opposition to a legal government with which the United States ostensibly had friendly relations. By keeping information about incidents such as these secret, the public cannot evaluate effectively the foreign policy of the United States.

Second, it is probably fair to say that despite the contrary language in the E.O.,\textsuperscript{112} the system does not prevent classification for political reasons. The strong presidential defense of government secrecy in both of the above cases indicates that at least some information will be concealed whether or not it falls within the E.O.'s definition\textsuperscript{113} of properly protected information. And, even accepting the legitimacy of the initial classification decisions in the Cambodian and Chilean affairs, it is still apparent that the classification in those instances was continued after the rationale for concealment no longer obtained. Information about the Cambodian bombing, originally kept secret to avoid embarrassing Sihanouk, remained classified long after the United States had stopped taking Sihanouk's needs into consideration. Likewise, the Chilean activities were concealed even after the overthrow of Allende made concealment of assistance to his enemies superfluous. It is thus likely that the classifications were continued in both cases to avoid embarrassment and potential political damage to the incumbent administration.

b. The procedure in practice. The analysis of the scope of classification under the E.O. involved drawing inferences from a few published sources. Far more information is available about the workings of the more technical aspects of the classification system.

Perhaps the most notable achievement of the current E.O. has been its impact on the distribution of classification authority. As of December 1973, 17,364 persons were authorized to classify information.\textsuperscript{114} Of these, 1,541 persons had Top Secret classification au-

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{111} News Conference, Sept. 16, 1974, in N.Y. Times, Sept. 17, 1974, at 20, col. 4 (city ed.).
  \item \textsuperscript{112} See text at note 29 supra.
  \item \textsuperscript{113} See text at note 22 supra.
  \item \textsuperscript{114} ICRC Report, supra note 2, at 16.
\end{itemize}
tority, and therefore could exempt information from the operation of the General Declassification Schedule. These figures reveal a 71 per cent reduction in the total number of classifiers from that authorized by the previous executive order, and a 78 per cent reduction in the number of Top Secret classifiers. In addition, 11 agencies that formerly possessed Top Secret classifying authority lost it under the current system, the most notable eliminations being the Department of Commerce and the United States Information Agency. Dramatic cuts affected all other agencies, both in the total number of classifiers and in the number of Top Secret positions.

Although the new E.O. has drastically reduced the number of authorized classifiers, it is possible that there has not been a very great change in agency classification practices. The Department of State regulation requiring the originator of a document to classify it pending final approval by someone with classification authority probably reflects the procedure in most agencies. Thus, unless the authorized classifier regularly second-guesses his subordinates on such matters, the number of persons who actually assign classifications, as compared to the number authorized to do so, may well not have declined by much.

Another aim of the current E.O. is to reduce the number of documents classified. It is, unfortunately, not possible to determine precisely whether this goal has been achieved. The ICRC report for 1974 states, however, that "the Committee has been informed by several agencies that they estimate that there has been a marked reduction in the number of documents classified this past year. The [Atomic Energy Commission], for example, shows an 83 per cent reduction in the number of documents classified Top Secret in 1973. The [United States Information Agency] estimates that 30 per cent fewer documents were classified in 1973 than in 1972." And the recent congressional testimony of Ambassador Carol C. Laise, Assistant Secretary of State for Public Affairs, also indicates that the E.O. has been effective in this area:

[D]uring the recent nine-month period, only approximately 16% of the telegrams sent to the field from the Department were classified, compared to between 35% and 40% of comparable traffic in periods prior to the Executive order. Only about 20% of the docu-

115. Id.
116. Id.
117. These are Canal Zone, Civil Aeronautics Board, Civil Service Commission, Department of Commerce, Export-Import Bank, Federal Maritime Commission, Federal Power Commission, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, United States Information Agency, National Science Foundation, and Department of Transportation. Id. at 11-16.
118. See id. at 11-16.
119. See text at note 46 supra.
120. ICRC REPORT, supra note 2, at 21-22.
ments of historical significance now being recorded in our files are classified, compared with an estimated 40% to 50% in earlier years.121

There is thus some evidence that a smaller proportion of executive branch documents are being classified than was formerly the case. If the number of persons effectively classifying documents has in fact remained static, this reduction in classification could be attributable to a stricter adherence to classification criteria, at least among low-ranking personnel.

Information on the use of exemptions from the General Declassification Schedule is not currently available for the entire executive branch. However, figures are available for the three agencies—the CIA, the Defense Department, and the Department of Justice—that together produce about ninety-five per cent of all materials classified by the executive branch.122 These figures show that well over half of the documents being classified by these agencies are being shielded from automatic disclosure.123 This rate suggests that the exemption provisions are being abused.124 The little information available indicates that these agencies seldom apply sanctions for abuse of the system, however.125

In contrast to the above approach, the State Department has been relatively restrained in its departures from the General Declassification Schedule. During the first quarter of 1974, the only period for which figures are available, only 11.4 per cent of its classified docu-

121. Government Secrecy Hearings, supra note 4, at 171.
122. This estimate is based on statistics in the Table in ICRC Report, supra note 2, at 23.
123. Recent congressional testimony indicates that approximately 96 per cent of the classified documents generated by the CIA are exempted from automatic declassification. Government Secrecy Hearings, supra note 4, at 102. A recent report from the Department of Defense states that a survey of 75 of its activities revealed that 7 per cent of the documents generated by the Defense Department were marked for declassification earlier than would have been required by the General Schedule, 42 per cent were placed under the General Schedule, 42 per cent were exempted, and 7 per cent were excluded. Id. at 504. ("Exclusion" refers to documents containing information classified prior to the current system. Id. at 246.) The Department of Justice reports that between January 1973 and March 1974 87 per cent of the classified documents it generated were exempted. Id. at 162-63.
124. See text at note 130 infra.
125. 1 Executive Privilege, Secrecy in Government, and Freedom of Information, Hearings on S. 858, S. Con. Res. 30, S.J. Res. 72, S. 1106, S. 1142, S. 1520, S. 1923 and S. 2073 Before the Subcomm. on Intergovernmental Relations of the Senate Comm. on Government Operations and the Subcomm. on Separation of Powers and Administrative Practice and Procedure of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. 187 (1973) (3 vols.) (hereinafter 1973 Senate Hearings). See generally Classification Abuse Reports, in Government Secrecy Hearings, supra note 4, at 648-68. The CIA report indicates that the sanction generally imposed for over-classification was an oral reprimand. Id. at 662-65. In this period, no individual classification abuses were reported by the Defense Department. Id. at 657-68.
ments were exempted from automatic declassification. Furthermore, the State Department has actively warned offending employees against classification abuses: Between April 1974, when the Department began to use an automatic data processing system to monitor abuses, and July 1974, when it dispatched an airgram on the subject to all of its overseas posts, it issued over 400 warning letters. One of the recipients was an Assistant Secretary of State. In view of the importance to the public of State Department operations, this emphasis on avoiding over-classification is most encouraging. The beneficial effect of the State Department approach is somewhat limited however, given the fact that it generates only about one per cent of the classified information held by the executive branch.

Taken together, the figures on the use of exemptions and the issuance of warning letters are disturbing. It seems fair to assume that the General Declassification Schedule was intended to be followed in most cases. Certainly, the language of the section of the E.O. permitting exemptions from the Schedule indicates that exemptions should be invoked only rarely. The widespread use of exemptions by the Defense and Justice Departments, and by the CIA, thus appears contrary to the intention of the Order. Any suggestion that the time limits established by the E.O. are unrealistically short, forcing departures from the General Schedule, seems refuted by the experience of the State Department. Even allowing for differences in the character of the information handled by the different agencies, the great disparity in the use of exemptions between the State Department and the other agencies may reflect a certain indifference in the latter organizations toward the problem of over-classification. This impression is reinforced by the apparent laxity with which these agencies apply sanctions for classification abuse.

c. Access to classified information. The question of nonexecutive branch access to information actually involves two separate problems, access by the Congress and access by the public. Congress must make certain that it has access to information that, though legitimately classified, is necessary to its deliberations. The public's interest is limited to ensuring that information that ought to be freely available is not classified. The differences between these two problems require

---

126. Government Secrecy Hearings, supra note 4, at 605 (Department of State, Answers to Questions Submitted by the Muskie Subcomm., answer to question five).
127. Department of State Airgram, Classification and Declassification of National Security Information and Material 1, July 18, 1974.
128. Government Secrecy Hearings, supra note 4, at 604 (Department of State, Answers to Questions Submitted by the Muskie Subcomm., answer to question 3).
129. This figure was calculated from the Table in ICRC Report, supra note 2, at 23.
that they be discussed separately. Because of the lack of data regarding access to information, it is again necessary to resort to the case approach.

Since both examples of government secrecy discussed earlier\textsuperscript{131} involved the problem of congressional access to classified information, they will be drawn upon again at this point. One further incident involving congressional access to classified information, the "rain-making case," should also be noted.

In the fall of 1971, Senator Claiborne Pell repeatedly and unsuccessfully sought information from the Defense Department concerning rumors that the United States was using weather modification as a weapon in Indo-China.\textsuperscript{132} His requests were refused on the grounds that the information was classified and had already been provided to the appropriate congressional committees.\textsuperscript{133}

Subsequently, the press obtained the facts Senator Pell sought.\textsuperscript{134} It was revealed that during 1970 and 1971, the United States had seeded clouds in areas over the Ho Chi Minh trail in Laos in an effort to impede transportation over the trail and to interfere with the operation of North Vietnamese anti-aircraft weapons.\textsuperscript{135} The program had aroused considerable opposition within the executive branch, both because there were doubts as to its effectiveness and because the idea of using weather as a weapon made a number of civil servants uneasy.\textsuperscript{136} Nevertheless, in subsequent congressional testimony, Defense Department representatives maintained that, beyond keeping the Armed Services Committees up to date, their agency had no obligation to inform Congress of these activities.\textsuperscript{137} Other than ask the Chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee to discuss the matter with Senator Pell, the Department representatives did nothing further to meet his request.\textsuperscript{138} Although

\textsuperscript{131.} See text at notes 96-113 supra.
\textsuperscript{132.} In September 1971, Senator Pell wrote to R. Johnson, Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for Legislative Affairs, concerning these rumors. Government Information Hearings, supra note 61, at 3174-75. Senator Pell, Chairman of the Senate Subcomm. on Oceans and the International Environment, asked for an account of the use of such techniques. Receiving only an acknowledgement of receipt of his letter, he again wrote to Johnson in November 1971. Johnson responded with a very general account of Defense Department weather experiments and did not address Pell's specific inquiry regarding military use of cloud-seeding techniques. Id. at 3175-76. Dissatisfied with Johnson's reply, Senator Pell wrote to Defense Secretary Laird repeating his original request. Id. at 3176. Senator Pell received a response written by Dr. J. Foster, Pentagon Director of Defense, Research, and Engineering, again declining to give Pell the information he sought. Id.
\textsuperscript{133.} Id. at 3176-77.
\textsuperscript{134.} N.Y. Times, July 3, 1972, at 1, col. 6 (city ed.).
\textsuperscript{135.} Id.
\textsuperscript{136.} Id.
\textsuperscript{137.} Government Information Hearings, supra note 61, at 3177-80.
\textsuperscript{138.} Id. at 3177.
this testimony was given only eight days prior to the effective date of the current E.O., the representatives did not suggest that the new classification system would alter Defense Department procedure in this regard.

In the “rain-making case,” Congress was denied knowledge of a particular method of waging war. In the Cambodian and Chilean affairs, Congress was deceived as to American policy toward the countries involved. Yet, it has been suggested that, to carry out its constitutional duties, Congress has need for information that reveals whether (1) the United States has troops engaged in combat in a particular area; (2) the United States is financing a particular undertaking; (3) negotiations are taking place with regard to a certain question, without necessarily revealing the substance of the negotiations; (4) sophisticated intelligence-gathering systems exist; and (5) there exist agreements calling for commitment of American human or material resources under certain contingencies. And it seems logical to add that Congress should generally be informed of administration policy with regard to a particular area or subject. Thus, under these criteria, Congress was denied information that it needed to perform its duties effectively in these three instances. It would therefore appear that, at least in some cases, the classification system hinders the operation of the legislature.

Even in cases where Congress can obtain classified information, there is still the difficulty of knowing what to ask for. Regulations permitting agencies to deny information to the GAO, and the practice of delaying responses to congressional inquiries, are part of the problem. Agency limitations on distribution of classified material, such as the State Department’s nodis, exdis, and so on, also reduce the likelihood that anyone in Congress will come to know that he or she should ask questions.

The three cases above illustrate the irregular methods by which Congress occasionally does learn of the existence of vital information. Rumors, reinforced by leaks to the press, triggered Senator Pell’s cloud-seeding inquiries. In the Cambodian case, Congress remained unaware of the secret bombing until a participant in the operation made the facts known. The truth of the Chilean situation was explained to one congressional committee in closed-session testimony, but other committees, with equal responsibilities in the

139. Government Secrecy Hearings, supra note 4, at 78 (Senator Muskie, summarizing previous testimony before his committee).
140. See notes 61, 65-66 supra and accompanying text.
141. See text at notes 54-57 supra.
142. See text at notes 132-34 supra.
143. See text at notes 96-100 supra.
144. See note 110 supra.
area, remained uninformed until a leak occurred. In the “rain-making” case, Senator Pell never got the material he sought, and was obliged to accept a compromise.\textsuperscript{145} In the other two cases, however, Congress got the information it wanted, once it knew what to ask for and whom to ask.

The problem of public access to national security information, unlike that of congressional access, is basically one of avoiding incorrect classification. Achieving this goal requires, first, that decisions to classify be based solely on conclusions that the information in question cannot safely be made public, and, second, that an adequate means of challenging these decisions be available to the public.

McGeorge Bundy, former Presidential Special Assistant for National Security, has analyzed the kinds of information that would be classified under a system that was oriented toward public access. He has suggested that six types of material must be concealed: (1) military contingency plans; (2) the substance of current diplomatic negotiations; (3) information concerning covert political activity, assuming such activity is found justifiable; (4) information concerning covert intelligence gathering; (5) material whose potential for embarrassment is greater than its power of enlightenment; and (6) material revealing a President's decisional processes.\textsuperscript{146}

In determining whether the current classification system protects only information meeting these criteria, the three cases discussed above again serve as useful examples. Some elements of each incident could reasonably have been kept secret from the general public. The precise techniques used in rain-making, the details of the bombing operations in Cambodia, and perhaps even the existence of the Chilean covert operation would fall within one or another of Bundy's categories. If rain-making is treated as a secret weapon, it would even be possible to make a case for classification of the existence of a cloud-seeding capability. But concealing both the military operations in Cambodia, and the government's support of active opposition to the Allende regime, is much less defensible. Democratic government assumes the power of the electorate to evaluate government policy-making. But voters cannot pass judgment on policies of which they are unaware. The classification system permitted the executive branch to keep American foreign policy secret in these instances. This degree of executive discretion seems excessive.

The E.O.'s mandatory review procedures\textsuperscript{147} do not appear to be adequate to correct these problems of over-classification. Although

\textsuperscript{145} See text at note 138 supra.
\textsuperscript{146} Government Secrecy Hearings, supra note 4, at 14-16.
\textsuperscript{147} See text at notes 78-91 supra.
\textsuperscript{148} In 1973, for example, there were 621 declassification requests made to execu-
the system has functioned well in some cases,\textsuperscript{148} its use has not been general\textsuperscript{149} and few requests for review have been carried beyond the initial stage.\textsuperscript{150} Agencies appear to have acted promptly when they have acted at all,\textsuperscript{151} but over one third of the requests received by the agencies are not acted on at all,\textsuperscript{152} and pending periods for these requests are often long.\textsuperscript{153}

There are several deficiencies in the structure of the review system that may account for its inability adequately to protect the public interest. First, use of the procedure is limited, for the most part, to documents classified for more than ten years;\textsuperscript{154} this undoubtedly

agency reports on mandatory review requests for the period from October

1973 to March 1974 indicate that only about 200 individuals and organizations filed

the 500 plus requests received during this period. See Mandatory Declassification Review Request Reports, in Government Secrecy Hearings, supra note 4, at 209. In 1973 and the first three months of 1974, the State Department received 312 declassification requests; documents totalling 28,861 pages were involved. Id. at 167. Seventy-eight per cent of these documents were released, 2.7 per cent were denied, and the remaining 56 requests were still pending at the end of the period.

149. The agency committees considered only 17 appeals between June 1972 and April 1974. See Mandatory Declassification Review Request Reports, supra note 149.

As of April 1974, the ICRC itself had received only six appeals from denials of mandatory review requests. It reversed the agencies involved twice, remanded for a review that resulted in a partial release once, and affirmed the denials in three cases. ICRC REPORT, supra note 2, at 42. It is not known how many appeals, if any, the ICRC has declined to hear in the exercise of its discretion. Nor is it possible to analyze the decisions in the cases that have been heard, as the Committee's sessions are closed. 32 C.F.R. § 2000.5(e) (1974).

150. Examination of a sample of mandatory review request reports indicates that, for the period studied, the average interval between submission of a request and final action on it was between seven and eight weeks. See Mandatory Declassification Review Request Reports, supra note 149. There were instances of delays of over nine months, however. See, e.g., id. at 595 (No. 24). The average delay for the Department of State was more than twice as long as that for all other agencies together. Id. at 592-603.

151. See note 151 supra.

152. See note 151 supra.

153. See note 151 supra.

154. See note 79 supra and accompanying text. Only the AEC and the State Department will consider declassification requests involving material more recently classified.
tends to confine resort to the procedure to persons with an historical interest in the classified material. Second, the need, in some instances, to obtain the concurrence of other agencies prior to declassifying makes declassification review difficult and time consuming. Third, the small size of the ICRC staff, which in May 1974 consisted of the executive director and one secretary, may limit that body's capacity to hear review appeals. Finally, the system does not provide for review of procedurally based denials of declassification, and there is no extra-agency oversight of these denials.

From the foregoing, it is clear that the present system does not adequately solve the problem of public access to government-held information.

3. Changing the System

The above examination of the functioning of the current classification system reveals that the system permits the executive branch to retain over-broad discretion in the classification area. While the danger that this situation poses to the interests of both the Congress and the public is obvious, the remedy is not. The remedial problem is exacerbated, in part, by the existing controversy over whether Congress can lawfully take action in this area. This section will thus consider first, the legality of legislative reform of the classification system, and second, the adequacy of recently proposed legislative changes.

a. The legal foundation of security classification. The security classification system currently in force was established by executive order in March 1972. The order cites as its legal basis the power

155. This seems to be a particular problem for the Departments of State and Defense. Government Secrecy Hearings, supra note 4, at 167 (testimony of Ambassador C. Laise), at 209 (testimony of D. Cooke, Deputy Assistant Secretary, Department of Defense).

156. Government Secrecy Hearings, supra note 4, at 93 (testimony of J. Rhoads, Archivist of the United States and Acting Chairman of ICRC).

157. Id. at 97-98. One cannot gauge how broadly the ICRC is interpreting its power to oversee the security classification system. The Acting Chairman of the Committee has acknowledged that the ICRC has thus far not tested its authority to the fullest. For example, while it has the power to deal with all classification abuses, it has restricted its focus to improper denials of mandatory review requests. Id.

158. See text at note 89 supra.

159. During the period from October 1973 to March 1974, executive agencies denied only about one per cent of all requests on procedural grounds, however. See Mandatory Declassification Review Request Reports, supra note 149.

160. Exec. Order No. 11652, 3 C.F.R. 359 (1974). Ever since classification authority was extended to nonmilitary executive agencies, see text at note 7 supra; H.R. Rep. No. 98-221, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. 9 (1975), it has been governed by executive orders. Executive orders are issued by the President to direct "[f]ederal government officials or agencies to take some action on particular matters." Comment, "Presidential Legislation by Executive Order," 37 Colo. L. Rev. 105, 106 (1964). Since the security classification system prescribes procedures to be followed by federal agencies when dealing
vested in the President “by the Constitution and the statutes of the United States.”\textsuperscript{161} In hearings before a House Subcommittee, Assistant Attorney General Ralph E. Erickson amplified this statement by stating that the E.O. was based on the President’s constitutional powers and duties, rather than on express statutory authority.\textsuperscript{162} According to Erickson, the order is simply one means by which the President supervises the employees of the executive branch\textsuperscript{163} and ensures that certain laws, such as those concerning espionage and sabotage, are faithfully executed. Erickson pointed out that Congress has enacted a number of statutes that assume the existence of a security classification system, although none expressly authorizes one.\textsuperscript{164}

with certain types of information, the use of executive orders to direct the adoption of these procedures seems to be appropriate.

The legality of an executive order depends on the legality of the action that the President has ordered. That is, the validity and enforceability of an executive order is analyzed by referring to the powers conferred on the President by the Constitution and by statute. The legality of the current E.O. thus turns on the scope of the President’s authority to control sensitive information. For a discussion of the various questions raised by presidential legislation through the use of executive orders, see Comment, supra; Comment, Executive Orders and the Development of Presidential Power, 17 VILL. L. REV. 688 (1972).


\textsuperscript{162.} Government Information Hearings, supra note 61, at 2824-25.

\textsuperscript{163.} Erickson maintained that Article II, section 1 (vesting executive power in the President), section 2 (making the President Commander-in-Chief of the armed forces), and section 3 (requiring the President to take care that the laws be faithfully executed), taken together, require the President to supervise the employees of the executive branch. Government Information Hearings, supra note 61, at 2824.

\textsuperscript{164.} Id. at 2824-25. For example, Erickson referred to the Espionage Acts, 18 U.S.C. §§ 792-99 (1970), as “alternatively refer[ring] to classified information or mak[ing] it imperative to establish a classification system in order to enforce them fairly and effectively,” and cited United States v. Heine, 151 F.2d 813 (2d Cir. 1945), in support of this statement. In that case the court held that a conviction under the Espionage Acts for disclosure of information relating to the national defense could not be based on the collection and transmittal of information lawfully made public. Judge Learned Hand observed, “The services must be trusted to determine what information may be broadcast without prejudice to the ‘national defense,’ and their consent to its dissemination is as much evidenced by what they do not seek to suppress, as by what they utter.” 151 F.2d at 816. It thus appears that information is not subject to the protection of the Espionage Acts unless the executive has classified it.

Erickson also noted that 50 U.S.C. § 783(b) (1970), prohibiting United States Government employees from communicating to a foreign agent “any information of a kind which shall have been classified by the President . . . as affecting the security of the United States,” assumes the existence of a classification system. Government Information Hearings, supra note 61, at 2825.

In addition to the statutes Erickson mentioned, several other statutes appear to take for granted the existence of a classification system. For example, 18 U.S.C. § 798 (1970) prohibits the willful communication to unauthorized persons of certain types of “classified information”; classified information is defined as “information which, at the time of a violation of this section, is, for reasons of national security, specifically designated by a United States Government Agency for limited or restricted dissemination or distribution.” Similarly, the President is obliged by 22 U.S.C. § 2394(b) (1970) to make public all information concerning operations of the Development Loan Fund “not deemed by him to be incompatible with the security of the United States.” And 22 U.S.C. § 2585 (1970), requiring security clearances for personnel of the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, also assumes the existence of “classified information.”
He thus implied that this legislation indicates congressional recognition of the legitimacy of the executive classification procedures.

The authority of the executive branch to classify information has not been challenged. Since 1875, the Supreme Court has recognized the President's power to protect information he deems vital to national security, provided that neither legislation nor a judicial subpoena restricts his ability to act.\(^{166}\) Most recently, in *United States v. Nixon*, the Court was careful to observe that the matter came before it "[a]bsent a claim of need to protect military, diplomatic or sensitive national security secrets . . . ."\(^{167}\) Thus, even as it rejected President Nixon's claim that the value of preserving the confidentiality of presidential conversations outweighs that of providing evidence essential to a criminal prosecution, the Court deferred, as it traditionally has, to the President's military and diplomatic duties.\(^{168}\) The question that must be answered, then, is not whether the executive possesses the authority to classify information, but whether its authority to do so is exclusive.

Professor Robert G. Dixon, former Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Office of Legal Counsel, has argued that the President has exclusive authority in the classification area. In testimony before the Senate Subcommittee on Intergovernmental Relations,\(^{169}\) Professor Dixon began by citing Justice Stewart's concurring opinion in *New York Times v. United States*, in which Stewart stated that "it is the constitutional duty of the Executive—as a matter of sovereign prerogative and not as a matter of law as the courts know law—through the promulgation and enforcement of executive regulations, to protect the confidentiality necessary to carry out its

\(^{165}\) See *Totten v. United States*, 92 U.S. 105 (1875), in which plaintiff, the administrator of the estate of an individual who had spied for the federal government during the Civil War, alleged that the terms of a secret contract between President Lincoln and the decedent entitled the latter to more money than he had received. The Supreme Court affirmed the lower court's denial of the claim; it reasoned that the suit could not be allowed, since its prosecution would require disclosure of matters that the public interest demanded be kept secret.

More recently, in *New York Times v. United States*, 403 U.S. 713 (1971), in which the Court refused to enjoin publication of the Pentagon Papers, Justice Marshall, concurring, observed, "[i]n these cases, there is no problem concerning the President's power to classify information as 'secret' or 'top secret'. Congress has specifically recognized Presidential authority . . . to classify documents and information . . . . Nor is there an issue here regarding the President's power . . . to protect national security by disciplining employees who disclose information and by taking precautions to prevent leaks." 403 U.S. at 741. See also *United States v. Reynolds*, 345 U.S. 1 (1953), acknowledging the existence of a military-secrets evidentiary privilege.


\(^{167}\) 418 U.S. at 706.

\(^{168}\) 418 U.S. at 710-11. See also text at notes 291-93 infra.

\(^{169}\) *Government Secrecy Hearings*, supra note 4, at 155-61.

\(^{170}\) 403 U.S. 713 (1971).
responsibilities in the fields of international relations and defense.”

Next, he quoted from United States v. Curtiss-Wright Export Corp., in which the Supreme Court stated that in foreign affairs, “with its important, complicated, delicate and manifold problems, the President alone has the power to speak or to listen as a representative of the nation.” Dixon also pointed to Chicago & Southern Air Lines, Inc. v. Waterman Steamship Corp., where the Court said that “[t]he President . . . possesses in his own right certain powers conferred by the Constitution on him as Commander-in-Chief and as the Nation’s organ in foreign affairs,” and added that, acting in these capacities, the President “has available intelligence services whose reports are not and ought not to be published to the world.” Lastly, Dixon noted that John Jay, in The Federalist, referred approvingly to the President’s power to conduct negotiations in secret. Hence, Dixon concluded that the President’s exclusive power to establish a classification system may be inferred from his article II powers as Commander-in-Chief, and as conductor of the nation’s international relations.

In general, Dixon did not approve of the idea of congressional action in the classification area. He asserted that allowing either a congressional committee or an independent agency to supervise the information-control program would necessitate a shared administration. Such a sharing, he contended, would violate the separation of powers principle by inserting nonexecutive authority into areas where the executive has primary responsibility—national defense and foreign relations. Dixon pointed out that the President’s power to remove officers discharging purely executive functions is constitutionally absolute. Accordingly, Dixon reasoned that Congress could not place beyond the President’s authority officers charged with the purely executive function of classifying documents. He found legislation dealing with classification standards less objectionable, but, as a practical matter, likely to require interpretation by the executive branch.

171. 403 U.S. at 729-30.
172. 299 U.S. 304 (1936).
173. 299 U.S. at 319.
175. 333 U.S. at 109.
176. 333 U.S. at 111.
177. THE FEDERALIST No. 64 (J. Jay).
179. Id. at 151.
180. Humphrey’s Executor v. United States, 295 U.S. 602 (1935) and Myers v. United States, 272 U.S. 52 (1926) were cited for this proposition. Id. at 151.
182. Id. at 153.
With regard to legislation that would allow judicial review of classification decisions, Dixon cited *EPA v. Mink*\(^{183}\) for the proposition that congressional power to legislate in the field of information is limited by executive privilege.\(^{184}\) He pointed out that *Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities v. Nixon*\(^{185}\) held that the Senate Watergate Committee’s need for the Watergate tapes was insufficient to outweigh the presumption of confidentiality to be accorded presidential conversations, and argued that, under *Nixon v. Sirica*,\(^{186}\) an even stronger showing of congressional need would have to be made with regard to national security information. Although he recognized that *Nixon v. Sirica* held that a claim of national security privilege was reviewable, Dixon nonetheless maintained that such review could extend only to questions of extreme arbitrariness, and that a court, lacking expertise, could not substitute its judgment for that of the executive in this area.\(^{187}\) Thus, Dixon concluded that congressional power to authorize judicial review of classification decisions is inherently limited.

Upon closer examination, however, it becomes evident that the cases relied on by Dixon do not necessarily support his conclusions. If, as Justice Stewart stated in *New York Times*, the executive’s classification authority is not “a matter of law as the courts know law,”\(^{188}\) then presumably that authority cannot be traced to an exclusive grant in the Constitution. If this is true, then there would seem to be no reason why Congress could not legislate on the subject. Moreover, Justice Marshall, in *New York Times*, makes explicit reference to Congress’ acquiescence in the existence of a security system.\(^{189}\) This reference indicates that Congress can act in the area.

Dixon’s reliance on *Curtiss-Wright* is also misplaced.\(^{190}\) That case involved congressional delegation to the President of the authority to determine whether banning United States arms shipments would contribute to ending a particular Latin American war. The congressional resolution provided that such sales would constitute criminal violations upon a presidential finding and proclamation that ending the weapons sales would in fact aid in restoring peace. The case in question arose when the Curtiss-Wright Corporation was convicted of making arms sales after such a proclamation had gone into effect. Justice Sutherland’s disquisition upon the powers of the

---

185. 498 F.2d 725 (D.C. Cir. 1974).
188. 403 U.S. 713, 729 (1971).
189. 403 U.S. 741. For text of Justice Marshall’s statement, see note 165 supra.
executive\textsuperscript{191} thus must be seen in the context of an explicit delegation of authority by the Congress. It is a weak foundation on which to base an argument for congressional impotence in the field of foreign affairs.

\textit{Chicago & Southern Air Lines Inc. v. Waterman Steamship Corp.}\textsuperscript{192} is also not apposite. Petitioner in that case sought review of the denial of a certification of convenience and necessity for a foreign air route. The Civil Aeronautics Act\textsuperscript{193} gives the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) the power to authorize air carriers to use certain routes.\textsuperscript{194} However, CAB rulings on applications by American carriers for foreign routes require the President’s approval. The Act gives the federal circuit courts power to review CAB decisions,\textsuperscript{195} and no exemption from review is provided for decisions concerning routes abroad. The petitioner in \textit{Waterman} argued for judicial review of such decisions even though they involve discretionary determinations by the President. The Supreme Court rejected this contention. But in reaching this conclusion, the Court did not, as Professor Dixon implied, rely solely on the power of the Presidency. Instead, the opinion pointed out that the President’s authority over the CAB was derived from a pooling of his own foreign affairs authority and Congress’ power over foreign commerce, which it had delegated to him.\textsuperscript{196} The Court, to be sure, extensively noted the practical superiority of presidential over judicial decision-making in the foreign affairs area. It went on to observe, however, that

\begin{quote}

even if courts could require full disclosure, the very nature of executive decisions as to foreign policy is political, not judicial. Such decisions are wholly confided by our Constitution to the political departments of the government, Executive and Legislative . . . . They are decisions of a kind for which the judiciary has neither aptitude, facilities nor responsibility and which has long been held to belong in the domain of political power not subject to judicial intrusion or inquiry.\textsuperscript{197}
\end{quote}

This case does support the notion that the judicial power over foreign affairs is limited. However, it does not support the proposition that Congress has no role to play in the area.

It cannot be persuasively argued that the executive’s power over national security matters so outweighs that of the Congress that the latter lacks authority to enact legislation controlling national secu-

\textsuperscript{191} See text at note 173 supra.
\textsuperscript{192} 333 U.S. 103 (1948). See text at notes 174-76 supra.
\textsuperscript{196} 333 U.S. at 109-10.
\textsuperscript{197} 333 U.S. at 111 (emphasis added).
rity information. The Constitution vests the President with considerable power relating to foreign affairs and national defense. But the powers granted to Congress in these areas are equally extensive.

The courts generally have not agreed with Dixon's claim that the executive branch has exclusive power in foreign affairs and national defense matters. For example, in Oetjen v. Central Leather Co., the Supreme Court stated that "[t]he conduct of the foreign relations of our Government is committed by the Constitution to the Executive and Legislative—the 'political' Departments of the Government, and the propriety of what may be done in the exercise of this power is not subject to judicial inquiry or decision . . . ."

In EPA v. Mink, the Supreme Court again recognized the legitimacy of congressional action in these areas. Representative Patsy Mink brought suit under the Freedom of Information Act to obtain certain documents from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) concerning the 1971 Amchitka nuclear test. The EPA resisted disclosure on several grounds, one of them being that some of the requested documents were classified, and so came within the Act's exemption for information "specifically required by Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of the national defense or foreign policy." The Court held that a showing that these documents were classified under an executive order would satisfy the EPA's burden of proof on the exemption issue, and thus rejected

198. See note 163 supra.

199. Congress has been given the powers to "provide for the common Defense . . . .", U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 1; "[t]o regulate commerce with foreign Nations," U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 3; "[t]o define and punish Piracies and Felonies committed on the high Seas, and Offences against the Law of Nations," U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 10; "[t]o declare War, grant Letters of Marque and Reprisal and make Rules concerning Captures on Land and Water," U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 11; "[t]o raise and support Armies . . . .," U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 12; "[t]o provide and maintain a Navy," U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 13; "[t]o make Rules for the Government and Regulation of the land and naval forces," U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 14; and "[t]o provide for calling forth the Militia to . . . repel Invasions," U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 15. Furthermore, the Senate's power to advise and consent to treaties and to the appointment of "Ambassadors, other public Ministers and Consuls . . . .," U.S. CONST. art. II, § 2, also involves participation by the Congress in foreign affairs.

200. 246 U.S. 297 (1918). This case involved a suit for the value of certain hides seized in Mexico from a Mexican merchant by General Villa's forces while Villa was serving under General Carranza during the Mexican Civil War. Carranza's government was subsequently recognized by the United States. The Supreme Court held that the actions of one sovereign government could not be questioned in the courts of another and that recognition of a government invests any action it may have taken prior to recognition with a sovereign character.

201. 246 U.S. at 302. This statement was addressed to the issue of the locus within the United States Government of the power to extend diplomatic recognition.


the contention that classification alone would not be enough to bring the material in question within the exemption. The Court observed that "Congress could certainly have provided that the Executive Branch adopt new procedures or it could have established its own procedures—subject only to whatever limitations the Executive privilege may be held to impose upon such congressional ordering. . . . But Exemption 1 does neither." In other words, although Congress has chosen to accept the executive determination of what should be classified, Congress is not obligated to do so. In his concurrence in *Mink*, Justice Stewart emphasized this point: "[Congress] has built into the Freedom of Information Act an exemption that provides no means to question an Executive decision to stamp a document 'secret,' however cynical, myopic, or even corrupt that decision might have been . . . . [I]n enacting § 552(b)(1) Congress chose . . . to decree blind acceptance of Executive fiat."

In the face of such language, it is difficult to accept the proposition that "blind acceptance of executive fiat" is the only course that Congress may lawfully follow. And in fact, the executive branch has accepted without complaint other congressional attempts to control national security information. For example, the National Security Act of 1947 provides "[t]hat the Director of Central Intelligence shall be responsible for protecting intelligence sources and methods from unauthorized disclosure." If Congress has the authority to impose such a duty on an executive officer, it must possess some jurisdiction over government information policy. Far from questioning this assignment of responsibility, representatives of the CIA have relied on it, arguing against proposed alterations of the

204. 410 U.S. at 83 (dictum).

205. 410 U.S. at 95. The national security exemption of the FOIA has been extensively amended since *Mink* was decided. See text at notes 221-23, 506-35 infra.

206. Some commentators have read the language of *United States v. Nixon*, quoted in the text at note 167 *supra*, to support the notion of absolute presidential control of national security information. See, e.g., Symposium: *United States v. Nixon*, 22 UCLA L. Rev. 4, 26-29, 44, 64, 96, 117-18 (1974) [hereinafter Symposium]. There is good reason, however, for believing that such an interpretation puts too much emphasis on the quoted passage of the *Nixon* opinion. In the first place, this statement fairly could be characterized as dictum, since the matter before the court did not involve any claim of a national security privilege. Second, the language itself does not purport to prescribe what the result would be if national security matters were involved, but instead emphasizes the fact that they were not. To assume that such language announced a new rule of constitutional law would be somewhat questionable. The peculiar nature of the *Nixon* case pressured the Justices to ignore their differences over matters not bearing on the basic issue, see Symposium, *supra*, at 120-23, so "that one may recognize the circumstances of the case and accordingly, not regard its every phrase as the last possible word on the subject." Id. at 122-23. Moreover, *Mink* represents a consideration of the very point at issue, and so should be entitled to more weight than *Nixon* on that ground alone.

current system on the ground that they would conflict with the Director's duty under this statute.\footnote{208. Government Secrecy Hearings, supra note 4, at 104 (testimony of J. Warner, General Counsel, Central Intelligence Agency).}

Another example of congressional information control is provided by the statutory provisions governing atomic energy policy.\footnote{209. 42 U.S.C. §§ 2161-66 (1970).}

In those sections, Congress defined the term “Restricted Data,”\footnote{210. 42 U.S.C. § 2014(y) (1970).} and established regulations covering the dissemination of material coming within that definition.\footnote{211. 42 U.S.C. §§ 2162, 2163, 2165 (1970).} Indeed, even the espionage laws\footnote{212. 18 U.S.C. §§ 792-99 (1970).} represent a congressional effort to regulate the disposition of certain national security materials. Yet, Dixon did not describe these statutes as encroaching upon an executive preserve.

In short, the argument that the control of national security information is exclusively an executive function is untenable. Therefore, it is not helpful to defend the executive's position by citing cases that deal with exclusively executive functions.\footnote{213. See note 180 supra and accompanying text.} Similarly, to argue from cases concerning access to material covered by executive privilege begs the question;\footnote{214. See text at notes 185-87 supra.} while such cases would certainly be relevant to the matter of congressional access to information pertaining to activities that are exclusively within the executive sphere, they are much less relevant when the information is not of that character. In sum, it appears that Congress has some jurisdiction over foreign affairs and national defense matters, and so can act to remedy defects in the current classification system.

\textbf{b. Proposals for change.} The current classification system leaves unsolved the distinct problems of congressional access to classified information and public access to government-held information.\footnote{215. See text at notes 131-59 supra.} Any plan to change the current system must address itself to both. The discussion of the legal authority for the E.O. demonstrated that Congress may lawfully effect changes in the classification system.\footnote{216. See text at notes 160-214 supra.} The difficulty lies in determining what form corrective legislation should take.

There are certain interests that must be served by any classification system. Such a system must, of course, take account of the need for secrecy with regard to some government activity. It must allow for the Supreme Court's recognition in \textit{Mink} of the doctrine of executive privilege.\footnote{217. See text at note 204 supra.} It must also attempt to ensure that judgments
regarding information policy are made by properly informed individuals, as there are often circumstances in which the real sensitivity of certain information is apparent only to one familiar with the subject matter of the information. The interests of foreign governments that have entrusted the United States with sensitive information must be considered. Finally, the system must be administratively feasible and as inexpensive as possible.

Any new classification system must also include elements that can remedy the difficulties that mar the current arrangement. First, it should eliminate needless classifications. This would entail a balancing of the possible detrimental effects of disclosure against its potential benefits. Second, since one intimately connected with the activities to be concealed might find it difficult to perform this balancing objectively, some form of continuing oversight from an independent review authority is necessary. Such an authority could guard against bureaucratic overcautious and lessen the danger of politically motivated classifications. Finally, the new system should contain an active review element. As things now stand, an incorrect classification is overturned only if an individual seeks review and later obtains favorable action in a review proceeding. Consequently, information needed by the public but nonetheless classified may never come to light. It would seem preferable to create a body within the government with the authority to review all classification decisions. Such a body would necessarily operate on a spot check basis. It could correct immediately any improper classifications it discovered, and thus eliminate, at least in some cases, the delay inherent in the current system. Furthermore, this body could pursue its discoveries by reviewing all information relating to a particular subject to ensure proper classification. Finally, a spot check procedure may deter improper classifications by making it more likely that a particular classification abuse will be discovered. The reviewing body could closely scrutinize agencies with a history of classification abuse.

A system that takes account of these considerations is not likely to classify information unnecessarily and hence would further the public's interest. It is more difficult to ensure that Congress can keep itself abreast of matters that are correctly classified. In general, it seems clear that Congress can get the right answers when it asks the right questions. Thus, any device that keeps Congress informed should be helpful.

It should be noted that the problem of congressional access to

218. For example, intelligence information may reveal more to a trained analyst than to a layman. See *Government Secrecy Hearings*, supra note 4, at 56-57 (testimony of Dr. R. Cline, Director, Bureau of Intelligence and Research, Department of State).

219. See text at notes 67-91 *supra*. 
classified material cannot be solved by passing a statute that asserts that Congress has a right to this information or that attempts to regularize procedures for dealing with situations in which the executive branch refuses to supply information. The congressional right exists, and cannot be made more explicit. The problem lies in enforcing the right, and enforcement depends upon congressional willingness to be firm in particular cases; a statute cannot supply this element. Moreover, a statute forbidding denial in certain categories may be read to permit the denial of everything else.

Congress took an important first step toward improving the classification system by enacting the Freedom of Information Act Amendments of 1974. These amendments provide that only “properly” classified material shall be exempt from disclosure under the FOIA. Further, they empower a court trying an FOIA disclosure suit to conduct an in camera inspection of the material in question to determine if it meets the exemption criterion. Thus, Congress has provided for formal nonexecutive review of the substantive basis of classification decisions.

While this legislation is helpful, it does not address most of the problems of the current system. The judiciary does not bring to classification questions the expertise that would give it the self-confidence to overrule executive determinations in this area. There will be a strong temptation to avoid reviewing classifications on “political question” grounds. The courts might also avoid the substantive issue by reading the term “properly classified” to mandate no more than compliance with procedural prerequisites, although such a reading would clearly violate legislative intent.

220. For example, a statute providing that “all departments and establishments shall furnish to the Comptroller General such information . . . as he may . . . require of them,” 31 U.S.C. § 54 (1970), has not prevented various agencies from denying information to the GAO. See notes 61, 65-66 supra and accompanying text.

221. 5 U.S.C.A. § 552 (Supp. Feb. 1975). For the history of the enactment of these amendments see text at notes 308-33 infra.


224. Federal courts will refuse to hear cases involving “political” questions. Gilligan v. Morgan, 413 U.S. 1 (1973); Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186 (1963). In Baker, the test for a political question was said to be a textually demonstrable constitutional commitment of the issue to a coordinate political department; or a lack of judicially discoverable and manageable standards for resolving it; or the impossibility of deciding without an initial policy determination of a kind clearly for nonjudicial discretion; or the impossibility of a court’s undertaking independent resolution without expressing lack of the respect due coordinate branches of government; or an unusual need for unquestioning adherence to a political decision already made; or the potentiality of embarrass­ment from multifarious pronouncements by various departments on one question. Courts could find that they lack “judicially discoverable and manageable standards” for resolving executive-public, or executive-congressional, struggles over information.

The amendments also failed to create an active review mechanism. Finally, they address themselves only to eliminating wrongful classifications; they do not touch the problem of guaranteeing congressional access to correctly classified information.

Legislation introduced in the 93d Congress dealt with other aspects of this subject. As introduced, the bill would have provided a statutory basis for the security classification system. The bill's main innovation was a nine-member Classification Review Commission. The President would appoint its members, but six would have to be selected from lists drawn up by the Speaker of the House and the President pro tempore of the Senate. The bill gave the Commission plenary authority to prescribe governing regulations and institute sanctions for their violation. The Commission was also empowered to investigate charges of improper classification, and the bill gave it subpoena power for this purpose. Finally, the bill authorized the Commission to resolve controversies engendered by executive refusals to supply classified information requested by Congress, a congressional committee, or a subcommittee. The Commission's decision in such a case would be reviewable by the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia, with an appeal of right to the Supreme Court.

The bill restricted classification authority to designated agencies, excluding some that currently possess that power. It also set limits on the distribution of such authority within agencies. The bill continued the use of Top Secret, Secret, and Confidential security classifications, defining them in terms of "exceptionally grave damage," "serious damage," and "damage" to the national defense of the United States.

233. H.R. 12004, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. § 3 (proposed § (g)(1)-(7)) (1973).
234. H.R. 12004, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. § 3 (proposed §§ (g)(5)(A), (B)) (1973).
235. H.R. 12004, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. § 3 (proposed § (d)(2)(A)) (1973). This section limits Top Secret authority to the Departments of State, Defense, Army, Navy, and Air Force, the CIA, the Atomic Energy Commission, and offices within the Executive Office of the President designated by the President. Secret authority is given to the agencies with Top Secret authority, plus the Departments of Justice, Transportation, and the Treasury. Confidential authority goes to the agencies with Secret authority, plus the Department of Commerce and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Although they have national security responsibilities, the United States Information Agency and the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency are not given any classification authority.
Under the bill, each grade of classified information would be downgraded to the next lowest level after twelve months. It provided that only Top Secret information could be exempted from automatic declassification, and then only if such information (1) was specifically exempted from disclosure by statute; (2) pertained to cryptography; (3) revealed intelligence sources or methods; or (4) disclosed a "specific defense matter, the continuing protection of which is of vital importance to the United States . . . ." Exempt status could be conferred only by vote of the Commission; the protection could last up to six years if, at stated intervals, the Commission voted to continue it. Exemption beyond six years would have been possible only when the President justified the exemption in writing and the Commission did not override his or her justification.

The proposed bill had a number of positive aspects. It affirmed Congress' authority to set the information policy of the federal government. It addressed only the classification issue, and hence did not weaken its effectiveness by attempting to deal with and define executively privileged information, a category requiring a special approach. And it provided for a genuinely independent reviewing body that would be able to devote itself solely to matters of classification and thus develop the expertise needed to resolve challenges to particular classifications.

---

238. H.R. 12004, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. § 3 (proposed § (e)(3)) (1973).
241. See text at notes 262-307 infra.
242. There are four possible objections to such a commission. In the first place, that body will be deeply involved in the work of the executive branch; indeed, it will promulgate regulations governing important elements of the executive's responsibilities. If the President in fact possesses the authority to prevent the dissemination of information, then it could be argued that a nonexecutive body cannot be given exclusive control over information policy. The response to this is that Congress has responsibilities in the field of information equal to those of the President. This follows from Justice White's suggestion in that Congress was not compelled to include in the national security exemption of the FOIA everything that is classified by the executive. See text at note 204 supra. If Congress need not accept an executive determination that release of particular information would damage the nation, it is arguable that Congress need not leave this determination to the executive at all. Rather, Congress may make the determination itself or may establish an agency like the Classification Review Commission as a "necessary and proper" means of meeting its responsibilities. Of course, the Commission would have no authority over executively privileged materials, as the withholding of these materials does not rest solely on security classification. See text at notes 262-307 infra.

One might also object to the commission on the ground that it may acquire excessive power over information. But this seems unlikely. In the first place, if its function of arbitrating between Congress and the executive were eliminated, see text at notes 255-57 infra, it could not interfere directly with congressional acquisition of data.
There were, however, serious flaws in the bill. First, the bill's provision limiting the President's power to select Commission members by requiring that he choose some members from lists proposed by particular legislators may have been unconstitutional. The Constitution gives the President the power, with the advice and consent of the Senate, to "appoint Ambassadors, other public Ministers and Consuls, Judges of the Supreme Court, and all other Officers of the United States, whose Appointments are not herein otherwise provided for, and which shall be established by Law; but the Congress may by Law vest the Appointment of such inferior Officers, as they think proper, in the President alone, in the Courts of Law, or in the Heads of Departments." By permitting the Speaker of the House and the President pro tempore of the Senate to limit the President's choice of members for the Classification Review Commission, the bill in effect vested these two persons with a portion of the appointment power. This procedure may be justified only on the theory that, since control of national security information falls within the jurisdiction of both the executive and legislative branches, each may play a role in selecting the persons supervising the process. However, it is not clear that Congress can arrogate to itself a segment of the constitutional power to appoint certain "officers of the United States" merely because such officers would be performing partially legislative duties.

Second, limiting classification to "national defense" matters may have invited defiance of the bill. Ongoing diplomatic negotiations, for example, need not have any connection with defense matters. Yet revealing the substance of such negotiations could occasionally damage the national interest. Bureaucrats dealing with sensitive nonmilitary matters may thus have been forced either to ignore the "defense" limitation or to interpret "defense" in a way that did not limit the classification decision. It would be more sensible to have included a classification provision that paralleled the

Moreover, if it attempted to classify too much material, the same mechanisms that bring facts to light under the current system would work against it.

It can also be argued that such a body may be co-opted and so lose its effectiveness as a watchdog. This is a risk that must be run; every independent regulatory body faces such a threat. The mere possibility of co-optation is not sufficient reason to abandon the idea, however, at least in the absence of a substitute proposal.

Finally, one may contend that the expense of such a body would be prohibitive. But this need not be the case. The commission would be required to do no more than write regulations and perform spot checks on classifying agencies. A staff of three or four hundred would probably suffice for these purposes. The concept of the Classification Review Commission, in short, seems strong enough to meet the principal objections to it.

244. See text at notes 160-214 supra.
245. See text at note 236 supra.
"national defense or foreign policy" exemption of the Freedom of Information Act. 246

Third, the bill's limitations on classification authority 247 seemed unrealistic. Agencies that are closely involved in national security matters, such as the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, were not accorded needed classification authority. And the attempt to restrict classification authority to persons ranking no lower than section chief may have proved ineffective. The authorized classifier may actually do no more than accept the classification assigned by whoever prepared the document. Indeed, this would have been more likely to occur under the new bill than under the current system 248 since the bill restricted classification to a higher level than does the E.O., and hence would have increased the quantity of classifiable material with which each classifier must deal.

Fourth, the time periods for which classifications are effective 240 were shorter than seems prudent. There will be some Top Secret, Secret and Confidential documents that may safely be disclosed after thirty-six, twenty-four or twelve months, but there will be others that cannot. 250 Indeed, this section of the bill seemed to confuse the problem of improper classification with that of duration of classification. If the classification system is reorganized so that the only items classified are those that ought to be, then it makes no sense to limit arbitrarily the protection afforded classified material.

Fifth, the bill's provisions for exempting material from automatic declassification 251 were overly restrictive and probably unworkable. Because the bill assumed that all non-Top Secret material can be revealed after a specific period of time, it encouraged classifiers to overuse the Top Secret designation. And the bill's exemption categories were inadequate. For example, the bill eliminated the E.O.'s exemptions for material supplied in confidence by foreign governments and material that could place a person in immediate jeopardy. Yet, these categories are among the most appropriate for exemption from automatic disclosure. 252 Furthermore, the exemption

247. See note 235 supra and accompanying text.
248. See text at notes 46-49 supra.
249. See text at notes 237-40 supra.
250. For example, an analysis of methods of jamming an item of electronic equipment commonly used by our armed forces would not necessarily rate a Top Secret classification, but would nevertheless require protection for as long as the item was used by the military.
251. See text at note 238 supra.
252. It may be argued that both types of material actually fit within the bill's exemption categories. However, while disclosures likely to endanger an individual or to divulge information supplied by foreign governments will very often also reveal "intelligence sources or methods" and thus come within the bill's third exemption, see text at note 238 supra, it is difficult to believe that this will be true in every case.
procedure, requiring a Commission vote on each document, was extremely cumbersome. The United States government generates more than 4 million classified documents a year. About half of these are currently exempted from automatic declassification. It would be physically impossible for agency heads, the President, and the Commission to evaluate the need for exemption in 2 million cases. It may be that the authors of the bill intended to make the procedure so unwieldy that agencies would not make use of exemptions. But the quantity of material legitimately qualifying for exemption under any system will be relatively large, even if only reports from CIA operatives, weapons secrets, and cryptographic materials are considered. The system established by the new bill could not have handled the number of appropriate requests it could have been expected to receive.

The final and most serious defect in the proposed bill was the provision making the Commission and the courts the arbiters of disputes between Congress and the President. The bill charged the Commission with resolving such disputes through "weighing the constitutional rights and powers of the parties concerned, including (i) the extent to which such information is necessary to Congress so that Congress may fully and properly discharge its Constitutional responsibilities and (ii) the extent to which the disclosure of such information to Congress would be contrary to the public interest or would seriously endanger the national defense of the United States." Thus, the Commission was given the power to determine what the Congress needs to discharge its duties properly. This is, in effect, an admission by Congress that its right to information is limited. If Congress accepted a Commission determination that certain information was not "necessary to Congress," Congress apparently would be conceding that there are categories of information that it has no right to demand. Surely it is unwise for the Congress itself to acknowledge limitations on its power in this area.

Furthermore, the establishment of this procedure amounts to congressional buck-passing. Giving another body the obligation to adjudicate conflicts over the release of information frees Congress

---

253. See text at note 239 supra.
254. See note 2 supra and accompanying text.
255. See text at notes 233-34 supra.
256. H.R. 12094, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. § 3 (proposed § (g)(5)(B)) (1973).
from the responsibility of determining for itself whether the public interest would be served by the information's release. But Congress ought not to dodge decisions of this kind. There can be no substitute for a congressional determination to assert the legislature's right to information through the use of law-making and fiscal powers. Indeed, this may be the only constitutional way for Congress to obtain classified information, since the political question doctrine may well prevent judicial intervention.257

As well as containing several questionable provisions, the bill failed to consider two important elements of a classification system. First, it neglected the interests of foreign states that entrust the United States with their secrets.258 Second, it failed to provide a method of informing Congress of the existence of information.

For all of these reasons, it is perhaps fortunate that the bill was not enacted as drafted. A workable classification system could be launched, however, by enacting the proposed bill shorn of its objectionable features. The bill’s major faults would be eliminated by allowing the Classification Review Commission to regulate the distribution of classification authority and the duration of classified status. That body should be able to prescribe regulations sufficiently sophisticated to permit appropriate mixes of authority. It could take into account differences in the circumstances of different classifiers and in the natures of the various sorts of classified material, an approach foreclosed by the bill’s simplistic procedures.

But still more legislation would be needed. Ideally, such legislation would provide that (1) except as otherwise stated, all government information is to be made available to the public; (2) information meeting criteria of “sensitivity” established by the Classification Review Commission can be withheld; (3) information relating to certain kinds of activities (for example, agreements to provide United States resources to foreign states, or the commitment of American troops to combat) may not be considered “sensitive”; and (4) Congress will establish procedures for safeguarding information.

Legislation of this kind will provide for publicization of important information. By defining what could be properly withheld and by specifying what had to be disclosed, the statute might aid the courts in dealing with the problems they face in declassification suits. In addition, establishing categories of information required to be disclosed might effect agency routinization of information-release procedures. Currently, the only routines affecting day-to-day information policy involve concealment by means of classification. Finally, provision for secure storage facilities should reduce congressional reluctance to ask for classified information, as legislators would

257. See note 224 supra.
258. See note 252 supra.
have less reason to fear being held responsible for breaches of security.

While such measures would go far toward preventing wrongful classification, they are of less use in informing Congress of the existence of properly classified information. One proposed step toward keeping Congress informed is the rewriting of the CIA's charter to permit Congress to seek information directly from that agency.\textsuperscript{260} If this were done, Congress could avail itself of an intelligence source of acknowledged accuracy,\textsuperscript{259} and would have an institutionalized procedure for information-gathering in contrast to its current reliance on leaks and executive largess. This system would not inform Congress about the activities of other executive branch agencies, however, and ignorance of these activities often has harmed Congress. Also, the CIA is an executive agency, and might well obey a presidential order that conflicted with a congressional request. Nevertheless, this modification would increase the amount of information that Congress automatically and directly receives and would thereby facilitate congressional discovery of appropriate subjects for inquiry.\textsuperscript{261}

In summary, it may be said that the differences between the two types of access problems call for different solutions. Elimination of improper classification to increase public access involves, essentially, changes in procedure. Such changes may be instituted in a fairly straightforward manner. On the other hand, increasing the flow of information to Congress requires a change in attitude on the part of members of the legislature. If legislators demonstrate that they are responsible and determined to enforce their rights, the public will support them and the executive is not likely to deceive them. If, on the other hand, they shy away from the difficulties inherent in obtaining information from a reluctant source, their ignorance will continue no matter what changes in law they effect.

\textbf{B. Executive Privilege}

The doctrine of executive privilege gives the executive branch the power in certain cases to withhold information from the Congress, the judiciary, and the public.\textsuperscript{262} Recognition of executive privilege

\textsuperscript{259} \textit{Government Secrecy Hearings, supra note} 4, at 19-23 (testimony of M. Bundy).

\textsuperscript{260} \textit{Id.} at 20.

\textsuperscript{261} Enlargement of congressional staffs and congressional use of data-processing equipment would also help to achieve this goal.

\textsuperscript{262} \textit{Freedom of Information and Secrecy in Government, Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Constitutional Rights of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 85th Cong., 2d Sess. 271 (1958) [hereinafter 1958 Senate Hearings] (Memorandum of the Attorney General, The Power of the President To Withhold Information from Congress). The Attorney General argued, "Courts have uniformly held that the President and the heads of departments have an uncontrolled discretion to withhold the information and papers in the public interest . . . ." Id. at 272. This view was reaffirmed by Attorney General Kleindienst in 1973, when he informed a Senate subcommittee that}
substantially predates the establishment of the classification system, and it has been suggested that the doctrine provides the executive branch with a more potent withholding power than does that system. Furthermore, executive privilege probably can be invoked as a defense to a request for information under the Freedom of Information Act, even if none of that Act's exemptions apply. Thus, this brief examination of the doctrine of executive privilege is intended both to supplement the preceding section on the classification system, and to serve as an introduction to the discussion of the FOIA that follows.

1. The Basis of the Privilege

Depending on the circumstances in which the claim of executive privilege is raised, it can be premised either on the common law or on the constitutional principle of separation of powers. The common-law privilege is an evidentiary privilege; it can be raised only in a judicial setting. The constitutionally based executive privilege, on the other hand, may be asserted in a broad range of settings and has been invoked to deny information to the courts, to Congress, and to the public.

"[t]he doctrine of executive privilege denotes the constitutional authority of the President in his discretion to withhold certain documents or information in his possession or in the possession of the executive branch from compulsory process of the legislative or judicial branch of the Government, if he believes disclosure would impair the proper exercise of his constitutional functions." 1971 Senate Hearings, supra note 125, at 29.
While courts\textsuperscript{270} and commentators\textsuperscript{271} have long recognized the common-law evidentiary privilege, the validity of the claimed constitutional privilege has been challenged.\textsuperscript{272} Advocates of the constitutional doctrine support their position by pointing to past congressional actions that impliedly recognized the doctrine,\textsuperscript{273} past presidential refusals to deliver information requested by Congress,\textsuperscript{274} and past disputes over information that have arisen between the courts and the executive branch.\textsuperscript{275} Professor Berger has ques-

or in the possession of the executive branch from compulsory process of the legislative or judicial branch of the Government." 1971 Senate Hearings, supra note 266, at 421. The first unequivocal assertion by a President of this power occurred in 1835, when Andrew Jackson rejected a request for information made during the confirmation hearing of one of his nominees. Dorsen \& Shattuck, Executive Privilege, The Congress and the Courts, 95 Ohio St. L.J. 1, 12 (1974). In 1954, President Eisenhower ushered in the modern era of the use of executive privilege, see R. BERGER, EXECUTIVE PRIVILEGE: A CONSTITUTIONAL MYTH 163-208 (1974), by refusing to turn over information requested by Congress for use in the McCarthy-Stevens investigations. Nixon v. Sirica, 487 F.2d 700, 737 (D.C. Cir. 1973) (MacKinnon, J., concurring and dissenting).

269. One congressional report states that executive privilege was asserted to deny reporters access to a federal agency report on a local Kentucky jail and to withhold from private citizens records of the farm crop support programs. H.R. Rep. No. 85-2084, 86th Cong., 2d Sess. 36-37 (1960).


272. See R. BERGER, supra note 268.

273. One example of congressional recognition of the doctrine of executive privilege involves the creation of the Department of Foreign Affairs. The Continental Congress had established such a department and had passed a resolution providing that the department would be headed by a congressionally appointed officer. (This resolution is quoted at 1 Stat. 28 (1789).) The resolution further specified that this officer was required to take custody of the books, records, and papers relating to his department, and that any member of Congress would have access to these materials. In 1789, after the enactment of the Constitution, the First Congress re-established the Department of Foreign Affairs. Act of July 27, 1789, ch. 4, § 2, 1 Stat. 28 (1789). Nothing was said in the new act concerning Congress' right of access to departmental papers, however. Former Deputy Attorney General Rogers has taken this to mean that "Congress meant to give no power to the Congress to see secret data in the executive department against the wishes of the President. That was a power which the Continental Congress had and which the framers of the Constitution meant for the new Congress, created by the Constitution, not to have." 1958 Senate Hearings, supra note 262, at 9-10.

274. A list of such refusals can be found in Nixon v. Sirica, 487 F.2d 700, 732 n.9 (D.C. Cir. 1973) (MacKinnon, J., concurring and dissenting). The Attorney General has cited these refusals as support for a constitutionally based privilege, 1939 Senate Hearings, supra note 262, at 271, as have the dissenting judges in Nixon v. Sirica, 487 F.2d at 731-37 (MacKinnon, J.); 487 F.2d at 778-81 (Wilkey, J.).

275. The cases usually cited are Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. 137 (1803), which defined "the limits at which a court must stop when the head of a department invokes the privilege that the information sought from him is confidential and cannot be disclosed," Wolkinson, Demands of Congressional Committees for Executive Papers, 10
tioned whether these precedents establish a constitutional privilege. He points out that in some of the cases, the President eventually acquiesced in the congressional or judicial demands and in other instances the presidential decision to withhold information was made with the express permission of Congress. Nevertheless, there are many examples of presidential withholding of information that remain unaffected by these criticisms and firmly support the existence of a constitutionally based privilege.

2. The Scope of the Privilege

The common-law privilege traditionally has extended to secrets of state, identity of informers, and some agency internal-communications. The scope of the constitutional privilege appears to be coextensive with that of the common-law privilege; its boundaries are imprecise however, since it has been defined by executive use rather than by judicial theory. Former Attorney General Kleindienst has claimed that the constitutional privilege applies to information dealing with foreign relations and military affairs, internal communications between advisers and the President, and investigative re-

FED. B.J. 103, 224 (1949), and United States v. Burr, 25 Fed. Cas. 30 (No. 14692d) (C.C. Va. 1807), in which a federal court issued a subpoena duces tecum directing the President to produce documents.

277. Id. at 167-71, 187-91.
278. Id. at 179-81. Professor Berger concludes that instances of presidential withholding of information with the permission of Congress do not support a presidential right to withhold information without the permission of Congress. However, congressional permission for withholding information can be viewed as a recognition by Congress of a constitutional executive privilege.

279. Even Professor Berger admits that at least one of these presidential actions was "clearly wrong." Id. at 182.
281. See, e.g., Scher v. United States, 305 U.S. 251, 254 (1938); In re Quarles & Butler, 158 U.S. 532, 535-36 (1895) (dictum); Hurst v. United States, 344 F.2d 927, 928 (9th Cir. 1965). It is not clear whether this privilege extends to the informer's statements as well as to his identity. Compare C. McCORMICK, supra note 271, § 111 (courts are split on the extent of the informer's privilege) with 8 J. WIGMORE, supra note 271, § 2374, at 765 (privilege extends only to the informer's identity).
ports. His statement is the most recent expression of the executive's view of the scope of the privilege.

In order to determine whether a claim of common-law executive privilege is "appropriate," courts balance the government interest in confidentiality against the public interest in disclosure. The greater the need the seeker has for the information, the more thorough the court's investigation is of the appropriateness of the claim. And the seeker's chances of prevailing on the privilege issue depend on whether the action is civil or criminal, and whether the seeker is a prosecutor, a plaintiff or a defendant.

In determining whether the executive can validly withhold information under a claim of constitutionally based executive privilege, the courts again appear to focus on the executive's need for confidentiality, the seeker's need for the information withheld, and the identity of the seeker. Three recent cases involving claims of executive privilege, United States v. Nixon, Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities v. Nixon, and Nixon v. Sirica, illustrate the judicial reasoning in this area.

United States v. Nixon involved presidential resistance to a subpoena duces tecum requiring the executive to produce certain tape recordings and documents relating to conversations between President Nixon and his advisers. These materials were needed by the Justice Department for use in criminal proceedings. The Supreme Court held that, although communications between high-level executive branch officials are "presumptively" privileged, the presumption was rebutted in this case by the public interest in the fair administration of criminal justice, an interest that could be furthered only by disclosure. In dicta, the Court noted that the conversations in question were nonmilitary, and implied that the presumption would be stronger where military matters were concerned. Presumably this is true because of the greater need for executive confidentiality in the military area.

283. 1 1973 Senate Hearings, supra note 125, at 21-23.
286. 8 C. WRIGHT & A. MILLER, supra note 271, § 2019, at 156.
289. 498 F.2d 725 (D.C. Cir. 1974).
290. 487 F.2d 700 (D.C. Cir. 1973).
291. 418 U.S. at 713.
292. 418 U.S. at 713.
293. 418 U.S. at 683, 710.
In *Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities*, the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia upheld the presidential claim of privilege concerning a similar group of tapes. The court reasoned that the need of the Senate committee seeking the tapes was “too attenuated and too tangential to its functions to permit a judicial judgment that the President is required to comply with the Committee’s subpoena.” In *Nixon v. Sirica*, an earlier case brought by the Special Prosecutor for these same materials, the court had ordered disclosure. The difference in results can be attributed to the different purposes that the two plaintiffs were seeking to accomplish and to the greater importance that the requested information had for one function than for the other. In *Nixon v. Sirica* the court noted that “the Special Prosecutor has made a strong showing that the subpoenaed tapes contain evidence peculiarly necessary to the carrying out of” the grand jury’s judicial function.

In the *Select Committee* case, the court stated that the Committee “points to no specific legislative decisions that cannot responsibly be made without access to materials uniquely contained in the tapes . . . .”

3. Executive Privilege and the FOIA

The FOIA provides that upon request, government agencies are to make available agency records not otherwise specifically exempted from disclosure by the Act. The success of the FOIA in ensuring public access to information held by the executive branch depends not only on the provisions of the FOIA itself, but also on the possible constraints on access imposed by the doctrine of executive privilege.

Certain aspects of the doctrine of executive privilege have been incorporated into the FOIA exemptions. For example, the first exemption allows the withholding of information “specifically authorized under criteria established by an Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of national defense or foreign policy” that is in fact “properly classified” pursuant to such an order. This exemption embodies the privilege for state secrets. The fifth

---

294. 498 F.2d at 733. The court’s conclusion was based on the fact that the House Judiciary Committee already had copies of each of the subpoenaed tapes and the legislative process did not require the exact text of the oral statements in their original form. 498 F.2d at 732.
296. 487 F.2d at 717.
297. 498 F.2d at 733.
exemption\textsuperscript{501} incorporates the evidentiary privilege for intra-agency and inter-agency advisory opinions.\textsuperscript{502} Finally, the seventh exemption permits the withholding of "investigatory records compiled for law enforcement purposes," but only if producing those records would, \textit{inter alia}, "disclose the identity of a confidential source . . . ."\textsuperscript{503} This exemption thus incorporates the evidentiary executive privilege for identity for informers.

Despite the apparent congressional attempt to exempt from automatic disclosure information traditionally covered by the privilege, there is still the possibility that the FOIA and the doctrine of executive privilege will conflict in that material required to be disclosed by the FOIA will be withheld under a claim of executive privilege. This situation could arise if, for example, a court ordered the disclosure of a particular piece of national security information found not to be "properly classifiable" pursuant to executive order. In such a case, the executive might still claim a right to withhold the information.\textsuperscript{504}

Whether the doctrine of executive privilege can be used to defeat a congressionally mandated disclosure depends on the validity of the doctrine's claimed constitutional foundation. If the doctrine is in fact purely evidentiary, then the FOIA exemptions can be viewed as its congressional codification. Any information not covered by the exemptions would thus not be subject to a claim of executive privilege. If "the doctrine . . . is to some degree inherent in the constitutional requirement of separation of powers,"\textsuperscript{505} however, then "[s]erious constitutional questions would be presented by a claim of executive privilege as a defense to a suit under the Freedom of Information Act . . . ."\textsuperscript{506} This is so because the separation of powers

\textsuperscript{504} This hypothetical assumes an executive order that is narrower in scope than the doctrine of executive privilege. It is probably more realistic to assume that any executive order dealing with classification would be broadly drawn. See, e.g., Exec. Order 11652 § 1(c), 3 C.F.R. 340 (1974) (classification under a designation of "Confidential" is proper if the information's "unauthorized disclosure could reasonably be expected to cause damage to the national security"). If the executive order is in fact broader in scope than the doctrine of executive privilege, the FOIA would permit withholding pursuant to the order. 5 U.S.C.A. § 552(b)(1) (Supp. Feb. 1975). That Act does not provide the public with a means of challenging the order itself.
\textsuperscript{505} Soucie v. David, 448 F.2d 1067, 1071 n.9 (D.C. Cir. 1971).
\textsuperscript{506} Soucie v. David, 448 F.2d 1067, 1071 (D.C. Cir. 1971). In Soucie, two citizens brought suit under the FOIA to compel the Office of Science and Technology to release a report evaluating the government's supersonic transport aircraft program. The district court held that the doctrine of executive privilege protected the report from disclosure. The Circuit Court for the District of Columbia declined to reach the
requirement would preclude congressional access to executively privileged information, and "Congress could not surmount constitutional barriers ... by conferring upon any member of the general public a right which Congress, neither individually nor collectively, possesses." If, for example, the constitutional doctrine is found to extend to state secrets, and if a particular piece of information not properly classifiable is nevertheless found to be a "state secret," executive withholding of the information would be permissible under a claim of executive privilege. Thus, until the constitutional underpinnings of the doctrine of executive privilege are fully articulated, and until its precise scope is defined the probable outcome of any clash between the FOIA and the doctrine is unpredictable.

C. The Freedom of Information Act

The Freedom of Information Act establishes regular channels for public access to government information. Enacted in 1966 in the belief that, "[i]f government is to be truly of, by, and for the people, the people must know in detail the activities of government," the FOIA was intended to create a government information system with a clear presumption in favor of openness; it states that all "reasonably described" executive branch materials are to be made available to the public unless specifically exempted by any of the nine stated exceptions to the Act.

"constitutional issues" inherent in the executive privilege question, as "the privilege was not expressly invoked by the Government, and therefore, . . . was not properly before the court." 448 F.2d at 1071 (footnote omitted).

309. UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, ATTORNEY GENERAL'S MEMORANDUM ON THE PUBLIC INFORMATION SECTION OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT III (1967) [hereinafter ATTORNEY GENERAL'S MEMORANDUM].
310. See S. REP. No. 89-813, 89th Cong., 1st Sess. 3 (1965); H.R. REP. No. 89-1497, 89th Cong., 2d Sess. 1 (1966); ATTORNEY GENERAL'S MEMORANDUM, supra note 309, at III.
311. 5 U.S.C.A. § 552(a)(3) (Supp. Feb. 1975). Prior to February 1975, only "identifiable" materials were subject to disclosure under the FOIA. 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(3) (1970). The Privacy Act of 1974, 5 U.S.C.A. § 552a (Supp. Feb. 1975), provides that an individual may obtain access to files of which he is the subject, and the Act establishes access procedures for this purpose. See text at notes 2055-106 infra. It can be argued that the Privacy Act unintentionally has amended parts of the FOIA. See text at notes 2196-211 infra.
312. 5 U.S.C.A. § 552(b) (Supp. Feb. 1975). It does appear, however, that executive privilege can be invoked by the government to deny a request for information made under the FOIA. The courts have not yet clearly decided whether the FOIA's exemptions and the doctrine of executive privilege are coterminous, but it has been implied that they are not. See, e.g., Soucie v. David, 448 F.2d 1057, 1077 (D.C. Cir. 1971): "[U]nless the Government on remand makes a valid claim of constitutional privilege,
Prior to the enactment of the FOIA, Congress had made several attempts to guarantee the public availability of government information. The first significant congressional action on the matter was the enactment in 1946 of section 3 of the Administrative Procedure Act (APA).813 Section 3, however, proved to be ineffective.814 Its major deficiency was that it made records available only "to persons properly and directly concerned," rather than to the general public.815 Moreover, its exemptions for government functions "requiring secrecy in the public interest,"816 and for adjudicatory final opinions and orders "required for good cause to be held confidential"817 were vague and expansive. Finally, no judicial remedy was provided for the victims of wrongful nondisclosure.818 Dissatisfaction with section 3 led to various attempts to amend or replace it.819 Ultimately, section 3 was replaced with the FOIA.820 This new legislation was intended to reaffirm a general philosophy of full disclosure, to eliminate the vague phrases that plagued section 3 of the APA, and to provide for the enforcement of the disclosure provisions by the judiciary.821

Despite its frequent use by the public,822 commentators criticized the FOIA for being difficult to interpret,823 vague, and poorly it will be able to prevent disclosure only by showing that the [document requested] falls within one or more of the statutory exemptions." See text at notes 262-307 supra.


325. In the 90th Congress, the only action taken was the enactment of Pub. L. No. 90-23, 81 Stat. 250 (1967), which "incorporate[d] into title 5 of the United States Code, without substantive change, the provisions of Public Law 89-481 [the original FOIA] . . ." S. Rep. No. 90-248, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. 5 (1967). No other bills were introduced regarding the FOIA, although two committee reports compiled agency
Foreign Operations and Government Information, the House Committee on Government Operations published a report in 1972 that criticized the drafting of the Act. The report was particularly critical of the frequent withholding of records found not to be “identifiable,” of agency delay in responding to requests and in filing responsive pleadings in FOIA lawsuits, of the lack of agency reporting to Congress, and of agency misuse of the Act’s exemptions. The movement to rectify such deficiencies culminated in the congressional approval of seventeen amendments to the FOIA in early October 1974. President Ford vetoed the amendments on October 17, 1974, but Congress overrode the veto in November 1974. The amendments became effective on February 19, 1975.

This section will survey and discuss the administration of the FOIA. The requirements of government disclosure and the permissible exemptions from disclosure will be examined. The procedural aspects of the FOIA and its provisions for judicial enforcement will also be considered. Finally, an attempt will be made to analyze two problems that courts have faced in FOIA actions: whether a court may exercise its equity powers to order that information be withheld.
held, and whether the Act's exemption provisions are mandatory or permissive. 333

1. The Definition of "Agency"

The disclosure requirements of the FOIA apply to "each [government] agency." 334 The FOIA is in fact a section of the APA; 335 the APA defines an agency as "each authority of the Government of the United States, whether or not it is within or subject to review by another agency . . . ." 336 The original FOIA simply incorporated this definition. 337 The 1974 FOIA Amendments have expanded on it: for the purposes of the FOIA, the term "agency" now expressly includes executive departments, military departments, government corporations, government controlled corporations, and independent regulatory agencies. 338 Thus, the traditional notion of


337. ATTORNEY GENERAL'S MEMORANDUM, supra note 309, at 4.

338. The amendments provide: "For the purposes of this section, the term 'agency' as defined in section 551(1) of this title includes any executive department, military department, Government corporation, Government controlled corporation, or other establishment in the executive branch of the Government (including the Executive Office of the President), or any independent regulatory agency." 5 U.S.C.A. § 552(c) (Supp. Feb. 1975).

The conference report and the House report suggest that the St. Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation, the Federal Crop Insurance Corporation, the TVA and the Intra-American Foundation are government corporations. CONFERENCE REPORT, supra note 225, at 14; H.R. REP. No. 93-876, supra note 329, at 8. The Senate originally proposed that the United States Postal Service be expressly included in the statutory definition, S. REP. No. 93-876, supra note 329, at 8. The conference report noted that the Postal Service, although not explicitly mentioned in the amendment, is within its scope. CONFERENCE REPORT, supra, at 14.

There is an interesting contradiction in the House and conference reports with respect to the Corporation for Public Broadcasting. The House report states that "[t]he term 'Government controlled corporation,' as used in this subsection, would include a
an agency as a government authority engaged in adjudication or rule-making,\textsuperscript{339} a significant concept for most of the APA, is rejected for the disclosure provisions of the FOIA.

The amended definition of agency has not yet been interpreted by the courts, so it is difficult to determine what its impact will be. Several FOIA cases, decided by the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia before the 1974 Amendments became effective, dealt with the problem of applying the APA definition of agency. In \textit{Soucie v. David},\textsuperscript{340} the court found that the Office of Science and Technology (OST) was an agency because it was charged with the responsibility of independently evaluating various federal programs and did not merely advise and assist the President. The court stated that although “the statutory definition of ‘agency’ is not entirely clear, . . . the APA apparently confers agency status on any administrative unit with substantial independent authority in the exercise of specific questions . . . . By virtue of its independent function of evaluating federal programs, the OST must be regarded as an agency subject to the APA and the Freedom of Information Act.”\textsuperscript{341}

Several years later, in \textit{Washington Research Project, Inc. v. HEW},\textsuperscript{342} the court distinguished \textit{Soucie} on its facts and held that the initial project review groups (IRGs) for National Institute of Mental Health research grants were not agencies: “Unlike the OST, the IRGs do confine themselves to making recommendations . . . . The IRGs act as consultants with the [National Advisory Mental Health Council]; their members are strictly forbidden from communicating their groups’ recommendations to applicants.”\textsuperscript{343} The court said that in deciding whether a government unit is an agency, “[t]he important consideration is whether it has any authority in law to make decisions.”\textsuperscript{344}

In \textit{Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp. v. Renegotiation Board},\textsuperscript{345} decided by the District of Columbia court of appeals after \textit{Soucie} but before \textit{Washington Research}, the application of the APA corporation which is not owned by the Federal Government, such as the National Railroad Passenger Corporation (Amtrak) and the Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB).” H.R. REP. No. 93-876, supra, at 8-9 (emphasis original). The conference report, on the other hand, states that the conferees “do not intend to include corporations which receive appropriated funds but are neither chartered by the Federal Government nor controlled by it, such as the Corporation for Public Broadcasting.” CONFERENCE REPORT, supra, at 14-15.

\textsuperscript{339} 1 K. DAVIS, supra note 265, § 1.01 (1958).
\textsuperscript{340} 448 F.2d 1067 (D.C. Cir. 1971).
\textsuperscript{341} 448 F.2d at 1075.
\textsuperscript{342} 504 F.2d 228 (D.C. Cir. 1974), cert. denied, 48 U.S.L.W. 5601 (U.S. May 12, 1975).
\textsuperscript{343} 504 F.2d at 247.
\textsuperscript{344} 504 F.2d at 248.
\textsuperscript{345} 482 F.2d 710 (D.C. Cir. 1974), remd. on other grounds, 43 U.S.L.W. 4502 (U.S. April 28, 1975).
definition of agency was considered at some length. The court held
that a regional renegotiation board, considered wholly apart from
the National Renegotiation Board, is an agency. 346 Although some
of the regional board's decisions were subject to de novo review by
the National Board, the court held that the regional boards "serve
as a discrete, decision-producing layer in the renegotiation process." 347
On appeal, the Supreme Court found it unnecessary to decide this
question, but did comment on the issue in a footnote. 348 The Court
agreed with the circuit court's conclusion that the regional board
should have agency status because it has the power to issue "orders."
The Court recognized, however, that the regional board has this
final decision-making authority in only one class of cases that it
handles; it noted that the circuit court never considered the possi-
bility that the regional board might thus be an agency only for the
purpose of these cases. This comment implies that agency status in
the future may be based not on whether the unit "has any authority
in law to make decisions," 349 but rather on whether it has the
authority to make the particular type of decision with which a case
is concerned. Any interpretation of the definition of agency that
narrows its scope would be unfortunate, however, as it would limit
the number of situations in which the FOIA would apply; the 1974
amendment to the definition 350 indicates that Congress intended
that the Act be broadly applied.

Whether the President is an agency for the purposes of the FOIA
is still unclear. In Sourie, the court found it unnecessary to deter-
mine whether the original FOIA, which applied to every "organiza-
tional unit in the executive branch," 351 applied to the President. 352
However, by suggesting that a presidential advisory group would not
be an agency, 353 the court implied that the Chief Executive himself
is not subject to the disclosure provisions of the Act. Although, as
a result of the 1974 amendments, the FOIA now expressly provides
that any "establishment in the executive branch of the Government
(including the Executive Office of the President)" is an agency, 354 the

346. 482 F.2d at 710.
347. 482 F.2d at 715. The regional boards have their own investigating and ne-
gotiating personnel with whom private contractors must deal. The boards make formal
recommendations to the National Board in some cases, and issue final decisions in
others. 482 F.2d at 715-16.
348. Renegotiation Bd. v. Grumman Aircraft Eng'rs Corp., 43 U.S.L.W. 4501, 4506
n.25 (U.S. April 28, 1975).
349. Washington Research Project, Inc. v. HEW, 504 F.2d 238, 248 (D.C. Cir. 1974),
cert. denied, 43 U.S.L.W. 3601 (U.S. May 12, 1975) (emphasis added).
352. 448 F.2d 1067, 1073 (D.C. Cir. 1971).
353. 448 F.2d at 1075.
conference report implies, in a manner similar to that of the Soucie court, that the FOIA does not apply to the President: "The term [Executive Office of the President] is not to be interpreted as including the President's immediate personal staff or units in the Executive Office whose sole function is to advise and assist the President."355

The APA definition of agency, incorporated in the FOIA, expressly excludes Congress, the federal courts, and the governments of the territories and the District of Columbia.356 These exceptions, retained by the 1974 amendment,357 have given rise to some interpretative difficulties. For example, in Cook v. Willingham358 the Tenth Circuit relied on the federal court exclusion in refusing to compel a prison warden to give a prisoner a copy of his presentence report. The report had been compiled for use by the sentencing court and was alleged to be under its exclusive control. The circuit court reasoned that since the sentencing court (a federal district court) was not an agency, the report was not an agency report and thus did not have to be disclosed.359

If the prison is an agency, however, the Cook case is difficult to reconcile with the language of the FOIA. The statute does not use the term "agency report"; in 1968, when the Cook case was decided, it merely required an agency to turn over "identifiable records" on request.360 Ordinarily, an agency should not be excused from disclosure merely because the records it possesses were not prepared by its staff. Perhaps the Cook case can be explained on the basis of the pre-sentence report's primary purpose; the report was prepared for and used by the sentencing court, and the prison was only an incidental possessor. However, this case is not significantly different from a case where an agency prepares and retains a report at the request of a nonagency. In the latter situation, the courts uniformly hold that the report must be disclosed.361

Although no court has yet considered the matter, the GAO, the "watch dog" agency that ensures that congressionally appropriated funds are properly spent, has promulgated regulations relying on the fact that the FOIA definition of agency excludes Congress. Although the GAO professes to have a policy on disclosure that reflects the FOIA, its regulations state that the FOIA does not directly apply,

355. CONFERENCE REPORT, supra note 225, at 15.
357. CONFERENCE REPORT, supra note 225, at 14.
358. 400 F.2d 885 (10th Cir. 1967).
359. 400 F.2d at 886.
361. E.g., Soucie v. David, 448 F.2d 1067, 1076 (D.D.C. 1971) (report of the Office of Science and Technology prepared at the request of the President held to be an agency record).
and that its policy does not confer "on any member of the public a right under the Act of access to or information from the [GAO] records." This interpretation of the applicability of the FOIA is hard to justify, however, since all other congressionally created agencies are considered to be within the scope of the Act. Furthermore, the GAO regulation conflicts with the basic policy of the Act—that the people have a right to know in detail the activities of government.

2. The Disclosure Requirements

a. Publication in the Federal Register. Section 552(a)(1) of the FOIA requires each agency to publish certain information in the Federal Register "for the guidance of the public." The Federal Register is a magazine published daily, Monday through Friday, by the Office of the Federal Register under the authority of the Federal Register Act and the regulations of the Administrative Committee of the Federal Register. Compilations of the information required to be published in the Federal Register can normally be found in the Code of Federal Regulations, a special edition of the Federal Register, but, for the purposes of the FOIA, publication in the Code is not a substitute for publication in the Federal Register. There has been little controversy over the publication requirements of the FOIA; when they were enacted complaints were "more on the side of too much publication rather than too little."

Four categories of information are required to be published in

362. 4 C.F.R. § 81.1 (1974). Information on small grain program abuses was denied by the GAO to one newspaper on the ground that, as an agency of Congress, the FOIA did not apply. FREEDOM OF INFORMATION CENTER, REPORT No. 303, THE FOIA AND THE MEDIA 4 (1973).

363. See Note, 56 GEO. L.J. 18, supra note 323.

364. See text at notes 308-12 supra.


369. ATTORNEY GENERAL'S MEMORANDUM, supra note 309, at 7. However, section 552(a)(1) does provide for incorporation by reference in the Federal Register when the information in question is "reasonably available to the class of persons affected thereby" and the Director of the Federal Register approves of such incorporation. 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(1) (1970). Incorporation of mere summaries of agency material is not sufficient. ATTORNEY GENERAL'S MEMORANDUM, supra, at 12-13.

370. S. REP. No. 89-813, supra note 310, at 6. One of the few cases in which an agency's failure to publish information has been challenged is still pending. In National Wildlife Fedn. v. Brinegar, Civil No. 1269-73 (D.D.C., filed June 25, 1973), plaintiff demanded that, pursuant to section 552(a)(1)(B) of the FOIA, the Federal Highway Administration publish its statements of policies and procedures in the Federal Register. These documents were already available to the public, and the agency argued that it was making a good faith effort to organize them for publication. Interview with Richard Wolf, Institute for Public Interest Representation, in Washington, D.C., July 31, 1974.
the Federal Register. First, agencies are required by section 552(a)(1)(A) to publish descriptions of their "central and field organization" and the methods by which the public can obtain agency information and decisions. This organizational material will also appear in a special edition of the Federal Register called the United States Government Organization Manual. The requirement that agencies publish the "places at which, the employees . . . from whom, and the methods whereby, the public can obtain information" implies that they have the power to create appropriate procedures for disclosure.

Second, section 552(a)(1)(B) requires the publication of "statements of the general course and method by which [agency] functions are channeled and determined, including the nature and requirements of all formal and informal procedures available." This provision requires agencies to explain their functions and responsibilities, putting particular emphasis on their adjudicatory and rule-making functions. The Attorney General has maintained that "the criterion for publication [under section 552(a)(1)(B)] is whether the particular 'course and method' is of concern to the public. For example, procurement and other public contract functions and, in some cases, surplus property disposal functions, are matters in which members of the public have an interest, whereas information concerning other proprietary functions usually would not be useful to the public." It is hoped that this interpretation of section 552(a)(1)(B) will not be followed, however. Allowing agencies to determine for themselves that there is a lack of public interest in a matter could lead to abuse. Moreover, section 3 of the old APA granted broad discretion to the agencies to determine the public interest; the FOIA was intended to correct this "defect." Clearly some agency proprietary functions will be so limited in scope that they will not require specific comment, but the presumption should be in favor of publication.

Third, section 552(a)(1)(C) requires publication of "rules of procedure, descriptions of forms available or the places at which forms may be obtained, and instructions as to the scope and contents of all papers, reports, or examinations." Rules of procedure, as defined in administrative law, spell out the requirements of an agency's practice for rule-making and adjudicative hearings. If an agency does not have any formalized rules of procedure, it must

373. ATTORNEY GENERAL'S MEMORANDUM, supra note 309, at 8.
374. See text at note 316 supra.
375. See text at notes 320-21 supra.
376. This provision attempts to eliminate unnecessary publication by requiring that "descriptions of forms" be published, rather than the forms themselves. S. REP. No. 89-813, supra note 310, at 10.
create and publish them. If an agency has not published its rules, the enforcement of an agency regulation may be enjoined. 378

Finally, section 552(a)(1)(D) requires publication of “substantive rules of general applicability adopted as authorized by law, and statements of general policy or interpretations of general applicability formulated and adopted by the agency.” The first clause of this subsection requires the publication of rules adopted by an agency pursuant to law-making power delegated to it by the legislature; substantive rules are, in effect, administrative statutes. For example, eligibility requirements promulgated by the Bureau of Indian Affairs for general assistance benefits have been held to be within this clause. 379 Although rules regulating rates will often not be of “general applicability,” 380 they should be published if the rates are of interest to a broad spectrum of the public. 381

The second clause of this subsection requires the publication of interpretative rules, rules issued by an agency to guide its staff and regulated parties in interpreting the agency’s statutory mandate. For example, Selective Service directives that tell Service officers what policies to consider in issuing civilian work orders for conscientious objectors have been held to be within the scope of this clause. 382 It has been argued that the rules, policies, and interpretations expressed in agency adjudicatory proceedings, as opposed to agency rule-making proceedings, 383 are not “general” or “of general applicability” because they are directed only to the parties in the proceedings. 384 However, to the extent that these rules, policies, and interpretations constitute agency “case law” that will influence other members of the public, there is no reason why the adjudicatory context should exempt them from the publication requirement. 385

Section 552(a)(1) contains a sanction for the violation of any of its four subsections. It provides that “[e]xcept to the extent that a


384. Attorney General’s Memorandum, supra note 309, at 10. This position has been adopted by some agencies. E.g., 14 C.F.R. § 1206.200(b)(ii) (1975) (NASA); 31 C.F.R. § 1.3(c) (1975) (Office of the Secretary of the Treasury).

385. Publication of all agency decisions, however, may not be feasible. K. Davis, supra note 265, § 3A.7, at 125-26 (Supp. 1970). Considerable difficulties may be encountered in separating adjudications of general interest from adjudications of unique questions. A “sensible compromise” suggested by one commentator is the publication of summaries of important decisions similar to the abstracts and headnotes preceding reports of judicial decisions. Note, 74 Colum. L. Rev. 895, supra note 333, at 900-01 (1974).
person has actual and timely notice of the terms thereof, a person may not in any manner be required to resort to, or be adversely affected by, a matter required to be published in the Federal Register and not so published.” This sanction prevents an agency from imposing obligations on private individuals pursuant to unpublished rules or regulations that were required to be published under one of the above subsections.386 It also prevents an agency from depriving a person of benefits granted by an improperly unpublished rule.387 However, if a private party adversely affected by unpublished material has had “actual and timely notice” of the contents of the material, he or she cannot seek protection under the sanction.388 This exception is justified by the basic purpose of the Act; the FOIA was intended to provide access to information for uninformed persons affected by agency activities.389

It is possible for a court to mitigate the strength of this sanction by refusing to acknowledge that an individual has been “adversely affected” by the unpublished material, or by affording the unpublished material interpretative weight in its decision. For example, in Hogg v. United States,390 the Sixth Circuit held that a taxpayer was not adversely affected by an unpublished order issued by the United States Attorney General. The order provided that a United States Attorney must file a notice of appeal in a federal case at the end of the applicable period for filing appeals, even if the Department of Justice has not notified the Attorney that an appeal should be taken. The taxpayer in Hogg had been successful in the lower court; subsequently, the United States Attorney filed an appeal pursuant to this order. The circuit court stated that “[a]ny delay incident to the ultimate payment of the judgment in favor of the taxpayer which might result from the dismissal of an appeal or from an affirmance would be compensated for by the payment of interest at the rate of six percent per annum,”391 and it refused to recognize potential reversal as an adverse effect of the order. However, if notice of appeal had not been filed pursuant to the order, the taxpayer would have been assured of victory. In Thomas v. County Office Committee,392 a federal district court used definitional material found in an unpublished handbook to interpret “demand” in the Agricultural Act of 1970.

386. ATTORNEY GENERAL’S MEMORANDUM, supra note 309, at 12.
388. See text at notes 309-10, 320-21 supra.
390. 428 F.2d at 280.
Both of these cases illustrate the methods by which a court can reduce the effectiveness of the "adversely affected" sanction, thereby reducing an agency's incentive to publish specific types of information. Perhaps these courts narrowly read the section 552(a)(1) sanction because of the breadth of sections 552(a)(2) and (a)(3); most agency information not covered by the publication requirements of (a)(1) will have to be made available for public inspection under (a)(2) and (a)(3).298

b. Public inspection. Section 552(a)(2) of the FOIA requires that three categories of information be made available for public inspection and copying, unless the materials are published and offered for sale. The first category, "(a)(2)(A) information," is composed of "final opinions, including concurring and dissenting opinions, as well as orders, made in the adjudication of cases." Agencies often make use of trial-type proceedings for deciding disputed questions of fact, determining policy in a precise factual setting, and ordering compliance with specific laws and regulations.304 All final agency opinions and all agency orders that result from the adjudicative process must be made available for public inspection.

In some cases, the question whether an opinion must be made available under (a)(2)(A) will depend on whether the particular unit issuing the opinion is an agency for the purposes of the FOIA.306 The test for agency status has been whether the particular unit has the authority to make decisions, rather than just recommendations.303 Even if an opinion was issued by an agency, however, it must constitute a "final" agency decision in order to come within (a)(2)(A). In NLRB v. Sears, Roebuck & Company,307 the Supreme Court suggested that in deciding whether requested documents are final opinions, "an understanding of the function of the documents . . . in the context of the administrative process which generated them" is "[c]rucial to the decision" of the case.308 To be disclosable under (a)(2)(A), each document must represent the "final disposition" of a matter, rather than the predecisional communication that merely recommends some course of agency action.309

393. See text at notes 394-495 infra.
399. 43 U.S.L.W. at 4496-500. The question whether an agency opinion is "final"
If an agency record is an "order" rather than an "opinion," there is no need to determine whether it is final because (a)(2)(A) requires disclosure of all "orders, made in the adjudication of cases."\footnote{406} It is often difficult to distinguish between an order and an opinion, however.\footnote{401} One interpretive source of the FOIA, the Attorney General's Memorandum,\footnote{402} states that "a statement of principles and reasoning may be set forth in an 'opinion' issued with an order, and the 'order' itself is merely a summary statement of the agency's final action in the adjudication of a case."\footnote{403} The Circuit Court for the District of Columbia, however, in \textit{American Mail Line, Ltd. v. Gulick},\footnote{404} indicated that an adjudicatory disposition cast in the form of an order may require the publication of material on which the order is expressly based.\footnote{405} The memorandum that the court ordered disclosed as part of the "order" in \textit{Gulick}, could arguably be considered an opinion under the Attorney General's definition. The distinction between an order and an opinion becomes crucial if the statement at issue is not "final." If the statement is an opinion, it need not be disclosed; if the statement is part of an order, it must be disclosed.

The second category of information that must be made available under (a)(2), "(a)(2)(B) information," includes "those statements of policy and interpretations which have been adopted by the agency and are not published in the Federal Register." This category includes policy statements that are not "general" and interpretations that are not "of general applicability," which, therefore, are not covered by the section 552(a)(1) publication requirements.\footnote{406} The Internal Revenue Service sought to protect its private letter rulings\footnote{407} and technical advice memoranda\footnote{408} from the provisions of (a)(2)(B) by arguing that these materials are not "adopted by the agency" because they are not relied on as precedent by the Service.\footnote{409} becomes crucial in cases where the agency claims that the opinion is exempt from disclosure under the inter- and intra-agency memoranda exemption of the Act: the Court in \textit{Sears} held that this latter exemption can never apply to "final" agency opinions. 43 U.S.L.W. at 4498. See text at notes 673-85 infra.

\footnote{400} American Mail Line, Ltd. v. Gulick, 411 F.2d 696, 702 (D.C. Cir. 1969).

\footnote{401} An order is often incorporated in an opinion. See 2 K. Davis, supra note 205, § 16.13, at 485 (1958) ("A typical opinion of a regulatory agency contains a syllabus, findings of fact, discussion of questions of law and policy resembling a reasoned opinion of an appellate court, and the order entered").

\footnote{402} For a discussion of the interpretive value of the Memorandum see note 323 supra.

\footnote{403} Attorney General's Memorandum, supra note 309, at 18.

\footnote{404} 411 F.2d 696 (D.C. Cir. 1969).

\footnote{405} 411 F.2d at 702.

\footnote{406} See text at notes 379-85 supra.


The Service found support for its position in the House report on the FOIA. Both the letter rulings and the memoranda interpret the tax laws in the context of specific facts; the former are sent to taxpayers and the latter to Internal Revenue Service district directors. In *Tax Analysts & Advocates v. Internal Revenue Service*, the federal district court held that (a)(2)(B) was applicable to both communications; the express language of the provision was to be given primacy over the contradictory statements of the House report.

The district court in *Tax Analysts* did accept the precedential–nonprecedential distinction advanced by the Service, however. The court found that although letter rulings were never cited in later interpretations, many still qualified as precedents because they were filed for use as reference material. While the court wisely discarded citation by the Service as the standard for determining precedent, its approach ultimately makes the application of (a)(2)(B) depend on whether the Service files material in the "routine alphabetical file," to be disposed of after four years, or in the "reference file," to be preserved for possible later use. The *Tax Analysts* approach may thus serve to induce agencies to create nonreference files in order to avoid disclosure.

The third category of material to be made available under (a)(2) is described in subsection (a)(2)(C) as "administrative staff manuals and instructions to staff that affect a member of the public." The distinction made in (a)(2)(C) between "administrative" and "nonadministrative interpretation on a specific set of facts which is requested by and addressed to a particular person, provided that such interpretation is not cited or relied upon by any officer or employee of the agency as a precedent in the disposition of other cases." *H.R. REP. No. 89-1497, supra note 310, at 7.* This position was also adopted by the Attorney General's Memorandum, *supra* note 305, at 16.

410. "[A]n agency may not be required to make available for public inspection and copying any advisory interpretation on a specific set of facts which is requested by and addressed to a particular person, provided that such interpretation is not cited or relied upon by any officer or employee of the agency as a precedent in the disposition of other cases." *H.R. REP. No. 89-1497, supra note 310,* at 7. This position was also adopted by the Attorney General's Memorandum, *supra* note 305, at 16.


415. 362 F. Supp. at 1306.


417. The distinction between precedential and nonprecedential materials may be useful, however, in distinguishing between interpretations "of general applicability" that must be published under section 552(a)(1)(D) and those interpretations that must be made available under (a)(2)(B). See *K. Davis, supra* note 265, § 3A.9, at 130 (Supp. 1970). Davis suggests that (a)(2)(B) be amended to make it clear that agency statements and interpretations need not be precedents and need not be the end product of administration. *K. Davis, supra,* § 3A.35, at 178 (Supp. 1970).
Project

The limitation of the staff manuals and instructions affecting the public which must be made available to the public to those which pertain to administrative matters rather than to law enforcement matters protects the traditional confidential nature of instructions to Government personnel prosecuting violations of law in court, while permitting a public examination of the basis for administrative action. While the dichotomy between "administrative matters" and "law enforcement matters" has been criticized, it generally has been accepted by the courts. Two circuits, however, have narrowed the scope of law enforcement matters to include only information that, if known to the public, would significantly impede the enforcement process. Such an impediment exists "only when information is made available which allows persons simultaneously to violate the law and avoid detection." Thus, portions of a Bureau of Customs manual instructing agents on the planning and operation of a "stakeout" are excluded from (a)(2)(C) because their effectiveness would be materially impeded by disclosure.

If disclosure of manual information encourages compliance with the law, rather than noncompliance, (a)(2)(C) requires disclosure. Generally, disclosure of agency inspection procedures and enforcement standards will encourage compliance with the law, and therefore this information must be made available to the public. For example, portions of the Internal Revenue Service Manual dealing with


Law enforcement is the process by which a society secures compliance with its duly adopted rules. Enforcement is adversely affected only when information is made available which allows persons simultaneously to violate the law and to avoid detection. Information which merely enables an individual to conform his actions to an agency's understanding of the law applied by that agency does not impede law enforcement and is not excluded from compulsory disclosure under (a)(2)(C).

Far from impeding the goals of law enforcement, in fact, the disclosure of information clarifying an agency's substantive or procedural law serves the very goals of enforcement by encouraging knowledgeable and voluntary compliance with the law. . . . Materials providing such information are administrative in character and clearly discloseable under (a)(2)(C).

(Emphasis original).


424. Hawkes v. IRS, 467 F.2d 787, 795 (6th Cir. 1972), affd. on remand, 507 F.2d 481 (6th Cir. 1974).
the examination of returns and the interrogation of taxpayers\textsuperscript{424} and training manuals for Occupational Safety and Health Administration officers\textsuperscript{425} have been held to fall within (a)(2)(C). Thus, the statement in the House report that "guidelines for the staff in auditing or inspection procedures" are not covered by (a)(2)(C)\textsuperscript{426} appears not to be authoritative.

Subsection (a)(2)(C) also covers "instructions to staff." This apparently refers to the same type of information as is compiled in staff manuals, and the law enforcement exemption similarly should apply. For (a)(2)(C) to apply, the "instructions" must be mandatory, and not merely suggestions.\textsuperscript{427}

All materials within the three (a)(2) categories must be made publicly available. Procedures that detail the avenues of public access to (a)(2) information must be established, and agencies may be ordered to modify their procedures if they entail excessive delay or complexity.\textsuperscript{428} Information from the larger agencies can best be made available through public reading rooms.\textsuperscript{429} If (a)(2) materials are promptly published and copies are offered for sale, they will be considered publicly available, but the supplemental maintenance of a public reading room has been recommended.\textsuperscript{430}

Subsection (a)(2) also requires that the public be permitted to copy available materials.\textsuperscript{431} This subsection does not expressly provide for charging the public a fee for copying, or for the service of providing (a)(2) documents in specie, but the practice would seem to be allowed, subject to the constraints of section 552(a)(4) of the FOIA.\textsuperscript{432}

All subsection (a)(2) information issued after July 4, 1967, must be indexed, and the indexes, for the most part, must be published: "Each agency also shall maintain and make available for public inspection and copying current indexes providing identifying information for the public as to any matter issued, adopted, or promulgated after July 4, 1967, and required by this paragraph [(a)(2)] to be made available or published."\textsuperscript{433} This subsection, in conformity

\textsuperscript{424} Stokes v. Brennan, 476 F.2d 699, 701 (5th Cir. 1973).
\textsuperscript{425} H.R. REP. No. 89-1497, \textit{supra} note 310, at 7.
\textsuperscript{429} ATTORNEY GENERAL'S MEMORANDUM, \textit{supra} note 309, at 18.
\textsuperscript{430} S. REP. No. 89-813, \textit{supra} note 310, at 76 ("the right to copy these matters is supplemental to the right to inspect and makes the later right more meaningful").
\textsuperscript{431} \textit{See} text at notes 847-89 \textit{infra}.
with typical agency practice, permits agencies to maintain a number of different indexes covering different types of material.\textsuperscript{434} “[T]o provide greater accessibility to each agency’s index,”\textsuperscript{435} and to “[e]ncourage agencies to maintain their indexes in a current manner,”\textsuperscript{436} the 1974 FOIA Amendments added a requirement that indexes be published at least quarterly.\textsuperscript{437} Publication by commercial firms is considered sufficient.\textsuperscript{438} The quarterly publication requirement can also be met by the publication of supplements, rather than completely new indexes.\textsuperscript{439} Furthermore, the Senate report suggests that for agencies such as the Railroad Retirement Board and the Small Business Administration, lack of sufficient public interest would permit publication by “photocopy reproduction” rather than by printing and mass distribution.\textsuperscript{440} If quarterly publication is considered by an agency to be unnecessary and impractical, the agency must publish an order in the \textit{Federal Register} increasing the publication interval or serving notice of its intention not to publish at all.\textsuperscript{441} The sale of published indexes is permitted but not required, and copies of unpublished indexes must be provided at a price not to exceed “the direct cost of duplication.”\textsuperscript{442} The published index requirement is intended to permit greater public access to government information through the use of indexes located in institutions and libraries.\textsuperscript{443}

Only (a)(2) materials issued after the effective date of the FOIA must be indexed. However, in \textit{Irons v. Gottschalk}\textsuperscript{444} the plaintiff persuaded the court to order disclosure under section 552(a)(3) of currently existing indexes of the Patent Office for 175 volumes of manuscript decisions from 1853 to 1954. The court ordered the agency to bind the indexes into the front of each volume despite the fact that it was estimated that it would take $300 and two man-days to reproduce the 3,744 pages in question.\textsuperscript{445} Thus, the prospective nature of the (a)(2) index requirement should not cause an information seeker to neglect the possibility of requesting the disclosure of indexes to materials issued before 1967.

\textsuperscript{436} Id.
\textsuperscript{440} Id. at 8.
\textsuperscript{443} S. Rep.- No. 93-854, \textit{supra} note 329, at 8.
\textsuperscript{445} 369 F. Supp. at 405.
One problem with the index requirement is that statements of policy and interpretation that have been published in the Federal Register are not covered by (a)(2) and therefore need not be indexed. Unless agencies voluntarily integrate this published material into their indexes of unpublished information, the agency indexes of statements of policy and interpretation will be incomplete.

The burden placed on agencies by the index requirement is significant. For example, several agencies issue millions of orders yearly, which frequently state only whether a request has been granted or denied. All of these orders must be indexed. If (a)(2) material is not indexed it may only be used by an agency as precedent if the party affected "has actual and timely notice of the terms thereof." The Attorney General's Memorandum advises agencies to use actual notice whenever practical to protect against possible defects in publication and indexing.

There is one general exception to the availability requirements of section 552(a)(2): "To the extent required to prevent a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, an agency may delete identifying details when it makes available or publishes an opinion, statement of policy, interpretation, or staff manual or instruction." This provision generally allows agencies to delete names and addresses from (a)(2) materials. If a name, even though deleted, can be associated with a document through other identifying details, those details must also be deleted to protect individual privacy. The agency may delete only the minimum amount of information necessary to protect privacy, however.

The failure to include "orders" in the privacy exception to section 552(a)(2) implies that an agency cannot prevent the disclosure of identifying details in ultimate agency directives. The definition of an order becomes crucial, therefore, in determining the scope of this exception. If an order is only "a summary of the agency's final action," it ordinarily will contain no details beyond the private

---

447. 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(2)(i) (1970). This sanction is similar to that provided in section 552(a)(1). See text at notes 386-89 supra.
448. ATTORNEY GENERAL'S MEMORANDUM, supra note 309, at 22.
453. See ATTORNEY GENERAL'S MEMORANDUM, supra note 309, at 18.
party's name and address, and the agency's final judgment. Under this definition, any discussion of the factual circumstances and reasoning behind an order will be an opinion and appropriate deletions from the opinion to protect individual privacy could be made. If, however, a private party's name is revealed in an order, there may be a substantial number of identifying details in the opinion accompanying the order that would have to be deleted. It would thus be better to allow the deletion of names and addresses from orders as well as from opinions, so that opinions could be disclosed in full. At least one case, *Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp. v. Renegotiation Board*, has taken this position. Since ninety per cent of the renegotiation board's determinations were made by order without opinion, the court reasoned that the statutory purpose of concealing personal identity required the deletion of identifying details from the Board's orders.

If information is deleted from (a)(2) material, "in each case the justification for the deletion [must] be explained fully in writing." Most agency explanations, however, are merely perfunctory. For example, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare uses the following preamble: "Names of parties and certain other identifying details have been removed [and fictitious names substituted] in order to prevent a clearly unwarranted invasion of the personal privacy of the individuals involved."

c. Disclosure of records upon request. Section 552(a)(3) of the FOIA currently provides that "'[a]ccess with respect to records made available under [sections 552(a)(1) and (a)(2),] each agency, upon any request for records which (A) reasonably describes such records and (B) is made in accordance with published rules stating the time, place, fees (if any), and procedures to be followed, shall make the records promptly available to any person.'" Because this section provides for disclosure to "any person," it has been held that the Act precludes consideration of the private interest or motivation of the party seeking relief. For the purposes of the Act, a "person" is...
defined as "an individual, partnership, corporation, association, or public or private organization other than an agency." One court has held that a foreign government or instrumentality is a "public or private organization" within this definition.469

Section (a)(3) provides that agency "records" shall be disclosed. Agency regulations commonly define the term "record" to include punch cards, magnetic tapes, microfilm, sound recordings, maps, photographs, slides, and motion pictures.461 Tangible objects, equipment, and vehicles are not records. Thus, a physician and a pathology professor were unsuccessful in using (a)(3) to obtain a rifle, ammunition, clothing, bullets and metal fragments, all connected with the assassination of President Kennedy.462

In order to obtain information under (a)(3), the records sought must exist and be in the possession of an agency;463 a person cannot obtain future records.464 Agencies are not required to calculate rates, proportions or trends, or to make comparisons from items in their files,465 but they may be required to aggregate existing separate indexes.466 Agencies may not be compelled to write opinions in cases in which they would not otherwise be required to do so; the FOIA only mandates disclosure of documents that the law requires the agency to prepare or that the agency has decided for its own reasons to create.467 It has also been argued that the records requested must bear some relation to the function of the agency to which the request is made.468 Agencies tend to refer requests to the agency that has primary responsibility for the records requested.469

464. Tuchinsky v. Selective Serv. Sys., 294 F. Supp. 803, 805 (N.D. Ill.), affd., 418 F.2d 155 (7th Cir. 1969). However, once records are made, subsection (a)(3) requires the agency to make them "promptly available." At least one district court has held that this requirement mandates the release of records "at the earliest possible time they are completed . . . ." Packer v. Kleindienst, Civil No. 1988-72, mem. op. at 4 (D.D.C., July 8, 1974).
466. E.g., 4 C.F.R. § 81.3(b) (1974) (GAO); 7 C.F.R. § 1.4(d) (1974) (Department of Agriculture).
469. E.g., 6 C.F.R. § 102.6 (1974) (requests for records in the possession of the Cost of Living Council should be submitted to the agency from which they originated); 7 C.F.R. § 1.15(c) (1974) (Department of Agriculture will refer requests to agency primarily responsible); 10 C.F.R. § 95(b) (1974) (AEC will refer requests to agency with primary and exclusive responsibility).
Agencies must engage in an adequate search for information that is requested. At least one court has refused to scrutinize the adequacy of a search where the request for information was nonspecific. In Exxon Corp. v. FTC the plaintiff made a blanket request for all communications during a three and a half year period between the FTC and any member of Congress, or any other agency, on the subject of petroleum. The Secretary of the FTC filed an affidavit stating that a thorough search had been made, and that all requested records had been located and reported. The court held that, under the circumstances, the affidavit of the Secretary was sufficient to prove that the FTC had recovered all identifiable records of the kind requested: "It would be unreasonable to allow Exxon the extended discovery it wants when it has caused the Commission to search every nook and cranny; its discovery is aimed not at ascertaining whether identified records have been produced, but whether there exist additional records which might be specifically identified by Exxon." 

The original version of section 552(a)(3) provided that "each agency, on request for identifiable records ... shall make the records promptly available ...." The 1974 FOIA amendments eliminated the "identifiable records" clause and substituted a requirement that the request "reasonably describe" the materials sought. Although this amendment indicates congressional dissatisfaction with narrow judicial interpretations of identifiability, it was not intended to change the basic identifiability standard. That standard requires that requests contain reasonable descriptions that will enable government employees to locate the records sought. The courts generally have held that the difficulty the agency will have in locating the materials is not to be considered. A description that does not

472. 384 F. Supp. at 760.
474. See text at note 457 supra.
475. See H.R. REP. No. 92-1419, supra note 327, at 83.
477. See note 476 supra.
provide the agency with a starting point for locating the requested materials is inadequate, however. For example, in *Long v. IRS*, a request for all IRS files relating to plaintiff's business was held to be too vague; it did not provide the Service with enough details to enable its employees to begin their search.

At least one court has held that an excessively broad request does not meet the identifiability standard. In *Irons v. Schuyler*, the plaintiff requested "all unpublished manuscript decisions of the Patent Office"; these records had been acquired over more than 100 years and apparently numbered in the thousands. The court held that the plaintiff's "sweeping, indiscriminate request" was too broad to be identifiable.

Some agency regulations state flatly that blanket or generalized requests will not be honored. NASA will not honor requests phrased in terms of "the entire file" or "all matters relating to." Other regulations seek to deny generalized requests on the ground of administrative inconvenience. The United States Customs Service, for example, will recognize requests for all records of a category only if the collection of those records will not unduly burden or interfere with the agency's operations. Regulations such as these, however, are not justifiable in view of (a)(3)’s legislative history. A request for "all" records of a certain class should not be considered overly broad if the class itself is specifically defined. Thus, the Court of...
Appeals for the Fourth Circuit, in *Sears v. Gottschalk*,\(^{488}\) disagreed with the district court's finding that, in a request for "all [existing] abandoned United States patent applications . . . 'all' is not sufficiently descriptive."\(^{489}\) The circuit court held that, although the plaintiff's request was far-reaching, it was sufficiently specific to enable the agency to locate the requested records.\(^{490}\) The "categorical nature of the request" did not make the records unidentifiable.\(^{491}\)

An agency cannot allege that records are unidentifiable if it in fact knows what records are sought. If an agency statement specifically refers to a certain class of materials, a request that refers to the class will sufficiently identify the materials.\(^{492}\) In *Bristol-Myers Co. v. FTC*,\(^{493}\) for example, a request for disclosure of the items referred to in an FTC announcement that a new rule was based on "extensive staff investigations . . . accumulated experience and available studies and reports,"\(^{494}\) was held to be adequate. Even if an agency has not expressly referred to particular supporting documents in the announcement of a rule, there is still a "presumption that the agency [will] be able to produce [those] documents at least until the validity of its rule [has] been finally adjudicated in the courts."\(^{495}\)

3. *The Exemptions*

Subsection 552(b) of the FOIA contains nine exemptions from the general disclosure mandates of subsection (a). These exemptions represent the areas in which Congress has determined that the reasons for withholding information outweigh the advantages of disclosing it.\(^{496}\) Thus, Congress has decided that the general public interest in disclosure is outweighed by an individual interest in privacy,\(^{497}\) a business interest in commercial confidentiality,\(^{498}\) and a government


\(^{490}\) 502 F.2d at 125.

\(^{491}\) 502 F.2d at 125-26.

\(^{492}\) Cf., *NLRB v. Sears, Roebuck & Co.*, 43 U.S.L.W. 4491, 4500 (U.S. April 28, 1975), where the Supreme Court held that if an agency *expressly* chooses to incorporate by reference a document that would have been protected under exemption five in what would otherwise be a final opinion, the document must be disclosed unless it falls within some other exemption.


\(^{494}\) 424 F.2d at 957.

\(^{495}\) National Cable Television Assn., Inc. v. FCC, 479 F.2d 183, 193 (D.C. Cir. 1973).


interest in efficient operations and national security. The exemption scheme was designed to preclude judicial or agency balancing of public and private interests in deciding whether an exemption applies. Thus, the issue in FOIA cases is typically only whether the information requested is covered by an exemption.

The 1974 amendments to the FOIA require that agencies and courts follow a two-step analysis in determining whether requested information is exempt. They provide that "any reasonably segre­gable portion of a record shall be provided to any person request­ing such record after deletion of those portions which are exempt . . . ." The Senate report makes it clear that the language of this provision was intended to authorize not only the deletion of whole sections of materials but also the deletion of names or other identifying characteristics. The provision functions as a codification of present judicial interpretation of the 1967 Act. Pursuant to it, a requested document must first be examined to see whether it is protected by an exemption. If it is not exempt, the whole document must be released. If it is exempt, then the courts and the agencies must determine whether deletion of identifying details or subsections would eliminate the exemption problem and allow the remaining material to be released. The agencies are

500. It is the purpose of the present bill to . . . establish a general philosophy of full agency disclosure unless information is exempted under clearly delineated statutory language and to provide a court procedure by which citizens and the press may obtain information wrongfully withheld. It is important and necessary that the present void be filled. It is essential that agency personnel, and the courts as well, be given definitive guidelines in setting information policies. S. REP. No. 89-813, supra note 310, at 3 (emphasis added). See H.R. REP. No. 89-1457, supra note 310, at 6; Getman v. NLRB, 450 F.2d 670, 674 n.10, 680 (D.C. Cir. 1971); Soucie v. David, 448 F.2d 1067, 1077 (D.C. Cir. 1971). See also K. DAVIS, supra note 265, § 3A.29, at 171 (Supp. 1970).

A balancing technique has been applied by the courts in exemption six cases, however. The language of that exemption, which protects the extraordinarily sensitive interest of personal privacy, mandates a determination whether there is "a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy." 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(6) (1970) (emphasis added). Courts that have balanced interests in exemption six cases have recognized that the exemption "must . . . be viewed as an exception to the general thrust of the Act." Getman v. NLRB, 450 F.2d 670, 674 n.10 (D.C. Cir. 1971). See text at notes 700-44 infra.


504. Several exemption four cases have formulated tests for determining when to delete identifying details. See, e.g., Fisher v. Renegotiation Bd., 473 F.2d 109, 113 (D.C. Cir. 1972) (deletions should be made "if the information in an opinion or
required to undertake this separation themselves, subject to an in camera review by a court. 505

a. National security information. Exemption one allows agencies to withhold materials that are "(A) specifically authorized under criteria established by an Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of national defense or foreign policy and (B) are in fact properly classified pursuant to such Executive order." 506 This exemption was intended to clarify the pre-FOIA law that allowed agencies to withhold information "in the public interest." 507

Prior to its amendment in 1974, exemption one covered all matters "specifically required by Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of the national defense or foreign policy." 508 In EPA v. Mink, the Supreme Court held that the sole issue for judicial review under the unamended exemption was whether the documents sought had in fact been classified pursuant to an executive order. 509 If an agency met its burden of proof on this purely factual issue, nondisclosure would be justified. In Mink, this burden was met by an affidavit of the Under Secretary of State, stating that the documents in question were properly classified. 510 The Mink decision severely limited the scope of judicial review in exemption one cases.

order is independently confidential); National Cable Television Assn. v. FCC, 479 F.2d 183, 195 (D.C. Cir. 1973) (deletions should be made to protect "only that information which cannot be rendered sufficiently anonymous by deletion of the filing party's name and other identifying information"); Pacific Architects & Engrs., Inc. v. Renegotiation Bd., 505 F.2d 583, 585 (D.C. Cir. 1974) (focusing on "the extent to which [the possible adverse effects of disclosure] could be reduced or eliminated by nondisclosure of the identity of the person submitting the information in dispute"). For a discussion of exemption four see text at notes 611-47 infra. Cf. the exemption five cases discussed in the text at notes 664-72 infra.


The congressional reports accompanying the 1967 version of the FOIA do not discuss exemption one in detail. See H.R. Rep. No. 89-1497, supra note 310, at 9-10; S. Rep. No. 89-813, supra note 310, at 8. The Attorney General's Memorandum, supra note 309, is also uninformative. See id. at 30.


509. 410 U.S. 73, 74 (1971).

There was some question whether the language of the exemption required that there be a "specific" executive order covering each document sought to be withheld, 410 U.S. at 96-97 (Brennan, J., dissenting); but the Court held that one order covering broad categories of information was sufficient for the purposes of the exemption. 410 U.S. at 83. Congress apparently affirmed this interpretation when it amended the exemption in 1974. 5 U.S.C.A. § 552(b)(1) (Supp. Feb. 1975).

510. 410 U.S. at 84.
Procedural defects in classification could be remedied easily by the agencies so as to meet the "pursuant to" test, and substantive decisions to classify material could not be challenged.11 Furthermore, Mink explicitly rejected the notion that a court could conduct an in camera inspection of exemption one materials in order to separate nonsecret portions of classified records and order their disclosure.12 Thus, as interpreted by the Supreme Court, exemption one "provid[ed] no means to question an Executive decision to stamp a document 'secret,' however cynical, myopic, or even corrupt that decision might have been."13

Congress, dissatisfied with the Mink rule, amended exemption one in 1974.14 The exemption now covers only agency records that "are in fact properly classified pursuant to such Executive order."15 The conference report accompanying the 1974 amendments states that the proper classification language refers to "both procedural and substantive criteria contained in such Executive order."16 Congress also enacted a new section of the FOIA in 1974 that expressly provides for in camera inspection of withheld material at the discretion of the trial court.17

11. Mink apparently overruled a prior line of cases which had held that a district court could determine whether the classification of a document was arbitrary or capricious. See Soucie v. David, 448 F.2d 1057, 1079 n.48 (D.C. Cir. 1971); Epstein v. Resor, 421 F.2d 930, 933 (9th Cir. 1970).

In Ethyl Corp. v. EPA, 478 F.2d 47 (4th Cir. 1973), the court suggested that Mink does not preclude a court from rejecting an arbitrary classification. 478 F.2d at 51. This exception is not discussed in the Mink opinion, however. For yet another interpretation of the Mink rule see Wolfe v. Froehlke, 358 F. Supp. 1318, 1320 (D.D.C. 1973), aff'd., 510 F.2d 654 (D.C. Cir. 1974) (implying that a court may be able to look beyond a procedurally proper classification if "fraud or subterfuge" is alleged).

12. 410 U.S. at 81. For a discussion of in camera review under the FOIA see the text at notes 965-88 infra; for a discussion of separating exempt from nonexempt materials under the FOIA see the text at notes 501-05 supra.

13. 410 U.S. at 95 (Stewart, J., concurring).


15. The exemption also requires that the records be "authorized under criteria established by an Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of national defense or foreign policy . . . ." 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(1) (Supp. Feb. 1975) (emphasis added). The current executive order, however, mandates secrecy "in the interest of the national defense or foreign relations of the United States (hereinafter collectively termed 'national security')." Exec. Order No. 11652, § 1, 3 C.F.R. 339 (1974) (emphasis added). "Foreign relations" may be a broader category than "foreign policy," see H.R. REP. No. 93-221, supra note 160, at 62-63, and "national security" may encompass matters unrelated to the national defense or foreign policy—for example, domestic surveillance of civil rights leaders, antiwar groups, and students. See id. at 85-88. Exemption under (b)(l) should be justified only if the information in question relates to foreign policy or the national defense. For criticism of the language of Executive Order No. 11652, see id. at 61-66, 102.

16. CONFERENCE REPORT, supra note 225, at 12 (emphasis added).

These provisions have expanded the judicial role in (b)(1) cases beyond that envisioned by the dissenting Justices in Mink. The documents at issue in Mink had been classified pursuant to Executive Order 10501. That order provided that “[t]he classification of a file or group of physically connected documents [should be] at least as high as that of the most highly classified document therein,” and that a single document should bear one classification that was “at least as high as that of its highest classified component.” Justice Brennan and Douglas would have permitted in camera inspection of the documents by the district court only to avoid this system of “classification by association.” They argued that the district court should have been able to separate nonsensitive materials from sensitive materials so as to order the disclosure of the former; they would not have permitted the court substantively to challenge classification decisions. The 1974 amendments, however, apparently permit in camera inspection for the purpose of reviewing the substantive merits of classification decisions. Thus, under these new provisions, a court can order the disclosure of records judged “sensitive” by agency officials. Moreover, because the FOIA provides for de novo review of agency decisions to withhold information, a district court need not defer to an agency determination to classify material, and the burden will be on the agency to justify the classification.

President Ford objected to the de novo review provision, citing it as one of the reasons for his veto of the 1974 FOIA amendments. In his veto message, he stated: “I am prepared to accept those aspects of the provision which would enable courts to inspect classified docu-

---

518. 3 C.F.R. 979 (1949-53 Comp.).
519. 3 C.F.R. 980 (1949-53 Comp.).
520. 3 C.F.R. 980 (1949-53 Comp.).
522. 410 U.S. at 109.
523. When Congress amended the FOIA in 1974, the kind of limited in camera inspection advocated by the dissenting Justices in Mink was, in effect, no longer necessary. Executive Order 10501 had been replaced by a new order, providing that documents “to the extent practicable, be so marked as to indicate which portions are classified, at what level, and which portions are not classified in order to facilitate excerpting and other use.” Exec. Order 11652 § 4(A), 3 C.F.R. 343 (1974). Thus, under this new order, agencies themselves must separate nonsensitive from sensitive materials.
525. But see Conference Report, supra note 225, at 12: “[T]he conferences recognize that the Executive departments responsible for national defense and foreign policy matters have unique insights into what adverse affects might occur as a result of public disclosure of a particular classified record. Accordingly, the conferences expect that Federal courts, in making de novo determinations in section 552(b)(1) cases ... will accord substantial weight to an agency’s affidavit concerning the details of the classified status of the disputed record.”
526. Id. at 9.
ments and review the justification for their classification. However, the courts should not be forced to make what amounts to the initial classification decision in sensitive and complex areas where they have no particular expertise.\textsuperscript{528} He proposed that the following proviso be added to (b)(1): "Provided: That for matters described in [section 552(b)(1)] above, a court has jurisdiction to enjoin the agency from withholding agency records and to order the production of any agency records to the complainant unless it finds that there is a reasonable basis to support the classification pursuant to such Executive order."\textsuperscript{529} The President thus conceded that there is a role for judicial review of classification decisions, but sought to shift the burden of proof. He would have allowed the courts to strike down only unreasonable and arbitrary classifications.

Although the President's proposal was contained, in substance, in the original versions of the amending bill,\textsuperscript{530} and is common in other areas of administrative law,\textsuperscript{531} it was rejected by Congress. The amending bill was passed over the presidential veto.\textsuperscript{532} Apparently, Senator Muskie prevailed in his argument that a reasonableness standard "would force judges to conduct the proceedings . . . in such a way that the presumption of validity for a classification marking would be overwhelming."\textsuperscript{533}

The struggle over the (b)(1) exemption in 1974 is symptomatic of the continuing constitutional struggle between the executive and Congress for domination in the areas of national defense and foreign policy.\textsuperscript{534} The executive traditionally has had significant freedom in these areas, and Congress, spurred to action by revelations of executive abuse of authority, is attempting to curtail that freedom.\textsuperscript{535} Exemption one represents such an effort.

\textsuperscript{528} 10 \textit{WEEKLY COMP. OF PRES. Docs.} 1318 (1974).

\textsuperscript{529} Letter from President Ford to Representative Carl Albert, Oct. 25, 1974, at 3-5 (proposing amendments to the FOIA) [hereinafter Ford Amendments].

\textsuperscript{530} H.R. REP. No. 93-876, \textit{supra} note 329, at 7; S. REP. No. 93-854, \textit{supra} note 329, at 16. The pertinent part of the proposed Senate bill read:

> If there has been filed in the record an affidavit by the head of the agency certifying that he has personally examined the documents withheld and has determined after such examination that they should be withheld under the criteria established by a statute or Executive order referred to in subsection (b)(1) of this section, the Court shall sustain such withholding unless, following its in camera examination, it finds the withholding is without a reasonable basis under such criteria.

S. 2543, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. \textsect (b)(2) (1974) in S. REP. No. 93-854, \textit{supra}, at 37. In one of the few changes made on the floor of the Senate, this provision was stricken from the final Senate bill. 120 CONG. REC. S9328 (daily ed. May 30, 1974).

\textsuperscript{531} See \textsc{K. Davis}, \textit{supra} note 265, \textsect 30.05 (1958).

\textsuperscript{532} See text at notes 30-32 \textit{supra}.

\textsuperscript{533} 120 CONG. REC. S9319 (daily ed. May 30, 1974).

\textsuperscript{534} For example, it has been proposed that Congress create a statutory classification system. H.R. REP. No. 93-221, \textit{supra} note 160, at 94-99, 103. See text at notes 215-61 \textit{supra}.

b. **Personnel rules.** Exemption two of the FOIA protects matters that are "related solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of an agency." The House and Senate reports accompanying the Act reveal congressional disagreement as to the scope of the exemption; the cases construing it reflect this conflict.

The reports of the hearings on the House bill indicate that the members of the House Subcommittee on Government Information intended that the exemption be construed to cover agency operating rules and manuals of procedure. One witness at those hearings pointed out to the Subcommittee that the wording of the exemption would have to be changed to ensure such a construction. The House, however, did not amend the section; instead, it adopted the Senate version of the bill. The House report states that the exemption applies to "[o]perating rules, guidelines, and manuals of procedure for Government investigators or examiners" but does not cover matters of internal agency management such as "employee relations and working conditions and routine administrative procedures." The Senate's interpretation of exemption two is quite different from that of the House. The Senate report states that the exemption "relates only to the internal personnel rules and practices of an agency. Examples of these may be rules as to personnel's use of parking facilities or regulation of lunch hours, statements of policy as to sick leave, and the like." The Senate, therefore, intended the exemption to apply to only those routine employer-employee rules that the House assumed should be disclosed. Conversely, the Senate assumed that any person would be entitled to access to agency operating rules and manuals of procedure, while the House intended that those items be exempt.

The **Attorney General's Memorandum** adopted the House interpretation of the exemption and argued that the Senate's construction would negate the effectiveness of several agency functions:

An agency cannot bargain effectively for the acquisition of lands

---

537. H.R. REP. No. 89-1497, supra note 310, at 10.
538. S. REP. No. 89-813, supra note 310, at 8.
540. Id. at 29-30 (testimony of N. Schlei, Assistant Attorney General, Office of Legal Counsel, Department of Justice).
541. 113 CONG. REC. 8109, 14,056 (1967).
542. H.R. REP. No. 89-1497, supra note 310, at 10.
543. Id.
544. S. REP. No. 89-813, supra note 310, at 8.
or services or the disposition of surplus facilities if its instructions
to its negotiators and its offers to prospective sellers or buyers are
not kept confidential. Similarly, an agency must keep secret the
circumstances under which it will conduct unannounced inspections
or spot audits of supervised transactions to determine compliance
with regulatory requirements. The moment such operations become
predictable, their usefulness is destroyed.645

Courts have been confronted with two principal issues in exemp­
tion two cases. The first issue is whether the Senate or the House
interpretation of the exemption should be followed. The second
issue is whether, assuming the Senate approach is taken, those mat­
ters alluded to in the Attorney General's Memorandum must be
disclosed.

The majority of cases that have considered this exemption has
adopted the Senate interpretation. Most of these cases, however,
did not involve the kind of information that the House report and
the Attorney General's Memorandum expressly intended to protect
from disclosure. For example, in a suit by a consumer's group to
obtain the results of a hearing aid testing program conducted by the
Veterans Administration,646 the court held that exemption two was
inapplicable since the material sought did not apply to personnel
matters.647 The court acknowledged both the House and Senate
reports as well as the Attorney General's Memorandum, but adopted
the Senate's interpretation on the ground that its report was the
only one considered by both houses of Congress.648 The case, how­
ever, did not involve information that, if revealed, would interfere
with the agency's regulatory function.

Similarly, Stokes v. Hodgson649 dealt with a demand for the
disclosure of training manuals and aids of the Occupational Safety
and Health Administration (OSHA). The manuals contained dis­
cussions of:

... the structure of OSHA, the legal framework in which OSHA
operates, the obligations and rights of employers and employees
under OSHA, the specific duties of compliance inspectors and the
best methods for carrying out these duties, the detailed health and
safety standards of the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970,
the proper emphasis to be placed on different types of health and

871 (W.D. Wash. 1972); Benson v. GSA, 289 F. Supp. 590 (W.D. Wash. 1968), aff'd,
415 F.2d 878 (9th Cir. 1969).
547. 301 F. Supp. at 801.
548. 301 F. Supp. at 801.
699 (9th Cir. 1973).
safety violations, and the proper methods to assess penalties for health and safety violations.550

The district court discussed the conflict in the House and Senate reports and concluded that the Senate's version was more consistent with the plain meaning of the statute.551 Exemption two was interpreted to exempt only "general intra-agency housekeeping rules and practices such as those related to work schedules, office assignment, parking facilities, leaves of absence and the like."552 In affirming the decision on appeal, the Fifth Circuit agreed that the Senate's interpretation of the exemption was the better one.553

The Senate's interpretation of exemption two is consistent with the stated purpose of the FOIA to provide greater access to information554 and thus has become the interpretation most widely adopted by the courts. The House report and the Attorney General's Memorandum expressed the fear that such a narrow interpretation of the exemption would force the disclosure of information that must be kept secret in order to enforce efficiently agency regulations. This fear, however, can be dispelled by judicial construction of the exemption.

A distinction has been drawn between administrative staff manuals, which must be released, and law enforcement manuals, which need not be released,555 in court decisions interpreting section 552(a)(2)(C) of the Act.556 This distinction could be applied in exemption two cases. The issues whether a document is covered by (a)(2)(C) and whether it is protected by exemption two have generally arisen in the same cases,557 and at least one court has applied exemption two to protect law enforcement manuals. In Cuneo v. Laird,558 the court held that a Defense Contract Audit Agency manual containing instructions to the auditor concerning the items to be audited, the thoroughness of the audit, and the frequency of the

552. 347 F. Supp. at 1373.
554. See text at notes 308-12 supra
555. See text at notes 418-27 supra.
556. 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(2)(C) (1970) provides: "Each agency, in accordance with published rules, shall make available for public inspection and copying ••• administrative staff manuals ••• that affect a member of the public ••• ."
audit was exempt under (b)(2). The court felt that forcing disclosure of this information would allow a contractor to claim unallowable costs in areas not likely to be audited, and otherwise to frustrate the purpose of the audit. Its decision to protect the material from disclosure was based on its conclusion, as a matter of law, that the manual fell within the (b)(2) exemption. On appeal, the plaintiff dropped his request for those portions of the manual denied disclosure by the district court, and the government conceded that if the manual contained administrative material, that material would have to be disclosed. Thus, neither the (b)(2) exemption nor the administrative/law enforcement dichotomy was discussed.

One problem in applying the administrative/law enforcement distinction to exemption two is that, on its face, the law enforcement manual exception applies only to (a)(2)(C) requirements for public inspection. It is not clear if it applies to the publication and disclosure requirements of (a)(1) or (a)(3). Some courts have read the law enforcement manual exception into these other subsections, but the literal language of the FOIA makes such an implication difficult to justify. The optimal solution to this problem would be to move the law enforcement manual exception into subsection (b), thereby making it applicable to all of the disclosure requirements of subsection (a).

If the Senate's narrow interpretation of exemption two is generally adopted, and if subsection (a)(2) of the Act is interpreted to cover law enforcement manuals, there may be no need for exemption two. It could be argued in support of retaining (b)(2) that, since the information it exempts is not of interest to the public because it relates only to matters of concern between agencies and their employees, agencies should not have to be harassed by requests

559. 338 F. Supp. at 506.
560. 338 F. Supp. at 506.
562. See Hawkes v. IRS, 467 F.2d 787, 795 (6th Cir. 1972); quoted in note 418 supra.
563. 484 F.2d at 1089-90.
564. The case was remanded for a determination of which sections of the manual would have to be disclosed. 484 F.2d at 1092.
566. Such an exception could contain limitations similar to those included in the recent amendment to exemption seven, the investigatory records exemption. See text at note 745 infra.
567. But cf. Rose v. Department of the Air Force, 495 F.2d 261 (2d Cir. 1974), cert. granted, 43 U.S.L.W. 5445 (Feb. 18, 1975) (No. 74-489), where the plaintiffs sought disclosure of certain Air Force Academy disciplinary files. The circuit court found that "case summaries of Honor and Ethics Code adjudications clearly fall outside [exemption two's] ambit. Such summaries have a substantial potential for public interest outside the Government." 495 F.2d at 265.
for insignificant information. On the other hand, there will probably be few requests for (b)(2) information if (b)(2) is interpreted narrowly, and the disclosure of such information when requested will not interfere with agency functions. Mere administrative convenience is not an important enough interest to outweigh the value of public access to information. The elimination of the (b)(2) exemption would thus further the basic policy behind the FOIA without sacrificing any substantial governmental interest.

c. Other statutes. Exemption three applies to matters that are "specifically exempted from disclosure by statute."568 Neither the House report nor the Senate report comments extensively on this section. The Senate report merely restates the section,569 while the House report adds that "[t]here are nearly 100 statutes or parts of statutes which restrict public access to specific Government records. These would not be modified by the public records provision of [the FOIA]."570 The Attorney General's Memorandum expands on the brief statement in the House Report:

The reference to "nearly 100 statutes" apparently was inserted in the House report in reliance upon a survey conducted by the Administrative Conference of the United States in 1962. This survey concluded that there were somewhat less than 100 statutory provisions which specifically exempt from disclosure, prohibit disclosure except as authorized by law, provide for disclosure only as authorized by law, or otherwise protect from disclosure. The reference therefore indicates an intention to preserve whatever protection is afforded under other statutes, whatever their terms.571

The Memorandum then lists a number of statutes that, in the Attorney General's opinion, will protect certain matters from disclosure.572

---

568. 5 u.s.c. § 552(b)(3) (1970).
569. S. REP. No. 89-813, supra note 310, at 9.
570. H.R. REP. No. 89-1497, supra note 310, at 10.
571. ATTORNEY GENERAL'S MEMORANDUM, supra note 309, at 31-32. Many courts have refused to accept the Attorney General's interpretation of exemption three. See, e.g., Cutler v. CAB, 375 F. Supp. 722, 723 n.1 (D.D.C. 1974): "The Attorney General's Memorandum ... indicated that Congress had been relying upon a 1962 survey by the Administrative Conference of the United States, but the Conference has since announced that no such survey was ever conducted. Memorandum to Staff Attorneys by John V. Cushman, Executive Director, Administrative Conference of the United States, March 15, 1974." But see FAA v. Robertson, 43 U.S.L.W. 4833, 4837 (U.S. June 24, 1975) (citing the quoted portion of the Memorandum).
572. Id. at 32. The statutes listed are 18 u.s.c. § 1905 (1970), see text at notes 573-80 infra; 26 u.s.c. § 6103 (1970), see text at notes 585-89 and note 585 infra; 42 u.s.c. § 2000e-8 (1970), which prescribes criminal penalties for disclosure of any information received by the EEOC pursuant to its authority under this section of the code; 42 u.s.c. §§ 2161-66 (1970), controlling atomic energy information; 43 u.s.c. § 1598 (1970), providing that information received "on a confidential basis" from witnesses before the Public Land Law Review Commission shall not be made public; 44 u.s.c. § 597 (1965), as amended, 44 u.s.c. § 2101-10 (1970), providing that the National
The greatest problem that courts have faced in exemption three cases has been how to interpret the word "specifically." Does it require that a statute identify with particularity every document that is exempt, or is it enough that the statute empowers an agency head to determine what documents shall be withheld?

The *Attorney General's Memorandum* cited 18 U.S.C. § 1905 as one statute that would exempt documents pursuant to (b)(3).\(^{573}\) Section 1905 provides a fine or imprisonment for any employee of the United States government who "publishes, divulges, discloses or makes known in any manner or to any extent not authorized by law any information coming to him in the course of his employment . . . ."\(^{574}\) A significant number of cases, however, have concluded (sometimes in dicta) that section 1905 does not specifically exempt any information, and hence does not protect material from disclosure under exemption three.\(^{575}\) For example, one court found that "unlike other statutes which specifically define the range of disclosable information . . . section 1905 merely creates a criminal sanction for the release of 'confidential information.' Since this type of information is already protected from disclosure under the Act by exemption four, section 1905 should not be read to expand this exemption, especially because the Act requires that the exemptions be narrowly construed."\(^{576}\)

Similarly, in two cases involving requests for disclosure of SEC documents, the courts rejected SEC attempts to use the (b)(3) exemption and 18 U.S.C. § 1905. In *M. A. Shapiro & Co., Inc. v. SEC*,\(^{577}\) the court stated that exemption three did not relate "to a statute that generally prohibits all disclosures of conf-

---

573. *ATTORNEY GENERAL'S MEMORANDUM*, supra note 309, at 32.
dental information,"^{78} and in Frankel v. SEC,\textsuperscript{79} the court pointed out that permitting material to be exempted by (b)(3) and 18 U.S.C. § 1905 begged the initial question of the confidentiality of the material.\textsuperscript{80}

One other statute that has been held not to satisfy the (b)(3) exemption is 38 U.S.C. § 216(a), which directs the Veterans Administration to conduct research in the field of "prosthesis, prosthetic appliances, orthopedic appliances and sensory devices."\textsuperscript{81} In an action to compel the VA to disclose the results of its hearing aid testing program,\textsuperscript{82} the VA relied, in part, on exemption three and section 216(a)(2). The latter section provides: "In order that the unique investigative materials and research data in the possession of the Government may result in improved prosthetic appliances for all disabled persons, the Administrator may make available to any person the results of his research."\textsuperscript{83} The court in this case summarily rejected the VA's argument, holding that the statute did not "specifically" exempt the materials sought.\textsuperscript{84} Indeed, this statute authorizes the disclosure of information.

Several statutes that mandate against the disclosure of narrowly defined materials have been held to protect those materials from disclosure under exemption three. For example, federal income tax returns, and the information contained in those returns, are protected by statute from disclosure to the public.\textsuperscript{85} In Tax Analysts and Advocates v. IRS,\textsuperscript{86} the court held that technical advice memoranda, which are "prepared in response to an inquiry by a District Director as to the treatment of a specific set of facts relating to a tax return filed by a named taxpayer involving either an audit or

\textsuperscript{78} 339 F. Supp. at 470.
\textsuperscript{80} 336 F. Supp. at 678-79.
\textsuperscript{84} 301 F. Supp. at 802.
\textsuperscript{85} Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 6103(a) provides: "Returns made with respect to taxes . . . shall constitute public records; but, except as hereinafter provided in this section, they shall be open to inspection only upon order of the President and under rules and regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate and approved by the President." Additionally, Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 7213(a)(1) states in part: "It shall be unlawful for any officer or employee of the United States . . . to make known in any manner whatever not provided by law to any person the amount or source of income, profits, losses, expenditures, or any particular thereof, set forth or disclosed in any income return, or to permit any income return or copy thereof . . . to be seen or examined by any person except as provided by law . . . ."
\textsuperscript{86} 505 F.2d 350 (D.C. Cir. 1974).
in connection with the taxpayer's claim for refund or credit of
taxes," were exempt from disclosure under (b)(3). The court
implicitly accepted the fact that the statutes concerned satisfied the
specificity requirement of (b)(3) and focused instead on whether the
information sought fell within the scope of those statutes.

Another narrowly drawn statute that has been held to protect
information under exemption three is 35 U.S.C. § 122, providing
for the confidentiality of patent applications. In *Misegades &
Douglas v. Schuyler,* the court interpreted the term "patent appli­
cation" in section 122 to include a form used by the Patent Office
for processing patents, and held that such forms were protected
from disclosure under exemption three. In a later case, *Sears v.
Gottschalk,* the court interpreted section 122 to include abandoned
patent applications and denied disclosure on the basis of exemption
three.

Courts have reached conflicting results with respect to other
statutes that purport to protect information from disclosure. For
example, 42 U.S.C. § 1306 exempts from disclosure any materials
"obtained at any time by the Secretary of Health, Education and
Welfare, or the Secretary of Labor . . . in the course of discharging
their respective duties under this chapter." In a suit by the Califor­
nia Attorney General to compel disclosure of HEW reports con­
cerning the performance of nursing homes receiving federal aid, the
court held that when a statute such as 42 U.S.C. § 1306 allows an
agency head to determine by regulations whether certain informa­
tion should be available, exemption three will prevent the dis­
closure of such information: "It appears to us that when Congress
used the word 'specifically' it was requiring no more than that the
exemption be found in the words of the statute rather than the
implication of it . . . . We think the words of Section 1306 . . . are

587. 505 F.2d at 355.
588. 505 F.2d at 355. The court also held that certain letter rulings were not
compensated by either section 6103 or section 7213 and so should be disclosed. 505
589. The Sixth Circuit recently took the same approach in Fruehauf Corp. v. IRS,
43 U.S.L.W. 2530 (June 9, 1975), as did the district court in B & C Tire Co., Inc. v.
590. This statute provides: "Applications for patents shall be kept in confidence
by the Patent Office and no information concerning the same given without authority
of the applicant or owner unless necessary to carry out the provisions of any Act of
Congress or in such special circumstances as may be determined by the Commissioner."
595. California v. Weinberger, 505 F.2d 767 (9th Cir. 1974).
words allowing the Secretary to relax the absolute prohibition established by Congress."^{596}

Several other courts, however, have rejected agency arguments based on exemption three and section 1306. In a case concerning the same reports as those sought by the state of California,^{597} the Third Circuit ordered disclosure. The court stated: "We agree, as did the district court, that the exempting statute must prescribe some basis upon which the Secretary is to decide. Otherwise, there would be no escape from the unacceptable conclusion that the word 'specifically' as used in section 552(b)(3), is surplusage."^{598} In Schechter v. Weinberger,^{599} in which the plaintiff sought disclosure of certain Medicare reports, the court also rejected an agency argument based on exemption three and section 1306, stating that "[r]ead as a whole, section 1306 vests complete, uncharted discretion with respect to disclosure in the Secretary rather than being a specific exemption by statute."^{600} The above cases demonstrate that courts generally have construed exemption three so as to effectuate the FOIA's policy of providing greater public access to government information.^{601} Thus, they have attempted to distinguish between statutes that specifically define materials to be withheld and statutes that only broadly mandate withholding. In its recent decision in FAA v. Robertson,^{602} however, the Supreme Court has indicated that this approach to exemption three is incorrect.

The plaintiffs in Robertson brought suit under the FOIA to compel the disclosure of reports compiled by the FAA concerning the operating performance of commercial airlines. The FAA refused to turn over the reports, claiming that the documents were protected by 49 U.S.C. § 1504, which permits any person to object to the public disclosure of information contained in "any application, report, or document filed pursuant to the provisions of [the Civil

^{596} 505 F.2d at 768. This opinion affirmed California v. Richardson, 351 F. Supp. 733 (N.D. Cal. 1972), where the court stated, "Certainly § 1306 does not itself single out for nondisclosure any specified documents, as does, for example, 26 U.S.C. § 6103. But § 1306 is considerably more specific than 18 U.S.C. § 1905, which only forbids the disclosure of certain information when disclosure is not otherwise authorized by law." 351 F. Supp. at 735. See K. Davis, supra note 265, § 3A.18, at 146 (Supp. 1970).

^{597} Stretch v. Weinberger, 495 F.2d 639 (3d Cir. 1974).

^{598} 495 F.2d at 640.

^{599} 506 F.2d at 1277 (D.C. Cir. 1974).

^{600} 506 F.2d 1277. See Dellums v. HEW, Civil No. 181-72 (D.D.C., July 11, 1973) quoted in Schechter v. Weinberger, 506 F.2d at 1277: "[S]ection 1306] does not specifically exempt the documents sought from disclosure, but rather is a blanket exclusion on disclosure of all files, records and reports compiled under the Social Security Act. That blanket exemption is in direct contravention of the liberal disclosure requirement of the Freedom of Information Act, and cannot qualify as a specific exemption within the meaning of the Act."

^{601} See text at notes 308-12 supra.

Aeronautics Act) or of information obtained by the [Civil Aeronautics] Board or the Administrator [of the FAA] pursuant to the provisions of [the Act] and provides that upon receipt of such an objection, the Board or the Administrator can withhold the information when "in their judgment, the disclosure of such information would adversely affect the interests of such person and is not required in the interest of the public." The district court held that the plaintiffs were entitled to the reports "as a matter of law" and granted the plaintiffs' motion for summary judgment. The Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia affirmed that part of the lower court's order relating to exemption three after concluding that "the public interest standard of [49 U.S.C. § 1504] is not a specific exemption by statute within the meaning of Exemption (3) ...." The Supreme Court reversed. Stating that "the relevant portions of . . . exemption [three] are unclear and ambiguous," the Court went on to find evidence in the legislative history of the exemption indicating that 15 U.S.C. § 1504 is properly within its scope. Although the Court could have stopped there, it did not. In an apparent attempt to guide the lower courts in interpreting exemption three, the Court implied that it would be incorrect to distinguish between specific and nonspecific statutes for the purpose of the exemption:

The respondents can prevail only if the [FOIA] is to be read as repealing by implication all existing statutes "which restrict public access to specific public records." [H.R. Rep. No. 89-1497, 89th Cong., 2d Sess. 10 (1966)]. The term "specific" as there used cannot

---

603. 43 U.S.L.W. 4835 (quoting from the unreported district court opinion).
606. 43 U.S.L.W. at 4837.
607. 43 U.S.L.W. at 4836.
608. The legislative history revealed that "when the Civil Aeronautics Board brought [15 U.S.C. § 1504] to the attention of both the House and Senate Hearings of 1965, and expressed the agency interpretation that the provision was encompassed within Exemption 3, no question was raised or challenge made to the agency view of the impact of that exemption." 43 U.S.L.W. at 4836-37 (footnote omitted).
609. The Court in Robertson could have distinguished 49 U.S.C. § 1504 from other statutes allowing the withholding of information either by focusing solely on the fact that the statute was brought to the attention of the legislature during the hearings on exemption three, see note 608 supra, or by finding that the statute's provision of a standard for withholding information, see text following note 602 supra, sufficiently restricted agency discretion so as to render 49 U.S.C. § 1504 "specific" within the meaning of the exemption. See Evans v. Department of Transp., 446 F.2d 821, 824 (5th Cir. 1971), cert. denied, 405 U.S. 918 (1972). The Court did not so distinguish this statute, however. In fact the Court characterized the discretion granted to the FAA under 49 U.S.C. § 1504 as "broad" in "both nature and scope." 43 U.S.L.W. at 4837.
be read as meaning that [exemption three] applies only to documents specified, i.e., by naming them precisely or by describing the category in which they fall. To require this interpretation would be to ask of Congress a virtually impossible task. Such a construction would also imply that Congress had undertaken to reassess every delegation of authority to withhold information which it had made before the passage of [the FOIA]—a task which the legislative history shows it clearly did not undertake. 610

Prior to the Supreme Court’s decision in Robertson, one could have said with assurance that nonspecific statutes, such as those exempting from disclosure all information received by an agency, or those granting an agency uncontrolled discretion to withhold information, would not be found to fall within the scope of exemption three. The Robertson opinion appears to shift the judicial inquiry in exemption three cases from the question whether a statute is specific to the narrower question whether a statute in fact mandates the withholding of information. To the extent that this shift frustrates the full disclosure policy of the FOIA, it is unfortunate.

d. Trade secrets. Section 552(b)(4) of the FOIA exempts “trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from a person and privileged or confidential.” 611 The language of this exemption provides little guidance for determining its scope. 612 The legislative history of the exemption indicates that its basic purpose is to protect business confidentiality. 613 Although its language and

610. 43 U.S.L.W. at 4837. An even stronger statement to this effect was made by the concurring Justices in Robertson: “As matters now stand, when an agency asserts a right to withhold information based on a specific statute of the kind described in Exemption 3, ‘the only question to be determined in a district court’s de novo inquiry is the factual existence of such a statute, regardless of how unwise, self-protective, or inadvertent the enactment might be.’ Environmental Protection Agency v. Mink, 410 U.S. 73, 95 n.6 (concurring opinion).” 43 U.S.L.W. at 4838 (footnote omitted).

611. 5 u.s.c. § 552(b)(4) (1970).


613. See S. REP. No. 89-813, supra note 310, at 9:

This exception is necessary to protect the confidentiality of information which is obtained by the Government through questionnaires or other inquiries, but which would customarily not be released to the public by the person from whom it was obtained. This would include business sales statistics, inventories, customer lists, and manufacturing processes. It would also include information customarily subject to the doctor-patient, lawyer-client, lender-borrower, and other such privileges. Specifically it would include any commercial, technical, and financial data, submitted by an applicant or a borrower to a lending agency in connection with any loan application or loan. See also H.R. REP. No. 89-1497, supra note 310, at 10:

This exemption would assure the confidentiality of information obtained by the Government through questionnaires or through material submitted and disclosures made in procedures such as the mediation of labor-management controversies. It exempts such material if it would not customarily be made public by the person from whom it was obtained by the Government. The exemption would
legislative history would permit exemption four to apply to a wide range of information, the courts have generally limited its application.

The awkward language of the exemption has made it difficult for courts to determine the general categories of information that the exemption covers. For example, there was an initial controversy over whether noncommercial information was protected from disclosure by exemption four. Now, however, courts generally include business sales statistics, inventories, customer lists, scientific or manufacturing processes or developments, and negotiation positions or requirements in the case of labor-management mediations. It would include information customarily subject to the doctor-patient, lawyer-client, or lender-borrower privileges such as technical or financial data submitted by an applicant to a Government lending or loan guarantee agency. It would also include information which is given to an agency in confidence, since a citizen must be able to confide in his Government. Moreover, where the Government has obligated itself in good faith not to disclose documents or information which it receives, it should be able to honor such obligations.

Concern about the harmful effects that disclosure of some types of business information could have upon the competitive position of a supplier was expressed in the hearings on the FOIA. For example, a company applying for a Small Business Administration loan would not want its possibly shaky financial position revealed. See, e.g., Barceloneta Shoe Corp. v. Compton, 271 F. Supp. 591, 594 (D.P.R. 1967), where the court found that exemption four "deals with documents, given by persons to government agencies, which are of a privileged or confidential nature," and held that NLRB investigatory records were protected from disclosure by the exemption. The court did not even consider whether these records were commercial or financial, but exempted them simply because they were of a "confidential nature."

In pointing out the procedural and structural defects of this exemption, the Attorney General listed several possible interpretations: "The exemption can be read, for example, as covering three kinds of matters: i.e., 'matters that are [a] trade secrets and [b] commercial or financial information obtained from any person and [c] privileged or confidential.' . . . Alternatively, clause [c] can be read as modifying clause [b]. Or, from a strictly grammatical standpoint, it could be argued that all three clauses have to be satisfied for the exemption to apply." Attorney General's Memorandum, supra note 309, at 32. See also K. Davis, supra note 255, § 3A.19, at 146 (Supp. 1970).

The Attorney General concluded that because "Congress neither intended to exempt all commercial and financial information on the one hand, nor to require disclosure of all other privileged or confidential information on the other," Attorney General's Memorandum, supra note 309, at 34, the exemption's protection should extend to all "information given in confidence." Id. at 32. The examples of protected information provided in the legislative reports support the Attorney General's interpretation. [The exemption] would include business sales statistics, inventories, customer lists, and manufacturing processes. It would also include information customarily sub-
accept the following interpretation of the exemption: "[T]his section exempts only (1) trade secrets and (2) information which is (a) commercial or financial, (b) obtained from a person, and (c) privileged or confidential. The exemption given by Congress does not apply to information which does not satisfy the three requirements stated in the statute." 618

The first category of information protected by exemption four, trade secrets, has been the least controversial. The courts and the agencies were familiar with this category of confidential information 619 and, therefore, general agreement on the meaning and application of the term was easily reached. 620


The scope of the second category of information protected by the exemption, information that is "commercial or financial," "obtained from a person," and "privileged or confidential," has proved to be more difficult to define.

The phrase "obtained from a person" has generally been interpreted to mean that the information in question must have come from a source outside the government. Thus, information generated within an agency must be disclosed regardless of its confidential or commercial nature and regardless of whether it was subsequently transferred to a second agency. This rule could operate harshly on a person who is the subject of agency-generated information. Thus, it has been suggested that the exemption be amended to allow the courts more flexibility in this area.

Financial or commercial information that has been obtained from a person must also be "privileged or confidential" to fall within the scope of exemption four. The legislative history indicates that "privileged" refers to the traditional common-law privileges. If this is all that "privileged" was intended to mean, however, its inclusion in the exemption appears to have been unnecessary. Information obtained from a person must also be "privileged or confidential" to fall within the scope of exemption four. The legislative history indicates that "privileged" refers to the traditional common-law privileges. If this is all that "privileged" was intended to mean, however, its inclusion in the exemption appears to have been unnecessary.


623. A corollary to this rule would be that if an agency receives information from sources outside the government, that information should be found to meet the "obtained from a person" requirement regardless of future transfers between agencies. Cf. Note, 74 COLUM. L. REV. 895, supra note 333, at 992.

624. See id. at 953.

625. S. REP. No. 89-813, supra note 310, at 9; H.R. REP. No. 89-1497, supra note 310, at 10; cf. K. DAVIS, supra note 265, § 5A.20, at 153-55 (Supp. 1970). Executive privilege may also be included under this language. See text at notes 260-307 supra. Any material covered by executive privilege presumably would also be protected by exemption one (national security), see text at notes 506-53 supra, or by exemption three (other statutes). See text at notes 568-610 supra.
mation traditionally protected by the doctor-patient privilege, for example, will not be commercial or financial in nature and hence will not be covered by exemption four. Furthermore, this information is protected under exemption six, which provides for the withholding of medical files. Information protected by the other privileges, such as the lawyer-client privilege or the lender-borrower privilege, would be exempted from disclosure under (b)(4) anyway because of its "confidential" nature. Not surprisingly, the meaning of "privileged" has not been litigated in the courts.

In contrast, the meaning of the term "confidential" has been extensively litigated. Courts originally found material confidential if it was of the type "which would customarily not be released to the public by the person from whom it was obtained." This test, based on language in the Senate and House reports, had two major defects. First, it allowed for a subjective determination of confidentiality. At least one court suggested that the test could be met if the supplier of information claimed that it was confidential. Applying a subjective test, however, would be contrary to both the legislative history of exemption four and the full disclosure policy of the FOIA.


627. See generally K. Davis, supra note 265, § 3A.20, at 154 (Supp. 1970). Davis points out that "the government through its lawyers seldom serves private clients," id., and seems to assume that the privilege can only apply to private client contact.

628. See, e.g., GSA v. Benson, 415 F.2d 878, 881 (9th Cir. 1969) (appraisal reports which might conceivably be "privileged" were only evaluated as confidential).


632. The Senate report refers to material "which would customarily not be released to the public by the person from whom it was obtained." S. Rep. No. 89-813, supra note 310, at 9 (emphasis added). The House report contains similar language. See H.R. Rep. No. 89-1497, supra note 310, at 10. This language seems to indicate a more general test than whether a particular supplier objects to a particular release of information.

the substance of disputed information to determine if its release would be contrary to the purpose of the exemption. Unless the disclosure of certain information would violate one of the interests that exemption four seeks to protect, the information should not be found to fall within the scope of the exemption.634

Because it was dissatisfied with the above test, the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia, in *National Parks & Conservation Association v. Morton*,635 established a new standard for defining "confidential" based on an analysis of the legislative purpose underlying the exemption. The court concluded that the exemption was created to protect the efficient operation of government636 and the interests of the people supplying information to the government637 and formulated the following test: "Commercial or financial matter is 'confidential' for purposes of [exemption four] if disclosure of the information is likely to have either of the following effects: (1) to impair the Government's ability to obtain necessary information in the future; or (2) to cause substantial harm to the competitive position of the person from whom the information was obtained."638 Although, by incorporating the purposes of exemption four, this new test for confidentiality remedies one of the problems

---


635. 498 F.2d 765 (D.C. Cir. 1974). For general discussions of this case see 88 Harv. L. Rev. 470 (1974); Note, 1975 Duke L.J. 416, supra note 333, at 422-44.

636. 498 F.2d at 767. Other governmental interests are also served by exemption four. For example, the exemption encourages people to give certain kinds of information to the government and thus enables the government to make informed decisions. *National Parks & Conservation Assn. v. Morton*, 498 F.2d 765, 767 (D.C. Cir. 1974); *Soucie v. David*, 448 F.2d 1087, 1078 (D.C. Cir. 1971). It also furthers the government's interest in obtaining the best work possible from governmental contractors. If data from government contracts were routinely disclosed to the public, fewer companies might be willing to do government work, preferring to avoid exposure of their trade secrets and competitive positions. *Fisher v. Renegotiation Bd.*, 355 F. Supp. 1171, 1175 (D.D.C. 1973).

637. 498 F.2d at 767.

638. 498 F.2d at 770.
of the old test, it leaves the other problem unsolved: subjective factors may still be used to determine whether a particular piece of information is confidential.

Information will be found to be confidential under the first alternative of the National Parks test if the government can show that disclosing the information would hinder its ability to obtain information necessary for its efficient operation. The courts have held that the government cannot make such a showing, and hence the first alternative cannot be satisfied, if there is a law requiring persons to relinquish the information in question to the government, or if the government has at some point agreed to disclose the information.

Subjective factors could enter into the determination of confidentiality under this first alternative in either of two ways. First, an information supplier's request for confidentiality may be viewed by the courts as evidence of an unwillingness to give information to the government without the assurance of confidentiality. Therefore, such requests may be used to find that the government's ability to obtain data will be impaired if the information in question is disclosed. Second, it is possible that agencies will be able to make an "impairment" showing, and thus satisfy this first alternative, by meeting the old test for confidentiality. The fact that information "would customarily not be released to the public" may be viewed as evidence that a person would be unwilling to give the information to the government if it would not be kept confidential. Thus, to the extent that subjective factors enter into the determination of what information "would customarily not be released," they would also enter into the determination whether the government's ability to obtain information will be impaired.

639. See text at note 634 supra.

640. National Parks & Conservation Assn. v. Morton, 498 F.2d 765, 767 (D.C. Cir. 1974): "Unless persons having necessary information can be assured that it will remain confidential, they may decline to cooperate with officials and the ability of the Government to make intelligent, well informed decisions will be impaired."


643. The court in National Parks indicated that, while meeting the old confidentiality test might not be sufficient to exempt information under exemption four, National Parks & Conservation Assn. v. Morton, 498 F.2d 765, 770 (D.C. Cir. 1974), the old test might still be used in conjunction with the new test. 498 F.2d at 767. Later cases have also taken this position. See Pacific Architects & Engrs., Inc. v. Re-negotiation Bd., 505 F.2d 383, 384 (D.C. Cir. 1974); Petkas v. Staats, 501 F.2d 887, 889 (D.C. Cir. 1974); Rural Housing Alliance v. Department of Agriculture, 498 F.2d 73, 79 (D.C. Cir. 1974); Ditlow v. Shultz, 379 F. Supp. 526 (D.D.C. 1974).

644. See text at note 639 supra.
In order to avoid the potential use of a subjective standard to determine whether information can be withheld under exemption four, it is suggested that courts not consider the government's interest in obtaining information in exemption four cases. If Congress determines that the government needs certain data, it can enact specific legislation requiring people to relinquish that information to the government, thus ensuring that the government's access to information will not be impaired if the material is disclosed to the public.\(^{645}\) If Congress does not deem information sufficiently necessary to the efficient operation of the government to warrant such a statute, then there is little reason for courts to be concerned if the government's ability to obtain this information is impaired. Because Congress is probably best able to determine the needs of government agencies and because Congress can easily protect those needs, it seems that the courts will better achieve the goals of the FOIA and exemption four by ignoring this interest and focusing instead on the second alternative definition of "confidential" suggested in National Parks.

"Confidentiality" will be found under this second alternative if substantial harm to the information supplier's competitive position will result from the information's disclosure. The characterization of the supplier's interest in terms of harm to its competitive position is appealing because it narrows the court's inquiry. Although it is possible to conclude from the legislative history of exemption four that the exemption was intended to extend to all information that businesses might customarily find confidential,\(^{646}\) the National Parks court was justified in resolving ambiguities as to congressional intent narrowly and concluding that only the supplier's competitive position should be protected, since the basic purpose of the Act is to encourage disclosure.\(^{647}\) There is nothing in the legislative history of the exemption that supports the conclusion that Congress intended to protect only "substantial" competitive harm, however, and the court failed to provide an explanation for this further narrowing of the exemption. This language is appropriate to the extent that it eliminates frivolous claims of competitive harm and requires the government or the supplier to prove specific harm, rather than relying on a general assertion of possible adverse competitive effects. The one drawback of requiring proof of "substantial competitive harm" is that it may result in protracted litigation. If the issues become too complex, a requester may be discouraged from seeking court review of an agency decision to withhold information. Thus, there is a

\[^{645}\text{Cf. text at note 641 supra.}\]
\[^{646}\text{See S. Rep. No. 89-813, supra note 310, at 9; H.R. Rep. No. 89-1497, supra note 310, at 10.}\]
\[^{647}\text{See text at notes 308-12 supra.}\]
danger that the second alternative of National Parks test may ultimately discourage disclosure.

Another problem with this second alternative is that by its terms it applies only to the person from whom the information was obtained. It is possible that the subject of the information will not be the same person as the supplier. No case has yet had to consider this issue. Although Congress does not seem to have thought of this possibility, it would seem that it intended to protect the competitive position of the subject of the information even if he is not the supplier.

Finally, if competitive harm would result from the disclosure of information, the courts and the agencies should consider the possibility of deleting identifying details so that the harm to the competitor will be eliminated and the remaining material can be disclosed.

Despite its failings, the National Parks test is a major advance toward improving determinations whether information should be released to the public. The most important contribution of this test is its use of interest analysis. It is imperative that this aspect of the test be retained by the courts.

c. Inter-agency or intra-agency memoranda. The fifth FOIA exemption protects "inter-agency or intra-agency memorandums or letters which would not be available by law to a party other than an agency in litigation with the agency."648 The language of exemption five is broad enough to encompass all government writings.649 The

---

649. See Note, The Freedom of Information Act and the Exemption for Inter-Agency Memorandums, 86 Harv. L. Rev. 1047, 1048-49 (1973). The House and Senate reports indicated that some limitation on the exemption was necessary to avoid "indiscriminate administrative secrecy." S. REP. No. 89-813, supra note 310, at 9. The Senate report states:

It was pointed out in the comments of many of the agencies that it would be impossible to have any frank discussion of legal or policy matters in writing if all such writings were to be subjected to public scrutiny. It was argued, and with merit, that efficiency of Government would be greatly hampered if, with respect to legal and policy matters, all Government agencies were prematurely forced to "operate in a fishbowl." The committee is convinced of the merits of this general proposition, but it has attempted to delimit the exception as narrowly as consistent with efficient Government operation.

Id.

The House report comments:

Agency witnesses argued that a full and frank exchange of opinions would be impossible if all internal communications were made public. They contended, and with merit, that advice from staff assistants and the exchange of ideas among agency personnel would not be completely frank if they were forced to "operate in a fishbowl." Moreover, a Government agency cannot always operate effectively if it is required to disclose documents or information which it has received or generated before it completes the process of awarding a contract or issuing an order, decision or regulation. This clause is intended to exempt from disclosure this and other information and records wherever necessary without, at the same time, permitting indiscriminate administrative secrecy. S. 1160 exempts from disclosure material "which would not be available by law to a private party in litigation with the agency." Thus, any internal memorandums which would routinely
The legislative history of the exemption indicates that it was enacted to preserve the "efficiency of Government" operations by protecting the "full and frank exchange of opinions" within and between agencies and by preventing premature disclosure of documents. The courts have narrowly construed the language of this exemption by developing criteria for its application that are consistent with the exemption's purpose.

If the words "memorandums or letters" were interpreted literally, exemption five would be, in some respects, too narrow. This language appears to exclude documented communications that are not in writing, such as tapes or computer-stored data. Although no court has considered this issue, it is likely that the form of a communication will not be considered determinative. Instead, the courts will look at the substance of the communication to determine whether it should be disclosed in light of the interests sought to be protected by exemption five.

The scope of the words "inter-agency or intra-agency" is also unclear. The Supreme Court has emphasized that both kinds of memoranda may be exempt.
would not be available by law to a party . . . in litigation with the agency” and if the purposes of exemption five would best be served by withholding the document, it should be exempt whether it is used exclusively within an agency or given to another agency. Courts have interpreted “inter-agency or intra-agency” memoranda to include memoranda of outside consultants who are temporarily performing the roles of agency officials or employees. Because the consultants’ communications are similar to agency memoranda in these situations, the same policy reasons for protecting against disclosure apply. Courts should not interpret exemption five to apply to the communications of all agency consultants, however. There is a difference between consultants whose recommendations are integrated into the agency deliberative process, where free discussion of ideas is thought to be essential, and interested parties who are trying to influence agency decisions. Communications of this latter group should not be beyond public scrutiny.

By far the most difficult language to interpret in this exemption is the modifying clause, “which would not be available by law to a party other than an agency in litigation with the agency.” Congress chose to limit this exemption through application of discovery principles because of the similarity between the purposes of the discovery defense of “governmental privilege” and the purposes of exemption five. It is clear, however, that discovery principles are to be applied

---

660. See, e.g., Wu v. National Endowment for Humanities, 460 F.2d 1030 (5th Cir. 1972), cert. denied, 410 U.S. 926 (1973). The reports at issue in Wu had been prepared by experts in Chinese history to help the Endowment evaluate Professor Wu’s request for a grant. Since the Endowment could not possibly maintain a large staff of experts on all subjects, these outside experts were temporarily performing the functions of agency personnel. See text at note 661 infra.
661. See Note, 86 Harv. L. Rev., supra note 649, at 1064-66. The author of that Note also argues that exemption five should not be extended to cover the communications of outside consultants who may be biased. Extending the protection of exemption five to these communications would, for example, encourage secrecy between agency-regulated companies and the government.
in exemption five cases "by way of rough analogies," with the emphasis on furthering the purposes of the FOIA and the exemption.

In formulating a standard to restrict the potential breadth of exemption five, most courts have relied upon the established discovery practice of releasing factual material to private parties who are in litigation with the government. These courts thus order the disclosure of factual materials, but permit the withholding of materials that reflect the "deliberative or policy-making processes" of agencies. The Supreme Court endorsed this standard in \textit{EPA v. Mink}. 

notes 673-89 infra. The protection of "privileged" material is discussed in conjunction with exemption four. \textit{See text at notes} 652-28 supra.


Because different purposes are served by the civil procedure rules and exemption five, and because the rules have their own requirements, this interpretation is unsatisfactory. For example, different discovery rules apply depending on whether the party from whom the information is sought is a prosecutor, a civil plaintiff, or a defendant. \textit{EPA v. Mink}, 410 U.S. 73, 86 n.13 (1973). Exemption five does not explain how the government is to be treated. 410 U.S. at 86. In addition, the exemption is phrased in terms of "a party." This indicates that the question is not whether the information would be released in discovery proceedings to this particular applicant, but rather whether it is of a type that would be routinely released to any party. NLRB v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 43 U.S.L.W. 4411, 4416 n.16 (U.S. April 28, 1975); \textit{Sterling Drug, Inc. v. FTC}, 450 F.2d 698, 705 (D.C. Cir. 1971); \textit{Anchorage Blind Trade Council v. HUD}, 384 F. Supp. 1236, 1240 (D. Alas. 1974) (dictum); \textit{Note, 74 Colum. L. Rev. 895, supra note} 333, at 942-43; H.R. REP. No. 89-1497, supra note 310, at 10; K. DAVIS, supra note 265, § 3A.21, at 158 (Supp. 1970). \textit{But cf. Welsberg v. Department of Justice}, 489 F.2d 1196, 1203 n.15 (D.C. Cir. 1975). Moreover, a person requesting discovery must show that the information sought is "relevant to the subject matter involved in the pending action . . . ." \textit{Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)}. \textit{See also Comment, supra note} 619, at 812. The FOIA, on the other hand, provides that records are to be disclosed to "any person," 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(3) (1970), as amended, 5 U.S.C.A. § 552(a)(3) (Supp. Feb. 1975). \textit{See text at note} 658 supra. Many of the courts that applied the discovery rules literally to exemption five claims have considered the need of the person requesting the information. \textit{See, e.g.}, \textit{International Paper Co. v. FPC}, 438 F.2d 1349, 1358-59 (2d Cir. 1971). The relationship between discovery and the FOIA in general is discussed in the text at notes 1086-104 infra.


666. Under this rule the following materials have been considered "factual": parts of a report on the development of the SST (\textit{Soucie v. David}, 448 F.2d 1057, 1077-78 (D.C. Cir. 1971)); parts of an Air Force report on a plane crash (\textit{Brockway v. Department of the Air Force}, 370 F. Supp. 738, 741-42 (N.D. Iowa 1974)), the raw scores and scoring scheme from VA tests on hearing aids (\textit{Consumers Union of United States},
Mink, by pointing to the legislative history of exemption five, which specifically refers to the factual-deliberative distinction. Because fine distinctions between fact and policy must be made under this standard, it has been important for the courts to know the exact contents of the disputed material. Thus, in camera inspection of material is a frequently used technique in exemption five cases. In order to release the maximum amount of information, the courts have isolated the factual material contained in a document unless that material was "inextricably intertwined" with deliberative


668. 410 U.S. at 89-90.
material. The 1974 amendments to the FOIA codified this practice.

The problem with the factual-deliberative standard is that it sometimes results in an unnecessary withholding of information. Some courts have tried to design a standard that would allow the disclosure of more material without violating the purposes of exemption five.

The Supreme Court has recently taken a new approach in exemption five cases by distinguishing "between predecisional memoranda prepared in order to assist an agency decision-maker in arriving at his decision, which are exempt from disclosure, and post-decisional memoranda setting forth the reasons for an agency decision already made, which are not." In NLRB v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., the Court held that memoranda prepared by the General Counsel of the NLRB explaining his decision not to file complaints constituted "final opinions" and were not protected by exemption five. In Renegotiation Board v. Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp., the Court allowed the withholding of regional renegotiation board reports since these reports were merely recommendations, subject to further consideration by the National Renegotiation Board.

The opinions in these two cases illustrate the relationship between exemption five and the FOIA's requirement that "final opinions" and "statements of policy" be made available for

---


In Koch v. Department of Justice, 376 F. Supp. 313 (D.C. Cir. 1974), the court found factual material to be "inextricably intertwined with the policy-making process" in memoranda that contained no specific recommendations. "Virtually all of the factual material" was already known by the plaintiffs, so that disclosure would reveal only "which facts were deemed significant by the [FBI]," thus illuminating the policy-making and deliberative processes of the Bureau. 376 F. Supp. at 317. See also Exxon Corp. v. FTC, 384 F. Supp. 755, 764 (D.D.C. 1974) (denying disclosure of factual material not severable from opinion).


675. 45 U.S.L.W. at 4496. These memoranda represented final dispositions since each was "an unreviewable rejection of the charge filed by the private party." 43 U.S.L.W. at 4498. Memoranda that directed the agency to file complaints, on the other hand, were held to be covered by the exemption's protection of an attorney's work privilege. 43 U.S.L.W. at 4500.


677. 49 U.S.L.W. at 4507.


public inspection. The first case to make a distinction between pre- and post-decisional memoranda was American Mail Line, Ltd. v. Gulick. That case involved a memorandum that was cited and quoted in a decision by the Maritime Subsidy Board. The court held that because it explicitly and publicly incorporated the memorandum, the agency could not withhold it on the basis of exemption five. It had become part of the final agency opinion. Subsequent opinions have recognized that memoranda that reflect policy already made should be released either as final opinions or as records not exempt under (b)(5). In Sears and Grumman, the Supreme Court made it clear that exemption five can never apply to "final opinions" and "final dispositions" of matters by an agency. It is important to note, however, that there may well be documents that are not "final opinions," which do not fall under the protection of exemption five. These documents should of course be released.

The most important contribution of Sears and Grumman to the interpretation of exemption five may be the approach the Court used to decide the issues before it. In both cases, the Court conducted a very careful investigation into the contents and use of the requested documents and analyzed the reasons and purposes behind the exemption. The Court explicitly recognized that the

---


681. "If the Maritime Subsidy Board did not want to expose its staff's memorandum to public scrutiny it should not have stated publicly in its April 11 ruling that its action was based upon that memorandum, giving no other reasons or basis for its action. When it chose this course of action . . . the memorandum lost its intragency status and became a public record . . . ." 411 F.2d at 703.


684. Compare text at notes 691-95 & 1098-104 infra.


686. Compare text at notes 691-95 & 1098-104 infra.


688. Although the Supreme Court in Grumman reversed the decision of the Court of Appeals, 482 F.2d 710 (D.C. Cir. 1973), the Court did not take issue
free exchange of ideas within an agency would not be impaired by the release of "communications with respect to the decision occurring after the decision is finally reached" and stated that "the public is vitally concerned with the reasons which did supply the basis for an agency policy actually adopted. These reasons, if expressed within the agency, constitute the 'working law' of the agency . . . ."

It is important in deciding FOIA questions in particular, for courts to base decisions on the purposes of the legislation, rather than to apply rules mechanically. Indeed, the pre- and post-decisional standard used by the Supreme Court in these cases could be broadened to include documents that indicate the basis of an agency decision, whether or not they reflect agency policy deliberations, without compromising the purposes of exemption five. No court has accepted a "basis of decision" standard, however.

In *Montrose Chemical Corp. v. Train*, the court held that a summary of evidence presented at public hearings was protected from disclosure by exemption five. The summary was prepared by EPA staff members to assist the Administrator of the EPA in deciding whether to ban DDT. The court reasoned that one of the exemption’s purposes was "to protect not simply deliberative material, but also the deliberative process of agencies," and that "[t]o probe the summaries of record evidence would be the same as

with the lower court’s distinction between decisional and pre-decisional documents nor with that court’s analysis of the policies behind the exemption.

688. NLRB v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 43 U.S.L.W. 4491, 4497 (U.S. April 28, 1975). Compare 43 U.S.L.W. at 4500 ("The probability that an agency employee will be inhibited from freely advising a decisionmaker for fear that his advice, if adopted, will become public is slight") (emphasis original), with Renegotiation Bd. v. Grumman Aircraft Engr. Corp., 45 U.S.L.W. 4502, 4507 (April 28, 1975) ("The . . . [r]eports are thus precisely the kind of prediciitional deliberative advice . . . which must remain uninhibited and thus undisclosed, in order to supply maximum assistance to the Board in reaching its decision").

689. NLRB v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 43 U.S.L.W. 4491, 4497 (U.S. April 28, 1975). See 43 U.S.L.W. at 4498; Renegotiation Bd. v. Grumman Aircraft Engr. Corp., 45 U.S.L.W. 4502, 4507 (U.S. April 28, 1975) ("absent indication that its reasoning has been adopted, there is little public interest in disclosure of a Report. . . . Indeed, release of the Regional Board's reports on the theory that they express the reasons for the Board's decision would, in those cases in which the Board had other reasons for its decision, be affirmatively misleading").

690. But cf. Pacific Architects & Engrs., Inc. v. Renegotiation Bd., 505 F.2d 383, 386 (D.C. Cir. 1974), where the court, remanding for evidence on whether a document was the sole basis for an agency decision, said, "We do not mean to intimate that a finding that the [material requested] is the sole basis for decision requires disclosure pro tonto but only that a contrary finding greatly strengthens the Board's case for non-disclosure." See also Washington Research, Inc. v. HEW, 504 F.2d 238, 248 (D.C. Cir. 1974), cert. denied, 42 U.S.L.W. 5601 (U.S. May 12, 1975).

691. 491 F.2d 63 (D.C. Cir. 1974).
692. 491 F.2d at 67-68.
693. 491 F.2d at 71.
probing the decision-making process itself." The factual summary at issue in this case did not reflect agency policy, but it did indicate the basis for the agency's decision. If such factual summaries are released, the public and the courts will be better able to evaluate agency decisions.

Providing the public with a means of scrutinizing agency actions and procedures is the basic purpose of the FOIA; there is no reason to sacrifice the benefits to be gained from disclosure in an instance where releasing information would not violate the purposes of exemption five. Since, by hypothesis, an agency will no longer be in the process of making a decision, disclosing information concerning the basis for an agency decision will not involve the premature disclosure of ideas. And agency personnel are not likely to hesitate to exchange ideas because those ideas may be disclosed to the public if adopted. The satisfaction of having one's own recommendations accepted will usually override any fears of public disclosure. Moreover, in a case in which a court is convinced that disclosing information would render persons more hesitant to give frank opinions in the future, an effort could be made to delete identifying details from the disputed materials. If such deletion would not protect the individual staff member or consultant, then the information should be withheld to ensure that agencies are able to maintain the free exchange of ideas necessary for efficient government and to protect the individuals from personal attack.

The proposed "basis standard" will best accomplish the FOIA goal of maximum possible disclosure. There is substantial value in disclosing agency policies because without such disclosure agencies

694. 491 F.2d at 68. Moreover, the court felt that, since all of the facts were in the public record of the hearings, all that would be revealed by disclosure of the summary would be the "evaluation and selection of certain facts." 491 F.2d at 70.


696. An example of one case in which this was true is Wu v. National Endowment for Humanities, 460 F.2d 1030 (5th Cir. 1972), cert. denied, 410 U.S. 926 (1973). The Endowment used outside consultants in evaluating the merits of a research grant application submitted by Professor Wu. On the basis of recommendations by these consultants, the Endowment denied Wu research funds, 460 F.2d at 1031, and Wu brought suit under the FOIA to obtain the recommendations. The Endowment argued that they would lose the valuable services of these outside consultants if an applicant was able to identify them: "It is vital for the Endowment that their recommendations not be available to applicants; only then can reviewers be free to state their true opinion of an application without regard to the feelings of the applicant." 460 F.2d at 1032 (quoting the affidavit of an Endowment official). The court agreed with the Endowment and refused to order disclosure of the consultants' reports because "advice, recommendations, opinions, and other subjective material are protected." 460 F.2d at 1032. Wu's subsequent attempt to sue the unknown consultants for libel, see Wu v. Keeney, 384 F. Supp. 1161 (D.D.C. 1974), evidences the wisdom of the Fifth Circuit's decision.

697. See text at notes 501-05 supra.
will be beyond the review of the courts, the Congress, and the public and will be able to develop a body of "secret law." Although the courts could adopt this test without waiting for congressional action, the confused case law indicates a need for statutory amendment. The cryptic modifying clause relating to discovery provides little aid to the courts for interpreting exemption five. Because of "the inevitable temptation of a governmental litigant to give [this exemption] an expansive interpretation in relation to the particular records in issue" and the FOIA's emphasis on disclosure, this exemption should be both written and construed narrowly.

f. Personnel and medical files. Exemption six provides for the withholding of "personnel and medical files and similar files the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy." This exemption attempts to protect effec-

698. One of the important goals of the FOIA was to prevent the application of "secret law" to unknowing citizens. NLRB v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 43 U.S.L.W. 4491, 4498 (U.S. April 28 1975); Note, 86 HARV. L. REV. 1047, supra note 649, at 1058; Comment, supra note 649, at 816. See S. REP. No. 89-813, supra note 310, at 7; H.R. REP. No. 89-1497, supra note 310, at 7; Sterling Drug, Inc. v. FTC, 450 F.2d 698, 708 (D.C. Cir. 1971); K. DAVIS, supra note 265, §§ 3A.11, 3A.21 (Supp. 1970).


700. 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(6) (1970). The Senate report explained this exemption as follows:

Such agencies as the Veterans Administration, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Selective Service, etc., have great quantities of files, the confidentiality of which has been maintained by agency rule but without statutory authority. There is a consensus that these files should not be opened to the public, and the committee decided upon a general exemption rather than a number of specific statutory authorizations for various agencies. It is believed that the scope of the exemption is held within bounds by the use of the limitation of a "clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy."

The phrase "clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy" enunciates a policy that will involve a balancing of interests between the protection of an individual's private affairs from unnecessary public scrutiny, and the preservation of the public's right to governmental information. The application of this policy should lend itself particularly to those Government agencies where persons are required to submit vast amounts of personal data usually for limited purposes. For example, health, welfare, and selective service records are highly personal to the person involved, yet facts concerning the award of a pension or benefit should be disclosed to the public.

S. REP. No. 89-813, supra note 310, at 9. See H.R. REP. No. 89-1497, supra note 310, at 11: "The exemption is . . . intended to cover detailed Government records on an individual which can be identified as applying to that individual and not the facts concerning the award of a pension or benefit or the compilation of unidentified statistical information from personal records." (footnote omitted); ATTORNEY GENERAL'S MEMORANDUM, supra note 509, at 36-37; K. DAVIS, supra note 265, § 3A.22, at 162-64 (Supp. 1970); Note, 74 COLUM. L. REV. 895, supra note 335, at 923-56; Note, Invasion of Privacy and the Freedom of Information Act: Getman v. NLRB, 40 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 557 (1972); 6 U. TOLEDO L. REV. 215 (1974).

There has been surprisingly little litigation involving exemption six. Three cases have concluded that the exemption doesn't apply: Robles v. EPA, 484 F.2d 843 (4th Cir. 1973); Getman v. NLRB, 450 F.2d 670 (D.C. Cir. 1971); Rabbitt v. Department of the Air Force, 583 F. Supp. 1060 (S.D.N.Y. 1974) (required disclosure in part). Four cases have denied disclosure pursuant to the exemption: Vaughn v. Rosen, 383 F. Supp. 1049 (D.D.C. 1974); Wine Hobby USA, Inc. v. IRS, 502 F.2d 133 (3d Cir. 1974); Tuchinsky v. Selective Serv. Sys., 418 F.2d 155 (7th Cir. 1969); Ditlow v. Shultz,
tively an individual's right to privacy within a statutory scheme that encourages disclosure.

The scope of the protection provided by exemption six will depend upon the resolution of three basic ambiguities in its language. First, it is unclear what kinds of materials should be considered "personnel and medical files and similar files." The committee reports indicate that Congress intended all types of confidential information about citizens to be protected by the exemption. Accordingly, the word "files" should not be limited to an "orderly collection of papers," but should include any documented personal

701. Recent legislation, e.g., Privacy Act of 1974, 5 U.S.C.A. § 552a (Supp. Feb. 1975), and judicial decisions, e.g., Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 152-53 (1975), evidence society's concern for the protection of privacy. Unfortunately, there are no clear guidelines for defining the scope of this interest. The extent of the constitutional right to privacy is as yet unsettled. See text at notes 1789-91 infra. The common-law right to privacy, as defined by contemporary views within the community, see text at notes 1579-92 infra, does provide the agencies and the courts with some standards to evaluate the seriousness of an alleged invasion of privacy. See, e.g., Rose v. Department of the Air Force, 495 F.2d 261, 267 (2d Cir. 1974), cert. granted, 43 U.S.L.W. 3451 (U.S. Feb. 18, 1975) (No. 74-489), an FOIA case where the court used Prosser on Torts to determine what constituted an invasion of privacy. See Note, 40 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 527, supra note 700, at 539. As is argued in the text at notes 1601-25 infra, however, the tort standard for invasion of privacy may not be sufficient to protect citizens from government disclosure.

702. Deleting identifying details has been used by at least one court as a means of disclosing information without invading individual privacy. See Rose v. Department of the Air Force, 495 F.2d 261, 268 (2d Cir. 1974), cert. granted, 43 U.S.L.W. 3451 (U.S. Feb. 18, 1975) (No. 74-489) ("We think it highly likely that the combined skills of court and Agency, applied to the summaries, will yield edited documents sufficient for the purpose sought and sufficient as well to safeguard affected persons in their legitimate claims of privacy" (footnotes omitted)). Support for deleting identifying details can be found in the language of H.R. Rep. No. 89-1497, supra note 310, at 11: "The exemption is also intended to cover detailed Government records on an individual which can be identified as applying to that individual . . ." (emphasis added). Deletion of details is mandated by section 552 (2)(b). See text at notes 449-56 supra.

The courts have generally not found in camera inspection to be necessary in exemption six cases, since the general content of the requested information is usually clear, and more detailed inspection is not necessary to determine the effect of any disclosure. See Comment, supra note 669, at 571-72 & n.105. It is not necessary, for instance, for a court to read a list of names and addresses in order to decide whether its release would be an invasion of privacy. But see Rabbitt v. Department of the Air Force, 383 F. Supp. 1065, 1070 (S.D.N.Y. 1974) (in camera inspection of medical files required).


704. WEBSTER'S NEW INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY 945 (2d ed. 1960). "File" is defined as "a collection of cards or papers usu. arranged or classified" in WEBSTER'S THIRD NEW INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY 849 (1971).
information that the government may have in its possession. The phrase "similar files" should cover any material having "the same characteristics of confidentiality that ordinarily attach to information in medical or personnel files; that is, to such extent as they contain 'intimate details' of a 'highly personal nature,' they [should be] within the umbrella of the exemption." Using this interpretation, the courts have considered disparate kinds of records, such as lists of names and addresses, Air Force Academy disciplinary files, information on housing discrimination, EPA reports on radioactivity, and filled-out customs declaration forms, to be "similar files."

Second, it is possible to construe the language of exemption six to protect personnel and medical files whether or not their disclosure would be a "clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy." With little guidance from the committee reports, the courts have assumed that they must consider the seriousness of the invasion of privacy in all exemption six cases.

Finally, courts have had difficulty interpreting the phrase "clearly unwarranted invasion of privacy." Some courts have found that the "clearly unwarranted" language requires application of a balancing approach. Other courts have found the language to require only an investigation into the seriousness of the privacy invasion.

705. See Robles v. EPA, 484 F.2d 843, 845 (4th Cir. 1973); Rural Housing Alliance v. Department of Agriculture, 498 F.2d 73 (D.C. Cir. 1974). Amendments to change this wording have been proposed but never passed. See H.R. 5456, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. (1973); H.R. Rep. No. 92-1419, supra note 327, at 84. One court has used this wording to deny the applicability of the exemption: "[T]he scope of subsection 6 which relates solely to 'files' cannot be stretched to cover witnesses' statements." Rabbitt v. Department of the Air Force, 383 F. Supp. 1065, 1069 (S.D.N.Y. 1974).


707. See Wine Hobby USA, Inc. v. IRS, 502 F.2d 123 (3d Cir. 1974); Getman v. NLRB, 450 F.2d 670 (D.C. Cir. 1971); Tuchinsky v. Selective Serv. Sys., 418 F.2d 155 (7th Cir. 1969).


709. See Rural Housing Alliance v. Department of Agriculture, 498 F.2d 73 (D.C. Cir. 1974).

710. See Robles v. EPA, 484 F.2d 843 (4th Cir. 1975).


714. See Wine Hobby USA, Inc. v. IRS, 502 F.2d 183 (3d Cir. 1974); Rural Housing Alliance v. Department of Agriculture, 498 F.2d 73, 77 (D.C. Cir. 1974); Getman v.
The courts in Getman v. NLRB\textsuperscript{716} and Wine Hobby USA, Inc. v.
IRS\textsuperscript{717} held that “[e]xemption (6) necessarily requires the court to
balance a public interest purpose for disclosure of personal infor-
mation against the potential invasion of individual privacy.”\textsuperscript{718} Both
of these cases concerned requests for lists of names and addresses. In
Getman, the lists were requested by two law professors who needed
to contact employees eligible to vote in certain representation elec-
tions in order to complete a study concerning NLRB voting regula-
tions.\textsuperscript{719} The court ordered disclosure after finding that the invasion
of privacy was “very minimal” and that the study potentially could
be of considerable public benefit.\textsuperscript{720} In contrast, the requester in
Wine Hobby wanted the information for “private commercial ex-
ploration.”\textsuperscript{721} The court refused to release the information “[i]n
light of [the] failure by Wine Hobby to assert a public interest
purpose for disclosure . . . even though the invasion of privacy in
this case [was] not as serious as that considered by the court in other
cases.”\textsuperscript{722}

The Getman court suggested in a footnote that “a court's deci-
sion to grant disclosure under Exemption (6) carries with it an
implicit limitation that the information, once disclosed, be used only

\textsuperscript{716} 450 F.2d 670, 676-77 (D.C. Cir. 1971); Vaughn v. Rosen, 383 F. Supp. 1049,
1055 (D.D.C. 1975); Rabitt v. Department of the Air Force, 383 F. Supp 1065, 1070
(S.D.N.Y. 1974).

\textsuperscript{717} 502 F.2d 133 (3d Cir. 1974).

\textsuperscript{718} Getman v. NLRB, 450 F.2d 670, 677 n.24, \textit{quoted in} Wine Hobby USA, Inc.
v. IRS, 502 F.2d 133, 136 (3d Cir. 1974). This interpretation of the exemption is
supported by the congressional reports, which indicate that Congress contemplated a
balancing of individual privacy interests and the public's right to know. \textit{See} S. REP.
No. 89-813, \textit{supra} note 310, at 9; H.R. REP. No. 89-1497, \textit{supra} note 310, at 11;
\textit{note 700 supra}.

\textsuperscript{719} 450 F.2d at 671-72.

\textsuperscript{720} 450 F.2d at 677.

\textsuperscript{721} 502 F.2d at 137.

\textsuperscript{722} 502 F.2d at 137.
by the requesting party and for the public interest purpose upon which the balancing was based.” 

This limited disclosure requirement is contrary to the general rule in FOIA cases that release of information to one requester mandates release of the information to the general public. 

Furthermore, imposing such a requirement presents enforcement problems. 

The limitation is appealing, however, because it may allow for accommodation of both the individual's interest in privacy and the public's interest in disclosure.

Further and more serious problems arise in applying this balancing approach. As the Getman court recognized, the provision in the FOIA that requires disclosure to "any person" is "in unavoidable conflict with the explicit balancing requirement of Exemption (6)." The court in Wine Hobby attempted to reconcile this conflict by arguing that the “any person” provision only applied to non-exempt information and was inapplicable when determining whether material was within an exemption.

This argument is fallacious because the “any person” provision was specifically intended to prevent agency discretion when deciding whether an exemption applied.

The conflict will be alleviated to some extent if the courts...
follow Getman and Wine Hobby\textsuperscript{731} and focus on the public benefit of the proposed use of the information rather than on the requester’s specific purposes and needs.

Another problem with the balancing approach is that by balancing interests in exemption six cases, less protection may be given to an individual’s right to privacy than is given to the interests protected by the other exemptions. The disclosure of some information may result in a serious invasion of privacy; under the balancing approach, the courts nevertheless may release the information because there is an overriding public benefit. The public benefit of disclosure is not considered in determining the applicability of any of the other eight exemptions. For example, if a law professor needed confidential financial information concerning large corporations\textsuperscript{732} to complete a study of the effectiveness of the SEC, the SEC could withhold the information pursuant to exemption four without considering the public benefit that might result from such a study. It is true that if the exemptions are considered permissive rather than mandatory,\textsuperscript{733} the SEC could exercise its discretionary power and balance the public interest in disclosure against the potential competitive harm to the corporations; however, the presumption should be in favor of withholding the information and the requester should have to demonstrate an extraordinary public interest before the exempt information is released.\textsuperscript{734} The balancing approach suggested by Getman and Wine Hobby does not seem to involve such a strong presumption against disclosure.

The other interpretation of exemption six is illustrated by Robles v. EPA,\textsuperscript{735} where the Fourth Circuit held that the “clearly unwarranted” clause required only an investigation of the seriousness of the invasion of privacy rather than a balancing of the intrusion on the individual against the public benefit that would result from disclosure.\textsuperscript{736} The court believed that the “any person” language in

\textsuperscript{731} Both courts considered the particular purposes of the requester only to decide what public benefits would be gained from disclosure. See text at notes 719-22 supra. See also Rural Housing Alliance v. Department of Agriculture, 498 F.2d 73, 77 (D.C. Cir. 1974); Vaughn v. Rosen, 383 F. Supp. 1049, 1055 (D.D.C. 1974); Note, 62 Geo. L.J. 177, supra note 353, at 198 n.152 (1973).


\textsuperscript{733} See text at notes 1141-55 infra.

\textsuperscript{734} See text at notes 1156-59 infra.

\textsuperscript{735} 484 F.2d 843 (4th Cir. 1973).

\textsuperscript{736} 484 F.2d at 846-47. Rose v. Department of the Air Force, 495 F.2d 261 (2d Cir. 1974), cert. granted, 43 U.S.L.W. 3451 (Feb. 18, 1975) (No. 74-439) also seemed to interpret “clearly unwarranted” as requiring only an “investigation into the nature of the privacy interest invaded and the extent of the proposed invasion.” 495 F.2d at
section 552(a)(3) of the FOIA precluded consideration of the “need of the public” or the “interest of the plaintiffs” in deciding whether to release information. The requester in Robles was seeking the results of an EPA study of the radiation levels in homes that were located near a uranium processing plant. The court concluded that the intrusion on the homeowners’ privacy would not be serious if these results were disclosed because the homeowners had not objected when this information previously had been released to state agencies and other unspecified parties.

The major problem with this interpretation of “clearly unwarranted” is that it permits disclosure even if that disclosure provides no public benefit or results in public harm. Without balancing, for example, the list of names and addresses requested by the plaintiff in Wine Hobby probably would have been released because the court admitted that disclosing the list would result in only a minor invasion of privacy.

Thus, neither judicial interpretation of exemption six sufficiently protects an individual’s right to privacy. When interpreting this exemption, the agencies and the courts are left to decide whether it is better to risk serious invasions of privacy when a public benefit is demonstrated or to risk minor invasions of privacy when there is no public benefit.

266. The court never discussed the requester’s reasons for wanting the information in deciding whether the invasion of privacy was “clearly unwarranted.” However, in discussing the appropriate use of agency discretion to withhold nonexempt information in situations where disclosure would damage the public interest, the court extensively quoted Getman’s balancing discussion. 495 F.2d at 269-70. This is a misuse of the Getman rationale, however, because Getman was dealing with discretionary balancing in a case where public benefit would be gained from disclosure. There is language at the end of the Rose opinion that indicates that the court might have balanced the public benefit from disclosure against the invasion of privacy if it had found the invasion “clearly unwarranted.” 495 F.2d at 270. The court did not have to take this step because it remanded the case to the district court to determine if it was possible to remove identifying details. The two-step analysis suggested in Rose of first finding all the conditions of exemption six met and then balancing, is similar to finding exemption six to be permissive. See text at notes 1152-59 infra. Rose was noted in 6 U. TOLEDO L. REV. 215 (1974).

737. 484 F.2d at 846-47. See also K. DAVIS, supra note 265, § 3A.4, at 120-21 (Supp. 1970).

738. 484 F.2d at 844.

739. 484 F.2d at 846-47.

740. Thus, the exemption would not protect individuals from minor invasions of privacy by commercial, political, or criminal organizations because the lack of public interest would be irrelevant to the application of the exemption. For example, a union member might not want his name placed on a political party’s mailing list, or a high-bracket taxpayer might not want his name on a public list. If release of a list of names and addresses is only a minor invasion of privacy, these people would have no protection under a no-balancing approach. Although the sale or rental of mailing lists by the government is prohibited by the Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C.A. § 552a(n) (Supp. Feb. 1979), this provision does not apply to FOIA requests for such lists. See text at notes 2124-28 infra.
The legislative history seems to support use of the balancing approach; however, there is no evidence that Congress considered the implications of its choice. The best solution to this dilemma is for Congress to strike the words “clearly unwarranted.” The agencies and courts will still have the difficult task of determining when an invasion of privacy is likely to result from disclosure, and the protection given to information under exemption six could be undermined by limiting the scope of the privacy interest. However, the cases indicate that the courts are sensitive to the concept of personal privacy and are willing to recognize unlikely but possible harms that may result from a disclosure of information. If this trend in the cases continues, the amended exemption would prevent even minor invasions of privacy. Public benefit would only become relevant if the exemption was considered permissive and a strict balancing test was applied. Although this proposal would broaden the scope of exemption six, and thus is contrary to the narrow language and construction of the other exemptions, the special protection the right to privacy has been accorded in other areas of the law demonstrates the need to accord this interest special protection under the FOIA.

g. **Investigatory records.** Exemption seven currently provides for the withholding of

“... investigatory records compiled for law enforcement purposes, but only to the extent that the production of such records would

---

741. See note 718 supra.

742. There is some indication in the legislative history of the 1974 amendments that this proposal may be well received by both the Congress and the President. Cf. note 811 infra and accompanying text. The amended version of exemption seven protects from disclosure investigatory records that would “constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.” 5 U.S.C.A. § 552(b)(7) (Supp. Feb. 1975). The word “clearly” was omitted from this language in order to provide greater protection for privacy. See note 811 infra. Compare Getman v. NLRB, 450 F.2d 670, 674 (D.C. Cir. 1971). President Ford has also indicated a desire to protect privacy within the scheme of the FOIA. See the letter from President Ford to Senator Kennedy concerning exemption seven amendments, in 120 CONG. REc. S17,829 (daily ed. Oct. 1, 1974):

I am... concerned that an individual’s right to privacy would not be appropriately protected by requiring the disclosure of information contained in an investigatory file about him unless the invasion of individual privacy is clearly unwarranted. Although I intend to take action shortly to address more comprehensively my concerns with encroachments upon individual privacy, I believe now is the time to preclude the Freedom of Information Act from disclosing information harmful to the privacy of individuals. I urge that you strike the words “clearly unwarranted” from the provision.

(Emphasis original.)

743. See, e.g., Robles v. EPA, 484 F.2d 843, 846 (4th Cir. 1973) (the court, in discussing the radioactivity reports at issue, speculated that their release “might even reduce marriage possibilities of the occupants”); Wine Hobby USA, Inc. v. IRS, 502 F.2d 133, 137 (3d Cir. 1974) (the court feared that disclosure of the mailing lists would involve “[d]isclosure of... facts concerning the home and private activities within it,” including “the family status” of the individual).

744. See text at notes 1141-69 infra.
(A) interfere with enforcement proceedings, (B) deprive a person of a right to a fair trial or an impartial adjudication, (C) constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, (D) disclose the identity of a confidential source and, in the case of a record compiled by a criminal law enforcement authority in the course of a criminal investigation, or by an agency conducting a lawful national security intelligence investigation, confidential information furnished only by the confidential source, (E) disclose investigative techniques and procedures, or (F) endanger the life or physical safety of law enforcement personnel.\footnote{5 U.S.C.A. § 552(b)(7) (Supp. Feb. 1975).}

This version of the seventh exemption was enacted as part of the 1974 amendments to the FOIA.\footnote{746. The only other exemption revised by the amendments was exemption one, dealing with national security information. See text at notes 506-35 supra. The amendments generally concentrated on improving the FOIA's access procedures. See S. REP. No. 93-854, supra note 329, at 1; H.R. REP. No. 93-876, supra note 329, at 2.} Several members of Congress felt strongly that "the courts have, in narrowly and mechanically interpreting the seventh exemption, strayed from the requirements and spirit of the Freedom of Information Act."\footnote{747. 120 CONG. REC. S9331 (daily ed. May 30, 1974) (remarks of Senator Kennedy). Senator Kennedy also commented: "A series of recent cases in the District of Columbia bas applied the seventh exemption of the act woodenly and mechanically and, I believe, in direct contravention of congressional intent when we passed that law in 1966." Id.} By specifically listing the categories of interests that the exemption is designed to protect, Congress presumably intended that the government be required to show, on the facts of each case, that these interests would be harmed by disclosure.\footnote{748. See id. at S9330 (remarks of Senator Hart).}

As originally enacted, the seventh exemption provided for the nondisclosure of "investigatory files compiled for law enforcement purposes except to the extent available by law to a party other than an agency."\footnote{749. 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(7) (1970), as amended, 5 U.S.C.A. § 552(b)(7) (Supp. Feb. 1975). The proviso "except to the extent available by law to a party other than an agency" was largely ignored by the courts in applying this exemption. This clause has been interpreted to give a party defendant in an action for a violation of a federal regulatory statute the same discovery rights to obtain investigatory files as are available to persons charged with the violation of federal criminal laws. The defendant would, for example, have the right given to criminal defendants by the Jencks Act, 18 U.S.C. § 3500 (1970), to examine relevant statements of government witnesses who have testified on direct examination. See, e.g., Clement Bros. Co. v. NLRB, 282 F. Supp. 549, 542 (N.D. Ga. 1968); Cooney v. Sun Shipbuilding & Drydock Co., 288 F. Supp. 708, 712 (E.D. Pa. 1968); Barcelona Shoe Corp. v. Compton, 271 F. Supp. 591, 595-94 (D.D.C. 1967). The clause could be read to allow disclosure of investigatory files only to parties litigating before an agency. ATTORNEY GENERAL'S MEMORANDUM, supra note 306, at 38. Such an interpretation would effectively defeat the attempt by Congress to make the standing issue immaterial in FOIA cases. See Note, 74 COLUM. L. REV. 895, supra note 333, at 947-48. Other courts have interpreted the phrase to be merely a "savings clause," designed...} This exemption was the subject of much litigation...
and commentary, but several major problems concerning its application were either unresolved or resolved in a manner inconsistent with the basic purposes of the FOIA. Because of the uncertainty as to the proper application of the exemption, some agencies were able to use it to withhold information that should have been disclosed.

The courts relied heavily on the legislative history of the original exemption in attempting to ascertain its scope, since its language gave them little guidance. The Senate report refers to two of the


Litigants in FOIA actions have argued that the phrase means that a party litigant in an action or proceeding not involving an agency can obtain investigatory files information to the extent that applicable rules of discovery, such as the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, would make such information available if the agency were a party. See, e.g., Weisberg v. Department of Justice, 489 F.2d 1195, 1203 n.15 (D.C. Cir. 1975), cert. denied, 416 U.S. 993 (1974). Contra, Anchorage Bldg. Trades Council v. HUD, 384 F. Supp. 1236, 1240-41 (D. Alas. 1974). See K. DAVIS, supra note 265, § 3A.24, at 165 (Supp. 1970); 41 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 93, 105 n.88 (1972).

These different views have not been reconciled by the courts. See generally Katz, supra note 333, at 1282-84; Koch, supra at 206; Note, 74 COLUM. L. REV. 895, supra, at 947-48; Note, 62 GEO. L.J. 177, supra note 333, at 199-200; Note, 42 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 869, supra note 325, at 870 n.10; 51 TEXAS L. REV. 119, 125-27 (1972).


752. See Nader, supra note 333, at 5-7; H.R. REP. No. 92-1419, supra note 327, at 8, where the committee expressed its displeasure with the operation of the FOIA and recommended that section 552(b)(7) be amended; note 302 infra. See also H.R. REP. No. 92-1419, supra, at 11, 28, 70; Fellmeth, The Freedom of Information Act and the Federal Trade Commission: A Study in Malfeasance, 4 HARV. CIV. RIGHTS-CIV. L. REV. 345, 361-66 (1969).

753. See, e.g., Evans v. Department of Transp., 446 F.2d 821, 824 (6th Cir. 1971); Wellford v. Hardin, 444 F.2d 21, 23 (4th Cir. 1971); Bristol-Myers Co. v. FTC, 424 F.2d 935, 939 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied, 400 U.S. 624 (1970). The courts have focused on the House and Senate reports. The House report states: "This exemption covers investigatory files related to enforcement of all kinds of laws, labor and securities laws as well as criminal laws. This would include files prepared in connection with related Government litigation and adjudicative proceedings. [Exemption seven] is not intended to give a private party indirectly any earlier or greater access to investigatory files than he would have directly in such litigation or proceedings." H.R. REP. No. 89-1497, supra
purposes of the exemption: to prevent the premature disclosure of information that "could harm the Government's case in court," and to allow the government to "keep confidential certain material, such as the investigatory files of the Federal Bureau of Investigation." The courts generally have taken these two purposes into account in attempting to solve the interpretative problems that have arisen in exemption seven cases and have concluded that the

note 310, at 11. In its general discussion of the exemptions, the report comments, "Some of the specific categories cover information necessary to protect the national security; others cover material such as the Federal Bureau of Investigation files which are not now protected by law." Id. at 2.

The Senate report also discusses the exemption. In directly commenting on it, the report states: "Exemption No. 7 deals with 'investigatory files compiled for law enforcement purposes.' These are the files prepared by Government agencies to prosecute law violators. Their disclosure of such files, except to the extent they are available by law to a private party, could harm the Government's case in court." S. REP. No. 89-813, supra note 310, at 9. In its introduction, the report states: "It is also necessary for the very operation of our Government to allow it to keep confidential certain material such as the investigatory files of the Federal Bureau of Investigation." Id. at 3. See also ATTORNEY GENERAL'S MEMORANDUM, supra note 309, at 37-38.

For discussion of the legislative history of section 552(b)(7), see K. DAVIS, supra note 265, § 3A.23 (Supp. 1970); Note, 42 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 869, supra note 333, at 872-75; Note, 38 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 150, supra note 333, at 158-59.

754. For a discussion of other possible purposes, see text at notes 756-58 infra.


756. Id. at 3. The reference to the FBI in both reports, see note 755 supra, has led some people to suggest that the FOIA was not intended to affect the FBI's files in any manner. See The Freedom of Information Act, Hearings on H.R. 5425 and H.R. 4960 Before a Subcomm. of the House Comm. on Government Operations, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. 152 (1973) (testimony of R. Dixon, Jr., Assistant Attorney General, Office of Legal Counsel, Department of Justice) [hereinafter 1973 House Hearings]. There is no language in the Act itself that indicates that the FBI is to be treated differently from any other agency. The reference to the FBI probably was included for either, or both, of two reasons: because the FBI is the agency most commonly associated with investigations or to protect expressly the "informer's privilege." See Katz, supra note 333, at 1281; Note, 42 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 869, supra note 323, at 874-75, 886-87, but cf. Weisberg v. Department of Justice, 469 F.2d 1105, 1109-20 (D.C. Cir. 1972), cert. denied, 416 U.S. 904 (1974), where the court noted that it was "not discussing any problem except that of compelled disclosure of Federal Bureau of Investigation investigatory files compiled for law enforcement purposes." (footnote omitted).

757. See, e.g., Wellford v. Hardin, 444 F.2d 21, 23 (4th Cir. 1971) (premature disclosure); Bristol-Myers Co. v. FTC, 424 F.2d 985, 999 (D.C. Cir. 1970) (premature disclosure); Evans v. Department of Transp., 446 F.2d 821, 824 n.1 (5th Cir. 1971) (confidential materials).

The courts have considered two categories of information to be confidential materials. First, they have assumed that the identity of informants is protected from disclosure by the exemption. See, e.g., Center for Nat'l Policy Review on Race & Urban Issues v. Weinberger, 502 F.2d 370, 374 (D.C. Cir. 1974); Frankel v. SEC, 460 F.2d 813, 817-18 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 409 U.S. 889 (1972). Second, they have held that the exemption allows agencies to withhold investigative techniques and procedures. See, e.g., Center for Nat'l Policy Review on Race & Urban Issues v. Weinberger, 502 F.2d 370, 374 (D.C. Cir. 1974); Frankel v. SEC, 460 F.2d 813, 817 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 409 U.S. 889 (1972).

It has been argued that the need to protect the identities of informants is no longer present when the agency has subpoena power to compel testimony or statutory authority to compel the transmittal of information. See Note, 42 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 869, supra
words "compiled for law enforcement purposes" indicate that the exemption should apply to all law enforcement proceedings, whether criminal, civil or administrative. The commentators have agreed with this interpretation despite the fact that it is based on the less authoritative House report. The amended version of exemption seven retains this language, and there is no indication in the conference report that Congress intended to alter the courts' construction.

One recent case, *Rural Housing Alliance v. Department of Agriculture*, in reviewing a request for reports of investigations into governmental housing discrimination, examined another aspect of the phrase "compiled for law enforcement purposes." The court focused on the issue whether the reports were compiled for direct law enforcement purposes or as part of the Department of Agriculture's general oversight of its employees:

We think "investigatory files compiled for law enforcement purposes" must be given the same meaning, or a meaning to achieve the same result, whether the subject of the files is a government

---


759. K. DAVIS, supra note 265, § 3A.23, at 193 (1972); Katz, supra note 335, at 1277; Note, 62 Geo. L.J. 177, supra note 335, at 199 n.155; Note, 56 Geo. L.J. 18, supra note 265, at 47; Note, 42 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 899; supra note 523, at 574-75; Note, 56 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 159, supra note 523, at 158-59.

760. See H.R. REP. No. 89-1497, supra note 310, at 11, quoted in the text at note 753 supra. The Senate Report refers to "files prepared by Government agencies to prosecute law violators." S. REP. No. 89-613, supra note 310, at 9.

761. CONFERENCE REPORT, supra note 225, at 12-13. In discussing clause (D) of the amended exemption, the report mentions that it applies to "every case where the investigatory records sought were compiled for law enforcement purposes—either civil or criminal in nature . . . ." Id. at 13. Further, when Senator Hart introduced the amendment to this exemption on the Senate floor, he defended it by saying that the 'law enforcement' exemption has been broadly construed to include any investigation by a government agency of a federally funded or monitored activity. The courts only require that the investigation might result in some government 'sanction' such as a cutoff of funds—and not necessarily a prosecution." 120 Cong. Rec. S9337 (daily ed. May 30, 1974).

762. 498 F.2d 73 (D.C. Cir. 1974).
employee or an ordinary private citizen. . . . For the purpose of
analyzing the application of exemption 7 in the instant and similar
cases, it is therefore necessary to distinguish two types of files relating
to government employees: (1) government surveillance or oversight
of the performance of duties of its employees; (2) investigations
which focus directly on specifically alleged illegal acts, illegal acts
of particular identified officials, acts which could, if proved, result in
civil or criminal sanctions.763

The court concluded that the investigatory files exemption applies to
the government's investigation of its own employees if that investiga-
tion was made "as to an identifiable possible violation of law."764

The term "investigatory files" raised two problems under the
original exemption seven, only one of which was resolved by its
amendment. The first problem was whether the exemption of all
"files" allowed an agency to withhold nonexempt materials by com-
ingling them with exempt materials in a single file.765 Several
courts rejected agency arguments to this effect and held that the in-
clusion of otherwise available information in an investigatory file
would not protect that information from disclosure.766 Congress has
attempted to resolve this problem by changing "investigatory files" to
"investigatory records."767

The second problem was, and still is, whether this language
requires that an agency actually conduct an "investigation."768 Few
courts have considered this issue directly.769 In Center for National

763. 498 F.2d at 81.
764. 498 F.2d at 82. See Koch v. Department of Justice, 376 F. Supp. 315, 315 (D.D.C.
1974) (investigatory files may be withheld "if law enforcement was a significant aspect
of the investigation for which they were compiled").
765. See K. Davis, supra note 265, § 3A.24, at 165 (Supp. 1970); H.R. Rep. No. 921419, supra note 310, at 84. It could further be argued that the term "files" might be
too narrow, since if strictly applied it could exclude investigatory information stored
other than in "files," such as on computer tapes. Cf. text at notes 654-55 & 704-05 supra.
766. See, e.g., Wellman Indus., Inc. v. NLRB, 490 F.2d 427, 429 n.1 (4th Cir.), cert.
denied, 419 U.S. 834 (1974); Philadelphia Newspapers, Inc. v. HUD, 343 F. Supp. 1176,
767. Speaking in favor of this amendment on the Senate floor, Senator Kennedy
quoted a report of the Bar of the City of New York that favored use of the term
"records," so that "disclosable material is not exempted merely by being placed in an
Senate Hearings, supra note 125, at 149 (statement of J. Miller, Chairman, Administra-
tive Law Section, American Bar Association).

The new amendments also resolve the comingling problem by requiring the
separation and disclosure of the nonexempt portions of requested material. 5 U.S.C.A.
768. See K. Davis, supra note 265, § 3A.23, at 165 ("[I]nvestigations are often for
multiple purposes, for purposes that change as the investigations proceed, and for
purposes that are never clarified").
769. For example, the court in Rural Housing Alliance v. Department of Agricul-
ture, 498 F.2d 73 (D.C. Cir. 1974), said that a separation of the issues of whether a
file was "investigatory" and whether it was "compiled for law enforcement purposes"
Policy Review on Race and Urban Issues v. Weinberger, the court first determined that the files were compiled for law enforcement purposes and then discussed whether files involving agency review of segregation and discrimination in northern public schools were "investigatory." The plaintiff sought disclosure of the files and claimed that HEW was "engaged merely in administering federal aid programs, and that the documents in question [were] ancillary to that task rather than investigatory in nature." The court said that

[There is no clear distinction between investigative reports and material that, despite occasionally alerting the administrator to violations of the law, is acquired essentially as a matter of routine. What is clear, however, is that where the inquiry departs from the routine and focuses with special intensity upon a particular party, an investigation is under way. . . . This is the kind of special scrutiny that goes beyond general administration and is properly characterized as an "investigation."\(^\text{774}\)]

The court recognized that the two elements of the exemption, "investigatory files" and "compiled for law enforcement purposes," obviously fuse and interact. In applying the exemption, however, the courts should consider the requirements of each phrase separately.

The 1974 FOIA amendments encourage the courts to perform a careful evaluation of the nature of "investigatory records" by authorizing in camera review of the requested materials. Even without statutory authorization, a number of courts concluded that in camera review was necessary in exemption seven cases. Now that was not necessary, and dealt with the two issues together. 498 F.2d at 81 n.47. But see Getman v. NLRB, 450 F.2d 670, 673 (D.C. Cir. 1971), where the court found that the files were not "investigatory."

---

\(^{770}\) 502 F.2d 370 (D.C. Cir. 1974).
\(^{771}\) 502 F.2d at 373.
\(^{772}\) 502 F.2d at 373-74.
\(^{773}\) 502 F.2d at 373. The court recognized that if this characterization were correct, then the material would not be protected under the exemption.
\(^{774}\) 502 F.2d at 373-74.
\(^{775}\) 502 F.2d at 374.


\(^{777}\) For example, in Cowles Communications, Inc., v. Department of Justice, 325 F. Supp. 728 (N.D. Cal. 1971), the district court refused to accept the government’s affidavit as conclusive of the fact that certain records in the Office of the Director of the Immigration and Naturalization Service were investigatory files compiled for law enforcement purposes. The court said: "I think the Government should not be allowed to file an affidavit stating that conclusion and by so doing foreclose any other determination of the fact." 325 F. Supp. at 727. See, e.g., Evans v. Department of Transp., 446 F.2d 821, 823 (5th Cir. 1971); Ash Grove Cement Co. v. FTC, 371 F. Supp. 370, 374 (D.D.C. 1973); Stern v. Richardson, 367 F. Supp. 1316, 1319 (D.D.C. 1973). See generally Note, 42 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 869, supra note 323, at 880-84.

Some other courts failed to order in camera review of requested documents and relied on the affidavits of the government agency to decide that the documents were within the exemption. See, e.g., Aspin v. Department of Defense, 491 F.2d 24, 27 (D.C.
such review is expressly permitted, the courts should be encouraged
to make full use of it in considering investigatory files problems. The
amended version of exemption seven is so detailed that an affidavit
from an agency stating that the requested materials fall within the
exemption should not be conclusive of the legal issues presented.\textsuperscript{778}

The most controversial problem in cases under the original
exemption seven arose only after the courts had determined that the
requested materials were investigatory files compiled for law enforce­
ment purposes. The issue then was whether such materials were
automatically exempt, or whether the courts also had to determine
that the purposes of the exemption would be best served by nondis­
closure.

The early cases concerning investigatory files did look to the pur­
poses of exemption seven, but sometimes construed them very
narrowly. For example, in \textit{Bristol-Myers Company v. FTC},\textsuperscript{779} the
district court had dismissed the FOIA complaint and ruled that the
material requested fell within the investigatory files exemption.\textsuperscript{780}
The court of appeals reversed and remanded, stating that the exempt­
tion did not apply unless there was a sufficiently imminent, concrete
possibility of enforcement proceedings.\textsuperscript{781} The court recognized only
one purpose of the exemption, that of preventing the premature
disclosure of the government’s case.\textsuperscript{782} If the FTC contemplated no
further enforcement proceedings against the plaintiff, this purpose
would be satisfied and disclosure would be proper.\textsuperscript{783}


\textsuperscript{779} 424 F.2d 935 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied, 400 U.S. 924 (1970).


\textsuperscript{781} 424 F.2d at 939-40. The plaintiff sought documents from the FTC relevant to a
rule-making proceeding initiated by the FTC on the basis of staff investigations. The
particular complaint for which these investigations were performed had been with­
drawn more than two years before this rule-making procedure began. 424 F.2d at 939.

\textsuperscript{782} 424 F.2d at 939 (“The exemption prevents a litigant from using the statute
to achieve indirectly ‘any earlier or greater access to investigatory files than he would
have directly’ ”).

\textsuperscript{783} \textit{Bristol-Myers} was one of the first cases to consider whether files that at one
time were investigatory and compiled for law enforcement purposes remain exempt
after it is clear that an actual law enforcement proceeding will not occur. Two distinct
judicial lines of reasoning developed on this issue. Some cases followed or agreed with
\textit{Bristol-Myers}; see, e.g., \textit{Black v. Sheraton Corp.}, 371 F. Supp. 97, 102 (D.D.C. 1974);
While the court was correct in ascertaining one purpose of the exemption, it ignored the other purposes. One other purpose, clearly discernible from the legislative history, is the protection of confidential information—both the identity of informants and the nature of investigatory techniques and procedures. A third possible purpose is the protection of the privacy of those investigated. A fourth possible purpose is the protection of the investigated person's right to a fair trial, free from prejudicial pretrial influences.


The 1974 amendment to exemption seven rejects the Bristol-Myers rule that the exemption cannot apply if no enforcement proceeding is pending. It also rejects the approach of the Frankel court, which did not consider whether in that case, investigative techniques not generally known would in fact have been divulged. 460 F.2d at 817-18, 820. The amended exemption requires the courts to determine on the facts of the particular case that disclosure would actually bring about one of the listed harmful results, which include interfering with enforcement proceedings and disclosing investigatory techniques or procedures. 5 U.S.C.A. § 552(b)(7) (Supp. Feb. 1975). The legislative history does indicate that "enforcement proceeding" refers only to "a concrete prospective law enforcement proceeding." 120 Cong. Rec. S9330 (daily ed. May 30, 1974) (remarks of Senator Hart).

784. See text at note 755 supra.

785. See text at note 755 supra.


787. See Philadelphia Newspapers, Inc. v. HUD, 343 F. Supp. 1176 (E.D. Pa. 1972), where HUD claimed that the disclosure of the names of certain appraisers, who had allegedly appraised dilapidated homes far in excess of their actual value, would subject the potential defendants to the risk of prejudicial pretrial publicity. 343 F. Supp. at 1179. The court, while not ruling out the possibility that the exemption was designed to serve that purpose, held that, under the facts of the case before it, the claims of possible prejudicial publicity were too speculative. 343 F. Supp. at 1182. Again, the inclusion of a clause protecting this right in the 1974 amendment supports HUD's argument. See text at note 810 infra.
Finally, the exemption might have been designed to increase administrative efficiency by protecting against the disclosure of enforcement records, since such disclosure might discourage voluntary compliance with the law.\textsuperscript{788} By failing to consider these possible purposes, the court gave inadequate protection to the legitimate interests of the government and the public.

Other courts that considered the purposes of exemption seven did recognize the various purposes it sought to achieve. For example, the court in \textit{Wellford v. Hardin}\textsuperscript{789} properly applied the exemption. In \textit{Wellford}, the plaintiff sought disclosure of copies of all of the letters of warning issued since 1965 by the Department of Agriculture to any nonfederally inspected meat or poultry processor suspected of being in interstate commerce, and disclosure of information concerning the detention and ultimate disposition of meat and poultry products. The district court ordered disclosure,\textsuperscript{790} and the Fourth Circuit affirmed. The court of appeals noted that the information sought by the plaintiff was already in the hands of the parties against whom the law was being enforced.\textsuperscript{791} The government, therefore, needed no protection against the premature disclosure of its case.\textsuperscript{792} The court thus went on to examine the government's claim that the purpose of protecting confidential materials would be defeated by disclosure. Since the parties to the enforcement proceedings already had the requested information, and since disclosure would reveal neither confidential investigatory techniques nor the identity of informers, confidentiality provided no reason for withholding.\textsuperscript{793} The court refused to accept the government's claim that the exemption was designed to increase administrative efficiency by protecting against the disclosure of enforcement records.\textsuperscript{794} Finally, the court dismissed the government's argument "that the seventh exemption was intended to protect not only the investigator, but also the investigated."\textsuperscript{795} The approach used by the court in \textit{Wellford}, that of first


\textsuperscript{790} 315 F. Supp. 175 (D. Md. 1970).

\textsuperscript{791} 444 F.2d at 23-24.


\textsuperscript{793} 444 F.2d at 24. See Moore-McCormack Lines, Inc. v. I.T.O. Corp. of Baltimore, 508 F.2d 945, 949 (4th Cir. 1974).

\textsuperscript{794} 444 F.2d at 24.

\textsuperscript{795} 444 F.2d at 24. The government argued that the public disclosure of information in investigatory files could constitute an unwarranted invasion of privacy. The
discerning the purposes of the exemption and then examining the facts to see if disclosure would defeat those purposes, exemplifies the approach contemplated by Congress when it enacted the seventh exemption.796

Recently, the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia has taken an approach diametrically opposed to that of the Weisberg court. The District of Columbia court has not considered whether the purposes of the exemption would be furthered by nondisclosure in the particular case. Instead, it has given careful consideration to the questions whether the files were "compiled for law enforcement purposes" and whether they were "investigatory" in nature.798 This is determined by an examination of "how and under what circumstances the files were compiled."799 If the files fall within these two categories, then the court's duty is "at an end,"800 and the files are automatically exempt.801

court responded by citing the congressional balancing of interests and stated that it was required to defer to the congressional decision. 444 F.2d at 24-25. See Cowles Communications, Inc. v. Department of Justice, 325 F. Supp. 726, 727 (N.D. Cal. 1971).
The court also addressed the issue whether the disclosure of the information would be a violation of the due process clause. The government argued that disclosure of the warning letters was analogous to posting an individual's name in liquor stores as one to whom alcohol was not to be sold, in that both occurred without notice or hearing. See Wisconsin v. Constantineau, 400 U.S. 433 (1971). The court rejected this analogy. 444 F.2d at 25. But see 85 HARV. L. REV. 861, 866-70 (1972).

796. Cf. note 807 infra.
Not all courts that have said they were considering the purposes of the exemption have actually done so properly. For example, although the court in Frankel v. SEC, 460 F.2d 818, 817-18 (2d Cir. 1972), cert. denied, 409 U.S. 889 (1972), noted several purposes, the court failed to examine the particular facts of the case to determine whether these purposes would be served by nondisclosure. The majority rejected the dissent's proposal that the court use in camera review to ascertain if any actual harm would result from disclosure. 460 F.2d at 818, 820 (Oakes, J. dissenting). The court thus apparently missed the point that the SEC had already revealed the names of its witnesses, 460 F.2d at 818 n.3, so that no harm was threatened with respect to the disclosure of informers. See Note, 42 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 869, supra note 323, at 877; 51 TEXAS L. REV. 119, 123-24 (1972).


801. This new approach was announced in Weisberg v. Department of Justice, 489 F.2d 1195 (D.C. Cir. 1973), cert. denied, 416 U.S. 993 (1974). The plaintiff in Weisberg
The amendment of exemption seven was intended by Congress to overrule the approach of the District of Columbia court. It had sought disclosure of certain materials gathered by the FBI during its investigation of the assassination of President Kennedy. The court held that "the desired materials were part of the investigatory files compiled by the FBI for law enforcement purposes, and, as such, are exempt from the disclosure sought to be compelled." 489 F.2d at 1197. The court did not discuss whether any of the purposes of the exemption would be defeated by disclosure, see Note, 42 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 869, supra note 323, at 888-89, and made it clear that it was not necessary to do so. 489 F.2d at 1202-03. However, after announcing that records meeting the two statutory qualifications are automatically exempt, the court did in fact bolster its argument with references to the purposes and legislative history of exemption seven. 489 F.2d at 1198.

The Weisberg approach was followed in Ditlow v. Brinegar, 494 F.2d 1073 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied, 419 U.S. 974 (1974), and in Center for Natl. Policy Review on Race & Urban Issues v. Weinberger, 502 F.2d 370 (D.C. Cir. 1970). Congress and the commentators have also included Aspin v. Department of Defense, 491 F.2d 24 (D.C. Cir. 1975), in the line of cases that follow Weisberg. See 120 Cong. Rec. S9336 (daily ed. May 30, 1974); 42 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 869, supra note 323, at 870-71, 887-89 (1974). While Aspin does cite the rule announced in Weisberg, 491 F.2d at 27, it discusses the purposes of exemption seven at some length in rejecting the need for a concrete prospective enforcement proceeding. See 491 F.2d at 28-30. Although the court "note[d] also that ... Weisberg ... is consistent with our decision in this case," 491 F.2d at 30, it can certainly be argued that Aspin does not strictly follow the Weisberg rule.

The same argument can be made concerning Rural Housing Alliance v. Department of Agriculture, 498 F.2d 73 (D.C. Cir. 1974). The court remanded this case for re-evaluation of the exemption seven claim in light of its decisions in both Weisberg and Aspin. After stating the Weisberg test, however, the court discussed Aspin as providing "a more detailed analysis of exemption 7." 498 F.2d at 79-80. It said that "[i]n Aspin the purposes of exemption 7 were identified ... These purposes compelled us there to conclude that the termination of enforcement proceedings was not a cause for withdrawal of exemption 7 protection." 498 F.2d at 80. See also Exxon Corp. v. FTC, 584 F. Supp. 755, 761-63 (D.D.C. 1974). These cases may indicate that the "new approach" of the D.C. Circuit was not as clearly defined as Congress feared. See notes 802-07 infra and accompanying text.

802. See CONFERENCE REPORT, supra note 225, at 12, which states that section 552 (b)(7) was amended to "clarify congressional intent disapproving certain court interpretations which have tended to expand the scope of agency authority to withhold certain 'investigatory files compiled for law enforcement purposes'"; 120 Cong. Rec. S9336 (daily ed. May 30, 1974):

[Mr. Kennedy.] I should like to ask the Senator from Michigan a couple of questions.

Does the Senator's amendment in effect override the court decisions in the court of appeals on Weisberg against the United States, Aspin against Department of Defense; Ditlow against Brinegar; and National Center against Weinberger?

As I understand it, the holdings in those particular cases are of the greatest concern to the Senator from Michigan. As I interpret it, the impact and effect of his amendment would be to override those particular decisions. Is that not correct?

Mr. Hart. The Senator from Michigan [sic] is correct. That is its purpose.

That was the purpose of Congress in 1966, we thought, when we enacted this. Until about 9 or 12 months ago, the courts consistently had approached it on a balancing basis, which is exactly what this amendment seeks to do.

The need for amendment of exemption seven had been suggested as early as 1972. See H.R. REP. No. 92-1419, supra note 310, at 71, noting that it is accurate to state in a summary fashion, that the courts have been generally reluctant to order the disclosure of Government information falling within ... exemption (b)(7)." The report recommended several changes in the language of the exemption to direct the courts' attention to the purposes of the exemption when faced with a request for disclosure. See id. at 84.
not been included in either the bill proposed to the House\textsuperscript{803} or that proposed to the Senate,\textsuperscript{804} but was introduced on the floor of the Senate by Senator Hart.\textsuperscript{805} The Senator commented on the recent restrictive interpretation of the exemption\textsuperscript{806} and stated that his amendment was intended to force the courts to require the government to show on the facts of each particular case that the stated interests would be harmed by disclosure.\textsuperscript{807}

The exemption as amended lists six categories of interests that it is designed to protect, and authorizes the withholding of investigatory records to the extent necessary to protect those interests.\textsuperscript{808} Thus,

In NLRB v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 43 U.S.L.W. 4491, 4500-01 (U.S. April 28, 1975), the Supreme Court declined to decide the exemption seven claim, but commented in dicta on the 1974 amendment to the section: "The legislative history clearly indicates that Congress disapproves of those cases . . ., which relieve the Government of the obligation to show that disclosure of a particular investigatory file would contravene the purposes of Exemption 7." 43 U.S.L.W. at 4501.

804. S. 2543, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. (1974). The Senate committee explained: "The substance of the exemptions contained in the Freedom of Information Act thus remains unchanged by S. 2543, although by leaving it unchanged the committee is implying acceptance of neither agency objections to the specific changes proposed in the bills being considered, nor judicial decisions which unduly constrict the application of the Act." S. REP. No. 93-854, supra note 329, at 7 (emphasis added). Senator Kennedy stated that the committee had considered the amendments before the District of Columbia cases were decided. 120 CONG. REC. S9330-31 (daily ed. May 30, 1974).

It appears that there also was a political reason for not submitting an amended version of exemption seven to the committee. Senator Kennedy, the sponsor of the amendments, feared that the conservative forces on the committee would view substantive amendments to the exemptions unfavorably and that if they were introduced, the bill might never get out of the committee. Telephone interview with Thomas Susman, Assistant Counsel, Subcommittee on Administrative Practice and Procedure of Senate Judiciary Committee, Washington, D.C., Sept. 5, 1974.

805. 120 CONG. REC. S9329 (daily ed. May 30, 1974). The amendment, as originally introduced by Senator Hart, provided:

Section 552(b)(7) is amended to read as follows: "Investigatory records compiled for law enforcement purposes, but only to the extent that the production of such records would (A) interfere with enforcement proceedings, (B) deprive a person of a right to a fair trial or an impartial adjudication or constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, (C) disclose the identity of an informant, or (D) disclose investigative techniques and procedures."

Id. 806. "[R]ecently, the courts have interpreted the seventh exception to the Freedom of Information Act to be applied whenever an agency can show that the document sought is an investigatory file compiled for law enforcement purposes—a stone wall at that point. The court would have the exemption applied without the need of the agency to show why the disclosure of the particular document should not be made." Id.

807. See id. at S9331 (remarks of Senator Kennedy); id. at S9329-30 (remarks of Senator Hart): "That [the approach of the D.C. Circuit], we suggest, is not consistent with the intent of Congress when it passed this basic act in 1966. Then, as now, we recognized the need for law enforcement agencies to be able to keep their records and files confidential where a disclosure would interfere with any one of a number of specific interests, each of which is set forth in the amendment that a number of us are offering." (Emphasis added.)

nondisclosure is appropriate when disclosure would "interfere with enforcement proceedings," or "deprive a person of a right to a fair trial or an impartial adjudication," or "constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy," or reveal "the identity of a confidential source and, in the case of a record compiled by a criminal law enforcement authority in the course of a criminal investigation, or by an agency conducting a lawful national security intelligence investigation, confidential information furnished only by the confidential source," or reveal "investigative techniques and procedures," or "endanger the life or physical safety of law en-

This would apply whenever the Government's case in court—a concrete prospective law enforcement proceeding—would be harmed by the premature release of evidence or information not in the possession of known or potential defendants. This would apply also where the agency could show that the disclosure of the information would substantially harm such proceedings by impeding any necessary investigation before the proceeding. In determining whether or not the information to be released will interfere with a law enforcement proceeding it is only relevant to make such determination in the context of the particular enforcement proceeding.
120 CONG. REC. S9330 (daily ed. May 30, 1974).


811. 5 U.S.C.A. § 552(b)(7)(C) (Supp. Feb. 1975). Senator Hart's amendment originally provided that disclosure would be inappropriate if it would "constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy." See note 805 supra. The Senator's comments made it clear that he intended this language to be interpreted as it had been in exemption six cases. See 120 CONG. REC. S9330 (daily ed. May 30, 1974). The conference committee deleted the word "clearly," see CONFERENCE REPORT, supra note 225, at 12, in an attempt to provide the public with a greater degree of protection than that provided by the language and case law of the sixth exemption. Cf. 120 CONG. REC. S17,829-30 (daily ed. Oct. 1, 1974). The conference committee also added that they wished to make it "clear that disclosure of information about a person to that person does not constitute an invasion of his privacy." CONFERENCE REPORT, supra note 225, at 13.

812. 5 U.S.C.A. § 552(b)(7)(D) (Supp. Feb. 1975). Senator Hart's original amendment simply provided that information could be withheld when publication would "disclose the identity of an informer." See note 805 supra. The conference substituted the term "confidential source" to make it "clear that the identity of a person other than a paid informer may be protected if the person provided information under an express assurance of confidentiality or in circumstances from which such an assurance could be reasonably inferred." CONFERENCE REPORT, supra note 225, at 13. The conference report describes this provision as follows:
Under this category, in every case where the investigatory records sought were compiled for law enforcement purposes—either civil or criminal in nature—the agency can withhold the names, addresses, and other information that would reveal the identity of a confidential source who furnished the information. However, where the records are compiled by a criminal law enforcement authority, all of the information furnished only by a confidential source may be withheld if the information was compiled in the course of a criminal investigation. In addition, where the records are compiled by an agency conducting a lawful national security intelligence investigation, all of the information furnished only by a confidential source may also be withheld.
Id. (emphasis original). See also 120 CONG. REC. S9332-36 (daily ed. May 30, 1974) (remarks of Senator Hruska).

forcement personnel.” In applying the amended exemption seven, the courts should be guided by the approach taken by the court in *Wellford v. Hardin* and use in camera review to examine closely the requested information to determine if it was compiled for law enforcement purposes, if it was compiled as the result of an investigation, and if disclosure would harm any of the specifically listed interests.

Although President Ford agreed with the basic need for revision of exemption seven, he had two major objections to the amendment passed by Congress. These objections were among the reasons

 techniques and procedures already well known to the public, such as ballistics tests, fingerprinting, and other scientific tests or commonly known techniques. Nor is this exemption intended to include records falling within the scope of subsection 552(a)(2) of the Freedom of Information law, such as administrative staff manuals and instructions to staff that affect a member of the public.” In commenting on this provision, Senator Hart added, “It would not generally apply to techniques of questioning witnesses.” 120 CONG. REC. S9330 (daily ed. May 30, 1974).

814. 5 U.S.C.A. § 552(b)(7)(F) (Supp. Feb. 1975). This clause was added by the conference committee. CONFERENCE REPORT, supra note 225, at 12.
815. 444 F.2d 21 (4th Cir. 1971). See text at notes 789-96 supra. “Until a year ago the courts looked to the reasons for the seventh exemption before allowing the withholding of documents. That approach is in keeping with the intent of Congress and by this amendment we wish to reinstall it as the basis for access to information.” 120 CONG. REC. S9330 (daily ed. May 30, 1974) (remarks of Senator Hart).
816. Ford Amendments, supra note 529, at 8.
817. The President also raised a third objection to the amendment: He felt that it was impracticable to require law enforcement agencies to devote their efforts “to a paragraph-by-paragraph screening of their files.” Ford Amendments, supra note 529, at 9. Such screening is required by another amended section of the FOIA, 5 U.S.C.A. § 552(b) (Supp. Feb. 1975), amending 5 U.S.C. § 552(b) (1970), which provides that “any reasonably segregable portion of a record” be disclosed to requesters “after deletions of the portions which are exempt.” See text at notes 501-05 supra. The President admitted that this consideration did not justify the categorical exemption of all investigatory files, Ford Amendments, supra, at 8, but argued that it should not be ignored. He proposed that an agency head be allowed to make a case-by-case finding of impracticability on the basis of various factors reviewable by the courts and sought to add the following proviso to the end of section 552(b)(7):

Provided: That where the agency head, after considering the results of a preliminary examination of the files involved in the request, personally finds, in light of (1) the number of documents covered by the request, (2) the proportion of such documents which consist of reports by Federal or State investigative agents or from confidential sources, and (3) the availability of personnel of the type needed to make the required review and examination, that application of the foregoing tests on a record-by-record basis would be impracticable, the agency may apply such tests to the investigatory file as a whole or to reasonably segregable portions thereof; except that this provision shall not be applied to files which the agency has reason to believe contain records which are not investigatory records compiled for law enforcement purposes, nor shall it protect from disclosure any records which, as a result of the preliminary examination or for any other reason, do not require further significant review or examination. Id. at 6-7. The concerns of the President for the practical problems faced by an agency in attempting to establish the need for nondisclosure are understandable.
However, the problem of balancing various interests was directly faced and resolved by Congress in favor of disclosure. Congress recognized the possibility that agencies will have difficulty finding the time to examine files and thus provided for the extension of time limits if necessary. See text at notes 900-38 infra. This time extension
that he gave for vetoing the FOIA amendments.\footnote{818} The President first objected to the stringent showing of harmful effect that agencies must make to justify nondisclosure. He argued that, in most cases, an agency could not establish that disclosure "would" cause one of the particular harms listed in the amendment.\footnote{819} He proposed that nondisclosure be allowed upon demonstration of a "substantial possibility" that disclosure would harm one of the interests listed.\footnote{820} The President had not raised this objection in his earlier negotiations with the conference committee,\footnote{821} and Congress rejected this proposal by overriding his veto.\footnote{822}

The President's second objection concerned the limited protection of confidential sources afforded by the amended exemption.\footnote{823} The conference committee had expanded this protection to allow nondisclosure of the identity of a confidential source in both civil and criminal proceedings.\footnote{824} As enacted, the exemption also permits withholding confidential information obtained either by a criminal law enforcement agency conducting a criminal investigation, or by an agency conducting a lawful national security intelligence investigation, provided that the information was secured solely from a confidential source.\footnote{825} This protection was not extended, however, to civil law enforcement agencies or to civil investigations.\footnote{826} The President objected to this limitation on the ground that several agencies perform important civil law-enforcement functions and that these functions often lead to criminal investigations. The President proposed that this protection be extended to cover confidential information gathered in criminal investigations carried out by civil, as well as criminal, law enforcement agencies.\footnote{827}

\footnote{818} See 10 Weekly Comp. of Pres. Docs. 1518 (Oct. 17, 1974); Ford Amendments, supra note 529, at 6-9.

\footnote{819} Ford Amendments, supra note 529, at 8.

\footnote{820} Ford Amendments, supra note 529, at 6, 8. The President referred to another reason for establishing a more lenient standard. He argued that since exemption seven protects important individual interests, all efforts should be made to assure that the interests are protected. Changing the required degree of proof would provide a greater measure of protection for these interests. See Ford Amendments, supra, at 8; 120 Cong. Rec. S19,814 (daily ed. Nov. 21, 1974).


\footnote{822} See text at notes 329-33 supra.

\footnote{823} Ford Amendments, supra note 529, at 8.

\footnote{824} See Conference Report, supra note 225, at 13, quoted in note 812 supra.


\footnote{826} See Conference Report, supra note 225, at 13, quoted in note 812 supra.

\footnote{827} Ford Amendments, supra note 529, at 6, 8.
Although Congress, in overriding the President's veto, rejected this proposal, it is worthy of more serious consideration. It appears that Congress consciously made the decision not to extend the added protection of confidential sources to civil law-enforcement agencies or to civil investigations, but there is no explanation for this decision in the legislative history, and it may prove to have been unwise. First, as the President argued in vetoing the amendments, investigations by civil law-enforcement agencies can often lead to criminal investigations and prosecutions, and the same protection of information received from confidential sources may be needed. Second, the need for the complete protection of confidential sources may be as important in civil investigations as it is in criminal investigations, because a confidential source may be equally critical to the success of each. Congress should thus consider extending the protection of exemption seven to all law enforcement agencies conducting either civil or criminal investigations.

h. Financial institution reports. Exemption eight covers information "contained in or related to examination, operating, or condition reports prepared by, on behalf of, or for the use of an agency responsible for the regulation or supervision of financial institutions." This exemption was designed to protect financial institutions from any adverse consequences that might result from the disclosure of information collected by the government's regulatory agencies. It appears to be a continuation and extension of the prior

828. The language of exemption seven was analyzed in CONFERENCE REPORT, supra note 225, at 13; 120 Cong. Rec. S19,812, S19,815, S19,818-19 (daily ed. Nov. 21, 1974). There is no explanation for the decision to limit the protection of confidential information to criminal and national security investigations.


830. S. REP. No. 89-813, supra note 310, at 10; H.R. REP. No. 89-1437, supra note 310, at 11. The Senate report states: "Exemption No. 8 is directed specifically to insuring the security of our financial institutions by making available only to the Government agencies responsible for the regulation or supervision of such institutions the examination, operating, or condition reports prepared by, on behalf of, or for the use of such agencies." S. REP. No. 89-813, supra, at 10. The House report comments: "This exemption is designed to insure the security and integrity of financial institutions, for the sensitive details collected by Government agencies which regulate these institutions could, if indiscriminately disclosed, cause great harm." H.R. REP. No. 89-1437, supra, at 11. See also Attorney General's Memorandum, supra note 309, at 38:

An earlier version of exemption (4) protected trade secrets, but made no mention of financial information and would not have protected information developed by agency investigators and examiners, as distinguished from information "obtained from the public." Exemption (4) as enacted, however, covers commercial and financial information . . . . Exemption (8) emphasizes the intention of the revision to protect information relating to financial institutions which may be prepared for or used by any agency responsible for the regulation or supervision of such institutions.
case law that had established the custom of keeping reports of bank examiners confidential in order to ensure the security and integrity of financial institutions.831 Professor Davis is extremely critical of the exemption.832 In his view, it will only increase the tendencies of financial institutions to maintain "systems of secret facts, secret law, and secret policy."833

Several commentators have noted that the fourth exemption, which protects certain "commercial or financial information,"834 makes this exemption superfluous.835 The Attorney General's Memorandum concludes that the purpose of the exemption is to emphasize the congressional intent to protect such information.836

There has been only one reported case dealing extensively with this exemption. In M. A. Schapiro & Co. v. SEC,837 the plaintiff brought an action under the FOIA to compel the disclosure of an SEC staff study of off-board trading problems and of all transcripts made and documents received during the study. The court held that the "study and its related transcripts and documents, initiated and gathered for the express purpose of changing trading rules and related practices of national securities exchanges, does not fit within the exception . . . ."838 The court also noted that the possibility of harm to the integrity of any securities exchanges or broker-dealers could be precluded by the deletion of all identifying material before disclosure.839

This eighth exemption is probably of little importance because

831. See, e.g., Bank of America Natl. Trust & Sav. Assn. v. Douglas, 105 F.2d 100, 103 (D.C. Cir. 1939). Professor Davis, in commenting on Bank of America, concluded that the "case shows that at least in some circumstances a court may without statutory assistance require that information in the possession of an administrative agency be kept confidential." I. K. Davis, supra note 265, § 3.13, at 229 (1958). See Bennett, supra note 829, at 77.


833. Id. at 166. Professor Davis noted that this exemption "is . . . in keeping with banking tradition, although that tradition rests heavily on facts of a former day such as uninsured bank accounts and runs on banks. The law is clear, but I still wish the lobbyists for the banking agencies had been less effective." Id.


835. See Note, 62 Geo. L.J. 171, supra note 333, at 205 n.197; Note, 56 Geo. L.J. 18, supra note 325, at 50. The courts have been quite strict in interpreting exemption four, however, and it is possible that some information protected under exemption eight might not fall within exemption four. Under exemption four, the courts have required that the information be either privileged or confidential, but have narrowly defined the latter category; information is "confidential" if its disclosure will harm the competitive position of the supplier or the government's ability to obtain information. See text at notes 655-58 supra. It is conceivable that not all of the information exempted by section eight would meet these criteria.


of the fourth exemption, and the prospects of a substantial amount of litigation arising under it are few.

i. Information concerning wells. Exemption nine protects "geological and geophysical information and data, including maps, concerning wells." The purpose of this exemption is to assure that geological data filed with government agencies by private oil companies, which arguably might not be covered by the fourth exemption, will be protected from disclosure. Oil companies are required to file oil and gas findings with federal agencies if they wish to lease government-owned land, and Congress felt that the disclosure of this information would give speculators an unfair advantage.

There have been no reported cases under exemption nine. The FPC relied on the exemption to deny a request by Ralph Nader for American Gas Association reports and reports prepared by the FPC concerning a survey of the natural gas reserves in the country.

---


841. "It should be noted that, although the information involved in exemption (9) might not be a 'trade secret' within the meaning of the earlier version of exemption (4), it would seem to constitute commercial and financial information covered by the present exemption (4) . . . . The addition of exemption (9) is helpful in explaining the intention of the statute with respect to such information." ATTORNEY GENERAL'S MEMORANDUM, supra note 309, at 39. The new, narrower interpretation of exemption four, see text at notes 635-38, may make this "helpful" addition more important. Compare note 835 supra and accompanying text.

842. H.R. REP. No. 89-1497, supra note 310, at 11. The Senate report, S. REP. No. 89-515, supra note 310, did not comment on this exemption. The House report stated: This category was added after witnesses testified that geological maps based on explorations by private oil companies were not covered by the "trade secrets" provisions of present laws. Details of oil and gas findings must be filed with Federal agencies by companies which want to lease Government-owned land. Current regulations of the Bureau of Land Management prohibit disclosure of these details only if the disclosure "would be prejudicial to the interests of the Government" (43 CFR, pt. 2). Witnesses contended that disclosure of the seismic reports and other exploratory findings of oil companies would give speculators an unfair advantage over the companies which spent millions of dollars in exploration.

843. See note 842 supra, quoting H.R. REP. No. 1497. Commentators have been unenthusiastic about the value of this exemption. See, e.g., K. DAVIS, supra note 265, § 3A.25, at 166 (Supp. 1970) ("I am inclined to believe that the present regulation of the Bureau of Land Management is preferable to what Congress has enacted. Instead of exempting the records from required disclosure, the regulation makes them available unless their disclosure 'would be prejudicial to the interests of the Government'"); Bennett, supra note 829, at 77 ("Without disputing the wisdom of the decision to withhold this type of information, it would appear that this constitutes restricting availability, rather than liberalizing availability of public records").

844. 6 1972 HOUSE HEARINGS, supra note 326, at 1970-72 (letter from Ralph Nader & David Calfee to John Nassikas, Chairman, Federal Power Commission, Feb. 28, 1972). Mr. Nader contended that the exemption was designed to protect the data and maps, not the estimates of reserves derived from that information. Id. at 1971.
The FPC refused to disclose the reports on the ground that the exemption's goal of protecting seismic data and geological maps would be defeated if the reserve estimates were released. It argued that "a competitor's sole interest in seeing such data (seismic data and maps) from his counterpart's wells would in all probability center upon his desire to know or determine the end figure for reserves. If the latter information is disclosed, it becomes a meaningless gesture to withhold the former."845 The position of the FPC in this situation seems unnecessarily narrow since the purpose of the exemption is to protect oil company data from speculators, not from other oil companies.

The ninth exemption is superfluous846 and little used. It is unlikely that a significant amount of litigation will arise under it.

4. The Procedural Requirements

a. User fees. Section 552(a)(4) of the FOIA was completely re-drafted by Congress in 1974 in order to reduce the cost of obtaining requested records,847 strengthen the Act's judicial enforcement process,848 and make agency officials more responsive to FOIA requests.849 The changes reflect congressional belief that the "primary obstacles to the [1967] Act's faithful implementation by the executive branch have been procedural rather than substantive."850 The fervor of congressional efforts to improve the Act's administration was demonstrated by Congress' complete rebuff of President Ford's veto.861 President Ford was concerned, among other things, about the impracticability of some of the procedural changes.862

845. Id. at 1972-74 (letter from Kenneth F. Plumb, Secretary, Federal Power Commission, to Ralph Nader & David Calfee, May 24, 1972). Mr. Plumb also wrote that "[e]ven if one acknowledges, as you have argued, that this exemption from disclosure is aimed at safeguarding underlying seismic data and geological maps, it is precisely this kind of information which is critical in arriving at the reserves estimates which you argue are not protected from the disclosure requirements." Id. at 1973.


850. S. REP. No. 93-854, supra note 329, at 1. After holding hearings in 1972 on the implementation of the FOIA, the House Subcommittee on Foreign Operations and Government Information identified six major problem areas, all related to procedural, rather than substantive, aspects of the law. For a summary of these problem areas see H.R. REP. No. 92-1415, supra note 327, at 8.

851. The FOIA amendments passed the House over the President's veto by a margin of 371 to 31, 120 CONG. REC. H10,879 (daily ed. Nov. 20, 1974); N.Y. Times, Nov. 21, 1974, at 19, col. 1 (late city ed.). The Senate passed the amendments by a margin of 65 to 27, 120 CONG. REC. S10,823 (daily ed. Nov. 21, 1974); N.Y. Times Nov. 22, 1974, at 21, cols. 3-4 (late city ed.).

852. See 10 WEEKLY COMP. OF PRES. DOCS. 1318 (1974); Ford Amendments, supra note 329, at 5; N.Y. Times, Oct. 18, 1974, at 16, col. 3 (late city ed.).
Subsection (a)(4)(A) was enacted to remedy several problems connected with user fees—fees charged by agencies to search for, screen, and copy requested information. Search fees reflect the cost of finding the requested documents; screening fees reflect the cost of having trained analysts segregate and exclude the exempt portions of those documents.\textsuperscript{863} Under the provisions of (a)(4)(A), each agency must specify a uniform schedule of fees, limited to “reasonable standard charges for document search and duplication and provide[ing] for recovery of only the direct costs of such search and duplication.”\textsuperscript{864} The subsection further provides that the agency may waive or reduce its fees “in the public interest.”\textsuperscript{865}

Under the 1967 Act, agencies were only required to publish “rules stating ... fees to the extent authorized by statute.”\textsuperscript{866} This provision was commonly understood to refer to 31 U.S.C. § 483a, which provides that “each Federal agency is authorized by regulation . . . to prescribe therefor such fee . . . as [it] shall determine . . . to be fair and equitable taking into consideration direct and indirect cost to the Government, value to the recipient, public policy or interest served, and other pertinent facts . . . .”\textsuperscript{867} This statute vested agency officials with substantial discretion to determine fee policies, without specific guidance as to its use.

Several problems arose under the 1967 FOIA due to the lack of substantive directives on the assessment of user fees. The first problem was that, although 31 U.S.C. § 483a provided for consideration of public policy interests, most agencies attempted to recover the full costs of fulfilling FOIA requests. A 1959 Bureau of the Budget circular, for example, suggested that

\begin{quote}
where a service . . . provides special benefits to an identifiable recipient above and beyond those which accrue to the public at large, a charge should be imposed to recover the full cost to the Federal Government of rendering that service. For example, a special benefit will be considered to accrue and a charge should be imposed when a Government-rendered service . . . [is] performed at the request of the recipient and is above and beyond the services regularly received by other members of the same industry or group, or of the general public . . . .\textsuperscript{868}
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{863.} See text at notes 496-505 supra.


\textsuperscript{867.} This statute was held to apply to FOIA cases in Reinoehl v. Hershey, 426 F.2d 815 (9th Cir. 1970), and Diapulse Corp. of America v. FDA, 500 F.2d 75 (2d Cir. 1974).

This position was also adopted in the Attorney General’s Memorandum, which states that “an appropriate fee should be required for searching as well as a fee for copying. Such fees should include indirect costs, such as the cost to the agency of the services of the Government employee who searches for, reproduces, certifies, or authenticates in some manner copies of requested documents.”

In 1971, the Administrative Conference of the United States recommended that agencies waive user fees in appropriate circumstances, but the policy of the Bureau of the Budget circular and the Attorney General’s Memorandum found favor in practice. As late as 1973, only three of thirty-six agencies surveyed had regulations providing for fee diminution or waiver for individual FOIA information requests that serve a public interest or policy. The general refusal to waive costs for private parties seeking information in the public interest was particularly harsh in view of the policy of some agencies to provide free information to their regulatory subjects.

The present (a)(4)(A) attempts to solve the waiver problem by providing that “[d]ocuments shall be furnished without charge or

---

859. ATTORNEY GENERAL’S MEMORANDUM, supra note 309, at 26.

860. 2 ADMINISTRATIVE CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES, RECOMMENDATIONS AND REPORTS: RECOMMENDATION 71-2: PRINCIPLES AND GUIDELINES FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT (May 7, 1971) [hereinafter RECOMMENDATION 71-2]. This Recommendation was originally referred to as Recommendation No. 24 and is often referred to as such in the various congressional hearings. The Administrative Conference, however, adopted a new system of numbering in December 1972 and redesignated No. 24 at 71-2. Id. at i-iv.

861. See 1973 Senate Hearings, supra note 125, at 205 (table of agency fees as of March 1, 1973).

A regulation providing for fee waivers was promulgated in 1972 by the Department of Transportation:

Documents may be furnished without charge or at a reduced charge, if the Director of Public Affairs, or the head of the operating administration concerned, as the case may be, determines that waiver or reduction of the fee is in the public interest, because furnishing the information can be considered as primarily benefiting the general public. Examples of requests that may fall within this paragraph are reasonable requests from groups engaged in a nonprofit activity designed for the public safety, health, or welfare; schools; and students engaged in study in the field of transportation.

49 C.F.R. § 7.87(c). In practice, this regulation seems to be working well. As one user stated, “This is a very simple regulation that is in effect and is being used I understand quite successfully by the DOT.” 3 1973 Senate Hearings, supra, at 390 (statement of R. Flesser, Center for the Study of Responsive Law).

862. A representative of the Center for Study of Responsive Law noted: “We have received frequent complaints from citizens who have been charged search fees and xerocopying costs for information which an agency made freely available to its regulatory clients.” 2 1973 Senate Hearings, supra note 125, at 103 (statement of H. Wellford).
at a reduced charge where the agency determines that waiver or reduction of the fee is in the public interest because furnishing the information can be considered as primarily benefitting the general public.”

This language serves two useful purposes: First, it formally directs agencies to be sensitive to fee waiver situations if the public interest is involved and requires them to promulgate regulations to that effect. Second, it provides a basis for judicial review of agency waiver determinations.

The second user fee problem that arose under the 1967 Act was that the actual fees charged were sometimes unreasonably high. Since user fees are paid into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts, there is no direct economic incentive for agencies to charge high fees. There is, however, an incentive to charge high fees to discourage information seekers. The Attorney General's Memorandum suggested that “[c]harging fees may also discourage frivolous requests, especially for large quantities of records the production of which would uselessly occupy agency personnel to the detriment of the proper performance of other agency functions as well as its


864. Some indication of congressional intent regarding the meaning of the term “public interest” is provided by the legislative history of (a)(4)(A). The original Senate version of this provision read, in part, “[User] fees shall ordinarily not be charged whenever—(i) the person requesting the records is an indigent individual; (ii) such fees would amount, in the aggregate, for a request or series of related requests, to less than $3; (iii) the records requested are not found; or (iv) the records located are determined by the agency to be exempt from disclosure under subsection (b).” S. 2543, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. § 1(b)(2) (1974). The conference report gave the following explanation for deleting the above language: “By eliminating the list of specific categories, the conferees do not intend to imply that agencies should actually charge fees in those categories. Rather, they felt, such matters are properly the subject for individual agency determination in regulations implementing the Freedom of Information law.” CONFERENCE REPORT, supra note 225, at 8.

865. Thus far, no court has been asked to review an agency application of waiver regulations. But cf. Diapulse Corp. of America v. FDA, 500 F.2d 75 (2d Cir. 1974) (reviewing the question whether screening fees are legally permitted under FDA and HEW regulations). To the extent that an agency determination whether a fee waiver is justified involves questions of fact, the APA’s “arbitrary and capricious” review standard, 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A) (1970), will apply. Cf. Citizens To Preserve Overton Park, Inc. v. Volpe, 401 U.S. 402, 413-16 (1971); L. JAFFE, JUDICIAL CONTROL OF ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 181-82 (1965).

866. 31 U.S.C. § 483a (1970). It has been suggested that agencies should be permitted to retain fees that are collected in connection with furnishing records. At present, all such fees must be paid into the United States Treasury . . . and, as a result, some agencies have used the lack of adequate funds and personnel as justification for failure to respond promptly to requests for information. The Freedom of Information Act should be amended to provide that fees collected for copying and furnishing records be retained by the agency, in a special fund, to defray the costs of complying with the statute. 5 1973 House Hearings, supra note 326, at 1436 (statement of the Section of Administrative Law of the American Bar Association). The Senate committee rejected this proposal, however, stating that it “could unduly encourage the charging of excessive fees by agencies, effectively taxing public access even more.” S. Rep. No. 93-834, supra note 329, at 12.
service in filling legitimate requests for records." Of course, "full cost" fees also may discourage legitimate requests. Moreover, the FOIA does not permit inquiry into the interests of the requester in determining whether disclosure is warranted, setting fees to discourage even "frivolous" requests would seem to violate this policy by allowing agencies to judge the relative value of requests. The great variance in the fees charged by different agencies for essentially similar tasks is evidence that agencies did in fact set rates that reflected their judgments on the type and nature of claims that should be discouraged. For example, copying fees ranged from five cents to fifty cents per page, and search fees varied from three to seven dollars an hour.

Some agencies required that fees for searching and screening large numbers of documents be prepaid. The Department of Agriculture required prepayments of $85,000 and $91,840 for two information requests made to its pesticide division. The FDA required a Ralph Nader consumer action group to prepay $20,000 before beginning a search for the documents requested by the group; the FDA would not guarantee that any documents would be disclosed, nor would it guarantee that part of the fee would be returned in the event that some of the requested documents fell within the FOIA exemptions. A New York Times writer described the prepayment procedure as "research roulette" after prepaying almost $200 for some newspaper clippings.

Charges were also made that agencies were "commingling" or "contaminating" disclosable records with materials exempt from disclosure, thereby increasing searching and screening charges for those seeking the disclosure of the non-exempt documents.

Corrective action on the fee size problem was initiated by administrative officials. In 1971, the Administrative Conference recommended that fees for copying documents "be uniform and not exceed the going commercial rate, even where such a charge would not cover all costs incurred by particular agencies," that

868. See note 458 supra and accompanying text.
869. 1973 Senate Hearings, supra note 125, at 204 (fee tables); 1973 House Hearings, supra note 756, at 92 (fee tables); 2 1973 Senate Hearings, supra, at 102-03 (testimony of H. Wellford, Center for the Study of Responsive Law). While the fee tables indicate that the copying fee for the Selective Service System was one dollar per page, this fee apparently included some costs of search as well.
870. 2 1973 Senate Hearings, supra note 125, at 103 (testimony of H. Wellford, Center for the Study of Responsive Law).
871. 1 1973 Senate Hearings, supra note 125, at 203-04 (testimony of R. Flesser, Center for the Study of Responsive Law).
872. Id. at 160 (testimony of H. Bancroft, Executive Vice-President, N.Y. Times, quoting M. Frankel, Washington Bureau Chief, N.Y. Times).
873. See Nader, supra note 333, at 9-10.
874. Recommendation 71-2, supra note 860, § (c).
no fee be charged for a routine search, and that, as a rule, no fee be charged for screening exempt records.\(^{876}\) This recommendation prompted the Office of Management and Budget to send a memorandum to the heads of all the executive agencies urging them to review their fee schedules. It stated, “Fees should not be established at an excessive level for the purpose of deterring requests for copies of records.”\(^{876}\) The memorandum did influence nine or more agencies to reduce substantially their reproduction charges.\(^{877}\) Furthermore, several agencies complied with another of the Conference’s recommendations and did not charge a fee for routine searches.\(^{878}\) However, the reductions were not universal and few agencies were willing to eliminate the burdensome screening fees.\(^{879}\)

Revised section 552(a)(4) seeks to remedy the fee size problem with two directives. First, each agency must “promulgate regulations, pursuant to notice and receipt of public comment, specifying a uniform schedule of fees applicable to all constituent units of such agency.”\(^{880}\) This provision invokes the rule-making procedures of section 4 of the APA\(^{881}\) for agency fee determinations. Thus, general notice of fee determination proceedings must be published in the Federal Register; the time, place, nature, and subject of the proceeding must be included in the notice.\(^{882}\) Interested persons must also be given the opportunity to submit their views on the fees in controversy.\(^{883}\) Failure to publish notice of the proceedings or to be receptive to public comment on proposed rules will render the fees uncollectible.\(^{884}\)

---

\(^{875}\) Id.

\(^{876}\) Executive Office of the President, Office of Management and Budget, Memorandum for the Heads of Executive Department and Agencies, May 2, 1972, reprinted in \(\text{5} 1972 \text{House Hearings, supra note 326, at 1391.}\)

\(^{877}\) \(1973 \text{House Hearings, supra note 756, at 281-82 (testimony of A. Scalia, Chairman, Administrative Conference of the United States).}\)

\(^{878}\) \(\text{See, e.g., regulations of the following agencies: Department of Justice, 28 C.F.R. § 16.9(b) (1974) (no charge for first quarter-hour); Federal Maritime Commission, 46 C.F.R. § 503.43(c) (1974) (no charge for first half-hour); NASA, 14 C.F.R. § 1206.700 (1974) (no charge for first quarter-hour).}\)

\(^{879}\) The Department of Justice was a leader among the agencies in revising its own regulations to bring them into line with \text{RECOMMENDATION 71-2. 1973 House Hearings, supra note 756, at 282 (testimony of A. Scalia, Chairman, Administrative Conference of the United States). However, its revised regulations still provide that a fee may be charged for the screening of documents, where a “broad request” requires a “substantial amount of time.” 28 C.F.R. § 16.9(b)(7) (1974).}\)


\(^{884}\) Failure to publish notice of a proposed rule-making renders the proposed rule ineffective until the proper procedure is followed. \text{See Lewis-Mota v. Secretary of Labor, 409 F.2d 478, 482 (2d Cir. 1972); Wagner Electric Corp. v. Volpe, 466 F.2d 1013, 1020-21 (3d Cir. 1972); Texaco, Inc. v. FPC, 412 F.2d 740, 744-46 (3d Cir. 1969).}
Second, fees must be "limited to reasonable standard charges for document search and duplication and provide for recovery of only the direct costs of such search and duplication."885 The amendment follows one of the Conference's recommendations and eliminates charges for screening documents;886 however, it rejected the suggestion that routine search fees be eliminated.887

The elimination of screening fees should discourage agency use of the "commingling" or "contamination" technique.888 Costs can no longer be run up by integrating exempt and nonexempt documents so as to require extensive screening time by paid specialists. It may be argued, however, that this elimination unduly burdens agencies by not allowing them to recover their legitimate screening costs, which may be substantial if the number of documents requested is large. Thus, it may be thought that a preferred solution would be to allow the recovery of screening fees with a provision for waiver in the public interest. Reliance would then be placed on judicial review to remedy the charging of unreasonable fees. Congress apparently felt that the "contamination" problem was severe enough, and the power of judicial review was limited enough, to justify an irrefutable presumption that screening fees are unreasonable.880 It may also have hoped that the elimination would encourage agencies to develop more efficient screening, recording, and indexing systems to offset some of the cost burden.

But cf. United States v. Elof Hansson, Inc., 296 F.2d 779, 781-82 (C.C.P.A.), cert. denied, 368 U.S. 899 (1960) (where all interested parties had actual notice of the rule-making and where objection to lack of notice was not timely, the rule was effective).


886. Although the amended section 552(a)(4)(A) does not expressly mention screening charges, the conference report clearly indicates that the congressional intent was not to permit such charges: "[E]ach agency [is] required to issue its own regulations for the recovery of only the direct costs of search and duplication—not including examination or review of records . . . ." CONFERENCE REPORT, supra note 225, at 8 (emphasis added).

887. See text at note 875 supra. The amendment also failed to adopt another Conference recommendation—the suggestion that copying fees be uniform for all agencies. See text at note 574 supra. The Senate bill would have empowered OMB to promulgate uniform fees, see § 5, 2543, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. § 1(b)(1) (1974), but the provision was dropped in conference.

Although the lack of a uniform fee schedule for copying means that some agencies may be able to charge more than what the uniform fee would be, it also means that some agencies can charge less. For example, the EEOC is able to maintain its five-cents per copy rate, see 29 C.F.R. § 1610.17(a) (1974), and NASA can continue to charge only seven-cents per copy for nontechnical documents. See 14 C.F.R. § 1206.700 (b) (1974).

888. See text at note 873 supra.

889. Thus, even when President Ford, after his veto, proposed a provision that would allow the agencies to recover some of the costs incurred in servicing particularly burdensome requests by permitting screening fees to be charged if the cost exceeded §100, see Ford Amendments, supra note 529, at 4, Congress refused to modify the amendments.
It is arguable that agencies may retain inefficient indexing and storage systems to increase search fees and that search fees also should be eliminated. Search fees may be distinguished from screening fees, however, in the ability of courts to review their reasonableness. Screening fees will depend on the nature and subject matter of the documents sought. Some agencies may be forced to take more care in their screening than others, and some documents within any agency will require more attention than others. Thus, it is hard to determine, on the basis of screening fees charged for past requests, what screening fees are reasonable for present requests. Search fees, however, are based on relatively simple tasks and should be directly proportional to the number of documents sought. Accordingly, Congress apparently felt that the assessment of search fees involves little risk of abuse.

The language of the amendment in providing for the recovery of "direct costs," rather than for the recovery of "full costs" as provided in 31 U.S.C. § 483a and the Bureau of the Budget circular, may indicate that the amendment contemplates the recovery of a smaller category of expenses than did these other directives. The legislative history does not indicate what may be included as "direct costs." In view of the "full cost" tradition, seen above in the fees charged by agencies under the 1967 FOIA, Congress probably intended that "direct costs" be narrowly defined. For example, the fee for copies made on a machine that is used only incidentally for FOIA activities should be limited to the marginal costs of those copies and should not include an allocation of the machine's capital cost.

An agency's assessment of FOIA user fees will be subject to judicial scrutiny. For an agency to compute its fees, it must make fundamental decisions as to the definition of "direct costs" and "search expense." To the extent that an agency, in defining these terms, will be interpreting the language of the FOIA, the court

---

890. By linking copy fees to the "direct costs" of reproduction, the fees are likely to vary among the agencies notwithstanding the use of uniform criteria, because of the differences in costs among the agencies. See Sourcebook, supra note 319, at 339.
891. See text at notes 856-58 supra.
892. See text at notes 858-59 supra.
893. In determining which costs should be included in user charges under the original FOIA, the Attorney General suggested that "the services of the Government employee who searches for, reproduces, certifies, or authenticates" should be considered "indirect costs" and should be included. Attorney General's Memorandum, supra note 309, at 26. Thus, these and similar costs were probably not intended to be included within the meaning of the term "direct costs."
894. In reviewing such an assessment under the original FOIA, the Second Circuit stated: "[A]n attempt to condition [disclosure of records] upon payment of unlawful fees would be the sort of improper withholding of material that 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(3) gives the district courts jurisdiction to enjoin." Diapulse Corp. of America v. FDA, 500 F.2d 75, 78 (1974).
would seem to be able to exercise broad de novo review of these agency interpretations.\(^{895}\) In some cases, the review standard has been narrowed to whether the agency decision has a "warrant in the record and a reasonable basis in law"\(^{896}\) so as to give deference to agency expertise.\(^{897}\) However, it is difficult to argue that agencies concerned with the implementation of federal communications acts, for example, have unassailable cost accounting expertise.\(^{898}\) If agencies have properly interpreted the statute, their fact findings on the actual costs incurred by individual requesters are subject to review under the more limited "arbitrary and capricious" standard.\(^{899}\)

b. Time limits. Congress created section 552(a)(6) in 1974 to rectify the problem of dilatory agency responses to FOIA requests. The provision requires that agencies determine within ten days whether to comply with a disclosure request, and that agencies determine all appeals from their initial nondisclosure decisions within twenty days.\(^{900}\) Time extensions of up to ten days are permitted in defined "unusual circumstances."\(^{901}\) If an agency fails to respond

\(^{895}\) "To the extent necessary to decision and when presented, the reviewing court shall decide all relevant questions of law, interpret constitutional and statutory provisions, and determine the meaning or applicability of the terms of an agency action." 5 U.S.C. § 706 (1970). Thus, in Diapulse Corp. of America v. FDA, 500 F.2d 75 (2d Cir. 1974), the court stated that "[w]hile the issue ... is whether the proposed fees were legally authorized, there is no need for the agency to develop a detailed factual record for purposes of decision, nor is there any area for the exercise of discretion." 500 F.2d at 78. See also Barlow v. Collins, 997 U.S. 129, 160 (1970); 4 K. Davis, supra note 265, § 30.06 (1958).


\(^{898}\) Cf. Diapulse Corp. of America v. FDA, 500 F.2d 75, 78 (2d Cir. 1974) ("[O]n this legal question of authorization, agency expertise is of little help to a reviewing court").

\(^{899}\) The "arbitrary, capricious ... abuse of discretion" standard of 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A) (1970), is generally applied to an agency's fact findings, in informal rule-making. In some cases, however, a broader standard of review has been applied. Thus, in United States v. Midwest Video Corp., 406 U.S. 649 (1972), an FCC rule, promulgated pursuant to informal "notice-and-comment" rule-making, 5 U.S.C. § 555 (1970), was subject to the standard whether it was "supported by substantial evidence that it will promote the public interest." 406 U.S. at 671. See generally Verkuil, Judicial Review of Informal Rulemaking, 60 VA. L. REV. 185 (1974).


\(^{901}\) "Unusual circumstances" means, but only to the extent reasonably necessary to the proper processing of the particular request—

(i) the need to search for and collect the requested records from field facilities or other establishments that are separate from the office processing the request;

(ii) the need to search for, collect, and appropriately examine a voluminous amount of separate and distinct records which are demanded in a single request, or

(iii) the need for consultation, which shall be conducted with all practicable speed, with another agency having a substantial interest in the determination of the request or among two or more components of the agency having substantial subject-matter interest therein.

within the applicable time limits, a requester may seek judicial enforcement. In such a case, a court is authorized to retain jurisdiction and allow the agency additional time to meet the request “if the government can show exceptional circumstances exist and that the agency is exercising due diligence in responding to the request.” If an agency determines that it should disclose the requested documents, “the records shall be made promptly available to such person making such request.”

Under the 1967 Act, there were no specific deadlines for agency compliance with FOIA requests. The lack of deadlines resulted in long time delays for decisions on requests. In early 1972, a special task force created by the Congressional Research Service of the Library of Congress conducted a study of the implementation of the FOIA. It found that the average time for an agency response to an initial request was thirty-three days and that the average time for an agency decision on appeal was fifty days.

These delays significantly hindered the successful use of the FOIA by several groups of requesters. For example, a representative of the Oil, Chemical, and Atomic Workers International Union told a Senate subcommittee that the union had made efforts to obtain Occupational Safety and Health Administration standards regarding

---

902. 5 U.S.C.A. § 552(a)(6)(C) (Supp. Feb. 1975) provides: “Any person making a request to any agency for records . . . shall be deemed to have exhausted his administrative remedies with respect to such request if the agency fails to comply with the applicable time limit provisions of this paragraph.” Once administrative remedies have been exhausted, a requester may seek judicial relief. See notes 954-61 infra and accompanying text.


906. Id. at 223.


908. Id. at 1337. The data were based on a survey taken between July 4, 1967, and July 4, 1971.

There is evidence that much longer delays occasionally occur. For example, the ACLU requested records pertaining to new parole board criteria from the U.S. Parole Board. It had to wait two months before the Board sent notification of its decision not to comply with the request. After the ACLU threatened to sue, and another twenty days had passed, the Board reconsidered its initial denial. 2 1973 Senate Hearings, supra note 125, at 53 (statement of J. Shattuck, Staff Counsel, ACLU). In August 1972, the Center for the Study of Responsive Law submitted a request to the Department of Justice for information concerning the business-review proceedings of the Antitrust Division. The Center realized that these records had been withheld in the past and wanted to obtain a denial so that this policy of withholding could be challenged in court. Even though published regulations of the Justice Department specifically stated that the information requested was confidential, it took six months to get a final agency denial. 1973 House Hearings, supra note 756, at 384 (statement of R. Plesser).
occupational exposure to toxic chemicals and records of violations of those standards in plants where union members were employed.909 He stressed the fact that the union needed the information promptly, so that immediate action could be taken, if necessary, to safeguard employees' health.910 The media's obvious need to obtain information quickly was also frustrated by agency delays; it has been suggested that the delays were a major reason for the media's failure to make use of the Act effectively.911

In response to these problems, the Administrative Conference of the United States in 1971 recommended establishing an FOIA response-time deadline of ten days.912 By 1974, a few agencies had incorporated time limits in their regulations.913 Most agencies, however, continued to object to any attempt to legislate specific time limits.914 The reaction of the Department of Justice is typical:

[A] rigid requirement for a quick answer where time does not permit the examination of the records in question, any needed consultation with concerned agencies and knowledgeable personnel, or a resolution of legal and policy doubts, will in our judgment tend to result in denials. Denial will be seen as the safe and cautious thing

909. 2 1973 Senate Hearings, supra note 125, at 70-71 (statement of A. Mazzocchi, Citizenship-Legislative Director).
910. Id.
911. See H.R. REP. No. 92-1419, supra note 327, at 8; Arnold, The New Rules on Freedom of Information, N.Y. Times, Feb. 16, 1975, § 5, at 16, col. 1 ("The Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press in Washington estimates that there were only a half a dozen or so major press attempts to get information through the provisions of the old act"). See also 1973 House Hearings, supra note 756, at 46 (statement of C. Black, Editor, Philadelphia Inquirer), 48 (testimony of R. Smyser, Editor, The Oak Ridger). The FOIA has recently proved to be a useful tool for investigative journalists, however. Clark, supra note 324, at 750-51. See, e.g., N.Y. Times, Nov. 10, 1974, at 1, col. 1 (AEC release of documents relating to nuclear reactor safety hazards obtained through threats of FOIA suits).
912. Recommendation 71-2, supra note 880, § (B)(4).
913. E.g., Department of Justice, 28 C.F.R. §§ 16.5, 16.7 (1974) (10 days on initial determinations, 20 days on appeals); Department of Labor, 29 C.F.R. §§ 70.47, 70.51 (1974) (15 days on initial determinations, 30 days on appeals). While no statistics on the effectiveness of these time limits are available, representatives of the Department of Justice and the Federal Energy Administration indicated that the appeals and initial deadlines were being met in roughly half the cases. Interview with Robert Saloschin, Chairman, Freedom of Information Committee, Department of Justice, in Washington, D.C., Nov. 4, 1974; Interview with Charles Snowden, Information Officer, Federal Energy Administration, in Washington, D.C., Nov. 21, 1974. This suggests that the average response time is now less than the Library of Congress Study data indicate. See text at note 908 supra. Although a comprehensive study to update this data was scheduled to have begun in early 1974, see Department of Justice, Interagency Symposium on Improved Administration of the Freedom of Information Act 109-16 (Nov. 29, 1973) [hereinafter Interagency Symposium], it was never undertaken. Interview with Robert Saloschin, supra.
914. See generally 1973 House Hearings, supra note 756, at 365-411 (collection of agency comments on H.R. 5425, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. (1973), which contained a ten-day limit for the initial agency determination and a twenty-day limit for the agency decision on appeal).
to do, on the theory that if a mistake is made in denying it can be easily rectified on appeal . . . whereas a mistake in granting access would be irremediable. 915

Because most agencies did not, on their own, adopt time limits in their regulations, Congress was forced to codify such limits in 1974.

President Ford specifically objected to section 552(a)(6) in vetoing the 1974 FOIA amendments. 916 He argued that the time restrictions were impracticable: "Because of the large number of documents often requested, their decentralized location and the importance of other agency business it would often be impossible to comply with requests in the time allotted." 917 The President's proposed time limit provision would have allowed an agency thirty days for the initial determination and a single fifteen-day extension. Additionally, he proposed that an agency could petition the district court for "such further extension or extensions as may be needed," to be granted if the court is persuaded the agency is proceeding with due diligence. 918 His arguments were apparently unpersuasive, for Congress passed the bill over his veto without comment on these proposals. 919

In view of the agencies' stated dislike of time deadlines, the effectiveness of section (a)(6) will depend on both how the agencies use the time extension provision and how the courts apply the Act's enforcement machinery. The amended FOIA permits agencies to take a ten-day extension only in special cases. As the conference committee stated, "This 10-day extension may be invoked by the agency only once—either during initial review of the request or during appellate review." 920 If an agency does not take action within this time, the requester is permitted to bring suit, but the court, upon a showing that exceptional circumstances exist and that the agency is exercising due diligence in responding to the request, may allow the agency to take additional time. 921 Thus, despite the rigid ten- and twenty-day deadlines, (a)(6) permits some measure of court-supervised flexibility.

The 1974 House bill had not included a provision for extension

915. Id. at 174 (answers to written questions submitted by the House Subcomm. on Foreign Operations and Government Information).
916. "[T]he ten days afforded an agency to determine whether to furnish a requested document and the twenty days afforded for determinations on appeal are, despite the provision concerning unusual circumstances, simply unrealistic in some cases. It is essential that additional latitude be provided." 10 WEEKLY COMP. OF PRES. Docs. 1318 (1974).
917. Ford Amendments, supra note 529, at 5.
918. Id. at 3-4.
919. See note 851 supra.
920. CONFERENCE REPORT, supra note 225, at 11.
of the ten- and twenty-day periods, but the conference committee, in drafting the final version of the 1974 amendments, accepted the more liberal provision of the Senate bill. The Administrative Law Section of the American Bar Association had pointed out the defect in the House proposal: "By failing to provide any grounds for obtaining an extension of time, [it] could well tend to force the agencies to deny a request that might have been granted had more time for deliberation been allowed." The factors favoring some explicit provision for a time extension in special circumstances are particularly compelling in the case of a large agency like the Department of Defense. A spokesman for that Department stated that a provision that failed to provide for any time extensions would be totally impracticable in a large organization with multiple facilities. The millions of records in the custody of the Department of Defense are stored in a multitude of worldwide locations, where records requested under the Freedom of Information Act are interspersed in common files with other records. Requested records are, therefore, difficult to retrieve and evaluate for releasibility, and obviously no determination can be made and conveyed to the requester pending that retrieval.

The major weakness of section 552(a)(6) is that its enforcement mechanism is not designed to ensure that requesters receive prompt action on their requests. If the applicable time periods expire before the agency acts, the statute declares that the requester is deemed to have exhausted his administrative remedies and so may pursue his request in the courts. But, for example, if an agency waits ten days before denying a request, the requester appeals, and the agency then improperly takes thirty days to respond to the appeal, rather than twenty, the requester will have been forced to wait thirty days before filing suit, and may have to wait up to an addi-

922. See H.R. 12471, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. § 1(c) (1974).
923. See S. 2543, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. § 1(c) (1974).
924. 1973 House Hearings, supra note 756, at 314 (statement of J. Miller, Jr., Chairman, Section of Administrative Law, American Bar Association). The Administrative Conference of the United States agreed with this assessment: "[Mandatory deadlines] would, in our view, impose an undesirable rigidity on the system and, most important, would probably tend to encourage a fairly rapid and unsympathetic disposition." Interagency Symposium, supra note 913, at 124 (statement of R. Berg, Executive Secretary).
927. Section 552(a)(6) carefully defines the circumstances in which a ten-day time extension may be taken. See note 901 supra. If an agency takes such an extension in other than the defined circumstances, it presumably has violated the time limits and thus triggered the judicial enforcement provision.
tional thirty days for an answer to his complaint.\textsuperscript{928} Further delay may result from the time required for a trial and a judicial decision.\textsuperscript{929} Only the potential assessment of attorney fees under subsection 552\(a)(4)(E)\textsuperscript{930} or the potential of Civil Service Commission (CSC) action under subsection 552\(a)(4)(F)\textsuperscript{931} serve to deter such dilatory conduct.

Whether agencies will take unnecessary delays is difficult to predict. It may be that, in order to prevent abuses, the 1974 amendments should have included some sort of damages provision. Damages could be assessed at a specified per diem rate, escalating according to the length of the delay.\textsuperscript{932} The penalty should not depend on a showing of actual damage to the requester. One of the themes of the FOIA is that information should be available to “any person,” regardless of his ability to show a “need to know.”\textsuperscript{933} If the requester is not required to make this showing before invoking the FOIA, he should not be forced to demonstrate that the nondisclosure caused him economic injury before he is allowed to invoke sanctions against a dilatory agency.

In resolving the problem of administrative delay under the FOIA, Congress tried to accommodate both the interests served by requiring rigid deadlines and those served by allowing agencies to determine carefully whether disclosure is warranted. Permitting judicial review upon expiration of the time limits offers flexibility to an agency with a legitimate need for more time and provides a requester with a process for impartial review of an agency delay. The weakness of the provision is the delay that is now inherent in invoking judicial review. If this delay becomes a serious problem, Congress should consider adopting more rigid time limits or assessing a per diem statutory penalty for unjustifiable agency delay.

There is one final problem with \((a)(6)\): while the section imposes time deadlines for the determination whether to comply with a request, it does not provide time deadlines for the actual disclosure of the records sought, once the request has been granted.\textsuperscript{934} It states

\textsuperscript{928} See text at note 997 infra.
\textsuperscript{929} See text at notes 1008-15 infra.
\textsuperscript{930} See text at notes 1016-71 infra. Even if a requester's complaint was mooted by an agency decision to disclose the documents, an award of attorney fees may still be possible. See text at notes 1027-29 infra.
\textsuperscript{931} See text at notes 1072-97 infra.
\textsuperscript{932} The suggestion was made during the congressional hearings that assessing a penalty of $100 per day against agencies that wrongfully delay disclosure would speed up agency processes and encourage a more favorable agency response. 5 1972 House Hearings, supra note 326, at 1432 (testimony of B. Fensterwald, Jr.).
\textsuperscript{933} See note 458 supra and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{934} See 1973 House Hearings, supra note 756, at 276-77 (statement of A. Scalin, Chairman, Administrative Conference of the United States). Thus, even in cases involv-
only that "[u]pon any determination by an agency to comply with a request for records, the records shall be made promptly available to such person making such request." 935 Ironically, the "promptly available" standard is identical to the language in the provision of the original FOIA that led to the long response-delays discussed above. 936 Judicial enforcement is available, with the potential sanctions of the assessment of attorney fees 937 and CSC disciplinary action, 938 but the time required for judicial action effectively nullifies its use in this area. Congress should establish specific time limits, with or without a damage sanction, to encourage agencies promptly to turn over nonexempt records to requesters.

c. Reports to Congress. Section 552(d) provides:

On or before March 1 of each calendar year, each agency shall submit a report covering the preceding calendar year to the Speaker of the House of Representatives and President of the Senate for referral to the appropriate committees of the Congress. The report shall include—

(1) the number of determinations made by such agency not to comply with requests for records made to such agency under subsection (a) and the reasons for each such determination;
(2) the number of appeals made by persons under subsection (a)(6), the result of such appeals, and the reason for the action upon each appeal that results in a denial of information;
(3) the names and titles or positions of each person responsible for the denial of records requested under this section, and the number of instances of participation for each;
(4) the results of each proceeding conducted pursuant to subsection (a)(4)(F), including a report of the disciplinary action taken against the officer or employee who was primarily responsible for improperly withholding records or an explanation of why disciplinary action was not taken;
(5) a copy of every rule made by such agency regarding this section;
(6) a copy of the fee schedule and the total amount of fees collected by the agency for making records available under this section; and
(7) such other information as indicates efforts to administer fully this section.

The Attorney General shall submit an annual report on or before March 1 of each calendar year which shall include for the prior calendar year a listing of the number of cases arising under this section, the exemption involved in each case, the disposition of such case, and the cost, fees, and penalties assessed under subsections (a)(4)(E), (F), and (G). Such report shall also include a description of the efforts undertaken by the Department of Justice to encourage agency compliance with this section.939

In order to ensure that it was receiving full and adequate information on the operation of the FOIA, so that it could properly exercise its legislative oversight function, Congress included this section in the 1974 FOIA amendments, requiring the agencies and the Attorney General to file annual reports. This provision was included in response to the statements of several witnesses at the Senate hearings, who believed that "a primary problem with agency compliance with the FOIA is the absence of significant continuing pressures towards liberal disclosure of information."940 An earlier congressional report had concluded that "no changes in law and no directives from agency heads will necessarily convince any secrecy-minded bureaucrat that public records are public property. Only day-to-day watchfulness by the Congress and the administration leaders can guarantee the freedom of government information which is the keystone of a democratic society."941 The congressional reports on this provision make it clear that Congress intends to utilize the annual reports to ensure that its intent is effectuated by the agencies.942

940. S. REP. No. 93-854, supra note 329, at 32. The new provisions also impose an implicit duty on the Attorney General and the Department of Justice to encourage agency compliance. S. REP. No. 93-854, supra, at 33.
942. The Senate report comments in part:
Periodically, but irregularly, over the past six years the Subcommittee on Administrative Practice and Procedure has asked for reports by agencies on denials of information under the FOIA. (E.g., The Freedom of Information Act: Ten Months Review, Senate Subcommittee on Administrative Practice and Procedure, May 1968). The committee believes that the collection and analysis of these reports, providing the occasion for the Congress to identify recalcitrant agencies, recurring misinterpretations of the mandates of the FOIA, and undue delays can go a long way toward encouraging adherence to the Act. The committee thus concludes that reporting should be regularized.
S. REP. No. 92-854, supra note 329, at 32-33. The House report states:
These annual reports should detail the information necessary for adequate Congressional oversight of freedom of information activities. They would also include the number of each agency's determinations to deny information, the number of appeals, the action on appeals with the reasons for each determination, and a copy of all rules and regulations affecting this section. Also, to be included is a statement of fees collected under this section, plus other matter regarding information activities indicative of the agency's efforts under this Act.
H.R. REP. No. 93-876, supra note 829, at 8. The conference committee report explains the differences between the original House and Senate bills and adds some insight on the provision:
5. Judicial Enforcement

a. Judicial review. Subsection (a)(4)(B) provides the basis for judicial review of an agency’s decision to withhold records. The subsection gives courts jurisdiction “to enjoin the agency from withholding agency records and to order the production of any agency records improperly withheld from the complainant.”

Prior to 1974, the FOIA’s judicial review provision was incorporated in subsection (a)(3), so that it was unclear whether it was meant to apply when information was wrongfully withheld under subsections (a)(1) or (a)(2). However, the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia found:

The only viable interpretation of this paragraph is that the judicial process is available to compel the disclosure of agency records not made available under paragraphs (1) and (2) as well as the agency records referred to in paragraph (3). Congressional intent (although not spelled out directly anywhere) seems to have been that judicial review would be available for a violation of any part of the Act, not merely for subsection (3).

The House bill provided that each agency submit an annual report, on or before March 1 of each calendar year, to the Speaker of the House and the President of the Senate, for referral to the appropriate committees of the Congress. Such report shall include statistical information on the number of agency determinations to withhold information requested under the Freedom of Information law; the reasons for such withholding; the number of appeals of such adverse determinations with the result and reasons for each; a copy of every rule made by the agency in connection with this law; a copy of the agency fee schedule with the total amount of fees collected by the agency during the year; and other information indicating efforts to properly administer the Freedom of Information law.

The Senate amendment contained similar provisions and added two requirements not contained in the House bill, (1) that each agency report list those officials responsible for each denial of records and the numbers of cases in which each participated during the year and (2) that the Attorney General also submit a separate annual report on or before March 1 of each calendar year listing the number of cases arising under the Freedom of Information law, the exemption involved in each such case, the disposition of the case, and the costs, fees, and penalties assessed under the law. The Attorney General’s report shall also include a description of Justice Department efforts to encourage agency compliance with the law.

The conference substitute incorporates the major provisions of the House bill and two Senate amendments. With respect to the annual reporting by each agency of the names and titles or positions of each person responsible for the denial of records requested under the Freedom of Information law and the number of instances of participation for each, the conferences wish to make clear that such listing include those persons responsible for the original determination to deny the information requested in each case as well as all other agency employees or officials who were responsible for determinations at subsequent stages in the decision.

CONFERENCE REPORT, supra note 225, at 13-14.

Congressional intent seems to have been made clear by the 1974 amendments, which moved the judicial review provision into subsection (a)(4). In spite of the fact that (a)(1) and (a)(2) include their own sanction provisions, the conclusion that (a)(4)'s judicial processes must also apply to those subsections seems compelling; otherwise the statute would create a right without a remedy by denying the public an effective means to compel compliance with its provisions.

Parties seeking a judicial disclosure order may file a complaint in "the district court of the United States in the district in which the complainant resides, or has his principal place of business, or in which the agency records are situated, or in the District of Columbia . . . ." One problem that may arise is that a claimant must bring the proper agency into the case. Ordinarily, the agency in possession of the desired documents is easily ascertainable. Some agencies, however, are created pursuant to executive order with limited life spans. Thus, FOIA suits against the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, and the President's National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence were held to have abated when those agencies had filed their final reports and terminated without successors. In one case, the termination did not occur until after the complaint had been filed. The nonexistence of the defendant agency deprived the plaintiff of

---

946. See text at notes 386-89 & 447 supra.
947. Professor Davis has interpreted the Attorney General’s Memorandum as implicitly acquiescing in this conclusion, at least with respect to section 552(a)(2). See K. Davis, supra note 265, § 3A.10 (Supp. 1970).
950. Skolnick v. Parsons, 397 F.2d 523 (7th Cir. 1968).
952. Skolnick v. Campbell, 454 F.2d 531 (7th Cir. 1971).
tiffs of disclosure in these cases, despite the fact that the records sought must still have been in the hands of some branch of the government.

Even if a requester has filed a complaint against the appropriate agency, the suit may be summarily dismissed if he has not exhausted his administrative remedies. Generally, an FOIA claimant whose request is denied by an agency must appeal the initial determination within the agency, usually within a specified time, as a condition of exhausting his administrative remedies: "When agency action is subject to appeal to higher administrative authority, the administrative remedy obviously has not been exhausted until the higher authority has acted." This doctrine, however, is subject to various

954. The Supreme Court, in McKart v. United States, 395 U.S. 185 (1969), stating that "[t]he doctrine of exhaustion of administrative remedies is well established in the jurisprudence of administrative law," 395 U.S. at 193, articulated the policies underlying the doctrine:

A primary purpose is, of course, the avoidance of premature interruption of the administrative process . . . . Since agency decisions are frequently of a discretionary nature or frequently require expertise, the agency should be given the first chance to exercise discretion or to apply that expertise. And of course it is generally more efficient for the administrative process to go forward without interruption than it is to permit the parties to seek aid from the courts at various intermediate stages.

955. See, e.g., 6 C.F.R. § 102.41 (1974) (Cost of Living Council; 30 days); 4 C.F.R. § 303.9 (1975) (Cost Accounting Standards Board; 7 days).

956. 3 K. Davis, supra note 265, § 20.08, at 104 (1958). See Tuchinsky v. Selective Service Sys., 418 F.2d 155, 158 (7th Cir. 1969) ("In the event of an adverse decision denying plaintiff the information, he can appeal to the appeal board, and finally seek the administrative review of the national director . . . . Only by this method is the administrative process exhausted and the judicial process available for suit"); Clark, supra note 324, at 749-50. Cf. Bannercraft Clothing Co. v. Renegotiation Bd., 415 U.S. 1 (1974).

It has been suggested that the agency appeal step be eliminated in order to secure more rapid disclosure. 1 1973 Senate Hearings, supra note 125, at 211 (testimony of R. Nader); 2 1973 Senate Hearings, supra, at 59 (testimony of P. Schuck, Consumers Union of the United States, Inc.), 164 (testimony of R. Plesser). The FTC has instituted a one-step process, see 16 C.F.R. § 4.11 (1974), that reportedly works faster than the typical two-tiered procedure. See 2 1973 Senate Hearings, supra, at 164 (statement of R. Plesser).

It is difficult to evaluate the efficacy of the agency appeal process in the absence of more recent and complete data than is currently available. A Library of Congress study of requests during a four-year period (1967-1971) found that 37 of 296 (12 per cent) agency appeals during the period were reversed on appeal and that another 42 (14 per cent) were reversed in part on appeal. See Library of Congress Study, supra note 907, at 1338-39. In July 1973 the Department of Justice promulgated an order, 28 C.F.R. § 50.9(a) (1974), requiring that the Department be consulted before agencies make final denials and stating that the Department will not defend an agency in an FOIA suit unless there has been such consultation. See text at note 1003 infra. A study of agency consultations with the Department of Justice's FOI Committee between Sept. 1, 1973, and Feb. 28, 1974, indicates that the Committee recommended total or partial disclosure in 30 percent of the cases on which it was consulted. M. Goldberg, The Impact of the Recommendations of the Department of Justice's Freedom of Information Committee: An Empirical Study, June 28, 1974, at 10 (unpublished report, on file with the Michigan Law Review). Its advice is followed by the agencies in virtually all cases. Id. at 17. Although it is difficult to draw conclusions on the basis of this rather sketchy
exceptions. Thus, in *Diapulse Corp. of America v. FDA*, the Second Circuit prevented the FDA from assessing a screening fee for an information request, despite the fact that no administrative appeal from the initial agency determination was taken. The court stated that "on the facts of this particular case, exhaustion of administrative remedies was not necessary." A particularly important exception to the general rule of exhaustion was created by the 1974 amendments to the FOIA: they set strict time limits for agency responses to requests and provide that a claimant is deemed to have exhausted his administrative remedies when those limits have expired. This provision prevents the agencies from delaying requests for long periods of time and later arguing in court that the administrative process had not yet run its course.

Data, it appears that about 30 per cent of initial denials are reversed, in whole or in part, on appeal. The chief benefit of the intra-agency appeal in these cases is that a requester can obtain the desired information without the costs and delays of litigation. Cf. text at notes 1280-89 infra. However, it appears that in the majority of cases the intra-agency appeal does not affect the outcome and results only in an added delay in the review process. Under section 552(a)(6)(B) of the amended FOIA, this delay may be as long as 20 days; if a 10-day extension under section 552(a)(6)(B) is taken, the delay may be as long as 30 days. See text at notes 900-01 supra.

One possible alternative to the current procedure would be to make the agency appeal optional. A requester who is denied information at the initial agency level would have the choice of seeking judicial review immediately or avoiding the immediate costs of litigation by pursuing the administrative appeal. If the agency is bypassed, the agency could still reconsider its initial decision before actively defending the suit. If such an optional procedure is implemented, the requester should probably not be awarded attorney fees pursuant to section 552(a)(4)(E) in cases where the agency reverses its initial determination before defending the suit, since such costs could have been avoided by taking the agency appeal.


958. 500 F.2d 75 (2d Cir. 1974).

959. 500 F.2d at 78. In reaching this conclusion, the court examined the purposes of the exhaustion doctrine and concluded that there be no "premature interruption of the administrative process" nor would judicial review at this stage interfere with the exercise of the agency's expertise since the issue in the case was the purely legal question of authorization. Cf. note 955 supra. However, the decision not to require exhaustion in this case may be of limited precedential value for most FOIA cases. It appears that the FDA has a three-step of review process: First, the FDA makes the initial determination. Second, the Commissioner of the FDA reviews this initial determination. Finally, the Assistant Secretary of HEW for Public Affairs must concur in any decision on review to deny a request for information. 45 C.F.R. § 5.82 (1974). The court indicated that although the second step was not exhausted, the Commissioner had supported the initial determination. The court concluded from this fact that "[t]here is no chance . . . that the FDA will correct any possible error." 500 F.2d at 78. The court did not require the final step to be exhausted, partly because that step was first created while the requests were being processed, and "[i]t seemed likely that neither of the parties were aware of the amendments . . . ." 500 F.2d at 78.

960. See note 902 supra and accompanying text.

961. Note that one of the commonly recognized exceptions to the exhaustion requirement is when existing administrative remedies are inadequate. See K. Davis, supra note 265, § 20.07 (1958, Supp. 1970). Long delay in agency proceedings may be sufficient
Once an FOIA case is accepted, the Act directs the court to make a de novo determination whether the agency is improperly withholding agency records.\textsuperscript{962} The court may independently judge both the legal and factual issues in the case; thus, it may evaluate for itself the merits of withholding particular documents.\textsuperscript{963} The burden of proof is explicitly placed on the agencies to sustain their withholding of the requested documents.\textsuperscript{964}

b. In camera inspections. Courts have frequently utilized in camera inspections—inspections in the privacy of the judge’s chambers—of requested material in order to determine whether the material falls under the protection of one of the FOIA exemptions.\textsuperscript{965} The original FOIA did not explicitly mandate the in camera inspection procedure, and, in \textit{EPA v. Mink},\textsuperscript{966} the Supreme Court held that it should not be used in national security (exemption one) cases. The 1974 FOIA amendments have effectively overruled the \textit{Mink} holding by including a new subsection, (a)(4)(B), that provides, "[T]he court . . . may examine the contents of . . . agency records in camera to determine whether such records or any part thereof shall be withheld under any of the exemptions set forth in subsection (b) of this section . . . ."\textsuperscript{967} This subsection thus permits, but does not require, courts to use the procedure in all FOIA cases.


\textsuperscript{963} See S. REP. No. 89-813, supra note 310, at 8: "That the proceeding must be de novo is essential in order that the ultimate decision as to the propriety of the agency’s action is made by the court and prevent it from becoming meaningless judicial sanctioning of agency discretion”; 4 K. Davis, supra note 265, § 29.10 (1958). Several state open-records laws include similar provisions. See statutes cited in note 1288 infra.
\textsuperscript{966} 410 U.S. 73, 84 (1973).
\textsuperscript{967} 5 U.S.C.A. § 552(a)(4)(B) (Supp. Feb. 1975) (emphasis added). In his veto message to Congress, President Ford made it clear that he objected to giving courts unfettered discretion to use the in camera inspection procedure in exemption one cases. See Ford Amendments, supra note 529, at 2. He proposed that a proviso be added to exemption one, stating in part that "[t]he court may examine [classified] records in camera only if it is necessary, after consideration by the court of all other attendant material, in order to determine whether such classification is proper." Id. at 1 (emphasis added). Congress rejected the proposal and passed the amendments over his veto. See text at notes 329-33 supra.
often must be made in deciding whether material is exempt or whether deletions should be made from records ordered to be disclosed. An actual inspection of the material in question may often be necessary to allow the judge to look behind an agency claim that an exemption applies. Without such a procedure, the court would be forced to defer to the agency's judgment in many cases. There are, however, some disadvantages associated with the procedure. First, secret judicial proceedings run counter to constitutional and traditional notions of the judicial process. Second, an essential due process safeguard is absent, since the in camera process is non-adversarial and hence does not give one of the litigants full access to crucial facts. Third, no record, which can serve as a basis for appeal or as precedent, is produced by the process. Finally, in camera inspection of a great mass of documents without the help of an adversarial sharpening of the issues may place a great burden on judicial time and energy.

Under the amended version of the Act, the courts will be faced with balancing these advantages and disadvantages in order to decide whether to employ the in camera procedure. Some circumstances may justify forgoing the in camera procedure in favor of other verification procedures. The conference report suggests that the use of alternative procedures be routinely considered: “Before the court orders in camera inspection, the Government should be given the opportunity to establish by means of testimony or detailed affidavits that the documents are clearly exempt from disclosure.” Admittedly, these alternative procedures may place strong reliance on agency judgments, but that may be justifiable in certain cases. For example, some of the exemptions involve fairly clear-cut criteria, capable of verification by procedures that do not require a detailed investigation of the actual contents of the documents in question. Exemptions three (information exempted by other statutes), eight (reports of financial institutions), and nine (information concerning wells) require only data on whether the named concerns, typically of an easily identifiable character, are mentioned in the documents. Affidavits from government officials in possession of the documents may be sufficient to verify this, and the disadvantages

968. Cf. U.S. Const. amend. VI (“the right to speedy and public trial”) (emphasis added).
969. See Comment, supra note 669, at 559 n.19.
971. CONFERENCE REPORT, supra note 225, at 9.
972. See Comment, supra note 669, at 566-81.
973. See text at notes 568-610 supra.
974. See text at notes 629-99 supra.
975. See text at notes 840-46 supra.
of the in camera procedure could thus be avoided. If an exemption's criteria are vague, as in exemption one (national security interests),\textsuperscript{976} or if the agency might have a strong self-interest in withholding, as in exemption five (agency memoranda),\textsuperscript{977} and two (personnel rules)\textsuperscript{978} cases, in camera inspection should be used, because sole reliance on the judgment of government employees becomes more questionable. Furthermore, where the material is of a highly sensitive nature and secrecy is an overriding concern, as in exemption one cases, alternative procedures could be instituted to protect confidentiality. For example, the court could allow affidavits from government employees or the submission of a representative document for court inspection to serve as evidence of the material's status under the exemption.\textsuperscript{979}

Once it is determined that an in camera inspection should be conducted, courts must adopt procedures to minimize its disadvantages. In one recent case, the District of Columbia Court of Appeals suggested, in a paragraph in a slip opinion, that counsel may participate in an in camera inspection.\textsuperscript{980} This procedure would allow for adversarial issue-sharpening, and it would give nongovernment parties access to the disputed information; however, it would seriously affect the secrecy of the in camera process. Upon a special motion by the government and a rehearing, this paragraph was deleted from the published opinion.\textsuperscript{981} Thus, it seems unlikely that participation by counsel in in camera hearings will be readily accepted in the near future.

The leading case on in camera procedure is \textit{Vaughn v. Rosen}, decided in 1973 by the District of Columbia circuit court.\textsuperscript{982} Here the court squarely faced the problems presented by in camera inspection and recommended several procedures to eliminate some of the disadvantages of the process: a detailed analysis by the government of the materials at issue and its reasons for withholding them,

\textsuperscript{976} See text at notes 506-35 supra.
\textsuperscript{977} See text at notes 648-99 supra.
\textsuperscript{978} See text at notes 538-67 supra.
\textsuperscript{979} The use of such procedures in exemption one cases would give practical effect to President Ford's proposal. See note 967 supra.
\textsuperscript{980} Rural Housing Alliance v. Department of Agriculture, No. 73-1771, slip. op. at 19 (D.C. Cir. June 5, 1974) (reported at 498 F.2d 73). The paragraph stated: "We refer RHA's suggestions of counsel's participation in in camera inspection to the District Judge on remand. Such participation by counsel may be allowed by the District Judge in his discretion, under appropriate protective orders, if he finds such participation necessary to his comprehension of the arguments and thus to a fair and correct resolution of the case."
\textsuperscript{981} Interview with Richard Wolf, Institute for Public Interest Representation, in Washington, D.C., July 31, 1974.
to prevent government agencies from hiding behind conclusory and
generalized allegations of exemptions; a system to separate and
index materials, to allow for partial disclosure of large documents
or files and to limit the practice of overburdening the court with
large quantities of documents; and the possible use of a master to
assist the adversary process by examining and evaluating the documents
for the trial judge. Although these procedures place a
heavy burden on government agencies, the court justified its
recommendations on the basis of the FOIA's statement that "the burden
is on the agency to sustain its action [of withholding agency
records]."

The Vaughn procedures have been followed in a few cases, but it is still too early to assess their effect. The case suggests
that the judicial system will have to gradually build up a set of
rules to determine when and how the in camera procedure should be
employed in the enforcement of the FOIA. The task will not be
an easy one.

c. Stays of related agency proceedings. Several FOIA plaintiffs
have sought to use the courts' equitable powers to enjoin ongoing
agency proceedings pending the final resolution of an FOIA
disclosure suit. In Renegotiation Board v. Bannercraft Clothing Co.,
the plaintiffs sought the disclosure of specified Renegotiation Board
records and a preliminary injunction against further Board pro-
cedings. The Board argued that Congress, by specifying the reme-

983. 484 F.2d at 826.
984. 484 F.2d at 827.
985. 484 F.2d at 828. Appointment of a master may pose problems under FED. R. CIV. P. 53(b), which requires "exceptional circumstances" for this procedure. Comment, supra note 669, at 561 n.33; 87 HARV. L. REV. 854 (1974).
987. See Koch v. Department of Justice, 376 F. Supp. 1049, 1052 (D.D.C. 1974); Stern v. Richardson, 376 F. Supp. 1316, 1318 n.3 (D.D.C. 1973); Exxon Corp. v. FTC, 394 F. Supp. 755, 761 (D.D.C. 1974) ("Vaughn did not lay down a per se rule to be applied to every Freedom of Information Act case . . . . It is within the court's discretion to determine whether a particular in camera submission requires an index, and, if so, the degree of specificity required"); Note, 42 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 869, supra note 823, at 869 (arguing that Vaughn has not been applied in exemption seven cases).
dies available to a complainant under the FOIA, meant to preclude courts from exercising their traditional equitable powers to enjoin an ongoing agency proceeding.990 The Supreme Court, after studying the legislative history behind the FOIA, concluded that the express remedies of (a)(4) were not exclusive; Congress had not deprived the courts of their equitable power to order other injunctive relief.991 However, the Court held that injunctive interference was improper, at least with respect to renegotiation proceedings: “The nature of the renegotiation process mandates this result, and, were it otherwise, the effect would be that renegotiation, and its aims, would be supplanted and defeated by an FOIA suit.”992

Other courts, dealing directly with the issue, have been reluctant to stay administrative proceedings and have demanded that the plaintiff show a danger of irreparable harm if such relief is not granted. One court, for example, while recognizing that the courts have jurisdiction to enjoin agency proceedings pending resolution of an FOIA claim, refused to enjoin an NLRB proceeding because there was no “cogent showing” that the plaintiff, the complainant in an unfair labor practice charge before the NLRB, would suffer irreparable injury from the nonavailability of certain NLRB documents.993 The court stated:

It may be that Sears will be held entitled to the documents under the Information Act, and it may be that its possession of those documents will be a convenience, indeed a significant help, in its litigating stance. But those considerations are of a different order from the kind of irreparable injury required to interrupt an administrative proceeding. Should Sears’ claim to the memoranda be upheld on appeal and should it appear that there was significant adverse impact on Sears in the unfair labor practice charge proceedings because it was denied timely disclosure, an appropriate remedy can be fashioned by the Board, or by the court of appeals with jurisdiction of the petition for review or enforcement in the event the Board issues an order.994

Similarly, John Lennon was denied a motion for an order enjoining various officials of the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) from further proceedings regarding his deportation.995 He sought the disclosure of INS information and records while his appeal from a deportation order was pending before the Board of Immigration

990. 415 U.S. at 17.
991. 415 U.S. at 17-20.
992. 415 U.S. at 20.
994. 473 F.2d at 93 (footnote omitted).
Appeals. The court held that he had not demonstrated irreparable injury:

The information and records sought have been held to be irrelevant as a matter of law by the Immigration Judge. If that ruling is proper, there is no basis for an injunction to permit plaintiff to obtain these records to introduce in that proceeding. If it is improper, either the Board or the Court of Appeals may reverse with appropriate directions to the Immigration Judge to receive and consider such proof. Thus plaintiff will have his review and be protected against improper deportation during its course. 996

d. Expediting FOIA litigation. Subsections (a)(4)(C) and (D) seek to expedite the litigation process in FOIA cases. Subsection (a) (4)(C) requires the defendant in an FOIA suit to plead to a complaint within thirty days after service of the complaint unless “the court otherwise directs for good cause shown.” 997 Subsection (a)(4)(D) tells the district courts and courts of appeals that “[e]xcept as to cases the court considers of greater importance, proceedings before the district court, as authorized by [subsection (a)(4)], and appeals therefrom, take precedence on the docket over all other cases and shall be assigned for hearing and trial or for argument at the earliest practicable date and expedited in every way.” 998

Subsection (a)(4)(C), enacted in 1974, supersedes, for the purposes of FOIA litigation, Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(a), which allows the United States sixty days to answer a complaint after it has been served. 999 Federal Rule 6(b) allows time extensions at the discretion of the court “for cause shown” if such extensions are requested before the expiration of the original sixty-day period. 1000 The Department of Justice opposed shortening the sixty-day period because of the government’s size and complexity:

The federal government is larger and more complex, and bears more crucial public interest responsibilities, than any other litigant. It needs more time to develop and check its positions, especially if they may affect agencies other than the one sued. And yet unlike a large corporation it cannot readily hire more lawyers to meet a sudden influx of litigation. A 20-day rule would increase the incidence of positions that would later be reformulated, causing unnecessary

996. 378 F. Supp. at 42 (footnotes omitted).
999. “The United States or an officer or agency thereof shall serve an answer to the complaint or to a cross-claim, or a reply to a counterclaim, within 60 days after the service upon the United States attorney of the pleading in which the claim is asserted.” Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(a).
work for both sides and for the court, and providing ample illustrations of the adage that “haste makes waste.”

The Justice Department also argued that, because cases filed outside Washington, D.C. would be handled by local United States Attorneys who might not be familiar with FOIA law, the sixty-day period was necessary to ensure adequate time for consultation with attorneys of the Civil Division of the Department of Justice who have substantial expertise in FOIA law.

The persuasiveness of the Justice Department's position is materially weakened, however, upon consideration of the current practice of agency and Justice Department administrative coordination. In July 1973, the Justice Department effected a requirement that it be consulted before final agency denials: “No civil action against a federal agency under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. §552, shall be defended by the Civil Division, the Tax Division, or any other part of the Department of Justice unless the Department's Freedom of Information Committee has been consulted by the agency [before final agency denial].” Since the Justice Department must be consulted at the final agency-denial stage, the Department will have notice, prior to the filing of the complaint, of the documents that were withheld and the reasons for the withholding. Thus, since the legal questions raised by the agency's final denial will have been analyzed before the complaint is received, the government's legal position should be clear enough to permit responsive pleadings to be drafted within the time limit.

The thirty-day reduction in the time period for filing responsive pleadings probably will have only a minimal effect on litigation delays. For example, if it were assumed that the Government would always take thirty days to answer, reduction of less than fifteen per cent in total litigation time might be expected. The effect of the provision could be further minimized if courts liberally construe the “good cause shown” requirement for extensions of the thirty-day period. Under the sixty-day rule, extensions permitted by Federal

---


1002. Id. See also 4 1972 House Hearings, supra note 326, at 1195-96 (testimony of R. Erickson and R. Saloschin, Office of Legal Counsel, Department of Justice).


1004. In a survey of 33 FOIA cases filed in the United States District Court for the District of Columbia from 1967 to 1971, the average number of days before a responsive pleading was filed was 68. Survey by William A. Dobrovir in 5 1972 House Hearings, supra note 325, at 1938 [hereinafter Dobrovir Survey]. If, under the amended FOIA, agencies waited an average of 80 days to file responsive pleadings, the reduction would be an average of 38 days per case, or considerably over 50 per cent. However, since the surveyed cases took an average of 294 days to decide, the reduction in total litigation time may be less than 15 per cent. Id.

1005. See text at note 999 supra.
Rule of Civil Procedure 6(b) "for cause shown" have been routinely granted. One survey of FOIA cases found that the average time before a responsive pleading is filed is sixty-eight days, and in five of the thirty-one cases considered responsive pleadings were not filed for over one hundred days.1006 If the standards for time extensions contained in (a)(4)(C) and Rule 6(b) are similarly interpreted, extensions also will be frequently granted under the FOIA provision.

Subsection (a)(4)(D), the docket priority provision, may not be any more successful than the responsive pleading provision in eliminating litigation delays. This subsection was originally enacted as part of section 552(a)(3) of the 1967 FOIA. The 1974 amendments enlarged its scope to cover appeals as well as initial decisions, and renumbered it.1007

One survey of FOIA litigation time has been conducted.1008 It found that the average time for final judicial determinations of FOIA cases in the District Court for the District of Columbia is 294 days.1009 The median time interval between filing and disposition for civil cases terminated in all federal district courts between July 1, 1972, and June 30, 1973, was 300 days.1010 For civil cases in which the United States was a party, the median time interval was 150 days.1011 Due to their aggregate nature, drawing conclusions from a comparison of these statistics is fraught with hazards, but they do suggest that FOIA litigation is roughly as time consuming as other civil litigation. It is clear, however, that the courts are capable of acting with great dispatch in FOIA cases when they determine that prompt action is necessary. For example, at the trial level, *EPA v. Mink*1012 was decided in 16 days.1013

Under subsection (a)(4)(D), appeals from FOIA cases also are to be expedited.1014 There is no data on the length of time FOIA courts have taken to decide appeals. Again, it is unlikely that the 1974 provision will be more effective in expediting appeals than was the original provision in expediting trials.1015

1006. See Dobrovir Survey, supra note 1004.
1007. See note 998 supra.
1008. See Dobrovir Survey, supra note 1004.
1009. Id.
1010. ANNUAL REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE UNITED STATES COURTS 264 (1972) (Table C-5).
1011. Id. at 268 (Table C-5a).
1012. 410 U.S. 72 (1973) (dist. ct. opinion unreported).
1013. The complaint was filed on Aug. 11, 1971, and was answered on Aug. 22, 1971. The case was decided four days later on Aug. 27. See Dobrovir Survey, supra note 1004.
1014. See note 998 supra.
1015. Representative Moorhead offered the following assessment of the effectiveness of the statutory mandate contained in the original FOIA: "While the Freedom of Information Act instructs the courts to give priority to litigation brought under it,
The weakness of the priority provision lies, perhaps, in its generality. The courts are directed to hear FOIA cases before "all cases," "except as to cases the court considers of greater importance." Although the congressional policy of prompt resolution of FOIA disclosure suits is clear from the language of the provision, the provision's lack of specific standards allows courts to continue exercising their routine practices in ordering their dockets. If the mandate to expedite is to be effective, more specific directions on case priority will be necessary. Congress may have been reluctant to do this because it feared jeopardizing the separate integrity of the nation's judicial system by unduly interfering with its internal administration.

e. Attorney fees. Subsection 552(a)(4)(E) provides: "The court may assess against the United States reasonable attorney fees and other litigation costs reasonably incurred in any case under this section in which the complainant has substantially prevailed." The provision is designed both to encourage citizens to exercise their rights under the FOIA and to deter agencies from unnecessarily withholding information. Prior to the addition of this subsection in 1974, 28 U.S.C. § 2412 barred the federal courts from exercising their equitable discretion to award attorney fees in FOIA cases.


1017. 28 U.S.C. § 2412 (1970) provides: "Except as otherwise specified by statute, a judgment for costs, as enumerated in section 1920 of this title but not including the fees and expenses of attorneys may be awarded to the prevailing party in any civil action brought by or against the United States or any agency or official of the United States acting in his official capacity . . . ." Thus, in the absence of a specific statute to the contrary, attorney fees cannot be assessed against the United States. See, e.g., Alyeska Pipeline Serv. Co. v. Wilderness Soc., 43 U.S.L.W. 4561, 4570 (U.S. May 12, 1975); Pyramid Lakes Paiute Tribe of Indians v. Morton, 499 F.2d 1099, 1096 (10th Cir. 1974); Citizens Comm. for the Columbia River v. Callaway, 494 F.2d 124, 126 (9th Cir. 1974); Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. v. EPA, 484 F.2d 1331, 1332 (1st Cir. 1973); Cassita v. Federal Sav. & Loan Ins. Corp., 445 F.2d 123, 125 (7th Cir. 1971). See also J. MOORE, FEDERAL PRACTICE ¶ 54.75(3.-2], at 1588 (2d ed. 1974). But see Alyeska Pipeline Serv. Co. v. Wilderness Soc., 43 U.S.L.W. 4561, 4576 n.9 (U.S. May 12, 1975) (Marshall, J., dissenting): "The statute, construed in light of the rule against implied restrictions on equity jurisdiction, may not foreclose attorneys' fee awards against the United States in all cases. Section 2412 states that the ordinary recoverable costs shall not include attorneys' fees; it may be read not to bar fee awards, over and above ordinary taxable costs, when equity demands." For a similar argument, see King & Plater, The Right to Counsel Fees in Public Interest Environmental Litigation, 41 TENN. L. REV. 27, 68 (1974).

Court costs, as provided in 28 U.S.C. § 1920 (1970), may be assessed against the United States pursuant to the express terms of 28 U.S.C. § 2412 (1970). Fed. R. Civ. P. 54(d) states that costs ordinarily "shall be allowed as of course to the prevailing party," but limits the assessment of costs "against the United States, its officers and agencies . . . only to the extent permitted by law." It has been suggested that 28 U.S.C. § 2412 (1970) would not even permit attorneys' docket fees, as provided in 28 U.S.C. § 1923(a) (1970), to be awarded against the United States in the absence of a specific statute so providing. See J. MOORE, supra, ¶ 54.75(3.-2], at 1558-59. However, the
Since the ultimate enforcement of the FOIA depends upon the initiation of litigation by persons whose information requests are denied, the ability to litigate, or to pose a credible litigation threat, is clearly essential to the full utilization of the rights conferred by the Act. Not all requesters seek information that is commercially valuable to them, however, and some may not be able to afford the costs of judicial review in the absence of some sort of attorney fee provision. FOIA litigation is expensive. It has been estimated that “[e]ven the simplest of freedom of information cases will incur legal expenses well in excess of $1,000.”1018 These costs are “hardly conducive to [litigation by] the private individual or public interest group that needs the information but will receive no financial gain as a result of obtaining it.”1019 For example, the media, and most notably the newspapers, have been deterred from seeking judicial review of denied information requests by the expense of litigating FOIA suits.1020 Private citizens, for the most part, have also been unable to bear the burden of litigation costs: “Litigation . . . is a luxury few citizens can afford.”1021 Moreover, it has been suggested

Supreme Court in Alyeska recently indicated that attorney fees under section 1923 may be awarded against the United States. 43 U.S.L.W. at 4570.

The original FOIA included no provision permitting the award of attorney fees in FOIA cases. Although an early bill, S. 1665, 88th Cong., 1st Sess. (1963), which passed the Senate in 1964, 110 CONG. REC. 1708 (1964), contained a provision for the discretionary award of attorney fees against the United States in FOIA cases, no action was taken by the House on this bill. See Note, supra note 319, at 440.

1018. 1 1973 Senate Hearings, supra note 125, at 211 (testimony of R. Nader); 2 1973 Senate Hearings, supra, at 102 (testimony of H. Wellford, Center for the Study of Responsive Law). Similarly, one attorney estimated that the attorney fees in several FOIA cases he had litigated would have been “in the neighborhood of $80,000 or $70,000” if they had been calculated at the regular rates of a leading Washington law firm. Id. at 115 (statement of W. Dobrovir).

1019. 1 1973 Senate Hearings, supra note 125, at 211 (testimony of R. Nader).

1020. “An overriding factor in the failure of our segment of the Press to use the existing Act is the expense connected with litigating FOI matters in the courts once an agency has decided against making information available. This is probably the most undermining aspect of the existing law and severely limits the use of the FOI Act by all media, but especially smaller sized newspapers.” 2 1973 Senate Hearings, supra note 125, at 34 (statement of National Newspaper Association). Cf. 1 1973 Senate Hearings, supra, at 170; 2 1973 Senate Hearings, supra, at 24.

1021. 2 1973 Senate Hearings, supra note 125, at 102 (testimony of H. Wellford, Center for the Study of Responsive Law). As one observer has stated: “Judicial review is more realistically available to agency clientele than to most researchers. There is usually a tangible benefit in compelling disclosure to a party in an agency proceeding. Hence, the possibility of court action by a disappointed member of an agency's clientele is far greater than that of action by a disappointed private citizen engaged in research.” Koch, supra note 333, at 196. See also 2 1973 Senate Hearings, supra, at 42 (testimony of J. Shatnick, Staff Counsel, ACLU); Giannella, supra note 905, at 225.

Unfortunately, there is no recent data on the implementation of the FOIA with which to verify these observations. A 1972 Library of Congress Study, supra note 907, indicates that 040 of 1503 (48 per cent) final agency denials made between July 4, 1967, and July 4, 1971, were made to corporations and private law firms. Id. Of 40 lawsuits brought under the FOIA between July 1967 and March 1969, 37 (92
that, under the 1967 Act, agencies discriminated against those requesters who posed a weak litigation threat. Those who could credibly threaten litigation, on the other hand, appeared to be more successful in obtaining disclosure. One requester, seeking information from the CAB, waited for a response for six months. He decided to litigate and three days after filing suit the information was hand-delivered to his office. One veteran of several FOIA suits has commented:

"Often the mere threat of legal action makes information available which originally had been denied. The government's fear of being sued is understandable, because the courts, for the most part, have interpreted the Act liberally. Of 99 cases decided by the courts between 1967 and 1971, the government's refusal to release information was sustained in only 23 cases."

Another result of the infrequency of litigation under the 1967 FOIA was that some agencies felt unconstrained by case law in their disclosure determinations. Thus, agencies have refused requests for documents identical in nature to those previously ordered released. Since few unsuccessful requesters could overcome the barrier of the high costs of a suit, agencies were able to deny information requests without risking court enforcement. Even if requesters did sue and win, agencies were not penalized for taking legally indefensible positions.

Subsection (a)(4)(E) was enacted to alleviate these problems. The provision, if invoked, makes it less costly for requesters to pursue successful judicial enforcement of the provisions of the FOIA and

per cent) involved actions by corporations or private parties seeking information relating to personal claims or benefits. Nader, supra note 333, at 13. These figures suggest that a large percentage of corporations and other private interests can afford to challenge agency denials.

1022. Such allegations are difficult to document. See Koch, supra note 333, at 196-97. An example of discriminatory information treatment is demonstrated by the difficulty that a Nader group had in obtaining disclosure of a CAB report on the causes and handling of customer complaints received by the airlines industry. The study had already been made available to the airlines. Disclosure "was denied on the specious reasoning that [the report] 'mentions names of airlines,' gives numbers of complaints received by some of the airlines and was compiled from the records of the airlines regulated by the CAB. In addition, [it was denied] both because 'secrecy was necessary to protect complainants from harassment and retaliation by the airlines,' and because the CAB feared that the findings might be competitively detrimental to the deficient airlines . . . .'" Nader, supra note 333, at 13 (emphasis original).

1023. 5 1972 House Hearings, supra note 326, at 1414 (testimony of B. Kass).

1024. 2 1973 Senate Hearings, supra note 125, at 102 (testimony of H. Wellford, Center for the Study of Responsive Law).

effectively penalizes agencies that have incorrectly refused to disclose requested information. This penalty, and the increased likelihood of judicial review, should deter agencies from arbitrarily denying requests.

There are three conditions to an award of “reasonable” attorney fees under (a)(4)(E): the attorneys’ fees and costs have to be incurred in “any case under this section”; the complainant must “substantially” prevail; and the court must be convinced that the assessment of attorney fees is appropriate.

“[A]ny case under this section” refers to section 552 of the APA, the FOIA. Attorney fees may be awarded in cases reviewing the

1025. But cf. Nussbaum, Attorney’s Fees in Public Interest Litigation, 48 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 301, 394 (1973) (stating that the effect of an award of attorney fees against the government is to make the entire public share in the costs of the prevailing party’s litigation).

1026. The fees awarded must also be “reasonable,” but this requirement does not appear to pose significant problems. The ABA Code of Professional Responsibility, D.R. 2-106(B), lists several factors that should guide the court in its calculation of a “reasonable” fee, once it deems the award appropriate:

1. The time and labor required, the novelty and difficulty of the questions involved, and the skill requisite to perform the legal service properly.
2. The likelihood, if apparent to the client, that the acceptance of the particular employment will preclude other employment by the lawyer.
3. The fee customarily charged in the locality for similar legal services.
4. The amount involved and the results obtained.
5. The time limitations imposed by the client or by the circumstances.
6. The experience, reputation, and ability of the lawyer or lawyers performing the services.
7. Whether the fee is fixed or contingent.

Similar factors were applied in determining a fee award in Kiser v. Miller, 364 F. Supp. 1311 (D.D.C. 1973).

As Judge Skelly Wright has stated: “The first purpose of an award of fees is to make the client whole.” Wilderness Soc. v. Morton, 495 F.2d 1026, 1037 (D.C. Cir. 1974), rev’d on other grounds sub nom. Alyeska Pipeline Serv. Co. v. Wilderness Soc., 43 U.S.L.W. 4561 (U.S. May 12, 1975). Thus, where there is an agreement between attorney and client regarding fees, it would seem that this agreement should be the starting point in the calculation. It would probably contravene public policy to base an award on an “unreasonable” fee agreement, however.

See Kiser v. Miller, 364 F. Supp. 1311, 1319 (D.D.C. 1973). (“It is ingrained in the policy of determining reasonable attorney’s fees, that an attorney is entitled to no more than a reasonable fee, no matter what fee is specified in the contract”).

In some cases, the amount of the fee award need not be limited to the amount actually paid or owed the attorney. For example, in Wilderness Society, successful counsel were salaried employees of a public interest organization. The lower court’s award was based on the market value, not the actual costs, of their services. 495 F.2d at 1037. See Fairley v. Patterson, 493 F.2d 598, 607 (5th Cir. 1974); Clark v. American Marine Corp., 320 F. Supp. 709 (E.D. La. 1970), aff’d, 437 F.2d 959 (5th Cir. 1971).

1027. The requirement of a “case under this section” should not be read to permit a fee award only in cases in which a final verdict is reached after trial. Under the common-fund doctrine, see text at notes 1046-50 infra, it is accepted that judgment after trial is not a prerequisite to a fee award, since such a requirement might discourage prompt settlements. 6 J. Moore, supra note 1017, ¶ 54.77[2]. See Levine v. Bradlee, 378 F.2d 620 (3d Cir. 1967); Gilson v. Chock Full O’Nuts Corp., 331 F.2d 107 (2d Cir. 1964); Schechtman v. Wolfson, 244 F.2d 537 (2d Cir. 1957); Milstein v.
agency's determination whether disclosure is warranted and in cases
where a requester is seeking to enforce the time limit and fee man­
dates of (a)(4). However, cases that incidentally deal with the
FOIA were probably not meant to be included in (a)(4)(E). For
example, an agency employee "arbitrarily or capriciously" with­
holding information may be investigated and disciplined by the
Civil Service Commission (CSC). If the employee seeks review of
the CSC findings under section 706 of the APA, he should not be
granted attorney fees if he prevails.

The plaintiff must "substantially prevail" if he is to recover
attorney fees. The House bill would have permitted these fees to be
assessed against the United States "in any case . . . in which the
United States . . . has not prevailed." The language of the current
provision originated in the Senate bill. While the conference
report noted the difference between the House and Senate provi­sions, it did not explain the significance of the language adopted.
This language could be interpreted to require a court to consider
the number of documents ordered disclosed relative to the number
of records sought by the plaintiff. However, since many different
types of records that could be requested under the Act are not
capable of direct comparison in this way, no clear definition of
"substantially prevailed" would emerge. The language could also
be interpreted to require a substantial legal victory for the plaintiff,
or a lack of any reasonable support for the government's position.

Because the "substantially prevailed" language is ambiguous,
courts may adopt the standards used for awarding attorney fees in
other substantive areas of the law. In Natural Resources Defense

Werner, 58 F.R.D. 544 (S.D.N.Y. 1973); Globus, Inc. v. Jaroff, 279 F. Supp. 807 (S.D.N.Y. 1968). Indeed, one party's failure to accept a reasonable settlement offer may be evi­
dence of bad faith, justifying a fee award on the basis of the "obdurate behavior" rationale. See De Thomas v. Delta S.S. Lines, Inc., 58 F.R.D. 355, 345-46 (D.P.R. 1973);
text at notes 1041-45 infra.

1029. Subsection 552(a)(6)(C) permits requesters to bring suit after the expiration
of the time limits for agency action. Such a suit would clearly be a "case under this
section," since section 552 specifically provides for the cause of action. Similarly, where a
requester seeks review of the fees assessed to his request, he is also seeking an "order


1031. In such a case, the employee's cause of action arises under 5 U.S.C. § 706
(1970) and not under any provision of the FOIA. It is unclear whether attorney fees
may be awarded in "reverse FOIA" suits. Some courts have found that these suits
are based on the FOIA, while others have found jurisdiction under other parts of
the APA. See note 1137 infra.

1032. H.R. 12471, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. § 1(c) (1974).


Council, Inc. v. EPA, for example, several issues were decided against the plaintiff yet an award of fees was made:

Were we to believe that the litigation were wholly or in substantial part frivolous, we would not, of course, award costs of any description to petitioners. In such cases, indeed, we reserve the right to award costs and fees in favor of the EPA. But the challenges here, even those not sustained, were mainly constructive and reasonable. And petitioners were successful in several major respects; they should not be penalized for having also advanced some points of lesser weight.

The court thus considered only the reasonableness of the plaintiff's litigation posture in deciding whether the award of fees was warranted. Under such an interpretation, a plaintiff's success on one major issue in an FOIA case, even if several issues were in question, may justify an award of attorney fees.

The final and most amorphous condition is that an award of attorney fees and litigation costs must be an appropriate exercise of the court's discretion. The subsection does not make the award mandatory; it provides only that "the court may assess . . . ." The conference report refused to delineate guidelines for the exercise of this discretion, despite the fact that the Senate bill enumerated several factors: "[T]he conferees believe that because the existing body of law on the award of attorney fees recognizes such factors, a statement of the criteria may be too delimiting and is unnecessary." Thus, the "existing body of law," that is, the common law

1035. 484 F.2d 1331 (1st Cir. 1973).
1036. 484 F.2d at 1338. Similarly, the court in Wilderness Soc. v. Morton, 495 F.2d 1026 (D.C. Cir. 1974), reed. on other grounds sub nom. Alyeska Pipeline Serv. Co. v. Wilderness Soc., 495 U.S.L.W. 4651 (U.S. May 12, 1975), did not think that the fact that the plaintiffs' action was mooted by legislation declaring the NEPA impact statement to be sufficient, should bar the award of attorney fees: "The advancement of important legislative policy justifying an award of attorneys' fees can be accomplished even where the plaintiff does not obtain the ultimate relief sought by the filing and prosecution of his suit." 495 F.2d at 1034.
1037. 484 F.2d at 1338.
1040. CONFERENCE REPORT, supra note 225, at 10. The Senate bill provided: "In
defining the equitable powers of the courts to award attorney fees, is intended to guide awards in FOIA cases.

One situation in which attorney fees have been awarded under current equity practice is when the losing party acts in bad faith. Here, the rationale of the award is punitive, so that "the essential element in triggering the award of fees is . . . the existence of 'bad faith' on the part of the unsuccessful litigant." One court has spoken of a corollary to the "obdurate behavior" rule that applies to a defendant whose unfounded resistance to a suit results in unnecessary litigation: "When a suit alleging violation of clearly established law in a particular area is filed, and the defendants, in the face of evident violation of this law, persist in forcing the plaintiffs to expend efforts in preparing and/or conducting a trial, then attorneys' fees may appropriately be awarded." An unfounded agency denial of an FOIA request may result in just this sort of "unnecessary" litigation. Thus, the existence of bad faith on the part of an agency resisting an FOIA request may, without more, justify an award of attorney fees for the successful plaintiff.

The "common fund" rationale also provides a basis in current equity practice for the award of attorney fees. In a case where the plaintiff's suit results in the creation of a common fund for members of an ascertainable class, a court may award the plaintiff attorney fees out of this fund so that the costs of the litigation will be appor-

exercising its discretion under this paragraph, the court shall consider the benefit to the public, if any, deriving from the case, the commercial benefit to the complainant and the nature of his interest in the records sought, and whether the Government's withholding of the records sought had a reasonable basis in law." S. 2543, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. § 1(b)(2) (1974).

---

1041. See Alyeska Pipeline Serv. Co. v. Wilderness Soc., 43 U.S.L.W. 4561, 4567 (U.S. May 12, 1975); Hall v. Cole, 412 U.S. 1, 5 (1973) ("[I]t is unquestioned that a federal court [in the exercise of its equitable powers] may award counsel fees to a successful party when his opponent has acted 'in bad faith, vexatiously, wantonly, or for oppressive reasons,'" quoting 6 J. MOORE, supra note 1017, at 1709).


1043. Fairley v. Patterson, 493 F.2d 598, 606 (5th Cir. 1974).

1044. 493 F.2d at 606. While this doctrine originated as an exercise of the court's equitable power to award fees, the policies underlying the doctrine have been considered by a court in awarding fees pursuant to a statute. In United States v. Gray, 319 F. Supp. 871 (D.R.I. 1970), the government had brought a "pattern and practice" discrimination suit under title II of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. § 2000a-5 (1970). The court found the government's case to be without merit, and, exercising its discretion under section 2000a-3(b), assessed fees against the United States, stating, "the policy behind the award of counsel fees in § 2000a-5 cases . . . is that of discouraging the government from bringing meritless cases." 319 F. Supp. at 872.

1045. The Senate report indicates that private interests might recover attorney fees merely because a withholding was without a reasonable basis in law. See S. Rep. No. 93-354, supra note 329, at 19-20.

tioned among its beneficiaries.\textsuperscript{1047} While the doctrine originally required a monetary fund, it has been expanded to include cases where nonmonetary benefits accrue to large numbers of people.\textsuperscript{1048} This doctrine appears to have limited applicability to FOIA cases, however. Even where the requested information benefits the public generally, the class of beneficiaries is difficult to define with accuracy, and the benefits are often diffuse.\textsuperscript{1049} In similar cases of amorphous benefits, the courts have been reluctant to apply this doctrine. One court has stated:

\begin{quote}
[I]t has become exceedingly difficult to trace the benefits of litigation to their ultimate beneficiaries, so as to apportion attorneys' fees amongst them. Because of the attendant difficulties in determining the ultimate beneficiaries, the "common fund" mold simply does not fit the present situation. As Judge Merhige stated in Bradley v. School Board of the City of Richmond, Virginia, 53 F.R.D. 28, 85 (E.D. Va. 1971), wherein he rejected the common fund theory as a basis for awarding attorneys' fees in a school desegregation case: "School desegregation cases, or any suits against governmental bodies, do not fit this fund model without considerable cutting and trimming."\textsuperscript{1050}
\end{quote}

\begin{flushleft}

\textsuperscript{1048} In Mills v. Electric Auto-Lite, 396 U.S. 375 (1970), a stockholder challenged a merger on the ground that misleading proxy solicitations had been distributed in violation of section 14(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, 15 U.S.C. § 78n(a) (1970). The Court held that it was not necessary that the common benefit procured by the plaintiff's suit be a pecuniary benefit:
The dissemination of misleading proxy solicitations was a deceit practiced on the stockholders as a group ... and the expenses of petitioners' lawsuit have been incurred for the benefit of the corporation and the other shareholders.
The fact that this suit has not yet produced, and may never produce, a monetary recovery from which the fees could be paid does not preclude an award based on this [common fund] rationale . . . .

\textsuperscript{1049} There is, of course, little possibility that a pecuniary benefit will accrue to other class members in FOIA suits.

\textsuperscript{1050} La Raza Unida v. Volpe, 57 F.R.D. 94, 97 (N.D. Cal. 1972), affd., 488 F.2d 559 (9th Cir. 1973) (footnote omitted). In this case, the court stated that it could not award attorney fees under the common-fund theory, 57 F.R.D. at 97, but it pro-
A more recently created development in the attorney fee area, which draws on both the bad faith and common fund doctrines, is the "private attorney general" rationale. This rationale is largely the product of case law developing under the attorney fees provision of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. In *Newman v. Piggie Park Enterprises, Inc.*, the Supreme Court stated:

When the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was passed, it was evident that enforcement would prove difficult and that the nation would have to rely in part upon private litigation as a means of securing broad compliance with the law. A Title II suit is thus private in form only. When a plaintiff brings an action under that Title, he cannot recover damages. If he obtains an injunction, he does so not for himself alone but also as a "private attorney general," vindicating a policy that Congress considered of the highest priority. If successful plaintiffs were routinely forced to bear their own attorneys' fees, few aggrieved parties would be in a position to advance the public interest by invoking the injunctive powers of the federal courts. Congress therefore enacted the provision for counsel fees—not simply to penalize litigants who deliberately advance arguments they know to be untenable but, more broadly, to encourage individuals injured by racial discrimination to seek judicial relief under Title II.

It follows that one who succeeds in obtaining an injunction under that Title should ordinarily recover an attorney's fee unless special circumstances would render such an award unjust.

The Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the FOIA are similar in that both rely on private litigation as an enforcement mechanism, and both allow no damage awards to be granted in such enforcement suits. The successful FOIA plaintiff, like the successful Civil Rights Act plaintiff, is effectuating a strong congressional policy. Attorney fees are awarded under the Civil Rights Act to encourage aggrieved parties to litigate and to discourage United States Attorneys from litigating meritless suits. Similar concerns motivated Congress to amend the FOIA in 1974 to allow the assessment of attorney fees against the government. Accordingly, the "private attorney general" rationale behind the award of attorney fees in

\[\text{footnotes}\]
civil rights suits should also justify the award of attorney fees in FOIA cases where the plaintiff's suit vindicates the public interest.\textsuperscript{1058} The \textit{Newman} doctrine, which allows a successful plaintiff to recover attorney fees “unless special circumstances render such an award unjust,”\textsuperscript{1059} should guide courts in awarding fees in these FOIA suits. The “special circumstances” that justify a refusal to award attorney fees under the \textit{Newman} doctrine have been narrowly construed.\textsuperscript{1060}

This existing body of case law suggests that the courts should look primarily at three factors in determining whether an award of attorney fees would be an appropriate exercise of discretion:\textsuperscript{1061} the significance and degree of public benefit afforded by the plaintiff’s success,\textsuperscript{1062} the reasonableness of the government’s litigation posture,\textsuperscript{1063} and the commercial motive of the plaintiff.\textsuperscript{1064} In light of the

\begin{enumerate}
\item In discussing the criteria specified in the Senate bill, \textit{quoted} in the text at note 1040 \textit{supra}, the Senate Judiciary Committee specifically referred to the “private attorney general” rationale. \textit{See} S. REP. No. 93-854, \textit{supra} note 329, at 19-20.
\item \textit{See} text at note 1053 \textit{supra}.
\item Miller v. Amusement Enterprises, Inc., 426 F.2d 534 (5th Cir. 1970), the court rejected the defendant’s contention that, because he raised no frivolous defenses or issues and put forward his contentions in good faith and because several judges had agreed with him along the way, special circumstances were present. 426 F.2d at 538. In Sims v. Amos, 340 F. Supp. 691 (M.D. Ala. 1972), \textit{aff’d per curiam}, 469 U.S. 942 (1972), a reapportionment case, the court awarded the plaintiff attorney fees, stating that once a plaintiff came within the definition of a “private attorney general,” “the award loses much of its discretionary character and becomes a part of the effective remedy a court should fashion to encourage public-minded suits . . . and to carry out congressional policy.” 340 F. Supp. at 694. In Northcross v. Board of Educ., 412 U.S. 427 (1973), the Supreme Court, construing the attorney fees provision of the Emergency School Aid Act of 1972, 20 U.S.C. § 1617 (Supp. III, 1972), which provides that the court “in its discretion . . . may allow the prevailing party . . . a reasonable attorneys fee as part of the costs,” held that “if [the] other requirements of § 718 are satisfied, the successful plaintiff ‘should ordinarily recover an attorney’s fee unless special circumstances would render such an award unjust.’” 412 U.S. at 428, \textit{quoting Newman}, 390 U.S. at 402. \textit{See} Nussbaum, \textit{supra} note 1026, at 322-23.
\item These factors are similar to those enumerated in the Senate bill. \textit{See} S. 2543, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. § 1(b)(2) (1974), \textit{quoted} in the text at note 1040 \textit{supra}.
\item \textit{See} text at notes 1046-60 \textit{supra}.
\item \textit{See} text at notes 1041-45 \textit{supra}.
\item In cases where there is a pecuniary benefit to the requester, the incentive to litigate provided by an award of attorney fees is not necessary. \textit{See} text at notes 1018-21 \textit{supra}.
\item Senator Kennedy and Representative Moorhead, chairpersons of the Senate and House conferees respectively, stated in a letter to President Ford:
\begin{quote}
You expressed concern that the amendments to the Freedom of Information Law authorizing the Federal courts to award attorney fees and litigation costs not be used to subsidize corporate interests who use the law to enhance their own competitive position.

The members of the conference committee completely share your concern in this connection, and the Statement of Managers will reflect [sic] mutual view that any award of fees and costs by the courts should not be automatic but should be based on presently prevailing judicial standards, such as the general public benefit
\end{quote}
legislative history of (a)(4)(E), emphasizing the need to encourage requesters to exercise their right to judicial enforcement, and the case law in the civil rights area, courts should be liberal in awarding fees to successful plaintiffs.

Difficulty in applying these factors will arise when some of them justify an award of attorney fees and others do not. Perhaps the paradigm of a conflict in policies is the case in which a private corporation sues for information that is commercially valuable to it, but that also benefits the public in some way (even if only in the attenuated form of creating "good" FOIA precedent). Here the presence of a public benefit weighs in favor of the fee award. But, since the information is commercially valuable, there is apparently no need for the award as an incentive to enforce FOIA rights.

It can be argued that fees should be awarded regardless of the commercial benefit to the plaintiff, since the assessment of fees is justified by the value of deterring agencies from taking untenable legal positions. One FOIA plaintiff's lawyer suggested that such awards would come to the attention of the General Accounting Office (GAO):

[I]f [the GAO] discover[s] that the executive branch is suddenly spending a lot of money on attorneys' fees for cases they are losing, they will promptly conduct an investigation of the implementation of this act and report it to Congress. I think really the watchdog effect of the GAO on the amount of money that the Government is required to pay in attorneys' fees for cases they lose might be the most important part, have the most salutary effect from authorizing the courts to award attorneys' fees . . . .

The Justice Department, on the other hand, does not believe that awards of attorney fees will significantly deter agency misconduct and would limit such awards:

We agree that the awarding of attorney's fees might in theory be of limited help in discouraging some agencies from litigating weak or marginal cases where information has been refused, but we do not believe it would have a significant effect. The usual reasons for

arising from the release of the information sought, as opposed to a more narrow commercial benefit solely to the private litigant.

1065. See 2 1973 Senate Hearings, supra note 125, at 102 (testimony of H. Welford, Center for the Study of Responsive Law), 169 (statement of R. Ackerly), 211 (testimony of R. Nader). It can be argued that Congress' failure to provide for the assessment of attorney fees against individual agency appropriations demonstrates its intent not to employ such an award as a deterrent. However, in light of Congress' approval of the essentially punitive "bad faith" standard, see note 1040 supra and accompanying text, it seems more reasonable to conclude that Congress did intend to deter unreasonable denials by the award of attorney fees.

1066. Id. at 109 (statement of R. Ackerly).
litigating weak or marginal cases are that the agency thinks its policy or legal position is stronger than may appear to others, that the agency believes it will be criticized by a portion of the public or within Congress if it voluntarily releases the information, that the agency considers itself morally obligated to protect third persons or its own employees, or that the agency seeks the guidance of a court decision as to its obligations and options in circumstances of the type involved in the case. To the extent that an agency might decide to release information to avoid the risk of an award of attorney's fees, there is no assurance that such a disclosure would not be at the expense of some legitimate private interest such as individual privacy.1067

It also might be argued that since an award of attorney fees is assessed from the United States Treasury and not from individual agency accounts,1068 it would not provide an economic deterrent.1069

The ultimate decision will lie with the courts and will in all probability turn on how they weigh the conflicting policies.1070 For example, a media plaintiff derives some "commercial" benefit from the information it uncovers, but there is also a significant public educational benefit from the publication of government decisions and processes. Since one of the purposes of the 1974 amendment was to encourage greater use of the FOIA by the press, fees will probably be awarded in these cases.1071

1067. 1973 House Hearings, supra note 756, at 174 (letter from Department of Justice).
1068. 5 U.S.C.A. § 552(a)(4)(E) (Supp. Feb. 1975) provides that the court “may assess against the United States” and says nothing about assessments against the individual agencies.
1069. See 1973 House Hearings, supra note 756, at 278-79 (statement of A. Scalia, Chairman, Administrative Conference of the United States) ("That the provision will be a disincentive to agency refusals seems doubtful, because the money will come from general Government funds rather than the agency's appropriation. Even if it came from the agency's budget, the impact on the officer making the decision not to disclose would be remote"); Clark, supra note 911, at 766-67. Cf. note 1026 supra.
1070. It is also possible that courts will decide to ignore the public benefit and pecuniary factors and apply only a "bad faith" test in awarding fees, in order to avoid an anomalous result under the new disciplinary provision, 5 U.S.C.A. § 552(a)(4)(F) (Supp. Feb. 1975), discussed in the text at notes 1072-97 infra. That provision is triggered by the award of "reasonable attorney fees and other litigation costs." See text at note 1072 infra. It does not seem reasonable to interpret the Act to allow one agency employee to deny arbitrarily the request of a private-interest requester (for information that does not benefit the public or that results in pecuniary benefit to the requester) and be free from any disciplinary action, while subjecting another to such disciplinary action if he denies the same information to a public-interest group.
1071. The Senate Committee on the Judiciary, in commenting on how the criteria contained in the Senate bill should be applied, see note 1040 supra, stated that "a court would ordinarily award fees . . . where a newsman was seeking information to be used in a publication . . . " and that "for the purposes of applying [the criterion of "commercial benefit to the plaintiff"], news interests should not be considered commercial interests." S. Rep. No. 93-854, supra note 328, at 19. See generally 4 1972 House Hearings, supra note 326, at 1279-332,
f. CSC proceedings. The 1974 FOIA amendments added subsection (a)(4)(F), which provides the threat of a punitive sanction for agency officials who have flagrantly violated the Act's disclosure mandates. It states:

Whenever the court orders the production of any agency records improperly withheld from the complainant and assesses against the United States reasonable attorney fees and other litigation costs, and the court additionally issues a written finding that the circumstances surrounding the withholding raise questions whether agency personnel acted arbitrarily or capriciously with respect to the withholding, the Civil Service Commission shall promptly initiate a proceeding to determine whether disciplinary action is warranted against the officer or employee who was primarily responsible for the withholding. The Commission, after investigation and consideration of the evidence submitted, shall submit its findings and recommendations to the administrative authority of the agency concerned and shall send copies of the findings and recommendations to the officer or employee or his representative. The administrative authority shall take the corrective action that the Commission recommends.\(^{1072}\)

The provision was the product of a conference committee compromise: The House bill did not include agency employee sanctions\(^{1073}\) and the Senate bill included a sanction provision authorizing the court, upon finding that the withholding was without a reasonable basis in law, to suspend the responsible officer or employee for up to sixty days or take other "appropriate disciplinary or corrective action against him."\(^{1074}\)

The subsection represents a relatively new disciplinary technique in federal administrative law.\(^{1075}\) It provides for a CSC investigation whenever records are ordered by the court to be made available under this section, the court shall on motion by the complainant find whether the withholding of such records was without reasonable basis in law and which Federal officer or employee was responsible for the withholding. Before such findings are made, any officers or employees named in the complainant's motion shall be personally served a copy of such motion and shall have 20 days in which to respond thereto, and shall be afforded an opportunity to be heard by the court. If such findings are made, the court shall, upon consideration of the recommendation of the agency, direct that an appropriate official of the agency which employs such responsible officer or employee suspend such officer or employee without pay for a period of not more than 60 days or take other appropriate disciplinary or corrective action against him. See Conference Report, supra note 225, at 10; S. Rep. No. 93-854, supra note 329, at 21-23. See also 120 Cong. Rec. H10,001-02 (daily ed. Oct. 7, 1974) (statement of Representative Moorhead).\(^{1076}\)

A number of states have included disciplinary sanctions provisions in their open-records laws. See S. Rep. No. 93-854, supra note 329, at 63-64; notes 1295-302 infra and accompanying text.
to be triggered by the award of attorney fees to the plaintiff and by a written judicial finding that questions of arbitrary and capricious action by government employees were raised. The CSC must then initiate a proceeding to determine whether disciplinary action is warranted.1076 While the subsection is far from clear on this matter,1077 it was probably contemplated that the CSC "proceeding" be undertaken pursuant to the procedures of the CSC presently in effect regarding disciplinary proceedings.1078 Under those proceedings, disciplinary sanctions may be imposed "only for such cause as will promote the efficiency of the service."1079

The subsection was intended to affect the motivation of the individual agency officials who must implement the disclosure provi-
Attorney General Ramsey Clark predicted in 1967 that the effectiveness of the Act would ultimately depend on the attitudes of those who administer it:

No review of an area as diverse and intricate as this one can anticipate all possible points of strain or difficulty. This is particularly true when vital and deeply held commitments in our democratic system, such as privacy and the right to know, inevitably impinge one against another. Law is not wholly self-explanatory or self-executing. Its efficacy is heavily dependent on the sound judgment and faithful execution of those who direct and administer our agencies of Government.

Before the enactment of the 1974 FOIA amendments, agency officials were encouraged to refuse disclosure in potentially troublesome cases by a federal statute imposing criminal penalties for the general disclosure of confidential information, and by the threat of suits brought by private parties to protect from disclosure documents held by government agencies. In 1973, one commentator stated: "[U]nder the Freedom of Information Act as it appears to work now the reflex of the official, if he has any doubts at all, is to deny information. That seems to keep him out of trouble—rather than to act under the Freedom of Information Act and to grant informa-

1080. Senator Kennedy gave this account of the Senate's purpose in providing for disciplinary sanctions:

Former Attorney General Richardson observed in our hearings that—

"The problem in affording the public more access to official information is not statutory but administrative."

He indicated that—

"The real need is not to revise the act extensively but to improve compliance."

That is precisely why we included this sanction in S. 2543.

There are three problems to which this new accountability provision addresses itself: where officials refuse to follow clear precedent, forcing a requester to go to court despite the clarity of the disclosure requirement in the specific case; where officials deny requests without bothering to inform themselves of the mandates of the law; and where obstinacy provides the obvious basis for the official's refusal to disclose information.

120 CONG. REC. S9314 (daily ed. May 20, 1974).

1081. ATTORNEY GENERAL'S MEMORANDUM, supra note 209, at III.

1082. 18 U.S.C. § 1905 (1970) provides:

Whoever, being an officer or employee of the United States or of any department or agency thereof, publishes, divulges, discloses, or makes known in any manner or to any extent not authorized by law any information coming to him in the course of his employment or official duties or by reason of any examination or investigation made by, or return, report or record made to or filed with, such department or agency or officer or employee thereof, which information concerns or relates to the trade secrets, processes, operations, style of work, or apparatus, or to the identity, confidential statistical data, amount or source of any income, profits, losses, or expenditures of any person, firm, partnership, corporation, or association; or permits any income return or copy thereof or any book containing any abstract or particulars thereof to be seen or examined by any person except as provided by law; shall be fined not more than $1,000, or imprisoned not more than one year, or both; and shall be removed from office or employment."

Cf. text at notes 573-80 supra.

1083. See text at notes 1132-67 infra.
tion. For example, consider the plight of Rudy Frank, an OEO employee. He was suspended by the OEO for releasing the salaries of teachers at a day-care center operated by a private corporation under contract with the OEO. Frank successfully argued in court that the FOIA required the release of the records, but the CSC persisted in resisting Frank's claim for back pay.

Although the practical effect of subsection (a)(4)(F) remains to be seen, it is doubtful that the provision will significantly encourage disclosure. There are several problems with the provision. First, it does not clearly establish a standard of conduct the violation of which will be penalized. The exemptions to the FOIA are broad and complex; their implementation must depend in large part on administrative discretion. Allowing courts that find that a case raises questions of arbitrary and capricious action to submit officials to a CSC judgment on the promotion of "the efficiency of the service" makes the disciplinary process highly discretionary.

Second, it may be difficult to determine who is "primarily responsible for the withholding" and therefore subject to the subsection's procedures. Under the FOI procedures of most agencies, a requester must appeal the agency's initial decision to withhold materials within the agency before he may seek judicial review. The agency's decision at the agency appeal level usually includes consultation with the Department of Justice's FOI Committee. Thus, responsibility for the disclosure decision will usually have passed from the official making the initial determination to those at the higher levels of the agency who decide the appeal. Does the provi-

1085. See 1 1973 Senate Hearings, supra note 125, at 209 (statement of H. Wellford, Center for the Study of Responsive Law); 2 1973 Senate Hearings, supra, at 105 (testimony of R. Nader).
1086. It could be argued that this failure to provide an adequate standard would deny an employee subjected to disciplinary measures due process of law. However, in Arnett v. Kennedy, 416 U.S. 134 (1974), a plurality of the Court rejected the argument that the standard of 5 U.S.C. § 7501 (1970) ("such cause as will promote the efficiency of the service") was unconstitutionally vague in failing to provide sufficiently precise guidelines as to which kinds of speech could be the basis for adverse actions. 416 U.S. at 163-64.
1087. See text at note 1079 supra.
1088. As a starting point in determining which official was "primarily responsible," the amendments require: "Any notification of denial of any request for records under this subsection shall set forth the names and titles or positions of each person responsible for the denial of such request." 5 U.S.C.A. § 552(a)(6)(C) (Supp. Feb. 1975).
1089. See text at notes 955-56 supra.
1090. See text at note 1099 supra.
1091. Representative Erlenborn, one of the conferees, stated:
As a matter of fact, the provision that is now in the bill is one that, in my
sion still allow the disciplining of lower level officials if internal agency appeals have been made or are only the final decision makers "primarily responsible"? The result of the confusion may be simply that the sanction provision will rarely be invoked.

Third, the CSC traditionally has not encouraged agency officials to disclose FOIA information. One disgruntled newspaperman stated that "[t]here is no more outrageous agency in the city from the standpoint of coverup than the Civil Service Commission." Since the CSC is a vital link in the disciplinary mechanism, its reluctance to encourage compliance with the FOIA may serve to nullify the corrective strength of the sanction.

Finally, assuming that the sanction is perceived by agency officials as significant and that it is clear enough to encourage those officials to handle properly their tasks of disclosure, imposing the sanction may cause undesirable organizational consequences. For example, if sanctions are applied to low level officials, it may cause them to refuse to exercise their discretion: "[L]ow level officials . . . simply . . . won't make a decision. They will consult their superiors. And you will find that the amount of initiative and informed discretion which you can expect at the lower and middle levels of the bureaucracy, the people who are really going to make or break this program, will progressively lessen as they are whipsawed between mandatory time limits and the possibilities of civil penalties." As a result, centralization and formalization of the FOIA agency decision-making process will be encouraged, adding time and red tape to disclosure decisions. A Commerce Department official noted that "the idea of having penalties attached to the quality of the decision that is made

1092. Thus, Representative Moorehead said: "I seriously doubt that such procedures will actually be invoked except in unusual circumstances." 120 Cong. Rec. H10,002 (daily ed. Oct. 7, 1974).

1093. See, e.g., text at note 1085 supra (discussing the CSC's position in the Frank case).


1095. Interagency Symposium, supra note 913, at 126-27 (statement of R. Berg, Executive Secretary, Administrative Conference of the United States).
is going to counteract any pressure towards decentralizing the decision-making process in the hope that . . . a decision will be made faster and the public interest will be served.\textsuperscript{1096}

If sanctions are applied to the high level officials who handle administrative appeals or establish agency procedures and guidelines for disclosure, other problems could result. Because such officials have many responsibilities, they may be unable to consider carefully each request; thus, their approval may amount to no more than a "rubber stamp." The CSC may find it inequitable to apply disciplinary sanctions to persons in this position. There is also some question whether present CSC procedures reach such officials.\textsuperscript{1097}

Although Congress’ intent in enacting subsection (a)(4)(F) was salutary, the practical effect of the provision will undoubtedly be minimal. The subsection’s disciplinary procedure will be invoked, in all probability, only infrequently. Even if the subsection’s sanction does gain clout, organizational dysfunction may result, outweighing the intended benefits of more careful disclosure decisions. In sum, it appears that the significance of the disciplinary sanction provision is largely symbolic.

6. FOIA Problem Areas

a. Discovery and the FOIA. Two questions have arisen concerning the relationship between the FOIA and the law of discovery. The first question is whether the government can use an FOIA exemption as a defense against a discovery motion.\textsuperscript{1098} While this issue could arise in connection with any of the exemptions,\textsuperscript{1099} it has occurred most frequently in exemption five cases due to the express reliance on discovery standards in that exemption.\textsuperscript{1100} Several courts have permitted the government to assert exemption five as a defense.
against discovery. However, since the FOIA expressly rejects consideration of individual need, while discovery procedures encourage balancing of individual interests, it may be unfair to a litigant to deny discovery on the basis of an FOIA exemption. One court has recognized this fundamental distinction and found that “the fact that § 552(b) of the Information Act provides specified exemptions from the Act’s public information requirements does not in and of itself create a judicial discovery privilege with respect to such exemptions.”

The second question that has arisen is whether a litigant may use an FOIA suit rather than discovery procedures to obtain information. Certainly, if information should be released under the FOIA, a litigant should be able to use that information at trial. A court may, however, be reluctant to stay judicial or agency proceedings while a litigant pursues his FOIA remedies since this may result in unnecessary delay.

In resolving these questions, it is important to note that the policies behind the FOIA and the discovery procedures are entirely different. The purpose of the FOIA is public disclosure of as much information as possible; the discovery rules are concerned with individual requests made during litigation, and have as their primary goal the elimination of surprise and unfair trial practices. The two should not be used interchangeably.

b. Equity powers of the judiciary in FOIA cases. The lower federal courts are divided on the question whether they retain equitable discretion in FOIA cases to permit the withholding of information that does not fall within any of the Act’s exemptions.

1101. E.g., Ginsburg v. Richardson, 436 F.2d 1146 (3d Cir. 1971), cert. denied, 402 U.S. 976 (1971), where the court relied partially on exemption five to quash a subpoena requiring the production of an agency report; Talbott Constr. Co. v. United States, 49 F.R.D. 68 (E.D. Ky. 1969), where the court applied exemption five to deny discovery of some IRS letters and memoranda in a tax refund case.


1103. Compare Hawkes v. IRS, 467 F.2d 787, 792-93 (6th Cir. 1972), and United States v. Wahlin, 584 F. Supp. 45, 47 (W.D. Wis. 1974) (FOIA may be used as an alternative to discovery), with Seafarers Int’l. Union v. Baldwin, 508 F.2d 125, 128-29 (5th Cir. 1975) (“[T]he [FOI] Act was not intended to create a redundant power in this district court to require a government agency litigant in the appeals court of the District of Columbia to furnish that latter court with documents from which it can select those needed to exercise its judicial functions”); National Cable Television Assn., Inc. v. FCC, 479 F.2d 185, 193 (D.C. Cir. 1973) (“these matters should be settled through the discovery process as much as possible”) (dictum), and Williams v. IRS, 545 F. Supp. 591, 594 (D. Del. 1972), aff’d, 479 F.2d 347 (3d Cir. 1973) (FOIA does not affect “rights of specific persons under government investigation and seeking the files dealing with them”).

1104. See text at notes 989-96 supra.

1105. There are three possible opportunities for the courts to exercise discretion in applying the FOIA exemptions. The discussion here considers the exercise of
The FOIA states that it “does not authorize withholding of information or limit the availability of records to the public, except as specifically stated in [the Act].”

A majority of the courts have held that the only exceptions to disclosure under the FOIA are those expressly provided for in the Act and that the courts do not have the equitable power to deny disclosure if the requested information is not exempt. In *EPA v. Mink*, supra note 333, at 911-20; *Note, Administrative Law—The Freedom of Information Act and Equitable Discretion*, 51 DUKE L.J. 263 (1974); *Note, 1975 DUKE L.J. 416, supra note 333, at 424-27; *1973 DUKE L.J. 178, supra note 333, at 178-86; Note, 42 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 869, supra note 322, at 879 n. 64; *Note, 47 ST. JOHN'S L. REV. 694, supra note 750, at 708-11; 5 HARV. CIV. RIGHTS-CIV. L.M. L. REV. 694, supra note 333, at 911-20; aff'd., 43 U.S.L.W. 4491, 4496 (U.S. April 29, 1975).

the Supreme Court implied that this result is correct, stating that "these exemptions are explicitly made exclusive, 5 U.S.C. § 552(c), and are plainly intended to set up concrete, workable standards for determining whether particular material may be withheld or must be disclosed." Some courts, however, have reached the opposite conclusion, finding that the FOIA does not preclude the exercise of equitable discretion to deny disclosure.

Congress has the power to limit the equitable discretion of federal courts in order to implement important federal legislative policy. It has been held, however, that deprivation of the traditional equity powers of the courts is not to be lightly inferred: The language of the statute and its legislative history must clearly indicate that such a deprivation was intended. Ambiguities must be resolved "in favor of that interpretation which affords a full opportunity for equity courts to exercise their traditional practices." The language of section 552(c) appears clearly to limit judicial discretion to order the disclosure of nonexempt information. That section provides that the FOIA does not authorize the withholding

The language in Soucie v. David, 448 F.2d 1067 (D.C. Cir. 1971) is often cited when equitable discretion is denied:

Most significantly the Act expressly limits the grounds for nondisclosure to those specified in the exemptions. Through the general disclosure requirement and specific exemptions, the Act thus strikes a balance among factors which would ordinarily be deemed relevant to the exercise of equitable discretion, i.e., the public interest in freedom of information and countervailing public and private interests in secrecy. Since judicial use of traditional equitable principles to prevent disclosure would upset this legislative resolution of conflicting interests, we are persuaded that Congress did not intend to confer on district courts a general power to deny relief on equitable grounds apart from the exemptions in the Act itself. See H.R. Rep. No. 92-1419, supra note 327, at 77.

1109. 410 U.S. at 79.
1110. See, e.g., Theriault v. United States, 503 F.2d 390, 392 (9th Cir. 1974) (dictum); Montrose Chem. Corp. v. Train, 491 F.2d 63, 66 n.15 (D.C. Cir. 1974); GSA v. Benson, 415 F.2d 578, 580 (9th Cir. 1970), affg. 289 F. Supp. 590 (W.D. Wash. 1969); Long v. IRS, 349 F. Supp. 871, 873 (W.D. Wash. 1973); Consumers Union of United States, Inc. v. Veterans Admin., 301 F. Supp. 796, 805 (S.D.N.Y. 1969); Barceloneta Shoe Corp. v. Compton, 271 F. Supp. 591, 594 (D.P.R. 1967). These decisions have been criticized for not having been "the product of sedulous analysis. [The courts] examined neither the relevant legislative history nor the text of the FOIA to support their bald conclusion that traditional equity principles should guide the courts in administering the FOIA." Note, 74 Colum. L. Rev. 895, supra note 333, at 912.
of information “except as specifically stated in [the Act].” Several courts have concluded that this language should be read literally: Any information not within an exemption must be disclosed. The enforcement clause of the FOIA, however, can be read to conflict with this interpretation of 552(c). That clause provides, in part: “On complaint, the district court . . . has jurisdiction to enjoin the agency from withholding agency records and to order the production of any agency records improperly withheld . . . .” The Supreme Court held that similar language in another statute did not deprive courts of their traditional discretion to render equitable relief. But the Court has indicated that such language can be read to eliminate equitable discretion if there exists a clear conflict between the courts’ retention of equitable discretion and the broad purposes of the legislation or if there is a strong indication of congressional intent to restrict the equity powers of courts.

1114. 5 U.S.C. § 552(c) (1970). “The pull of the word 'specifically' is toward emphasis on statutory language and away from all else—away from implied meanings, away from reliance on legislative history, away from needed judicial legislation.” K. DAVIS, supra note 265, § 3A.15, at 142 (Supp. 1970).


1116. This argument is outlined in Note, 74 COLUM. L. REV. 695, supra note 333, at 914. Cf. Renegotiation Bd. v. Bannercraft Clothing Co., 418 U.S. 1 (1974). In Bannercraft Clothing, the Court reviewed orders enjoining the Board from withholding documents requested under the FOIA and from conducting any further renegotiation proceedings until the documents were produced. The Court examined the language of the enforcement clause and concluded that with “the express vesting of equitable jurisdiction in the district court by § 552(a), there is little to suggest, despite the Act's primary purpose, that Congress sought to limit the inherent powers of an equity court.” 415 U.S. at 20. The Court, however, was not referring to the equitable discretion to determine whether documents must be disclosed under the FOIA; it was discussing only the equitable discretion to fashion additional means of enforcing the Act. 415 U.S. at 18, 20. Congress could well have intended to limit judicial discretion in the initial disclosure decision, without intending to limit the courts' ability to fashion additional sanctions. (The Court of Appeals in Bannercraft Clothing had stated that its determination that a court could issue an injunction prohibiting further proceedings “is unchanged by the decision of this and other courts holding that the Freedom of Information Act does not permit a court to balance the equities before ordering release of records within the Act's ambit.” 466 F.2d 345, 353 (D.C. Cir. 1972).)


1119. See United States Steelworkers of America v. United States, 361 U.S. 39 (1960), where the Court held that the language of the Taft-Hartley Act mandated the issuance of an injunction once certain facts were found. The majority opinion did not attempt to distinguish Hecht, but Justices Frankfurter and Harlan, in their concurring opinion, pointed out that the broad purposes of the Act would be vitiated if a court, exercising equitable discretion, denied injunctive relief. 361 U.S. at 55-59.

Since the only method provided by Congress for enforcing the FOIA is through actions for injunctive relief, all limitations on the availability of such relief arguably run counter to the purposes of the Act. Furthermore, congressional intent to restrict the courts' discretion to grant relief under the FOIA can be found in the legislative history. Speaking directly to the purpose of section 552(c), the Senate report on the original bill said, "The purpose of this subsection is to make it clear beyond doubt that all materials of the Government are to be made available to the public by publication or otherwise unless explicitly allowed to be kept secret by one of the exemptions in subsection (b)." Although the House report contains some contrary language on the question, it is a less authorita-

Court, citing Hecht, said that Congress will "not be deemed to have restricted the broad remedial powers of courts of equity without explicit language doing so, in terms, or some other strong indication of intent." 366 U.S. at 316 (1961) (emphasis added).

1121. See Soucie v. David, 448 F.2d 1067, 1076 (D.C. Cir. 1971) ("The chief purpose of the new Act was to increase public access to governmental records by substituting limited categories ... for ... discretionary standards, and providing an effective judicial remedy"). See also text at notes 128-31 infra. But see Note, 74 COLO. L. REV. 895, supra note 333, at 917 ("It cannot seriously be contended that the success of the FOIA is inescapably linked to an automatic grant of injunctive relief").

1122. S. REP. No. 89-813, supra note 310, at 10 (emphasis original). The Senate report also states:

S. 1160 would emphasize that section 3 of the Administrative Procedure Act is not a withholding statute but a disclosure statute by the following major changes:

(1) It sets up workable standards for what records should and should not be open to public inspection. In particular, it avoids the use of such vague phrases as "good cause found" and replaces them with specific and limited types of information that may be withheld.

Id. at 5.

1123. The House report is self-contradictory. While it recognizes that the Act "sets up workable standards for the categories of records which may be exempt from public disclosure, replacing the vague phrases good cause found, in the public interest, and internal management with specific definitions of information which may be withheld," H.R. REP. No. 89-1497, supra note 310, at 2, and that the purpose of the Act "is to make clear beyond doubt that all materials of Government are to be available to the public unless specifically exempt from disclosure by the provisions of subsection (c) or limitations spelled out in earlier subsections," id. at 11, it interprets the enforcement section to mean that "[t]he court will have authority whenever it considers such action equitable and appropriate to enjoin the agency from withholding its records and to order the production of agency records improperly withheld." Id. at 9.

The Attorney General's Memorandum, because it relies on the House report, is also self-contradictory. It quotes the House report's discussion of the purposes of the Act, see ATTORNEY GENERAL'S MEMORANDUM, supra note 309, at 39, and then comments on the enforcement section:

The injunction is an equitable remedy. As the above language recognizes, in a trial de novo under subsection (c) the district court is free to exercise the traditional discretion of a court of equity in determining whether or not the relief sought by the plaintiff should be granted. In making such determination the court can be expected to weigh the customary considerations as to whether an injunction or similar relief is equitable and appropriate, including the purposes and needs of the plaintiff, the burdens involved, and the importance to the public interest of the Government's reason for nondisclosure. See Hecht Co. v. Bowles, 321 U.S. 321 (1944); United States v. Reynolds, 345 U.S. 1 (1953); 2 POMEROY'S EQUITY JURISPRUDENCE 957-994 (Symons 5th ed. 1941).

Id. at 28.
A report issued by a House committee, after hearings in 1972 reviewing the operation of the FOIA, also supports the view that federal courts have no equitable discretion to refuse to order disclosure:

Finally, some courts have decided for themselves that it is discretionary with them whether they order the production of information which is held not to be subject to the exemptions permitted by subsection (b) of the FOI Act. In effect, they are applying theories of equity to balance the need of the individual citizen to the information requested under the act and the need of the Government to withhold such information. Information requested under the act by the plaintiff should be considered only with respect to whether or not the Government's arguments fulfill the "burden of proof" requirement that the information is subject to the subsection (b) exemptions claimed. If the court finds that the Government has not met such test, the information should be ordered to be made promptly available to the plaintiff solely on the substantive merits of the case.

The legislative history demonstrates that Congress sought to weigh carefully all competing interests involved in the disclosure controversy. Upon balancing those interests, it created specific exemptions for the limited instances in which nondisclosure would be justifiable. It did not intend that the federal courts, through the exercise of their equity powers, be allowed to alter that balance. Thus, the FOIA enforcement clause should not be construed to allow courts to exercise discretion in ordering the disclosure of non-exempt records.

Policy considerations also support the conclusion that the courts should not retain this equitable power. First, if the courts are

1124. See note 323 supra.
1125. H.R. Rep. No. 92-1419, supra note 327, at 7. See id. at 5; S 1972 House Hearings, supra note 326, at 1377-78 ("it was not the intention of the drafters" that the courts should apply "theories of equity") (testimony of B. Fensterwald, Jr.).
1126. See text at notes 495-500 supra.
1127. Professor Engel argues that if courts retain this equitable power, congressional intent to eliminate the uncertainties that arose under the APA disclosure provisions will be undermined. See Engel, supra note 333, at 198. He also notes that there is "some danger that the provision imposing the burden on the agencies to establish the basis for an exemption will be substantially diminished, if the equity considerations become confounded by judicial deference to agency determinations." Id. at 193-94 (footnotes omitted).
1128. The government has argued that two policy considerations support the opposite conclusion. See Brief for Appellees at 29-35, Rose v. Department of the Air Force, 495 F.2d 261 (2d Cir. 1974), cert. granted, 43 U.S.L.W. 3425 (U.S. Feb. 18, 1975) (No. 74-489) (hereinafter Brief for Appellees). First, it has argued that the policy of the general administrative statutory scheme supports the conclusion that the courts retain their equitable powers under the FOIA. The judicial review provision of the FOIA (5 U.S.C.A. § 552(a)(4)(B) (Supp. Feb. 1975)), giving the courts the power to review the matter de novo is, the government contended:
allowed to exercise their equitable discretion to escape the dictates of the Act, increased uncertainty as to the validity of any particular claim for documents will inevitably result. Uncertainty may deter requesters from questioning an agency decision not to disclose the requested information. Since requesters would be less confident of the validity of their legal position, the potential expense of a lost legal battle might keep them from seeking judicial redress. And second, the knowledge that courts might exercise equitable discretion might encourage agencies to withhold information. If disclosure is not mandatory upon a finding that the requested information is not exempt, agency officials might continue to refuse disclosure in the hope of persuading a court to exercise its equity powers in their favor.

Examination of the language of the statute, of the relevant legislative history, and of the policies behind the FOIA suggests that Congress intended to eliminate the courts' equitable discretion under the FOIA. Congress intended its balancing process to be conclusive; it was willing to risk undesirable results in those few cases where the congressional balance may be inequitable in order to ensure a substantial increase in the amount of government information available to the public.

an exception to the traditional rule of administrative law that the basic decision is within the discretion of the agency and that judicial power is invoked only for review of alleged abuse of discretion or error of law. It is highly unlikely that Congress—having vested such extraordinary authority in district courts in an area of vital public concern—would at the same time have stripped those courts of their traditional equitable power to act or decline to act so as to fulfill equitable principles and the public interest.

Brief for Appellees at 30-31.

Second, the government has cited examples of information that would not be exempt under the Act, but that it claims Congress intended to keep confidential. For example, the government has pointed to Professor Davis' example of confidential communications between the President and the governor of a state about plans for racial tranquility. See K. DAVIS, supra note 265, § 3A.21, at 156 n.85 (Supp. 1970). The government argues that these communications are not clearly within any of the specific exemptions and would be required to be disclosed if the courts were denied equitable discretion. Brief for Appellees at 31-32.

The court in Rose did not reach the merits of these claims by the Government. However, with respect to the first claim, the legislative history shows that Congress did clearly intend to deprive the courts of their equitable discretion in addition to giving them de novo review powers. See text at notes 1122-27 supra. The second claim is part of a general "foreseeability" problem that arises whenever Congress legislates. Cf. note 1131 infra.


1130. 45 IND. L.J. 421, 426 (1970). The House report on the FOIA indicates that one of the purposes of the Act was to "serve as influence against the initial wrongful withholding." H.R. REP. No. 89-1497, supra note 310, at 9. The continued possibility of a court expressing its discretion to support an agency's refusal to disclose would only encourage such refusals and thus defeat this purpose.

1131. Professor Davis disagrees with this general conclusion and advocates that the courts exercise their equitable discretion in administering the FOIA. K. DAVIS, supra
c. "Reverse FOIA" suits. Most FOIA cases have arisen in the context of a requester seeking information from an agency that has refused disclosure. In a few recent cases, however, persons who have supplied information to the government have asked the courts to enjoin the disclosure of that information to requesters. These "reverse FOIA" cases may also arise when an agency has obtained information about a person from third parties, other agencies, or its own investigation, and the subject of that data wants to prevent its disclosure. Two holdings that emerge from one of these reverse FOIA cases may radically affect the future operation of the Act. The first is that a "supplier" may obtain judicial review of an agency's decision to release information; the second is that agencies may have the discretion to release material that is exempt from disclosure under the FOIA. The following discussion will conclude that, although reverse FOIA suits may distort the statutory scheme, these suits should be permitted so long as the Act's exemptions are viewed as permissive, rather than mandatory.

Although there does not appear to be any procedural basis for precluding supplier suits, the language of the FOIA strongly suggests note 265, §§ 3A.6, 3A.32 (Supp. 1970). Professor Davis points to various drafting errors in the FOIA and argues that equitable discretion is needed to ensure the effective operation of the Act by allowing remedial judicial "legislation." Id. at 177. But see 45 Ind. L.J. 421, 432-34 (1970). Continued congressional attention to the operation of the FOIA, as manifested in the 1974 amendments, suggests that such judicial legislation is unnecessary.


These reverse FOIA suits can arise under any of the exemptions. See, e.g., Sears, Roebuck & Co. v. GSA, 384 F. Supp. 996, 1001-02 (D.D.C.), stay dissolved, 509 F.2d 527 (D.C. Cir. 1974) (considering claims arising under exemptions three, four, six, and seven). Claims are more likely to arise under those exemptions that are based, at least in part, on the interests of the supplier—for example, exemptions four, six, and seven. See text at notes 499-500 supra.


1136. Hereinafter the term "supplier" will refer to a person who is the subject of information, whether or not that person has given the information to the government.

1137. The courts have rejected sovereign immunity as a defense to these suits. See
gests that the Act gives judicial remedies only to requesters. For example, the provision that confers jurisdiction on the federal courts speaks only in terms of a complainant who has been denied information.\textsuperscript{1138} Supplier suits not only violate the statutory language of the FOIA, they also interfere with the Act's obvious intent to discourage agencies from withholding information. The statute provides that agency officials who deny access to requesters may incur de novo court review of their actions, assessment of court costs against their agencies, and investigation by the Civil Service Commission.\textsuperscript{1139} With the emergence of reverse FOIA suits, however, officials are confronted with a new threat: court review of decisions to disclose. The FOIA was designed to counteract and outweigh the pressures officials may be under to withhold information;\textsuperscript{1140} it was not intended to create them. Thus, reverse FOIA suits upset the skewed balance in favor of disclosure established by the Act.

The problems raised by allowing suppliers to bring reverse FOIA suits are inextricably linked to the question whether the Act's exemptions are mandatory or permissive. Only two of the reverse FOIA cases\textsuperscript{1141} have reached the issue whether the Act requires the agencies to withhold exempt material or merely permits such withholding. Surprisingly, this mandatory-permissive issue has not been raised by requesters in their suits to obtain disclosure.\textsuperscript{1142} In Charles River

---

\textsuperscript{1138} See text at notes 943-64 supra. Other sections of the Act also speak only in terms of requesters' suits. See, e.g., 5 U.S.C.A. §§ 552(a)(4)(F) (a court may order "the production of any agency records improperly withheld . . ."); (a)(6)(A) ("[e]ach agency, upon any request for records . . ."); (a)(6)(C) ("[a]ny person making a request to any agency for records . . .") (Supp. Feb. 1975). See also 5 U.S.C.A. § 552(d) (Supp. Feb. 1975) (reverse FOIA suits are not included in the list of FOIA-related matters to be reported by the agencies to Congress).


\textsuperscript{1140} See, e.g., S. Rep. 93--854, supra note 929, at 1-2, 5.

\textsuperscript{1141} Charles River Park "A", Inc. v. HUD, Civil No. 73-1930, slip op. at 7 (D.C. Cir. March 10, 1975); Westinghouse Elec. Corp. v. Schlesinger, Civil No. 118--74-A, mem. op. at 5, 8 (E.D. Va. April 3, 1974).

\textsuperscript{1142} If the exemptions were found to be permissive, a requester could argue that
Park "A", Inc. v. HUD, the District of Columbia Circuit Court held that a finding that information was exempt did not preclude agency disclosure. In the earlier case of Westinghouse Electric Corp. v. Schlesinger, a district court, rejecting the government's argument that the exemptions are permissive, enjoined release of financial information because it was within exemption four.

The statutory language and legislative history strongly support the holding in Charles River that the exemptions are permissive. The FOIA merely states that the mandatory disclosure provisions of section (a) do not apply to exempted materials. Thus, the Act can easily be interpreted to mean that the exemptions determine only the maximum amount of information that may be withheld. This interpretation is consistent with the basic purpose of the FOIA since it permits the agencies to disclose what would otherwise be automatically exempt material. Several commentators, including the Attorney General, have agreed with this interpretation. Significantly, the Senate report on the 1974 amendments to the Act stated: "Congress did not intend the exemptions in the FOIA to be used either to prohibit disclosure of information or to justify automatic withholding of information. Rather, they are only permissive."

even though the information he sought was exempt from mandatory disclosure, the court should review the agency's discretionary decision not to permit disclosure.

1146. Slip op. at 8.
1147. Slip op. at 5-7.
1148. 5 U.S.C. § 552(b) (1970). The recent statement of the Supreme Court that "if the [requested documents] do fall within one of the Act's exempt categories, our inquiry is at an end for the Act 'does apply' to such documents," NLRB v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 43 U.S.L.W. 4491, 4496 (U.S. April 28, 1975), was made in the context of a requester suit and precludes neither discretionary agency release of exempt materials nor court review of agency decisions to release such material.
1149. Charles River Park "A", Inc. v. HUD, No. 73-1930, slip. op. at 7 (D.C. Cir. March 10, 1975). The Act was intended to facilitate public access to government information. See text at notes 308-12 supra.
1150. See ATTORNEY GENERAL'S MEMORANDUM, supra note 309, at 2-3 ("Agencies should keep in mind that in some instances the public interest may best be served by disclosing, to the extent permitted by other laws, documents which they would be authorized to withhold under the exemptions"); K. DAVIS, supra note 265, § 3A.5, at 122 (Supp. 1970) ("The Act contains no provision forbidding disclosure . . . . The exemptions protect against required disclosure, not against disclosure"). In Moore-McCormack Lines, Inc. v. I.T.O. Corp. of Baltimore, 508 F.2d 945, 950 (4th Cir. 1974), the court also agreed with this interpretation.
1151. S. Rep. No. 93-854, supra note 329, at 6 (emphasis original). The report adds: "A number of agencies have by regulation adopted this position that, notwithstanding
Thus, assuming that the exemptions are permissive, an agency must engage in a three-step analysis when it receives a request for information. First, it must determine if the information is exempt. Second, if it is exempt, it must then determine if another statute would prohibit disclosure. If there is another statute barring disclosure of the information, it may prevent the agency from exercising discretion. Finally, if there is no statutory prohibition, the agency must exercise its discretion to decide whether to release the information. This third step raises the issues of the standard the agency should apply in exercising its discretion to release exempt information, whether there should be a modification of the general rule that release of information to one requester mandates release to the public in general, and whether this discretionary decision is reviewable by the courts and, if so, under what standard of review.

There has been very little discussion of the appropriate agency standard. Charles River implicitly suggests that the agency should balance the interests of the requester and the public against the interest of the supplier when deciding to release or withhold exempt information. This balancing approach is inadequate because it fails to recognize that there is also a governmental interest in ensuring the applicability of an FOIA exemption, records must be disclosed where there is no compelling reason for withholding. This approach was clearly intended by Congress in passing the FOIA. Id. See also H.R. REP. No. 93-221, supra note 160, at 59-80.

1152. If the material is not exempt, it must be released. 5 U.S.C.A. § 552(a) (Supp. Feb. 1975).

1153. If there is another statute prohibiting disclosure, the information requested may be exempt from disclosure under the FOIA as well. 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(3) (1970) exempts materials that are "specifically exempted from disclosure by statute." See text at notes 568-610 supra.

1154. If the other statute exempts information under exemption three, see note 1153 supra, and itself leaves no room for the exercise of agency discretion, e.g., Inr. Rev. Code of 1954, § 7213(a)(1) (prohibiting the disclosure of information contained in income tax returns) (see Tax Analysts & Advocates v. IRS, 565 F.2d 350 (D.C. Cir. 1977)), then the agency should not be able to release the information pursuant to the FOIA. If the other statute exempts information under exemption three, but provides for the exercise of agency discretion, e.g., 49 U.S.C. § 1504 (1970) (permitting the Administrator of the FAA to determine whether certain documents filed pursuant to the Civil Aeronautics Act should be released) (see FAA v. Robertson, 43 U.S.L.W. 4893 (U.S. June 24, 1975)), then the agency should be able to use that discretion to release the information pursuant to the FOIA. At least one statute that has been held not to exempt information under exemption three, 18 U.S.C. § 1905 (1970) (providing criminal sanctions for unauthorized disclosure of confidential information) (see, e.g., Charles River Park “A”, Inc v. HUD, Civil No. 73-1930, slip. op. at 8 (D.C. Cir. March 10, 1975)), has been found to bar voluntary disclosure of information falling within one of the other FOIA exemptions. See Charles River Park “A”, Inc v. HUD, Civil No. 73-1930, slip op. at 9-10 (D.C. Cir. March 10, 1975); Westinghouse Elec. Corp. v. Schlesinger, Civil No. 118-74-A, mem. op. at 7-8 (E.D. Va. April 2, 1974).

ing that the supplier's information remains confidential. The government may not be able to obtain the data necessary to make informed decisions unless it can assure suppliers that the information they give to the government will not be released. Furthermore, it is imperative that the agency require a showing that the interests of the requester and the public clearly outweigh the interests of the supplier and the government before it releases exempt information. In creating the exemptions, Congress has presumably determined that the interests of the supplier and the government are important enough to outweigh the general public interest in disclosure. Thus, a decision to disclose exempt information should be based upon a showing that the requester's purpose is of extraordinary public benefit.

After the agency determines that an extraordinary public benefit is present, it should consider disclosing the information only to the requester. If the agency limits disclosure in this way, violation of the supplier's and government's interests in confidentiality will be minimized. This alternative may provide a satisfactory compromise between conflicting interests and has in fact been suggested by some courts. Although by requiring disclosure to "any person" Congress made it clear that the particular purposes of individual requesters were not to be considered by the courts, it is arguable that a different rule should apply to an agency's discretionary decision to release exempt material. Since Congress would have allowed the agency to withhold such information altogether, the agency should be able to place restrictions on its release. This argument may be compelling, but it is not supported by the language of the statute. The courts should be encouraged to employ this alternative, but only a revision of the statute can ensure its uniform application.

Finally, there is the question whether suppliers can seek judicial review of these discretionary decisions. Despite the dangers inherent in allowing reverse FOIA suits, it is imperative that suppliers be

---

1159. See, e.g., Charles River Park "A", Inc. v. HUD, Civil No. 73-1930, slip op. at 10 (D.C. Cir. March 10, 1975), in which the court pointed to the extra public benefits that might result from the disclosure of the information to the requester, "a local governmental body which intends to use the information in performance of the legitimate and traditional government function of assessing property for the purposes of taxation." Cf. ATTORNEY GENERAL'S MEMORANDUM, supra note 309, at 2.
1161. 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(3) (1970). This language was not changed by the 1974 FOIA amendments.
1162. See note 458 supra and accompanying text.
1163. See text at notes 1138-40 supra.
allowed to sue in this context. The Act, through the nine exemp­
tions, does take the supplier’s and the government’s interests into
consideration. If the exemptions are interpreted to be permissive
so that agencies have the discretionary power to release exempt ma­
terial, the protections afforded suppliers will be drastically reduced.
It would be inappropriate to decrease the suppliers’ protection
further by barring reverse FOIA suits.

If courts agree to hear these suits, they should then subject these
discretionary agency decisions to de novo review. Although an
agency does have expertise in evaluating the effect of release or with­
holding of information upon the government’s interest, it would not
seem to have particular expertise in evaluating either the public
interest or the supplier’s interests. Furthermore, the availability of
de novo review may deter and correct any elements of agency bias.

If the exemptions were mandatory so that the agencies were
prohibited from releasing exempt material, it would perhaps be ap­
propriate for Congress to preclude most reverse FOIA suits. Barring
these suits to ensure that the FOIA would continue to encourage
disclosure would be justified because the supplier’s and the govern­
ment’s interests generally would be sufficiently protected. One exception
might be where individuals claimed that release of certain
material would be an invasion of their privacy. It is doubtful that
the mandatory exemptions would be sufficient protection in these
cases. Congress has already recognized the importance of protecting
the individual’s right of privacy and should continue this special
treatment by permitting reverse FOIA suits in these instances.

Congress is thus left with the choice of encouraging disclosure
through permissive exemptions at the cost of allowing supplier suits,
or encouraging disclosure by barring supplier suits at the cost of
making the exemptions mandatory. The first alternative is now in
force, perhaps more by accident than by design. It is very difficult to
evaluate its effect on disclosure since requesters have not argued for
release of exempt information, and suppliers have only recently
brought suits against the agencies. If the present scheme proves to
affect adversely public access to information, Congress should con­

1164. See text at notes 486-500 supra.
1165. De novo review of agency decisions to withhold information is provided
See text at notes 962-64 supra. De novo review of a decision to release seems to have
been required in Charles River Park “A”, Inc. v. HUD, No. 73-1930, slip op. at 4,
10-11 (D.C. Cir. March 10, 1975). But see Sears, Roebuck & Co. v. GSA, 384 F.
Supp. 996, 1001 (D.D.C. 1974), where the court, basing jurisdiction on the APA,
applied the “arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in ac­
1166. See, e.g., L. JAFFE, supra note 965, at 621-22.
notes 1966-2214 infra. See generally text at notes 1499-561 infra.
sider implementing the second alternative. In any case, no modifications to the present scheme should be made without recognizing the interdependence of the mandatory-permissive issue and the supplier suit.

D. State Open-Records Laws

A limited common-law right of access to information held by state agencies is generally recognized. However, the vast majority of states have adopted legislation broadening this right. During the past decade, many states that previously had no open-records laws have enacted them; other states have replaced or amended extant statutes to expand the public right of access. The pace of this legislative activity, especially in the last three years, has been frenetic. The trend is almost certain to continue, and all states will probably have enacted such laws within the next several years.


This legislative response has been prompted, at least in part, by the federal government’s adoption of the Freedom of Information Act in 1967. Indeed, these statutes are intended to further at the state level the same fundamental objectives that the federal act was intended to effect at the national level. These objectives include encouraging the informed participation of citizens in the process of government, ensuring governmental accountability, and generally increasing public confidence in the political system. Despite these common ends, it is evident that states differ widely, both among themselves and from the federal government, in the degree to which their laws ensure citizen access to government information.

This section of the Project will examine and compare the various state statutes dealing with the problem of public access and will point out particular state provisions that appear to be superior to their federal counterparts. Since the right of citizens to inspect public records has its roots in the English common law, the analysis will consider the scope of the common-law right as well.

1. The Significance of the Common-Law Right

The common-law right of inspection, even as liberalized by the courts, is quite narrow and contains many technical and often arbitrary limitations. Although the right of inspection at the state level is now generally regulated by statute, the common-law right remains important in several ways. First, many of the present statutes are, at least in part, codifications of the common-law right. Second, many of the statutes now in effect are drawn very broadly and lack specific definitions of statutory terms. Thus, the courts must often turn to common-law definitions for guidance. Third, in those states that have not yet enacted open-records statutes, the common law remains the sole source of the right of inspection. Finally, even in those states that have enacted comprehensive open-records statutes, the common law may remain an alternative source of the right of inspection for inspection of agency records. Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. § 24.221-223 (Supp. 1974).

However, this act does not appear to be a true open-records law. But see Note, Michigan “Freedom of Information Act”, 3 Prospectus 441 (1970).


1177. Kentucky, Mississippi, and Rhode Island, for example.
Some statutes expressly preserve preexisting rights of access, and some courts have held that the passage of an open-records law was not intended to abrogate the common-law right of access.

2. The Elements of a Comprehensive Open-Records Law

Whether based on a state statute or on the common law, the scope of the right of access to government information is determined by five factors: the inclusiveness of the definition of "public records," the number and substance of exemptions from disclosure, the nature of the interest required of a person attempting to exercise the right of inspection, the procedures available for enforcing the right, and the sanctions provided for violations of the right.

a. The definition of "public records." Before it can be determined whether a right of access exists in a given case, the term "public records" must be defined. Ascertaining the scope of this term has occasionally proved to be a significant problem on the state level. Under the common law, problems may arise as a result of a
lack of well-articulated standards. Even in jurisdictions where the open-record statute contains an express definition, courts have had interpretative difficulty because of the existence of other statutes dealing with public records.1183 As one court noted "Whether a record is to be regarded as a public record in a particular instance will depend upon the purposes of the law which will be served by so classifying it. A record may be a public record for one purpose and not for another."1184

The courts have articulated several different common-law definitions of public records.1185 Most courts have held that, in the absence of an express statutory provision, the mere fact that a writing is in the custody of a public agency does not suffice to make it a public record.1186 The most restrictive definition limits the scope of public records, for the purposes of inspection, to records required by law to be kept.1187 For example, an early Florida supreme court opinion states, "A public record is a written memorial made by a public officer . . . . [It] is one required by law to be kept, or necessary to be kept in the discharge of a duty imposed by law, or directed by law to serve as a memorial and evidence of something written, said, or done."1188 This definition has often been applied "when the legislature has left the term 'public records' undefined" in its access statute.1189

The Model FOIA also contains such a list. See Model FOIA, supra note 1169, § 5. See also N.Y. PUB. OFFICERS LAW § 88 (McKinney Supp. 1974). Amendments to this recently adopted act are already being proposed. One such proposal is to eliminate the list of accessible information and presume everything to be public unless specifically exempted. See N.Y. Times, Feb. 16, 1975, at 46, col. 4 (city ed.).


1188. Amos v. Gunn, 84 Fla. 285, 303, 94 S. 615, 634 (1922) (emphasis added).


In Town Crier, Inc. v. Chief of Police,—Mass.—, 282 N.E.2d 379 (1972), the court, in considering the statutory definition of public records included in the Massachusetts statute then in effect, noted that although the right of inspection had been broadened over the years, the definition of public records had remained the same: "The current statutory definition which follows the 1902 revision, although less explicit in language than the first statutory definition, incorporates the provision of the original enactment that, for a book or a paper containing written entries to be
In an effort to broaden the common-law right of inspection, a number of courts have liberalized the definition of public records. For example, in *International Union, UAW v. Gooding*, the Wisconsin supreme court stated: “It is the rule independently of statute that public records include not only papers specifically required to be kept by a public officer but all written memorials made by a public officer within his authority where such writings constitute a convenient, appropriate or customary method of discharging the duties of the office.” Even such liberalized definitions may be interpreted narrowly by the courts. In a recent Iowa case, the court accepted a definition similar to the one stated in *Gooding*, but held that the requested documents were not “public records” subject to inspection because they did not evidence any action taken by the agency.

Some courts have further expanded the common-law definition. In *MacEwan v. Holm*, the court had to interpret the Oregon open-records statute, which failed to define public records. It concluded:

> We do not think it is necessary to look outside of our statute to authorize the inspection of tentative or preliminary data in the possession of a governmental agency. For the purpose of deciding whether a writing is subject to public inspection, we regard all data gathered by the agency in the course of carrying out its duties, irrespective of its tentative or preliminary character, as falling within the definition of “records and files.”

The court emphasized that such an expansive definition of public records was fundamental to an effective implementation of the general policy underlying “freedom of information.” The court stated: “Writings coming into the hands of public officers in connection with their official functions should generally be accessible to members of the public record, the entries must have been made pursuant to a requirement of law.”

---

1190. 251 Wis. 362, 29 N.W.2d 730 (1947).
1191. 251 Wis. at 371, 29 N.W.2d at 735 (emphasis added). See also Disabled Police Veterans Club v. Long, 279 S.W.2d 220, 223 (Mo. 1955); Conover v. Board of Educ., 1 Utah 2d 375, 377, 267 P.2d 768, 770 (1954).
1194. 226 Ore. at 43, 359 P.2d at 420 (emphasis added).
the public so that there will be an opportunity to determine whether
those who have been entrusted with the affairs of government are
honestly, faithfully, and competently performing their function as
public servants.1195

Unlike Oregon, most states have included a definition of public
records in their open-records statutes. Several states have adopted the
common-law definition that limits public records to those records
required by law to be kept.1196 Such a definition was the focus of
recent litigation arising under the Arkansas "Freedom of Information
Act."1197 Although the Arkansas act broadly defines public
records,1198 it limits the right of inspection to those records required
to be kept or maintained.1199 In interpreting this statute, the court
noted:

the Freedom of Information Act does not itself provide that any
particular records shall be kept; it only provides that records which
are required by some statute (other than the Freedom of Information
Act) to be made and kept, shall be open to public inspection. There
is no semblance of ambiguity in this provision...[;] the Freedom of
Information Act, as far as inspection of records is concerned, applies
only to those records which by statute are required to be kept and
maintained.1200

Most states, however, have adopted broadened definitions of
public records, thus significantly expanding the right of inspection.
The open-records laws in these states can be divided into two cate-
gories:1201 the first defines public records in terms of the source of

1195. 226 Ore. at 38, 359 P.2d at 418. See also People ex rel. Hamer v. Board of
Educ., 130 Ill. App. 2d 592, 596, 264 N.E.2d 420, 423 (1970) (discussing the "general
desirability" of a policy permitting inspection of any documents that had been "acted
upon").

1196. See, e.g., KAN. STAT. ANN. § 45-201 (1973); N.J. STAT. ANN. § 47:1A-2 (Supp.
1974); OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 149.43 (Page 1969); OKLA. STAT. ANN. tit. 51, § 24 (1965);
S.D. COMP. LAWS ANN. § 1-27.1 (1974). See also ARK. STAT. ANN. §§ 12-2803 to -04 (1968),
discussed in the text at notes 1197-200 infra. The South Carolina statute defines
"public records" to include records required to be kept, but does not restrict access
to only such records. See S.C. CODE ANN. § 1-20.1-2 (Supp. 1974). See also HAWAII

1197. See McMahan v. Board of Trustees of the Univ. of Ark., 255 Ark. 108, 499
S.W.2d 56 (1973).

1198. "'Public records' are records made, maintained or kept by any public or
governmental body, board, bureau, commission, or agency of the State or any polit-
ical subdivision of the State, or organization, corporation or agency, supported in
whole or in part by public funds, or expending public funds." ARK. STAT. ANN. §
12-2803 (1968).

1199. "Except as otherwise specifically provided by [law], all state, county, town-
ship, municipal and school district records which by law are required to be kept and
maintained shall be open to inspection and copying by any citizen of the State of

1200. 255 Ark. at 111, 499 S.W.2d at 58 (emphasis original).

1201. There are, of course, statutory definitions that are not susceptible to such
categorization. For example, the Pennsylvania statute specifically limits the substantive
the materials, while the second focuses on content. The Florida act is an example of the first type of statute. It defines public records to include “[a]ll records made or received pursuant to law or ordinance or in connection with the transaction of official business by any agency.” The Florida attorney general has interpreted this provision to be a significant broadening of the common-law definition: “[I]t is not unreasonable to conclude that the Legislature added to the definition the words ‘or in connection with the transaction of official business by any agency’ for the purpose of including all correspondence and reports that were made or received by a public agency in connection with an official transaction, and not just the official document memorializing the transaction, such as a contract, deed or mortgage.” Although this interpretation is quite expansive, it demonstrates some potential weaknesses in the Florida definition. First, the interpretation seems to exclude records of “unofficial” transactions, which may well be of significant interest to the public. Second, the statement to the effect that it was not unreasonable to interpret the statutory definition this broadly suggests that there is no statutory mandate to do so. Thus, courts could conceivably narrow this interpretation in the future.

The second type of statute generally defines public records in terms of their informational content. The Washington act is an

nature of the records that are required to be disclosed. See PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 65, § 66.1(2) (Supp. 1974). Although the Illinois statute defines public records broadly, see ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 116, § 43.5 (Supp. 1974), the access provision is considerably more limited in scope. See ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 116, § 43.7 (1973).


1204. The Minnesota statute, MINN. STAT. ANN. § 15.17 (1967), has been similarly interpreted. It defines as public records, and requires state and local officials to make and keep “all records necessary to a full and accurate knowledge of their official activities.” In Kottschade v. Lundberg, 280 Minn. 501, 160 N.W.2d 135 (1968), the court observed that the definition, read literally, seemed to be boundless, including every “casual jotting” of any official. 280 Minn. at 504, 160 N.W.2d at 137. Faced with the necessity of placing some “reasonable limits” on the statutory definition, the court decided that only “official actions as distinguished from thought processes” constituted “official activities.” It followed that “all that need be kept of record is information pertaining to an official decision, and not information relating to the process by which such a decision was reached.” 280 Minn. at 505, 160 N.W.2d at 139.

example. Its definition covers "[a]ny writing containing information relating to the conduct of government or the performance of any governmental or proprietary function prepared, owned, used or retained by any state or local agency regardless of physical form or characteristics." This seems to include a broader range of materials than the Florida-type statutes and apparently minimizes the potential for restrictive interpretations.

b. Exemptions. Once it has been determined that the materials being sought are included within the definition of public records, the problem remains of determining whether these records are exempt from inspection. The right of inspection can be defeated as effectively by broad exemptions from disclosure as it can by narrow definitions of public records. The general rule of exemption at common law has been stated as follows: "[T]he records in public offices which are not subject to public inspection are (1) those which are not public in the legal sense, but are non-public, private, secret, privileged or confidential because of their nature or stated considerations of public policy and (2) those which, though public in the legal sense, are withheld from such inspection based on stated considerations of public policy." These exemptions from disclosure are the products of a judicially administered balancing test that

1206. Wash. Rev. Code § 42.17.020(24) (1974). See Wash. Atty. Gen. Op. No. 69, at 7 (Oct. 15, 1973): "[I]t is not the presence or absence of a requirement of maintenance of a particular record by a public agency that gives rise to a right of access or inspection and copying; instead, it is the content of the record which is determinative of whether or not the various requirements of the initiative apply." (Emphasis original.) The Washington act also specifically includes the following documents within its definition of public records open to inspection: "Correspondence and materials referred to therein by and with the agency relating to any regulatory, supervisory or enforcement responsibilities of the agency whereby agency determines or opines upon, or is asked to determine or opine upon the rights of the state, the public . . . or of any private party." Id.

1207. See, e.g., Gannett Co. v. Goldtrap, 302 S.2d 174, 175 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1974). A further problem may arise if only part of a particular document is exempted from disclosure. The question is then whether the entire document should be withheld or whether deletions can be made to enable part of the document to be disclosed. Cf. text at notes 501-05 supra. Some state statutes include a provision governing such cases. See, e.g., Ore. Rev. Stat. § 192.500(5) (1974). See also Wash. Rev. Code § 42.17.310(2) (1974); Tex. Rev. Civ. Stat. Ann. art. 6252-17b, § 2(2) (Supp. 1974) (implying that portions of materials containing public information must be severed and disclosed); Model FOIA, supra note 1169, § 4(B).

1208. H. Cross, supra note 1168, at 75. For general discussion, see id. 75-91.

1209. The initial determination at the agency level of whether or not to disclose may also involve the application of a balancing test:

The duty of first determining that the harmful effect upon the public interest of permitting inspection outweighs the benefit to be gained by granting inspection rests upon the public officer having custody of the record or document sought to be inspected. If he determines that permitting inspection would result in harm to the public interest which outweighs any benefit that would result from granting inspection, it is incumbent upon him to refuse the demand for inspection . . . ." State ex rel. Youmans v. Owens, 28 Wis. 2d 672, 682, 157 N.W.2d 470, 475 (1965).
requires the courts to weigh the importance of public access against
the harm that might result from disclosure.\textsuperscript{1210}

In most of the states where the right of inspection is governed by
statute, the legislatures have adopted specific statutory exemp-
tions.\textsuperscript{1211} The majority of these states have some provision exempting
records that are deemed by other laws to be privileged, confidential,
or prohibited from disclosure.\textsuperscript{1212} Some states exempt only records
that are prohibited from disclosure by other laws.\textsuperscript{1213} Other states
are less specific and grant exemptions for records as "otherwise pro-
vided" by law.\textsuperscript{1214} This type of exemption may cover records that are

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{1210} See, Comment, Access to Government Information in California, 54 Calif.
          L. Rev. 1650, 1665 (1966); Overview, supra note 1180, at 238-39.
  \item \textsuperscript{1211} See, e.g., Ala. Code tit. 41, \& 145 (1959); Cal. Govt. Code \& 6254(a) (West
          act includes a unique provision containing an exhaustive list of all other statutes
          of that state exempting records from disclosure. See Ore. Rev. Stat. \& 192.500(5)(b)
          (1974).
  \item Some states permit the Governor to exempt records from public disclosure by
          366, 294 A.2d 425 (1972), in which the court took a very restrictive view of the
          Governor's statutory authority to order the withholding of public records. The court
          held that "the power was intended to be exercised only when necessary for the pro-
          tection of the public interest." 61 N.J. at 374, 294 A.2d at 429.
  \item Several states exempt records deemed confidential by law. See, e.g., Ind. Code \& 5-
          17a, \& 3(1)(a)(1) (Supp. 1974). The scope of the two types of exemptions is probably the same.
  \item Statutes that contain one of the various formulations of the "otherwise pro-
          1975); N.Y. Pub. Officers Law \& 88.7(a) (McKinney Supp. 1974); N.D. Cent. Code
          (1972).
merely permitted to be kept secret by other laws, as well as those that are prohibited from disclosure. Exempting only the latter records seems preferable. Unless specific laws prohibit the disclosure of certain records, those records should be open to public scrutiny.\footnote{1216}

The majority of the states that have adopted statutory exemptions also recognize various substantive exemptions, which vary greatly in number, specificity, and content.\footnote{1216} These exemptions represent legislative determinations that in certain situations the public interest in disclosure is outweighed by one or more competing interests.\footnote{1217} The vast majority of states exempt specific types of records, the disclosure of which would constitute an invasion of personal privacy\footnote{1218} or an “unwarranted” invasion of privacy.\footnote{1218}

\footnote{1215. \textit{But cf.} FAA v. Robertson, 45 U.S.L.W. 4833 (U.S. June 24, 1975).}

\footnote{1216. Statutory exemptions are usually permissive rather than mandatory; an agency generally has the authority to allow inspection in cases where the records can be exempted from disclosure. See \textit{Black Panther Party v. Kehoe}, 42 Cal. App. 3d 635, 656, 117 Cal. Rptr. 106, 113 (1974). But see \textit{Colo. Rev. Stat. Ann.} § 24-72-204 (1972); \textit{Md. Ann. Code art. 76A, § 3} (Supp. 1974); \textit{Wyo. Stat. Ann.} § 9-692(b) (Supp. 1975). These statutes distinguish mandatory exemptions, designed to protect individual privacy, from permissive exemptions, designed to protect the interests of the state. See note 1707 \textit{infra} and accompanying text. Section 3(c) of the Texas act, \textit{Tex. Rev. Civ. Stat. Ann.} art. 6252-17a (Supp. 1974), specifically gives the custodian discretion to disclose certain categories of records. This seems to imply that as to other categories of records, there is no such discretion. Section 10 of that article specifically proscribes the distribution of information deemed confidential.}

\footnote{1217. For an excellent discussion of the policies underlying the exemptions in the Oregon act, see \textit{S6 Op. Ore. Atty. Gen.} 543, 556-63 (1975).}

Many states also shield from disclosure records containing trade secrets or other confidential commercial data and certain types of records that, if disclosed, would injure some legal or economic interest of the state. Finally, other governmental interests are protected through state laws that exempt particular types of records. For example, Oregon exempts "information of a personal nature . . . if the public disclosure thereof would constitute an unreasonable invasion of privacy, unless the public interest by clear and convincing evidence requires disclosure in the particular instance." Oregon Revised Statutes § 192.500(2)(b) (1974). The Montana constitution, art. II, § 9, provides for the public right of access to public records "except in cases in which the demand of individual privacy clearly exceeds the merits of public disclosure." An Illinois provision states that "[n]othing in this section shall require the State to invade or assist in the invasion of a person's right to privacy." Illinois Revised Statutes ch. 116, § 43.6 (1973). See also Model FOIA, supra note 1169, § 4(A)(2); 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(6) (1970), discussed in the text at notes 700-44 supra.


See, e.g., CAL. GOVT. CODE §§ 6254(b), (b) (West Supp. 1975) (records pertaining to pending litigation to which an agency is a party, appraisals regarding prospective public acquisition of land and other contracts); COL. REV. STAT. ANN. § 24-72-204(2)(a)(iv), (v) (1972) (specific details of bona fide research projects being conducted by a state institution, real estate appraisals regarding the acquisition of property by the state); HAWAII REV. STAT. § 92–4 (1968) (permitting the Attorney General and district attorneys to withhold records in their offices pertaining to the preparation of the prosecution or defense of any action); IOWA CODE §§ 68A.7(4), (6), (7), (9) (1971) (work products of attorneys related to litigation by or against a public body, reports to the government agencies that, if released, would give advantage to competitors and serve no public purpose, appraisal information concerning purchase for public purpose, information on industrial negotiations of the Development Commission); MD. ANN. CODE art. 76A, §§ 3(b)(iii), (iv) (Supp. 1974) (specific details of bona fide research projects conducted by state institutions, real estate appraisals); MASS. ANN. LAWS ch. 4, §§ 7(29)(b), (l), (Supp. 1974) (proposals and bids to enter into contracts or agreements, appraisals of real estate); ORE. REV. STAT. §§ 192.500 (1)(a), (l) (1974) (litigation involving a public body, information relating to real estate appraisal); TEX. REV. CIV. STAT.
protected in many states by exemptions for intra- or inter-agency memoranda and correspondence\textsuperscript{1222} and/or investigatory files and records.\textsuperscript{1223}

In addition to these specific categories of exemptions,\textsuperscript{1224} several states have included in their statutes a general “withholding” exemption.\textsuperscript{1225} In \textit{Black Panther Party v. Kehoe}, the California court


The rationale underlying these exemptions seems to conflict with that underlying open-meeting laws, thus casting serious doubt on the desirability of these exemptions. \textit{See text at notes} 1565–98 infra.


of appeals described such an exemption as follows: "The Public Records Act recognizes that fixed statutory categories do not always respond to real-life situations. Thus, aside from the 14 exempt categories listed in section 6254, section 6255 provides a residual exemption where, on the facts of the particular case, the public interest served by not making the record public clearly outweighs the public interest served by its disclosure." 1226

A residual exemption, such as the one referred to in Kehoe, compels a court to balance the competing interests in order to determine whether specific records should be disclosed. This weighing is similar to the judicial function a court performs when faced with a claim of exemption under the common law. 1227 There is a significant distinction between this general residual statutory exemption and the common-law test, however: The exemption establishes a presumption in favor of disclosure by requiring a clear demonstration that the public interest in disclosure is outweighed by another interest in the particular case. 1228

Some states have adopted more restrictive residual exemptions that require a finding of "substantial injury to the public interest" as a condition of withholding records. 1229 The custodian of such records must obtain a court order before the records qualify for the exemption. Such provisions place a significant burden on an agency seeking to withhold records. Not only must it sustain the burden of proof, 1230 it must also initiate a judicial proceeding in order to

---

1226. 39 Cal. App. 3d 900, 907, 114 Cal. Rptr. 725, 729 (1974). CAL. GOV'T. CODE § 6255 (West Supp. 1975), at issue in this case, allows an agency to withhold "any record by demonstrating that . . . on the facts of the particular case the public interest served by not making the record public clearly outweighs the public interest served by disclosure of the record.”

1227. See text at notes 1209-12 supra.

1228. See, e.g., IOWA CODE § 68A.8 (1971), which permits the invocation of such an exemption “[i]f the court finds that such examination would clearly not be in the public interest and would substantially and irreparably injure any person or persons. The district court shall take into account the policy of this chapter that free and open examination of public records is generally in the public interest . . . .” Cf. note 1212 supra (discussing the statutory authority of the Governor to order the withholding of records). The clear demonstration necessary for the application of a residual exemption was made in Yarish v. Nelson, 27 Cal. App. 3d 893, 104 Cal. Rptr. 205 (1972).


1230. See, e.g., Meriden Record Co. v. Browning, 6 Conn. Cir. 633, — 294 A.2d 465, 469 (1971), in which the court, quoting an earlier case, required a showing by the agency that "such a protection of the records being shielded from scrutiny . . . is vital to public security." (Emphasis added.) The court seemed to increase significantly the presumption in favor of disclosure, since the exemption clause in question provided that a custodian shall refuse permission if the inspection or copying of particular records "would adversely affect the public security.” CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 1-20 (1929).
invoke the exemption. These safeguards minimize the chance that the residual exemptions will be abused.

Specific statutory exemptions are legislative attempts to pre-determine the results of the balancing test on a categorical basis. However, such predeterminations may allow records to be withheld in situations where no persuasive reason exists for making them unavailable.\textsuperscript{1231} In response to this problem, several states have added provisos to specific exemptions that state that the exemptions are not always to be determinative. Thus, the Oregon act states that exempted records should be disclosed if "the public interest requires disclosure in the particular instance."\textsuperscript{1232} Similarly, the Iowa\textsuperscript{1233} and Washington\textsuperscript{1234} statutes allow a court to order disclosure notwithstanding the existence of otherwise applicable exemptions.\textsuperscript{1235}

In the absence of a "public interest" provision, a court is not necessarily precluded from overriding a legitimate claim of exemption. There is authority for the proposition that a balancing test should be applied even when the requested information falls within a specific exemption.\textsuperscript{1236} In one opinion, the California Attorney General stated:

The same historical evidence which compels the conclusion that the California Public Records Act should be construed broadly also compels the conclusion that these two sections must be construed strictly so as not to interfere with the basic policy of the act. The specific exceptions of section 6254 should be viewed with the general philosophy of section 6255 in mind; that is, that records should be withheld from disclosure only where the public interest served by not making a record public outweighs the public interest served by the general policy of disclosure.\textsuperscript{1237}
This interpretation furthers the basic policy of "freedom of information," which is that all public records should be available unless the public interest requires otherwise; however, it may be contrary to the legislative intent to preclude judicial discretion in cases where exemptions apply.

In the absence of particular statutory language enabling the courts to balance the public interest in disclosure against the public interest protected by the exemption, they will probably adhere to the statutory guidelines. In order to effectuate fully the policy of freedom of information, it is arguably desirable for the legislative categories to be viewed as merely presumptive exemptions. Thus, a court should be able to order the disclosure of exempted records when the public interest in freedom of information substantially outweighs the legislatively favored interest expressed in the exemption.

c. Persons who can invoke the right of inspection. The third important element that bears on the scope of the public right of inspection is the class of persons that can invoke the right. Most states currently have statutes that make the right of inspection available to "any person." The courts generally construe these provi-
sions literally and require no showing of special interest or proper purpose. Mans v. Lebanon School Board, a New Hampshire case, typifies this approach: “One consideration not relevant to our inquiry is the plaintiff's lack of a sufficient personal reason for seeking the information. At common law a court might deny access to information if it thought plaintiff's reasons whimsical or antisocial. . . . Our statute grants rights to ‘every citizen.’ . . . Plaintiff's rights under [the act] do not depend upon his demonstrating a need for the information.”

Although these statutes have obviated the common-law standards governing who can invoke the right of inspection, it is nevertheless important to examine those standards. First, such an examination will lead to an understanding of why some courts have confused the question of standing to invoke the right of inspection with that of standing to enforce the right. Second, it will demonstrate the radical change that open-records statutes have effected in this area.

At common law, only a very limited class of persons could invoke the right to inspect public records. In order to gain access to public records, a person had to demonstrate some legally recognized “interest” therein. The earliest and most restrictive interest recognized was adopted from the narrow English rule. One court characterized this interest as follows: “[T]his court recognizes the common-law right of inspection of public records by a proper person or his agent provided he has an interest therein which is such as would enable him to maintain or defend an action for which the document or record sought can furnish evidence or necessary information.” This narrow rule has been criticized as a misapplication of the English law. In the Michigan case of Nowack v. Auditor General, the court stated that this limitation was not intended to restrict the right of inspection; rather it was intended to limit the


1245. 112 N.H. at 162, 290 A.2d at 867.


class able to enforce that right by means of a writ of mandamus. 1250

The court said:

The [English] courts held that, to entitle [a party] to the writ, his interest must be direct and tangible, and that the right to inspect public records to secure evidence for a lawsuit was such an interest. By this the courts did not mean that he had no right to inspect the books unless he wanted to use them as evidence, but they meant that they would not issue the extraordinary writ of mandamus to enforce a private right of inspection unless the purpose was to use it in some pending or prospective suit. 1261

American courts have generally broadened this prerequisite to the right of inspection, although many continue to require a showing of some type of interest. 1253 In these states, cases have often turned on the question whether a citizen's "public interest" is sufficient to afford him the right of inspection without a showing of any private interest. 1254 Courts have generally held that the public interest alone is sufficient. 1252

Other states have not required the demonstration of a particular interest but have limited the right of inspection to persons having a "proper purpose." Thus, it has been held that a citizen can invoke the right of inspection "except in instances where the purpose is purely speculative or from idle curiosity, or such as to unduly interfere or hinder the discharge of the duties of [a public] officer." 1255 This standard is an improvement upon the "interest" requirement. However, its vagueness may offer a court an opportunity to deny the right of inspection whenever it feels that the public interest warrants nondisclosure. 1256 Some courts have achieved the most

1250. 243 Mich. at 203-04, 219 N.W. at 750-51. For a discussion of the common-law standing requirements to enforce the right to inspection see text at notes 1271-72 infra.


1253. See, e.g., Moore v. Board of Chosen Freeholders, 76 N.J. Super. 396, 184 A.2d 748 (App. Div.), modified on other grounds, 39 N.J.2d 26, 186 A.2d 676 (1962); Novack v. Auditor Gen. 249 Mich. 200, 219 N.W. 749 (1929). As the court said in State ex rel. Charleston Mail Assn. v. Kelly, 149 W. Va. 766, 770, 143 S.E.2d 136, 139 (1965), "The petitioners ... are citizens, voters, and taxpayers of this state and as such allege that they are interested in 'being fully informed on the activities and conduct of its government and the elected officers thereof and the handling of public monies. It is indeed difficult to envision a greater interest in public records which reflect the handling of public funds than that of a citizen and taxpayer whose own contribution to the public funds is directly involved.'"


desirable result by refusing to impose any restrictions upon the right of inspection. 1257

d. Enforcement procedures. Once a person establishes that he can invoke the right, at common law or under a statute, to inspect particular public records, there remains the problem of enforcing this right if access to the requested records is denied. The class of persons who have the right to inspect and the class of persons who can enforce the right of inspection are not necessarily co-extensive under state law. 1258 Because, as a practical matter, there is no right without a remedy, the limitations on enforcement are crucial. 1259

At common law, the procedure that must be used to compel an agency or public official to permit the inspection of public records is the writ of mandamus. 1260 It is appropriate to use mandamus to force public officials to perform ministerial duties; 1261 generally, it has been held that the duty to allow reasonable inspection of public records is "ministerial in its nature, and so clear and specific that no element of discretion nor of official judgment is involved in its performance." 1262 In the absence of a specific enforcement provision, states with open-records statutes rely on the same procedure. As the Wisconsin court stated: "Mandamus is the proper remedy to test the reasons for withholding documents or records from inspection. In Wisconsin, we have traditionally tested the right to inspection by the use of mandamus ...." 1263

1257. See, e.g., Disabled Police Veterans Club v. Long, 279 S.W.2d 220, 223 (Mo. Ct. App. 1955) ("[It is not] essential that the inspection of public records be limited to persons who have some legal interest to be subserved by the inspection. Neither does it detract from the right to inspect public records that it is done for others for compensation").


1259. See Note, supra note 1192, at 1186. The federal act provides a remedy in every case in which the right of inspection under the statute is improperly denied. A minority of the courts however, relying on traditional equity principles, have refused to order disclosure of improperly withheld records in some cases. See note 1110 supra and accompanying text.


1261. "[W]here the duty of a public official requires the exercise of discretion, mandamus will not be granted to control his decision .... But the law is equally clear that mandamus is the proper remedy to compel a public official to perform a ministerial duty in which the applicant for the writ has a sufficient interest." Pressman v. Elgin, 187 Md. 446, 451, 50 A.2d 560, 563 (1947).


Many states have specifically provided in their statutes that courts shall have jurisdiction in mandamus to review denials of the right of inspection.**1264** Other states allow courts to grant "injunctive relief,"*1265* or to "enter such orders for disclosure" as they deem appropriate,*1266* or to require agencies to show cause why such relief should not be granted.*1267* These procedures are probably equivalent to the common-law writ of mandamus. The most significant difference exists in those states that have included a provision in their statutes for de novo review of denials of the right of inspection.*1268* In the absence of such a provision, a court is generally limited to reviewing whether the official's decision to refuse inspection was supported by sufficient evidence.*1269* Under the de novo review standard, a court may determine the applicability of a claimed exemption unfettered by any presumption in favor of the legitimacy of the agency determination.*1270* This procedure should provide the public with more effective protection against unwarranted withholdings of public records.

The most troublesome requirement for mandamus at common law has been that of standing. In the absence of a statutory provision to the contrary, courts often require that a person petitioning for such a writ demonstrate some "special" or "beneficial" interest in the requested records.*1271* As noted above, some courts have confused the standing requirement for enforcement with the common-law standing requirement for invocation of the right of inspection.*1272* Although most states have abrogated the interest requirement for

---

---


**1271. See, e.g., Boylan v. Warren, 39 Kan. 301, 18 P. 174 (1888).**

**1272. See text following note 1245 supra. Of course, courts can reach the same result by denying a remedy for the right of inspection as they can by denying the right itself.**
the right of inspection, many still retain such a limitation on the right of enforcement.

A problem may arise when a person seeking to enforce his right to inspect public records has only a general "public interest" in obtaining those records, that is, one common to all citizens, rather than a unique personal interest.\textsuperscript{1273} Although many courts allow a citizen to petition for mandamus to vindicate a general public interest in inspection,\textsuperscript{1274} others require that, in the absence of the requisite special interest, the petition must be brought by the attorney general or another designated official.\textsuperscript{1276} Thus, the Pennsylvania court held:

[While the plaintiff had a statutory right of inspection, the breach of the public duty by the respondents did not result in the plaintiff suffering an injury special and peculiar to himself. The mere fact that the right of inspection was refused \textit{him} is not such an injury. Otherwise, in every instance where a mandamus could issue on the relation of the attorney general or the district attorney, it could issue on behalf of an individual plaintiff where the respondents refused to the plaintiff the performance of the duty sought to be enforced.\textsuperscript{1276}]

Requiring a petition for mandamus to be brought by a public official may deprive a person of the right of inspection if the official fails either to petition for enforcement or to pursue the petition to its fullest extent. Compelling a citizen to rely on a public official

\textsuperscript{1273} See Comment, \textit{supra\,note\,1210, at 1667-69.}

\textsuperscript{1274} See, e.g., Clement v. Graham, 78 Vt. 290, 63 A. 146 (1906). The opinion includes an excellent discussion of numerous early cases on point. See also Butcher v. Civil Serv. Commn., 163 Pa. Super. 343, 61 A.2d 367 (1948). Although holding that there was no general right to petition for mandamus, the \textit{Butcher} court seemed to indicate that such a right might exist if "municipal finances" were involved. 163 Pa. Super. at 346, 61 A.2d at 368.

\textsuperscript{1275} See Holcombe v State ex rel. Chandler, 240 Ala. 590, 200 S. 739 (1941); Nowack v. Auditor Gen., 243 Mich. 200, 219 N.W. 749 (1928) (newspapers allowed to petition in their own right since they were deemed to have a special interest in public records); Colnon v. Orr, 71 Cal. 43, 45, 11 P. 814, 815 (1886), in which the court held:

While it is the right of a citizen of this state to inspect the public records at such times as the statute provides, nevertheless a writ of mandate to enforce that right cannot always be invoked.

It must be issued upon affidavit, on the application of the party \textit{beneficially interested}, in all cases where there is not a plain, speedy and adequate remedy given by law, and not otherwise. . . .

What beneficial interest in the examination of this document, even conceding that it was a part of the public records, \textit{Mr. Colnon can have, simply for the reason that he is a citizen of California, we cannot perceive from the record, nor has he sought to allege any such interest in his petition; and therefore he has not brought himself within the purview of the law, which grants to citizens, in certain cases, this special writ.}

(Emphasis original.)

for enforcement seems inconsistent with the underlying theme of freedom of information.

A large number of states with open-records statutes have abrogated any special interest requirement for enforcement. Some of these statutes grant standing to any person (or citizen) "denied" access; 1277 some grant standing to "any person (or citizen) aggrieved." 1278 The same legislative intent probably underlies these two types of provisions, although one could argue that all citizens of a state are "aggrieved" by the failure of a public official to make records available for inspection or publication to anyone who rightfully requests them. Finally, some states apparently do not limit standing and allow any citizen to sue for enforcement of the public right of inspection. 1279

Even if all states eliminated the standing requirement for judicial review, the enforcement process would remain seriously flawed. The expense and delay incurred in seeking judicial review may negate the effectiveness of the review mechanism. 1280 A number of statutory provisions have been adopted by various states in an effort to alleviate these problems.

The provisions that alleviate the cost problem most effectively are found in the Texas 1281 and Oregon 1282 acts. Both of these acts require the attorney general to make a determination before judicial review is available. 1283 The Texas procedure provides that a govern-

---


1280. The obstacles of cost and delay also represent serious problems at the initial stage of the requesting process. Excessive copy or search fees may interfere with public access to information. Similarly, long time-delays before agencies act on information requests can preclude effective public use of public records. Although the states have not generally included provisions in their acts to eliminate such obstacles, the 1974 amendments to the federal FOIA included such provisions. See 5 U.S.C.A. §§ 552(a)(3)(A), (a)(6) (Supp. Feb. 1975). These provisions are discussed in the text at notes 847-99 & 900-38 supra.


1283. However, in Oregon, the appropriate district attorney makes the initial review
ment body seeking to withhold records under a statutory exemption must petition the attorney general for a determination of the applicability of the claimed exemption. This petition must be filed within a reasonable time, but not later than ten days from the date of the request. The Texas statute further specifies that if an agency fails to file a timely petition, "the information shall be presumed to be public." This procedure places the burden of going forward upon the agency, thereby sparing the requesting party the cost and trouble of an appeal in the courts. The stringent time limit should eliminate some of the delays in the review process. Although the act allows either the requesting party or the attorney general to petition the appropriate court to compel compliance, this procedure may be weakened by the absence of a provision for judicial review of the attorney general's determination.

The Oregon statute provides that a person denied records by a public official may petition the attorney general for review. After the attorney general rules upon the validity of the withholding, either the requesting party or the agency may institute proceedings for judicial review of this determination. The act states that the agency has the burden of sustaining its denial of disclosure. Because of its more stringent time limits and the heavier burden it places upon the agency seeking to invoke an exemption, the Texas act may be superior to the Oregon act. However, the failure of the Texas act to allow appeals from the attorney general's determinations may be a significant defect in that act.

The tremendous costs necessarily incurred when an agency denial is challenged in the courts makes these attorney general review provisions especially significant. Even when these nonjudicial review procedures must be initiated by the party requesting the records, as


1284. Tex. Rev. Civ. Stat. Ann. art. 6252-17a, § 7 (Supp. 1974). See Tex. Atty. Gen. Open Records Dec. No. 26, at 2 (March 15, 1974), interpreting this provision as follows: "As a result of the city's failure to comply with the procedure established in § 7(a), we are directed to presume that the information in question is public information. Ordinarily, this presumption will not be overcome unless there is a compelling demonstration that the information requested should not be released to the public, as might be the case, for instance, if it is information deemed confidential by some other source of law." See also Tex. Atty. Gen. Open Records Dec. Nos. 31, (May 1, 1974), 44 (Aug. 15, 1974).


is the case under the Oregon act, they can greatly reduce the costs to the parties involved.1289

Another method of mitigating the cost of challenging agency withholdings is to allow a party to recover some of the costs of litigating an enforcement suit. The Oregon statute specifically provides that a party prevailing on appeal shall be awarded reasonable attorney fees and that a party prevailing in part may be awarded reasonable attorney fees or a part thereof.1290 The Washington act states that a person prevailing against an agency shall be awarded all costs, including reasonable attorney fees, incurred in connection with the legal action.1291 Finally, Colorado provides that the custodian of the disputed records personally may be ordered to pay the applicant's court costs and attorney fees, upon a finding that the denial was arbitrary and capricious.1292 An express provision that makes an agency liable for litigation costs is necessary because "'[t]he general rule is that in suits where the state is a party in its own courts, it is not liable for costs in the absence of an express statute creating such liability' . . . . This general rule is also applicable not only to 'the state' as such, but also to state agencies.'"1293

The significant delays that often accompany the judicial review process may also hinder the effective enforcement of the right of inspection. The information sought may be virtually useless by the time it is obtained; thus, many persons seeking public records may be deterred from challenging an agency denial in court unless the review process is expedited. In recognition of this problem many states have granted cases reviewing information denials a preference

---

1289. The implementation of such a procedure at the federal level should be considered. The Justice Department has, on its own initiative, taken one step toward implementing a pre-judicial review procedure. The Department currently requires all federal agencies to inform the Department's Freedom of Information Committee of all intended denials of FOIA requests. The Committee screens these denials and recommends disclosure or withholding. If the Committee does not approve the withholding, and the denial is subsequently challenged in court, the Justice Department will refuse to defend the agency. 28 C.F.R. § 50.9(a) (1974). See note 956 & text at note 1003 supra. Although this procedure is not adversarial, it could serve as the foundation for the establishment of an attorney general review procedure such as that mandated in Texas.

1290. ORE. REV. STAT. § 192.490(3) (1974). See also Model FOIA, supra note 1169, § 6(D).


or priority on the trial calendar, while others have set a definite time limit for a hearing.

e. **Sanctions.** The final element of a comprehensive open-records law is a sanctions provision. Such a provision is intended to deter public officials from wrongfully refusing to comply with information requests. Most access statutes include one or more sanctions. The great majority of them make it a misdemeanor for public officials to violate the provisions of the act. The specified criminal penalty is usually a small fine, a short jail sentence, or both. Some statutes require that a violation be “willfully and knowingly” committed in order to be a criminal offense; others include no specific scienter requirement. Although the latter standard might encompass even an innocent violation, it seems unlikely that an official acting in good faith would be held criminally liable.

It is difficult to determine whether such sanctions are effective in deterring public officials from wrongfully withholding public records. In order for penal sanctions to be effective, the states must be willing to prosecute violators. Because the states may hesitate to do so, especially where the official has simply made a mistake of

1294. See, e.g., CAL. GOVT. CODE § 6258 (West Supp. 1975); COLO. REV. STAT. ANN. § 24-72-204(5) (1973); LA. REV. STAT. § 44:35 (West 1950); N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. § 91-A:7 (Supp. 1975); ORE. REV. STAT. § 192.490(2) (1974). See also Model FOIA, supra note 1169, § 6(C); 5 U.S.C.A. § 552(a)(4)(D) (Supp. Feb. 1975). The federal provision is merely a general directive that priority is to be accorded FOIA cases, and its effect appears to be limited. See text at notes 1007-15 supra. The federal act does, however, include an additional provision requiring defendants in FOIA cases to answer the complaint within 30 days after it is served “unless the court otherwise directs for good cause shown.” 5 U.S.C.A. § 522(a)(4)(C) (Supp. Feb. 1975), discussed in the text at notes 997-1006 supra.

1295. See, e.g., ARK. STAT. ANN. § 12-2806 (1968) (seven days); VA. CODE ANN. § 21-346 (1973) (seven days or given preference).


1297. These range from up to $1000 or up to six months for the first offense, and up to $2000 and/or up to 6 months for subsequent offenses, LA. REV. STAT. § 44:37 (West 1950), to not more than $20 for each month of refusal or neglect. MASS. ANN. LAWS ch. 66, § 15 (1971); N.C. GEN. STAT. § 132-9 (1974).


1299. E.g., FLA. STAT. ANN. § 119.02 (Supp. 1974); KAN. STAT. ANN. § 45-203 (1973); N.M. STAT. ANN. § 71-5-3 (1961).
judgment, such penal sanctions may be relatively ineffectual. As an alternative, a few states have provided for the imposition of civil sanctions upon offending officials. The Washington act allows a court to assess up to $25 per day against the offending official for each day of improper withholding.\footnote{WASH. REV. CODE § 42.17.340(3) (1974).} The Ohio act provides that the attorney general may collect up to $100 in a civil action against an offending official.\footnote{OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 149.99 (Page 1969). The most effective alternative would be a provision authorizing either disciplinary action against officials who improperly withhold information, cf. 5 U.S.C.A. § 552(a)(4)(F) (discussed in the text at notes 1072-97 supra), or removal of such officials from office.} In addition, a few state statutes specifically provide that noncompliance with a court order requiring disclosure will be considered a contempt of court.\footnote{E.g., CAL. GOVT. CODE § 6259 (West Supp. 1975); ORE. REV. STAT. § 192.490(1) (1974). See also Model FOIA, supra note 1169, § 6(B).} Finally, the Washington act includes a unique provision to the effect that a party may not be "adversely affected" by records that have not been made available as required by law.\footnote{WASH. REV. CODE § 42.17.250(2) (1974). See also MICH. COMP. LAWS ANN. § 24.223(1) (Supp. 1974). The federal act contains a somewhat analogous provision that states that "[e]xcept to the extent that a person has actual and timely notice of the terms thereof, a person may not in any manner be required to resort to, or be adversely affected by, a matter required to be published in the Federal Register and not so published." 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(1) (1970). There is a similar provision in 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(2) (Supp. Feb. 1975). These provisions are more limited than the Washington act, in that they refer only to two categories of public records (those defined in 5 U.S.C. §§ 552(a)(1) and (2)). Further, they require only "actual notice," rather than full compliance with the statute in making the information available.} The efficacy of such a provision, however, has not yet been tested in the courts.

It may be that none of these sanctions will be particularly effective. Because most unlawful withholdings are probably not done in bad faith, officials are not likely to respond to punitive sanctions. Although all open records statutes should include a strong sanctions provision as a symbolic manifestation of the importance of bureaucratic compliance with the policy of freedom of information, the actual deterrent effect of such sanctions is probably minimal. The most effective remedy for abuses may simply be the establishment of an expedient and efficient review procedure to correct unlawful withholdings of public records.

E. State and Proposed Federal Open-Meeting Laws

An important result of the campaign to promote "freedom of information" and to ensure open government has been the proliferation of open-meeting laws.\footnote{These statutes have been given a variety of names, including "right-to-know"
common-law right to attend meetings of government agencies, all but a few states have enacted relatively comprehensive statutes providing such a right, and Congress is currently considering proposals for a comprehensive federal open-meeting act. 


A few states have recently adopted constitutional provisions that may guarantee a public right of access to meetings of government bodies. See, e.g., La. Const. art. XII, § 8 ("No person shall be denied the right to observe the deliberations of public bodies . . . except in cases established by law"); Mont. Const. art. II, § 9 ("No person shall be deprived of the right . . . to observe the deliberations of all public bodies or agencies of state government and its subdivisions, except in cases where the demand of individual privacy clearly exceeds the merits of public disclosure"). There has been
Underlying such legislation is the belief that it is "essential to the maintenance of a democratic society that public business be performed in an open and public manner and that the citizens be advised of and aware of the performance of public officials and the deliberations and decisions that go into the making of public policy." It is hoped that open-meeting laws will increase citizen participation in government, thereby improving the political decision-making process:

Every meeting of any board, commission, agency or authority of a municipality should be a marketplace of ideas, so that the governmental agency may have sufficient input from the citizens who are going to be affected by the subsequent action of the municipality.

The ordinary taxpayer can no longer be led blindly down the path of government . . . . Government, more so now than ever before, should be responsive to the wishes of the public. These wishes could...

---


For a discussion of attempts to enact an open-meeting law in Mississippi, which currently has no such law, see Comment, Open Meetings Laws: An Analysis and a Proposal, 45 Miss. L.J. 1151 (1974). The other states that do not have such laws are New York, Rhode Island, and West Virginia.

1308. See S. 5, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. (1975); text at notes 1444-98 infra.


In an early case interpreting the Florida sunshine law, the Florida supreme court demonstrated that the courts recognized the importance of this policy. Thus, the court said:

The right of the public to be present and to be heard during all phases of enactments by boards and commissions is a source of strength in our country. During past years tendencies toward secrecy in public affairs have been the subject of extensive criticism . . . . One purpose of the Sunshine Law was to maintain the faith of the public in governmental agencies. Regardless of their good intentions, these specified boards and commissions, through devious ways, should not be allowed to deprive the public of this inalienable right to be present and to be heard at all deliberations wherein decisions affecting the public are being made.


A number of cases imply that the right of access may include a right to participate in public proceedings. See, e.g., Town of Palm Beach v. Gradison, 296 S.2d 473, 475 (Fla. 1974). But see Barnes v. City of New Haven, 140 Conn. 8, 20, 98 A.2d 523, 530 (1953). Such public participation would further many of the policies underlying open-meeting acts. See generally Cramton, The Why, Where and How of Broadened Public Participation in the Administrative Process, 60 Geo. L.J. 525 (1972); Gellhorn, Public Participation in Administrative Proceedings, 81 Yale L.J. 559 (1972). Generally, however, open-meeting laws ensure only the right to observe public proceedings.
never be known in nonpublic meetings, and the governmental agencies would be deprived of the benefit of suggestions and ideas which may be advanced by the knowledgeable public.

Also, such open meetings instill confidence in government. The taxpayer deserves an opportunity to express his views and have them considered in the decision-making process.\textsuperscript{1310}

Although the benefits of open meetings are generally recognized, it has been argued that it may be undesirable to require that they be held.\textsuperscript{1311} Some have suggested that opening the preliminary stages of the decision-making process to public scrutiny will impair the entire process because the free exchange of ideas among public officials may be curtailed.\textsuperscript{1312} Similarly, the achievement of necessary compromise may be frustrated if officials, having expressed what were intended as preliminary positions, are thereafter inhibited from modifying them.\textsuperscript{1313} As one commentator has suggested, the "value competing against a 'right to know' ... is not a 'right to secrecy,' but an assurance of some insulation from the intense heat of public pressure."\textsuperscript{1314} Finally, it can be argued that discussion of certain matters in public meetings may so adversely affect other recognized interests (for example, personal privacy) that the public interest in access should yield.\textsuperscript{1315}

The implementation of the open-meeting principle at the state level has produced considerable variation in approach. This section of the Project will examine and compare the experience of a number of states under differing statutory schemes and conclude with an assessment of the proposed federal act.

1. \textit{State Open-Meeting Laws}

A comprehensive open-meeting law should include: (1) a description of both the government bodies that are subject to the act's provisions and the "meetings" of such bodies or their members that must be open; (2) a list of the specific subjects that may be discussed

\textsuperscript{1310} Town of Palm Beach v. Gradison, 296 S.2d 473, 475 (Fla. 1974).
\textsuperscript{1311} See \textit{Open-Meeting Hearings}, supra note 1309, at 205-06; Note, \textit{supra} note 1306, at 1202-03.


\textsuperscript{1313} Note, \textit{supra} note 1306, at 1202-03. There is also a danger that those involved in open discussions will be pressured either to reject reasonable positions offered by other participants or to decline to advance unpopular recommendations.

\textsuperscript{1314} Wickham, \textit{Let the Sunshine In!}, 68 Nw. U. L. Rev. 480, 481 (1973).

\textsuperscript{1315} See text at notes 1362-82 infra.
in closed (executive) session; (3) procedures for citizen enforcement; (4) steps to be taken after a meeting has been held in violation of the act; and (5) sanctions to be applied to individuals who participate in meetings that fail to conform to the act's requirements.

a. General coverage provisions. State open-meeting laws contain various definitions of the government bodies that are subject to their requirements. Many of these laws simply provide that they apply to all boards, agencies, commissions, and similar governmental groups. A number of other statutes use a "public funds" test, whereby any government body "supported in whole or in part by or expending public funds" is required to hold open meetings. The remaining statutes contain coverage provisions that are generally phrased in terms of the method by which the government bodies were created and/or the purposes that such bodies were intended to serve.

1316. In addition, comprehensive acts should also require that adequate public notice be given before all meetings, open or closed, and that transcripts of such meetings be prepared, maintained, and to the extent mandated by the state's open-records act, open to public scrutiny. Provisions requiring notice have been widely enacted. See, e.g., CAL. GOVT. CODE § 1125 (West Supp. 1974); ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 102, § 42.02 (1975); IOWA CODE § 28A.4 (1971); MASS. ANN. LAWS ch. 30A, § 11A (1973); MICH. COMP. LAWS § 15.239 (1970); NEB. REV. STAT. § 84-1402 (Cum. Supp. 1974); N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. § 91-A:2 (Supp. 1975); ORE. REV. STAT. § 192.640 (1974); TEX. REV. CIV. STAT. ANN. art. 6252-17, § 3A (Supp. 1974); WASH. REV. CODE §§ 42.30.070, .080 (1974). See also Common Cause Proposed Act, supra note 1309, § 6. Provisions requiring the preparation of transcripts include GA. CODE ANN. § 40-5301(b) (Supp. 1974); IOWA CODE § 28A.5 (1971); VA. CODE ANN. § 2.1-545 (Supp. 1974).


Although the ultimate scope of an open-meeting law may depend upon the type of definitional provision it contains,\textsuperscript{1320} it would be inconsistent with the basic policy behind open-meeting legislation to apply such a provision restrictively. Legislatures have often expressed their desire that open-meeting acts be liberally construed,\textsuperscript{1321} and although the question whether particular bodies are within the scope of a particular open-meeting act is not often litigated,\textsuperscript{1322} courts have shown a general willingness to construe such statutes to effectuate the intent of the legislature that the performance of public business be open to public scrutiny.\textsuperscript{1323}

The more important and difficult problem in interpreting the scope of an open-meeting act is to determine which gatherings of members of included government bodies must be open to the

\textsuperscript{1320} Note, \textit{supra} note 1305, at 1205. Thus, the application of a “public funds” test could result in the exclusion of certain advisory groups. For example, in \textit{Town of Palm Beach v. Gradison}, 296 S.2d 473 (Fla. 1974), the court held that advisory groups were within the scope of the Florida sunshine law. If that law had contained a “public funds” test, the advisory groups would probably not have been required to conduct open meetings.

\textsuperscript{1321} See, e.g., \textit{IND. CODE} § 5-14-1-1 (1971); \textit{MONT. REV. CODES ANN.} § 52-3401 (1966); \textit{WASH. REV. CODE} § 42.30.910 (1974). See also \textit{Common Cause Proposed Act, supra} note 1309, § 2(b).

\textsuperscript{1322} Most questions of coverage deal with problems of advisory bodies or subgroups of agencies. See, e.g., \textit{McLarty v. Board of Regents}, 231 Ga. 22, 200 S.E.2d 117 (1973). See text at notes 1348-61 \textit{infra}. Those courts that have considered whether specific government bodies are within the purview of an open-meeting act generally have dismissed the contention that a particular body is not included with little discussion. See, e.g., \textit{Selkowe v. Bean}, 109 N.H. 247, 248, 249 A.2d 35, 36 (1968).

\textsuperscript{1323} For example, in \textit{Raton Pub. Serv. Co. v. Hobbes}, 76 N.M. 335, 417 P.2d 32 (1966), the court held that a city-owned electric utility company must meet the requirements of the state's open-meeting act, stating:

To conclude that the legislature was thinking specifically of bodies such as appellant when it used the language it did would accord to them more reason and foresight than could be supported by the facts. However, the language used, being broad enough to include appellant, we perceive it as our duty to uphold the act and its application to appellant. The legislature, in its wisdom, having passed § 5-6-17, N.M.S.A. 1953, and appellant being within its broad terms, we are impressed that there is no reason to attempt to excuse it from the operation of the act.

public. There is a wide spectrum of gatherings that can be considered "meetings," ranging from formal convocations of an entire agency membership to informal conversations between two agency members. Since open-meeting acts are aimed at permitting the public to know about and contribute to deliberations that lead to government action, a requirement that meetings be open only when final action is to be taken would be inadequate. Nevertheless, while mere administrative inconvenience is not sufficient to outweigh the public interest in open government, a requirement that all gatherings at which public business may be discussed be open (and preceded by notice) would unnecessarily interfere with the lives of public officials and impair governmental efficiency.

Florida's experience under a statute that speaks only of "meetings . . . at which official acts are to be taken" demonstrates the problems that arise when an open-meeting law does not specifically delimit its scope. In Florida, the courts and the attorney general have had to make essentially legislative judgments about which gatherings constitute "meetings."

The Florida courts have recognized that the policy underlying the Florida sunshine law requires that the whole decision-making process be as open as possible; thus, they have construed expansively the phrase "meetings at which official acts are taken." One Florida court has stated:

1324. See Reeves v. Orleans Parish School Bd., 281 S.2d 719, 721 (La. 1973) ("The key to the problem is the meaning of the word 'meetings' as used in the quoted statutes. A meeting may be simply a coming together or a gathering for business, social or other purposes"); Comment, supra note 1210, at 1655.

1325. As was stated in the early case of Acord v. Booth, 33 Utah 279, 284, 93 P. 734, 735-36 (1908): "The purpose [of allowing public access] was not that the public might know how the vote stood, but the purpose evidently was that the public might know what the councilmen thought about the matters . . . . Moreover, the public have the right to know just what public business is being considered, and by whom and to what extent . . . ."


1327. See Reeves v. Orleans Parish School Bd., 281 S.2d 719, 721 (La. 1973), in which the court refused to proscribe preliminary discussions between members of the board on matters "which do not require official board action" because it was "satisfied [that] the statutes intended] no such crippling limitation." The court did, however, prohibit informal conferencing sessions by the board. See also Comment, supra note 1210, at 1651.


1330. See Times Publishing Co. v. Williams, 222 S.2d 470, 475 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1969). Other states have similarly interpreted their sunshine laws. See, e.g., Letter from Israel Packel, Pennsylvania Attorney General, to Governor Milton Shapp, September 12, 1974, at 1 [hereinafter Packel Letter]; Local 92, Am. Newspaper Guild v. Board of Supervisors, 265 Cal. App. 2d 41, 47, 69 Cal. Rptr. 480, 485 (1969) ("Recognition of deliberation and action as dual components of the collective decision-making process brings awareness that the meeting concept cannot be split off and confined to one component only, but rather comprehends both and either").
Every thought, as well as every affirmative act, of a public official as it relates to and is within the scope of his official duties, is a matter of public concern; and it is the entire decision-making process that the legislature intended to affect by the enactment of the statute before us. Every step in the decision-making process, including the decision itself, is a necessary preliminary to formal action. It follows that each step constitutes an "official act," an indispensable requisite to "formal action," within the meaning of the act. Additionally, the Florida supreme court, holding that a city council could not conduct closed meetings even for the purposes of discussion, has said: "It is the law's intent that any meeting relating to any matter on which foreseeable action will be taken, occur openly and publicly. In this area of regulating, the statute may push beyond debatable limits in order to block evasive techniques. An informal conference or caucus of any two or more members permits crystallization of secret decisions to a point just short of ceremonial acceptance."

In 1971, the Florida Attorney General considered whether telephone conversations between two members of a board or commission were subject to the sunshine law. Relying on the liberal construction given the law by the courts, he concluded that such "conversations between public officials on aspects of the public's business are part of the process which ultimately leads up to a final recorded action in a formal public meeting" and that the public may not be deliberately excluded from these "meetings." He refused, however, to require that public officials provide advance notice before engaging in such discussions. Applying what he labeled the "rule of reason," he stated that "[t]o force public officials to give a period of notice to the press and public before making individual telephone calls or engaging in informal conversation with other members of the board or commission would slow the free and healthy conduct of the public's business to a standstill and thwart the interchange of ideas among public officials." His opinion effectively excludes these discussions from public scrutiny.

The next year, in Bassett v. Braddock, the Florida supreme court held that preliminary labor negotiations may be conducted in private. The court observed:

Every action emanates from thoughts and creations of the mind and

---

1334. Id. at 7.
1335. Id. at 8.
1336. Id.
1337. 262 S.2d 425 (1972).
exchanges with others. These are perhaps "deliberations" in a sense but hardly demanded to be brought forward in the spoken word at a public meeting. To carry such matters to an extreme approaches the ridiculous; it would defeat any meaningful and productive process of government. One must maintain perspective on a broad provision such as this legislative enactment, in its application to the actual workings of an active Board fraught with many and varied problems and demands.1338

Thus, in the absence of clear legislative guidelines, both the courts and the Attorney General in Florida have had to recognize, on a case-by-case basis, that there are practical considerations that dictate limitations upon the fundamental policy of openness.

The states have variously defined the stage in the decision-making process at which their open-meeting requirements become operative. Many states simply include "all meetings."1339 A number of other states use language similar to that of the Florida act—"all meetings at which official acts are to be taken."1340 Still other states have statutes that cover all meetings, "formal or informal" and/or "special or regular."1341 The danger inherent in such vague definitions is that some courts may be reluctant to construe them as broadly as have the Florida courts. Where open-meeting statutes are restrictively interpreted to cover only meetings at which final approval is given to public measures,1342 their fundamental policy

1338. 262 S.2d at 428.
1339. See, e.g., ALA. STAT. § 44.62.310(a) (1967), as amended, (Supp. 1974); HAWAII REV. STAT. § 92-2 (1958); ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 102, § 42 (1973); LA. REV. STAT. ANN. § 42:5 (West 1965); MASS. ANNS. LAWS ch. 30A, § 11A (1975); MICH. STAT. ANN. § 471.705(1) (Supp. 1974); NEV. REV. STAT. § 241.020 (1973); N.D. CENT. CODE § 44-04-19 (1960); OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 121.22 (Page 1959); OKLA. STAT. ANN. tit. 5, § 201 (Supp. 1974); UTAH CODE ANN. § 52-4-2 (1970); VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 1, § 312(a) (Supp. 1974).
1340. FLA. STAT. ANN. § 286.011(1) (Supp. 1974). Similar provisions include GA. CODE ANN. § 48-5301(a) (Supp. 1974); MICH. COMP. LAWS § 15.251(2) (1970) (defining "public meeting" as that part of a meeting during which the body votes); MONT. REV. CODES ANN. § 82-3402 (1965); N.J. STAT. ANN. § 10:4-2 to –3 (Supp. 1974) (meetings at which a vote is taken); PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 65, §§ 201-62 (1974 Purdon's Legis. Serv. 480) (meetings at which there is voting or setting of official policy); WYO. STAT. ANN. § 65-11-41(1) (Supp. 1973) (meetings at which collective commitments or promises to make a positive or negative decision are made). The Washington statute states that official "action" includes but is not limited to collective decisions, commitments, and votes. WASH. REV. CODE § 42.30.020(3) (1974). Cf. DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 29, § 5109 (1974); IND. CODE § 5-14-1-2(2) (1971); N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. § 91-A:1 (Supp. 1973); N.C. GEN. STAT. § 142-518.2 (1974).
1342. See Turk v. Richard, 47 S.2d 549 (Fla. 1950) (interpreting the old Florida open-meeting law). See also Adler v. City Council, 184 Cal. App. 2d 763, 770-71, 7 Cal. Rptr. 635, 810 (1960). But see Local 92, Am. Newspaper Guild v. Board of Supervisors, 263 Cal. App. 2d 41, 69 Cal. Rptr. 480, 487 (1969), in which, in interpreting the "all meetings" language of the California local government open-meeting act, the court held: "As operative criteria, formality and informality are alien to the law's design, expos-
of allowing the public to participate during all stages of the decision-making process can easily be subverted.\textsuperscript{1348}

States that have decided not to restrict the scope of their statutes to meetings at which final action is taken have had to consider how best to resolve the conflict between the principle of open government and the need to ensure the efficient functioning of government. Some states, choosing to further the ideal of citizen participation, require that any gathering to discuss or formulate public policy be open to the public.\textsuperscript{1844} Other states, more concerned with the problems of efficiency, require only that “official” or “convened” meetings be open\textsuperscript{1845} or specifically exclude social or chance gatherings.\textsuperscript{1846} Finally, a number of states have “compromised” by restricting the applicability of their open-meeting laws to meetings at which a quorum is present\textsuperscript{1847} on the theory that, since no binding it to the very evasions which it was designed to prevent. Construed in light of the statute’s objectives, the term “meeting” extends to informal sessions or conferences of the board members designed for the discussion of public business.\textsuperscript{1343}


\textsuperscript{1345} See, \textit{e.g.}, \textit{Ariz. Rev. Stat.} \textsection 38-431.01(A) (1974); \textit{Ind. Code} \textsection 5-14-1-2 (1971); \textit{Neb. Rev. Stat.} \textsection 84-1401 (Cum. Supp. 1974); \textit{S.D. Comp. Laws Ann.} \textsection 1-26-1 (1974); \textit{Tenn. Code Ann.} \textsection 8-4402 (Supp. 1974). Limitations such as these may result in the elimination of uncertainty if they are interpreted to exclude all but the final steps of the decision-making process from the open-meeting requirements. Cf. Comment, 56 \textit{Ore. L. Rev.} 349, \textit{supra} note 1505, at 349. However, the result would thus be identical to that achieved in states where the term “meeting” itself is read restrictively to include only meetings at which final action is taken. See text at notes 1349-50 infra. But see \textit{Wis. Stat. Ann.} \textsection 66.77(2)(b) (1974 West’s Wis. Legis. Serv. 332), which defines “meeting” as “the convening of a governmental body in a session such that the body is vested with authority, power, duties, or responsibilities not vested in the individual members.” While the term “convening” might be a limitation, the remainder of the definition implies that it will be given considerable scope.


\textsuperscript{1347} See, \textit{e.g.}, \textit{Ariz. Rev. Stat.} \textsection 38-431(2) (1974); \textit{Cal. Govt. Code} \textsection 54092.3 (West Supp. 1974); \textit{K.Y. Rev. Stat.} \textsection 61.805.3 (Supp. 1974); \textit{N.M. Stat. Ann.} \textsection 5-6-23(B), (C) (Supp. 1974); \textit{N.C. Gen. Stat.} \textsection 143-518.2 (1974); \textit{Ore. Rev. Stat.} \textsection 192.630 (1974); \textit{Tenn. Code Ann.} \textsection 8-4402 (Supp. 1974); \textit{Tex. Rev. Civ. Stat. Ann.} art. 6252-17, \textsection 1 (Supp. 1974). See also \textit{Common Cause Proposed Act, supra} note 1305, \textsection 2(a). At least one state supreme court, see \textit{Reeves v. Orleans Parish School Bd.}, 281 S.2d 719, 721-22 (La. 1975) (dictum), and one state attorney general, see \textit{Packet Letter, supra} note 1330, at 5, have interpreted “all meetings” to mean that a quorum must be present. Even in Florida, where the courts have accepted no definite limitations on the scope of the
decisions can be reached absent a quorum, the public will still have an opportunity to observe the agency’s final action. Unfortunately, this last group of states may be seriously undermining the policy of open government: Meaningful citizen input into the decision-making process requires that public observation be allowed during the early stages of deliberation, especially in situations where the recommendations of a less-than-quorum-sized group may be approved by the agency membership with only perfunctory consideration.

State experience in dealing with the question whether—and, if so, how—advisory committees should be treated under an open-meeting act illustrates some of the most significant issues involved in defining the scope of a coverage provision. The Georgia supreme court, holding that a university student-activity fund committee was not covered by the Georgia sunshine law, stressed the group’s inability to take binding action:

What the law seeks to eliminate are closed meetings which engender in the people a distrust of its officials who are clothed with the power to act in their name. It declares that the people, who possess ultimate sovereignty under our form of government, are entitled to observe the actions of those described bodies when exercising the power delegated to them to act on behalf of the people in the name of sunshine law, the attorney general has apparently recognized the certainty that such a “quorum limit” would afford. Op. Fla. Atty. Gen. No. 071-52, at 10 (March 5, 1971).

1348. 32 OP. CAL. ATTY. GEN. 240, 242 (1958).
1349. See Note, supra note 1306, at 1205-06.
1350. For the purposes of this discussion a “less-than-quorum-sized group” should be distinguished from a formally constituted agency subunit that would itself be considered a separate government entity. A number of state open-meeting statutes apply by their terms to the meetings of “subdivisary bodies,” “subordinate units,” or committees and subcommittees. E.g., ALA. STAT. § 44.62.310(a) (Supp. 1979); ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 102, § 42 (1973); KAN. STAT. ANN. § 75-4318 (Supp. 1974); MINN. STAT. ANN. § 471.705 (Supp. 1974); NEB. REV. STAT. § 84-1401 (Cum. Supp. 1974). Since several statutes that have similar provisions also have “quorum-limit” rules, e.g., KY. REV. STAT. §§ 61.805(2), 810 (Supp. 1974); N.C. GEN. STAT. §§ 143-318.2, 3 (1974); ORE. REV. STAT. §§ 192.610(2), 630(2) (1974), such provisions refer only to formally constituted subunits. The Wisconsin Act specifically so limits its provision for subgroups. Wis. STAT. ANN. § 66.77(2)(c) (1974 West’s Wis. Legis. Serv. 332).
1351. “Advisory groups” may serve many different functions and may assume various forms. Thus, the Georgia supreme court, in McLarty v. Board of Regents, 231 Ga. 22, 22-23, 200 S.E.2d 117, 119 (1973), described them as “the innumerable groups which are organized and meet for the purpose of collecting information, making recommendations, and rendering advice but which have no authority to make governmental decisions and act for the State.” Recognizing the potential inclusiveness of the term, the Oregon attorney general stated:

The law also applies to any formal or informal advisory group or body appointed by a state or local governmental agency or official which also operates as a deliberative body. The test of whether an advisory group is covered by the laws is whether the group is deliberative in the sense that votes are taken and there is normally a quorum requirement. Consequently the law does not apply to internal agency staff meetings . . . .

36 OR. ATTY. GEN. 542, 545 (1973).
the State. There is no such compelling reason to require public meetings of advisory groups. They can take no official action.\textsuperscript{1352}

This emphasis on the type of action taken, however, ignores the fundamental objective of opening the preliminary steps in the government's decision-making process to public scrutiny.\textsuperscript{1353} Although the student and faculty members of this committee were not "public officials," their recommendations arguably constituted the most significant stage of the budgetary process. Moreover, the premise that closing the committee's meetings would not engender distrust of government does not appear to be well-founded. Public distrust can result whether or not the closed meeting was convened to take "official action."\textsuperscript{1354}

Unlike Georgia, most of the states that have considered the issue have included advisory committees within the scope of their open-meeting acts—some by explicit legislation\textsuperscript{1355} and others by judicial or attorney general interpretation. In Florida, for example, the state supreme court, reasoning that advisory committee meetings fell within the sunshine law's provision for "the collective inquiry and discussion stages" of agency business, held that "any committee established by the Town Council to act in any type of advisory capacity would be subject to the provisions of [that] law."\textsuperscript{1356} Similar


\textsuperscript{1353} The Georgia sunshine law requires "[a]ll meetings of any State department, agency, board, bureau, commission or political subdivision . . . at which official actions are to be taken" to be open to the public. Ga. Code Ann. § 49-3501(a) (Supp. 1974). Although the term "official actions" is ambiguous and could be read to exclude meetings at which no formal action is taken, such a reading seems inconsistent not only with the policies generally underlying open-meeting laws, see text at notes 1309-10 supra, but also with the intent of the Georgia legislature, which "substantially copied" the Florida act. See Note, supra note 1307, at 601-03.

\textsuperscript{1354} Cf. text at note 1454 infra.


\textsuperscript{1356} Town of Palm Beach v. Gradison, 296 S.2d 473, 476-77 (1974) (emphasis added). With regard to advisory groups, the Florida Attorney General had originally taken the position that such groups are "not of the type commonly thought of as 'governmental' and thus [are] not within the purview of the 'Government in the Sunshine' Law." Op. Fla. Atty. Gen. No. 72-33 (Dec. 3, 1971). In an opinion issued about 18 months later, however, the Attorney General reconsidered his initial position. In Op. Fla. Atty. Gen. No. 79-039 (May 10, 1973), he analyzed the status of these groups less in terms of technical form and more in terms of whether open meetings at the advisory level would effectively serve the public interest. He found that, because of its expertise, the planning commission in question would play a very "sig-
larly, the Pennsylvania Attorney General has interpreted that state's act to extend to advisory committees. He emphasized that "[t]he Legislature intended the full decision-making process . . . to be revealed to public scrutiny and this intent may not be subverted by delegating authority to a group claimed to be beyond the scope of the Act." 1368

It is unfortunate that states such as California and Pennsylvania, which require advisory committees to conduct public meetings, permit "less-than-quorum-sized" groups to conduct closed sessions. The policies underlying open-meeting acts require that both types of groups be included in order to open the entire decision-making process to public scrutiny. 1361

b. Exemptions. The second major provision that a comprehensive act should include is a specific list of exemptions: particular substantive matters that the legislature, after carefully balancing the countervailing public interests, determines may be discussed in closed session. 1362 Any agency dealing with an exempt matter should be able to discuss it in executive session. However, when discussing

1357. See Packel Letter, supra note 1350, at 1-2:

"If a body which is formally organized by statute, executive order, administrative directive or regulation, is delegated a function, even though wholly advisory, its meetings are also subject to the Act. The collective decisions of advisory boards, commissions and committees often provide the foundation upon which ultimate decisions are made, and the fact that a particular advisory group cannot bind its parent agency does not exempt the former from the Sunshine Law.


1359. See note 1355 supra.


1361. Those states that impose a "quorum-limit" apparently do so in recognition of the fact that this is almost the only manageable (and meaningful) standard that does not prohibit all interaction among public officials. These states have apparently concluded that a standard that affords some certainty to the application of the law, even at the risk of evasion by some public officials, is superior to a law that has no real standards at all. For an attempt to create an alternative standard see Op. Fla. Atty. Gen. No. 071-82 (March 3, 1971).

1362. The considerations involved in determining whether particular matters should be exempted or not are essentially the same as those considered with regard to open-records laws. See text at notes 1207-40 supra.

all other matters, agencies covered by the statute should be required to meet in public.\textsuperscript{1364}

Where the legislature either fails to enumerate exempt substantive matters or unclearly defines the scope of a particular exemption, the courts, the attorney general, and the agencies themselves may face difficult interpretative questions with little more than a general policy of openness to guide them. In Florida, the courts have generally interpreted their act quite broadly\textsuperscript{1365} and have been reluctant to read exemptions into a statute that recognizes no exemptions "except as otherwise provided in the constitution ..."\textsuperscript{1366} In \textit{Times Publishing Co. v. Williams},\textsuperscript{1367} however, an intermediate Florida court recognized a limited exemption for consultations between an agency and its attorney regarding pending litigation.\textsuperscript{1368} While such

\textsuperscript{1364} A distinction should be drawn between provisions that \textit{exempt} matters from the operation of a sunshine law and provisions that \textit{exclude} matters from the scope of such an act. The former provisions allow agencies that otherwise have to hold open meetings to conduct executive sessions when specified subject matters are to be discussed. The latter provisions allow specified government bodies to conduct executive sessions regardless of the subject matter to be discussed. One common exclusion covers judicial bodies (including juries) and quasi-judicial proceedings. See ALAS. STAT. §§ 44-6210(d)(1), (2) (1973); ARIZ. REV. STAT. § 38-431.08 (1974); ARK. STAT. ANN. §§ 12-2803, -2805 (1968); CAL. GOVT. CODE § 11121 (West Supp. 1975); HAWAII REV. STAT. § 92-1(1) (1985); ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 102, § 42 (1973); IOWA CODE § 28A.6 (1971); KY. REV. STAT. § 61.810(4) (Supp. 1974); MASS. ANN. LAWS ch. 30A, § 11A (1973); MINN. STAT. ANN. § 471.065(1) (Supp. 1974); N.J. STAT. ANN. § 10:4-4 (Supp. 1974); N.M. STAT. ANN. §§ 5-4-23(b) (Supp. 1974); N.C. GEN. STAT. §§ 143-318.4(a), (b) (1974); OR. REV. STAT. § 192.690 (1974); TEX. REV. CIV. STAT. ANN. art. 6252-17, § 2(d) (Supp. 1974); VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 1, § 312 (Supp. 1974); VA. CODE ANN. § 2.1-345(6) (Supp. 1974); WASH. REV. CODE § 42.30.20(1)(a) (1974); WIS. STAT. ANN. § 66.77(4) (1974 West's Wis. Legis. Serv. 332). Many states also exclude parole and pardon boards. See ALAS. STAT. § 44.62.310(d) (Supp. 1974); CAL. GOVT. CODE § 11126 (West Supp. 1975); GA. CODE ANN. § 40-3302(b) (Supp. 1974); ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 102, § 42(b) (1973); KY. REV. STAT. § 61.810(1) (Supp. 1974); MINN. STAT. ANN. § 471.705(1) (Supp. 1974); N.J. STAT. ANN. § 10:4-4 (Supp. 1974); N.C. GEN. STAT. §§ 143-318.4(a), (b) (1974), as amended, (Supp. 1974); OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 121.22 (Page 1969); OR. REV. STAT. § 192.690 (1974); S.C. CODE ANN. § 1-20.5(c)(2) (Supp. 1974); TEX. REV. CIV. STAT. ANN. art. 6252-17, § 2(p) (Supp. 1974); VA. CODE ANN. § 2.1-345(6) (Supp. 1974); WIS. STAT. ANN. § 66.77(1)(c) (1974 West's Wis. Legis. Serv. 352). A number of states exclude other specific agencies from their act's coverage. See, e.g., CAL. GOVT. CODE § 11126 (West Supp. 1975) (Alcoholic Beverage Appeals Bd., Franchise Tax Bd.); ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 102, § 42 (1973) (Commerce Commn.); MASS. ANN. LAWS ch. 30A, § 11A (1973) (Board of Bank Incorporation, General Insurance Guaranty Fund, Small Loans Regulatory Bd., State Tax Commn.); N.C. GEN. STAT. §§ 143-318.4(2), (5)(a) (1974) (Board of Awards, Advisory Budget Commn.); S.C. CODE ANN. § 1-20.5(c)(2) (Supp. 1974) (State Election Commn.).

Although these exclusions are the result of a legislative balancing process similar to that involved in providing exemptions, and, although the excluded bodies or proceedings usually deal with a particular substantive matter that the legislature seeks to exempt, it is probably more appropriate to include exclusions as part of the general coverage provision and to segregate the substantive exemptions.

\textsuperscript{1365} See, e.g., Board of Pub. Instruction v. Doran, 224 S.2d 693, 699 (Fla. 1969).


\textsuperscript{1368} See also Local 92, Am. Newspaper Guild v. Board of Supervisors, 263 Cal,
an exemption seems clearly reasonable in light of the state's interest in litigating on equal terms with other parties,\textsuperscript{1369} the language of the Florida act required the court to find a constitutional basis for the exemption. Accordingly, it found that an attorney has a duty of confidentiality that derives from canons of ethics promulgated under state constitutional authority\textsuperscript{1370} and that the legislature, "fully aware of its constitutional limitations ... did not intend," by enacting the open-meeting law, to transgress this obligation.\textsuperscript{1371} Similarly, in Bassett \textit{v. Braddock},\textsuperscript{1372} the Florida supreme court, in order to exempt public employee collective bargaining from the open-meeting law, was forced to interpret the state constitutional provision concerning employee bargaining\textsuperscript{1373} to so provide.\textsuperscript{1374} Whatever the merits of these exemptions, and notwithstanding the courts' strained attempts to impute the exemptions to the intent of the legislature,\textsuperscript{1375} it is clear that they are the product of "judicial legislation."\textsuperscript{1376} It would seem to be in the long-run interest of the public to deter judicial tampering with the legislative mandate of openness as much as possible. Forcing the courts to carve exemptions may ultimately undermine the integrity of the law. A legislature should therefore—without sacrificing the interests of "freedom of information"—carefully articulate the desired exemptions.

A substantial number of states have attempted to avoid interpretative difficulties by exempting several broad categories of sub-

\textsuperscript{1369} See note \textsuperscript{1382} infra (listing states that recognize such an exemption).

\textsuperscript{1370} 222 S.2d at 475.

\textsuperscript{1371} 222 S.2d at 476.


\textsuperscript{1373} FLA. CONST. art. I, § 6.

\textsuperscript{1374} 262 S.2d at 426. The court also held that the school board may not be required to hold its conferences with its own negotiator in public. 262 S.2d at 428.

\textsuperscript{1375} In Canney \textit{v. Board of Pub. Instruction}, 231 S.2d 34 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1970), the court recognized an exemption from the sunshine law for quasi-judicial adjudications, reasoning that although the legislature could invest agencies with quasi-judicial authority, only the judicial branch could constitutionally regulate such functions. The Florida supreme court reversed, 278 S.2d 260 (1973), holding that "[t]he judiciary should not encroach upon the Legislature's right to require that the activities of the School Board be conducted in the 'sunshine.'" 278 S.2d at 264. The court observed that "[v]arious boards and agencies have obviously attempted to read exceptions into the Government in the Sunshine Law which do not exist. . . . If the board or agency feels aggrieved, then the remedy lies in the halls of the legislature and not in efforts to circumvent the plain provisions of the statute by devious ways in the hope that the judiciary will read some exceptions into the law." 278 S.2d at 264. \textit{See also} 57 Op. CAL. ATTY. GEN. 189 (1974).

stantive matters, including matters exempted by other laws, security and law enforcement matters, personal privacy matters, matters concerning internal agency operations, and matters affecting individual personnel. Thus, these provisions might also have been categorized as privacy exemptions, as was Ky. Rev. Stat. § 143-318.3(4).
ing financial or legal interests of the state. One exemption found


in a number of state open-meeting acts merits separate consideration. This exemption allows a government body to convene in executive session whenever a prescribed proportion of the membership so determines, despite the fact that the subject discussed does not fall within a specific substantive exemption. In an attempt to curtail the abuse of these exemptions, most such states require that no binding action be taken at these closed meetings. Despite this "safeguard," however, exemptions of this type may significantly undermine the policy behind open-meeting requirements and therefore should not be incorporated into open-meeting laws.

c. Enforcement procedures. A comprehensive open-meeting act should establish procedures whereby any individual can compel any agency subject to the act to conform to its requirements. While it is essential to determine the effect to be given actions taken in violation of the act, remedies must also be available to prevent impending violations.


1385. Some states grant standing under their open-meeting laws to any citizen or any person. See, e.g., CAL. GOVT. CODE § 11130 (West Supp. 1975); FLA. STAT. ANN. §§ 286.011(2) (Supp. 1974); GA. CODE ANN. § 40–3301(b) (Supp. 1974); KY. REV. STAT. § 61.845 (Supp. 1974); ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 1, § 406 (1964); MINN. STAT. ANN. § 471.705(2) (Supp. 1974); PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 65, § 269 (1974 Purdon's Pa. Legis. Serv. 482); S.C. CODE ANN. § 13–318.6 (1974); WIS. STAT. ANN. § 66.77(10) (1974); W. VA. CODE ANN. § 2.1–346 (1973). Wisconsin allows an individual to bring suit if the district attorney has not commenced an action within 20 days of receipt of the individual's verified complaint. WIS. STAT. ANN. § 66.77(10) (1974). West's Wis. Law Supp. 1974, at 45. The New Mexico act, N.M. STAT. ANN. §§ 5–6–25(B), (D) (Supp. 1974), provides that the act may be enforced either by a group of five individuals or by the attorney general. See also Common Cause Proposed Act, supra note 1309, §§ 9(a), (b). Cf. text at notes 1271–79 supra.

In the absence of a standing provision, an individual may have no recourse except to petition the state to institute proceedings. See, e.g., State ex rel. Adams v. Rockwell, 167 Ohio St. 15, 145 N.E. 2d 682 (1957); State ex rel. Winebold v. Superior Court, 249 Ind. 152, 290 N.E.2d 92 (1963). Some courts, however, will allow individuals to sue for enforcement of an open-meeting act even when there has been no statutory grant of standing. See, e.g., Green v. B zest, 76 N.W.2d 165 (N.D. 1956). Cf. IND. STAT. CODE § 5–14–1–6(b) (Burns 1974); Acord v. Booth, 33 Utah 279, 93 P. 734 (1908).

1386. See text at notes 1392–415 infra.

1387. A number of states expressly authorize courts to grant prospective relief. See, e.g., ARIZ. REV. STAT. §§ 38–431.04, 07 (1974); CAL. GOVT. CODE § 11130 (West Supp. 1979); FLA. STAT. ANN. § 286.011(2) (Supp. 1974); GA. CODE ANN. § 40–3301 (Supp. 1974);
even more important under an open-meeting law than under an open-records act.\textsuperscript{1388} It is probable that exclusion of the public from an improperly closed session of a government body can never adequately be remedied, even if only "preliminary deliberations" have taken place.\textsuperscript{1389}

In authorizing the courts to enforce the act, the legislature should establish guidelines prescribing the circumstances in which prospective relief, such as an injunction or writ of mandamus, is appropriate. Since the standards for granting prospective relief are generally left to the discretion of the courts, they may, in the absence of any legislative declaration of policy, refuse to act unless shown evidence of "irreparable injury" to the particular plaintiff\textsuperscript{1390} or a history of violations by the government body involved.\textsuperscript{1391}


As well as providing citizens with a means for prospective relief, it is also important that an open-meeting act grant authority to the courts to assess the costs of an enforcement proceeding, including reasonable attorney fees, against an agency or against agency members that have violated the act. Without such a provision many individuals will be deterred from enforcing the act by the prohibitive costs necessarily incurred in an enforcement proceeding. See Letter from Jon Mills, Center for Governmental Responsibility, University of Florida Law School, to Senator Lawton Chiles, Oct. 30, 1974 in Open-Meeting Hearings, supra note 1309, at 379. Although the Florida act contains no provision authorizing the award of court costs, in Hough v. Stembridge, 278 S.2d 288 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1973), the trial court assessed certain costs against named defendants on a pro rata basis. The appellate court did not discuss the issue. Cf. Haven v. City of Troy, 39 Mich. App. 216, 197 N.W.2d 496 (1972) (assessing costs against the plaintiff even though he prevailed at trial and on appeal). A few state acts do include a provision allowing the courts to assess costs against agencies. E.g., ARK. STAT. ANN. § 12-2806 (1968); MASS. ANN. LAWS ch. 39, § 23C (Supp. 1974); N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. § 91–A:7 (Supp. 1973); VA. CODE ANN. § 2.1–346 (1973).


\textsuperscript{1389.} Cf. text at notes 1347–50 supra.

\textsuperscript{1390.} But see Times Publishing Co. v. Williams, 222 S.2d 470, 476 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1969). Interpreting the Florida legislature's grant of jurisdiction to issue injunctions as "the equivalent of a legislative declaration that a violation of the statutory mandate constitutes an irreparable public injury . . . . The effect of such a declaration in a subsequent judicial proceeding, then, would be that one of the requisites for a writ of injunction need not be proven, i.e., an irreparable injury; and a mere showing
d. Invalidation provisions. A comprehensive open-meeting act should establish procedures for invalidating actions taken at an improperly closed meeting. Procedures of this kind are necessary both to describe the effect of a particular action taken when prospective relief is either unavailable or ineffective, and to deter future violations.

Admittedly, an invalidation remedy is inherently limited and is not without costs.\(^1\) Although some courts have invalidated publicly made decisions that were the direct result of improperly closed deliberations,\(^2\) it is not likely that invalidation can eliminate the effect of prior deliberations or discussions. Furthermore, whatever its effectiveness in deterring future violations of the act, invalidation of actions otherwise properly taken may unfairly disadvantage persons relying on the validity of such actions.\(^3\) At the very least, the potential for invalidation will create substantial uncertainty.\(^4\) Despite these limitations, and notwithstanding the availability of sanctions against individual officials,\(^5\) invalidation seems the most effective device to compel compliance with the mandate of openness.\(^6\)

\(^{1391}\) Two state statutes do provide standards for granting prospective relief: Mass. Ann. Laws ch. 39, § 23C (Supp. 1974) (requiring proof of past violation), and Ill. Rev. Stat. ch. 110, § 58 (1973) (allowing mandamus to issue "where the provisions of this Act are not complied with" or upon a showing of probable cause that they will not be complied with). Because of the difficulty of demonstrating the probability of future violations, the citizenry in other jurisdictions may have to endure one or more violations of the open-meeting laws before a court will enjoin future violations, Comment, 8 U. Rich. L. Rev. 261, supra note 1306, at 258-69, although the possibility of contempt penalties should help to ensure future compliance. See generally Note, supra note 1306, at 1215.

\(^{1392}\) See generally Note, supra note 1306, at 1213-14.


\(^{1394}\) Note, supra note 1306, at 1213-14; 49 Texas L. Rev. 764, 776 (1971).


\(^{1396}\) See text at notes 1416-22 infra.

\(^{1397}\) 49 Texas L. Rev. 764, 776 (1971); Detroit Free Press, Aug. 30, 1974, § C, at 6, col. 3 (metro ed.). But see Note, supra note 1306, at 1214.
The importance of including an invalidation provision in an open-meeting law is demonstrated by the unwillingness of many courts to imply such a remedy in the absence of express authorization from the legislature. Some courts justify their reluctance to vacate agency action by describing their statutes as merely “directory” because they provide no method of enforcement and fail to specify that action taken in violation of their requirements is invalid. Such an analysis simply begs the question. Other courts have relied on canons of statutory construction to reason that since the legislature included remedies other than invalidation in the act, it must have intended those remedies to be exclusive. In Dobrovolsky v. Reinhardt, for example, the Iowa supreme court interpreted the state open-meeting act, which provides that it “may be enforced by mandamus or injunction, whether or not any other remedy is also available,” to preclude any judicial authority to “render the actions of [a] public body void or voidable.”

Some courts, in considering whether to imply an invalidation remedy, have gone beyond such limited modes of analysis to examine the policies underlying open-meeting acts. In states where the act is silent on the issue of enforcement or sanctions, a few courts have been willing to imply such a remedy. Where remedies are already provided, at least two state courts have rejected the “exclusive remedies” construction as inconsistent with the open-meeting principle. One of these courts commented:

While the statute provides a [criminal] remedy against the members of the Authority for a violation thereof such remedy is not exclusive; were it otherwise, the entire purpose of the statute would be nullified and the statute could be violated by members of the Authority with particular impunity. In order to require the Authority to live up

---

1401. IOWA CODE § 28A.7 (1971).
1402. 173 N.W.2d at 841. The violation complained of in Dobrovolsky had occurred before the suit was brought. The court found that neither an injunction nor mandamus (the act’s specified remedies) would be appropriate to compel reconsideration of action already taken at an illegal meeting. 173 N.W.2d at 841. Thus the court precluded effective enforcement of the act for past violations. See Comment, supra note 1309, at 220.
to the mandate of the "Right to Know" statute, plaintiffs had to resort to equity or other appropriate remedy.\footnote{1405}

Although this reasoning seems consistent with the purposes of open-meeting acts, not all courts have found it persuasive; thus legislatures should be explicit in providing for invalidation.

If a legislature chooses to include an invalidation clause in its act, it should clarify whether finding a violation automatically renders the action taken void or whether the courts have some discretion in this regard. A number of states expressly provide that actions taken at improperly closed meetings are "null and void" or "invalid,"\footnote{1406} while others provide only that such actions are "not binding,"\footnote{1407} a phrase that may obscure the legislature's intent. Thus, in Florida the Attorney General and the supreme court have interpreted this language quite differently. According to the Attorney General, this language does not require each and every violative action by every board and commission in the state to be deemed a nullity, wholly void ab initio and as though never enacted. It means rather that individual actions taken by boards and commissions in violation of the statutory inhibition are individually voidable and thus subject to challenge by persons with proper standing to sue in court cases. To hold otherwise would be to create public chaos ... .\footnote{1408}

The court, without reference to the Attorney General's opinion, subsequently said: "Mere showing that the government in the sunshine law has been violated constitutes an irreparable public injury so that the ordinance is void ab initio."\footnote{1409}

Even where the open-meeting act clearly specifies that actions taken in violation of it are only "voidable" in a court proceeding,\footnote{1410}
a court may still be unsure of the standards to be applied in judging a particular action. The only case to consider this problem interpreted such a provision as creating a strong presumption of invalidity upon the finding of a violation:

Appropriate implementation of [the policy behind the act] calls, as a general rule, for the Superior Court . . . to set aside any official action, . . . which is taken without compliance with the prescriptions of the statute . . . . We need not now decide that no discretion is ever to be reserved to the court to save the validity of official action taken in contravention of the statute. That question may be left to await a case where a sufficiently impelling counter-interest may be argued to bespeak sustaining the action impugned. It suffices here to say that mere absence of bad faith or other impropriety on the part of the public body should not ordinarily move the court to stay its hand in voiding official action taken contrary to the statute upon proper application therefor.\footnote{1411}

This statement suggests that there may be no practical difference between a mandatory invalidation provision and a discretionary invalidation provision when the latter, as here, is interpreted narrowly.

Perhaps the most significant problem with any invalidation remedy is delimiting its scope: The steps required to "re-validate" a nullified action have to be determined.\footnote{1412} It seems clear that there must be some method by which a government body can "cure" the defects of its original proceedings; the public interest would be served if a court—assuming it possessed such power—permanently invalidated a particular course of action simply because it was first adopted at a meeting in violation of the act. Probably the most that the courts can do is to require a complete reconsideration of the matter at issue, with full opportunity for public observation and input.

Because none of the state acts prescribe standards for determining what constitutes an appropriate cure, courts have been forced to develop their own guidelines. Some courts have considered even perfunctory re-votes sufficient if conducted in public.\footnote{1413} Other courts, while failing to make their standards explicit, have required substantially more.\footnote{1414} It is clear, however, that if curative proceedings are to serve the policy underlying open-meeting acts, they must

\footnote{1412. See generally Note, An Extension of the Public Meeting Principle, 46 Chi-Kent L. Rev. 207 (1969).}
\footnote{1413. See, e.g., Bassett v. Braddock, 262 S.2d 425, 428-29 (Fla. 1972); State ex rel. Wineholt v. Superior Court, 249 Ind. 152, 156, 230 N.E.2d 92, 94-95 (1967).}
be more than a public ratification of a decision previously made behind closed doors. Such proceedings must at least allow the public to contribute to the decision-making process and to learn the premises relied upon by their representatives. While this process may not alter the ultimate result, it will foster public confidence in government and will impress upon agency officials the importance of complying with the act.\footnote{1415}

c. Sanctions. Finally, a comprehensive open-meeting law should include a provision indicating an appropriate sanction to be applied to individual officials who violate the act. While there is every reason to expect that injunctive relief will be effective,\footnote{1416} an additional sanction applicable to individual violators should be available. The mere existence of such a sanction may be an effective deterrent to potential violators.\footnote{1417}

Most open-meeting acts contain a provision making violation of the act a misdemeanor.\footnote{1418} Because some courts are reluctant to apply criminal penalties,\footnote{1419} especially when there is no proof of scienter,\footnote{1420} an alternative sanction should be devised. A few acts contain a provision for assessing a civil fine against offending officials.\footnote{1421} The most effective sanction, however, might be removing willful violators from office.\footnote{1422}

\footnote{1415. See Comment, supra note 1210, at 1664-65.}
\footnote{1416. See generally Note, 2 Fla. St. U. L. Rev. 535, supra note 1306, at 549; Note, supra note 1306, at 1215; Comment, supra note 1307, at 1179-80.}
\footnote{1417. But see 49 Texas L. Rev. 764, 773-74 (1971).}
\footnote{1419. See Comment, supra note 1210, at 1662; Comment, supra note 1307, at 216.}
\footnote{1422. Minnesota has a provision authorizing the removal from office of willful
2. Federal Open-Meeting Legislation

Although presently there is no comprehensive federal open-meeting act, both houses of Congress are considering such legislation.1423 Until Congress acts, federal administrative agencies can continue to conduct a significant part of their activities in private.1424

a. The Federal Advisory Committee Act. One statute that currently requires a limited number of federal agencies to hold open meetings is the Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA).1426 This act regulates agency advisory committee use of executive sessions. Specifically, it requires advisory committees to hold open meetings unless the substantive matters to be discussed fall within one of the exemptions to the FOIA.1427

Although the FACA includes no express enforcement provisions, the results in two recent cases involving the applicability of the FOIA’s exemption for inter- and intra-agency memoranda indicate that the courts are willing to treat this act as a functional extension of the FOIA.

In Gates v. Schlesinger,1430 an Assistant Secretary of Defense had determined that “working sessions” of the Defense Advisory Committee on Women in the Services (DACOWITS) should be closed violators after their third offense. See MINN. STAT. ANN. § 471.705(2) (Supp. 1974). No other state act contains a removal sanction.

1423. S. 5, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. (1975), was introduced on January 15, 1975. H.R. 5078, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. (1975), an identical version of the “Government in the Sunshine” bill, was introduced on March 18, 1975. Both are modified versions of S. 260, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. (1973), introduced on January 9, 1973. S. 260 was substantially modified following hearings held by the Subcommittee on Reorganization, Research, and International Organizations of the Senate Committee on Government Operations on May 21-22, 1974, resulting in Committee Print No. 3 of S. 260 (September 30, 1974) [hereinafter S. 260, Comm. Print No. 3]. See Open-Meeting Hearings, supra note 1309, at 1-185. The current version of the bill, which includes additional changes, is largely the result of further hearings held by the same subcommittee on October 15, 1974. See id. Although the current version will undoubtedly undergo further modification, its major provisions are likely to remain intact when and if it is voted on. Interview with George L. Patten, Legislative Assistant to Senator Chiles, in Washington, D.C., April 28, 1975.

The relative tardiness of Congress in dealing with open-meeting legislation is in stark contrast to its approach to the areas of “open-records” and “freedom of information” laws. In these areas Congress set an example that has subsequently been followed by many states. See text at note 1305 supra.

1424. See Open-Meeting Hearings, supra note 1309, at 51-52.


1429. For a discussion of this exemption see text at notes 648-99 supra.

because they involved "the exchange of verbal information and proposals between the Directors of the women's military components which, if written, would fall within the [section 552(b)(5)] exemption ... ." The court did not address the question whether there can ever be an exemption for such meetings equivalent to the "inter-agency" exemption because it found that since DACOWITS possessed "no substantial authority," it was not an "agency" and matters before it could not therefore be considered "inter-agency" affairs. According to the court, both legislative intent and general public policy considerations supported this narrow interpretation of the exemption:

Congressional intent and the policy of the Federal Advisory Committee Act underlie the result thus reached. Congress was concerned with the proliferation of unknown and sometimes secret "interest groups" or "tools" employed to promote or endorse agency policies. Congress established openness to public scrutiny as the cornerstone of the Advisory Committee Act. Arguments that public participation and disclosure would inhibit debate and frank expression of views were heard and rejected by Congress.

In Nader v. Dunlop, where plaintiffs challenged the exclusion of the public from meetings of advisory committees to the Cost of Living Council, the court recognized that there is an advisory committee analogue to the intra-agency exemption, but limited it to situations where there has been "a specific finding made by the [Council's director] that the meeting, or a portion thereof, is to discuss a document which is specifically exempt from public disclosure under . . . 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)." In granting plaintiffs' motion for summary judgment and ordering that all future meetings be open to public access absent the requisite specific finding, the court apparently rejected any notion that there is a general "working session" exemption.

Although the FACA, unlike the FOIA contains no provision allocating the burden of proof to the agency claiming an exemption, the courts in both Gates and Dunlop took the view "that the underlying policy considerations are identical and that the burden of proof should be comparable." In neither case were the general conclusory statements of the agencies deemed sufficient.

1431. 366 F. Supp. at 798.
1434. 366 F. Supp. at 799-800 (footnote omitted).
1436. 370 F. Supp. at 180.
Notwithstanding these judicial attempts to apply the FACA broadly to further the policy of open government, the Act's limited scope makes further legislation in this area essential. The Act applies only to advisory committees; it defines "advisory committee" as any committee, board, commission, council, conference, panel, task force, or other similar group, or any subcommittee or other subgroup thereof (hereafter in this paragraph referred to as "committee"), which is—

(A) established by statute or reorganization plan, or
(B) established or utilized by the President, or
(C) established or utilized by one or more agencies [as defined in 5 U.S.C. § 551(1)]

in the interest of obtaining advice or recommendations for the President or one or more agencies or officers of the Federal Government, except that such term excludes (i) the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, (ii) the Commission on Government Procurement, and (iii) any committee which is composed wholly of full-time officers or employees of the Federal Government.1489

In the recent case of Nader v. Baroody,1440 the United States District Court for the District of Columbia found that this definition was intended to encompass only formally organized committees and not "casual, informal contacts by the President or his immediate staff with interested segments of the population . . . ."1441 Thus, the court held that informal biweekly meetings between White House officials and private sector groups to discuss various public issues were not subject to the requirements of the FACA, despite the fact that these groups occasionally offered written recommendations to the President.1442 For the purposes of the FACA, it may well be necessary to distinguish between established advisory committees and chance gatherings so as not to impede the efficient functioning of government.1443 However, by excluding informal but "planned" advisory meetings from the scope of the FACA, the Baroody court has unduly restricted the scope of the statute: Government agencies should not be able to avoid the mandate of openness by relying upon the recommendations of "unestablished" committees.

b. The proposed federal open-meeting act. The same policies

---

1441. 44 U.S.L.W. at 2031.
1442. 44 U.S.L.W. at 2031.
1443. See text at notes 1324-61 supra. The New York Times recently reported that the Chairman of the Federal Election Commission objects to requiring casual conversations between commissioners to be open because "[t]hat . . . might prevent the commission from carrying out its statutory duty of correcting possible campaign law violations by 'informal methods of conference, conciliation and persuasion.' " N.Y. Times, July 16, 1975, at 40, col. 3 (late city ed.).
that underlie the FOIA and the FACA have prompted Congress to consider enacting federal open-meeting legislation. Thus, S. 260,1444
the 1973 version of the “Government in the Sunshine Act,” was introduced in the spirit of “freedom of information,” in an attempt “to assure the openness of our governmental process and to restore public confidence in those processes.”1445 S. 51446 and H.R. 5075,1447
the 1975 versions,1448 are consistent with these original objectives. Although the bills also contain provisions requiring congressional committee meetings to be open to the public1449 and regulating ex parte communications with federal agencies,1450 the remainder of this discussion will focus exclusively on section 201 and S. 5,1461 which limits the ability of federal agencies to conduct closed meetings.

Section 201 applies to “any agency, as defined in [5 U.S.C. § 551(1),] where the body comprising the agency consists of two or more members.”1462 Thus, the bill itself does not describe which government bodies are within its scope, but instead relies upon the definition of “agency” in the APA.1463 While the APA’s definition appears to be broad, it is significant that Congress, in amending the FOIA, concluded that the definition was too restrictive to serve the purposes of the FOIA.1464 Because the policies represented by S. 5 parallel those behind the FOIA, it would seem reasonable to expect Congress to broaden the definition of “agency” contained in the current version of S. 5.

1445. SENATE COMM. ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS, 93D CONG., 1ST SESS., GOVERNMENT IN THE SUNSHINE viii (Comm. Print 1973).
1448 For a brief discussion of the legislative history of the federal sunshine bills see note 1423 supra.
1449. See S. 5, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. tit. I (1975). Although such a provision is of vital importance in any comprehensive federal open-meeting law, an analysis of it is beyond the scope of this Project. It should be noted, however, that a number of states have enacted comparable requirements for committees of their legislatures. See, e.g., N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. § 91-A:1(1) (Supp. 1975); N.M. STAT. ANN. § 5-6-24 (Supp. 1974); TEX. REV. CIV. STAT. ANN. art. 6252-17, § 2(b) (Supp. 1974); Vt. STAT. ANN. tit. I, § 313(d) (Supp. 1974). These requirements have apparently proved to be workable and effective.
1450. See S. 5, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. § 202 (1975). This section deals with the problem of ex parte communications relating to “on-the-record agency proceedings.” Although requiring the disclosure of all such ex parte communications is an important part of providing the public with a full picture of all the considerations that are involved in the decision-making process, cf. HAWAII REV. STAT. § 91-13 (1968), this topic is also beyond the scope of this Project.
1453. This definition is set out in the text at note 336 supra.
Section 201's exclusion of single-member agencies has been the focus of considerable criticism. The policies underlying the requirement of open meetings for multi-member agencies would seem to be equally applicable to single-member agencies. As one of the staunchest opponents of the proposed bill stated, in arguing against requiring open meetings for all agencies:

[S. 5] may also implicitly assume that multi-headed agencies are entirely different, and have entirely different functions from single-member agencies. This is simply not so . . . . [For example,] regulatory functions similar to those performed by the [SEC] are also performed by single-member agencies. National banks, for example, are regulated by the comptroller of the currency, who has much the same powers as any other regulatory agency.

The bill, however, would have no application to these single-member agencies notwithstanding the fact that their decisions will often be reached by much the same processes as those of the [SEC] . . . .

Proponents of a blanket exclusion for single-member agencies argue that it is difficult to determine what constitutes a "meeting" of a single-member body, inasmuch as there can be no deliberations "among" members, and that inclusion would provoke political opposition from the single-member bodies. While it is admittedly more difficult to define a "meeting" where a single-member agency is involved, a blanket exclusion of all such agencies is a negation of one of the key purposes of open-meeting legislation: that the public should be able to observe the preliminary stages of the decision-making process. In apparent recognition of this purpose, the proposed act expressly includes "meetings to conduct hearings" within its definition of "meetings." Surely no greater burden would be imposed on single-member agencies than on multi-member agencies to permit the public to attend such hearings. As a matter of public policy, therefore, at least hearings conducted by single-member agencies should be exposed to public scrutiny.

1455. Because it incorporates the APA definition of agency, section 201 also appears to exclude a significant number of executive branch agencies, see Open-Meeting Hearings, supra note 1309, at 175 (testimony of R. Plesser, Center for the Study of Responsive Law); American Bar Association Standing Committee on Association Communications, Report to the House of Delegates 5 (Aug. 1974) [hereinafter A.B.A. Report], including some multi-member bodies established by the Executive Office of the President. See Open-Meeting Hearings, supra note 1309, at 53 (testimony of J. Gardner, Chairman, Common Cause). Adoption of the expanded FOIA definition of "agency" would allow the inclusion of the Executive Office agencies. See text at note 338 supra.

1456. Open-Meeting Hearings, supra note 1309, at 201-02 (testimony of R. Garrett, Chairman, SEC).

1457. Id. at 22 (remarks of Senator Chiles).

In describing the types of gatherings that it covers, S. 5 goes beyond many state provisions by explicitly including the preliminary stages of discussion and consideration. Significantly, however, it limits application of the open-meeting requirements to meetings of an agency and any "subdivision . . . authorized to take action on behalf of [an] agency" where "official agency business is considered or discussed by at least the number of agency members [or subdivision members] required to take action on behalf of the agency." This insertion of a "quorum-limit" clearly indicates that the bill is not intended to cover all informal discussions between or among members of an agency. Apparently the drafters of S. 5 determined, as have a number of states, that the need for manageable standards outweighs the public interest in requiring all such discussions to be open.

The bill contains no express provision covering agency advisory groups. While the FACA may be thought to make such a provision unnecessary, that Act does not deal with advisory groups composed entirely of full-time employees or officials of the government. Thus, it seems that neither it nor S. 5 covers advisory groups composed of such employees or officials if any one of them is not a member of the parent agency. This exception to open-meeting requirements does not comport with the underlying policies of either act and should be remedied.

Aside from these general scope provisions, section 201 also contains exemptions, enforcement procedures (including a description of the effect to be given actions taken in violation of S. 5), and sanctions. Recognizing the importance of carefully delineating issues that should be considered privately, the proposed act contains exemptions for matters concerning national defense and foreign policy, individual agency personnel and internal agency management, un-

1461. The definition of "meeting" was added to the proposed bill after concern was voiced that courts would interpret "meetings" too expansively if the congressional language did not clearly indicate the type of gatherings covered by the bill. See Open-Meeting Hearings, supra note 1309, at 190 (testimony of G. Stafford, Chairman, Interstate Commerce Commission). The drafters of the original bill had been willing to leave to the courts the task of establishing meaningful standards for the statute's application. See id. at 236 (remarks of Senator Chiles).
1462. See text at note 1347 supra.
1464. S. 5, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. § 201(b)(1) (1975), authorizes the closing of any meeting that "will disclose matters necessary to be kept secret in the interests of national defense or the necessarily confidential conduct of the foreign policy of the United States . . . ."
1465. The bill provides that any agency may close a meeting that "will relate solely to individual agency personnel or to internal agency office management and administration or financial auditing . . . ." S. 5, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. § 201(b)(2) (1975).
warranted invasions of individual privacy,\textsuperscript{1466} law enforcement,\textsuperscript{1467} trade secrets or commercial information,\textsuperscript{1468} and the conduct or disposition of agency adjudications.\textsuperscript{1469} These exemptions closely parallel the exemptions included in most state acts\textsuperscript{1470} and in the FOIA.\textsuperscript{1471} The drafters apparently intended to restrict the scope of these exemptions while maintaining consistency with the FOIA.\textsuperscript{1472}

\textsuperscript{1466} S. 5, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. § 201(b)(3) (1975), authorizes an agency to close, by majority vote, any meeting or portion thereof that will tend to charge with crime or misconduct, or to disgrace any person, or will represent a clearly unwarranted invasion of the privacy of any individual: Provided, That this paragraph shall not apply to any Government officer or employee with respect to his official duties or employment: And provided further, That as applied to a witness at a meeting this paragraph shall not apply unless the witness requests in writing that the meeting be closed to the public . . . .

\textsuperscript{1467} S. 5, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. § 201(b)(4) (1975), permits the closing of a meeting or portion of meeting that will disclose information pertaining to any investigation conducted for law enforcement purposes, but only to the extent that the disclosure would (A) interfere with enforcement proceedings, (B) deprive a person of a right to a fair trial or an impartial adjudication, (C) disclose the identity of a confidential source and, in the case of a record compiled by a criminal law enforcement authority in the course of a criminal investigation, or by an agency conducting a lawful national security intelligence investigation, confidential information furnished only by the confidential source, (D) disclose investigative techniques and procedures, (E) endanger the life or physical safety of law enforcement personnel, or (F) in the case of an agency authorized to regulate the issuance or trading of securities, disclose information concerning such securities, or the markets in which they are traded, when such information must be kept confidential in order to avoid premature speculation in the trading of such securities . . . .

Major changes in this exemption resulted from the recent amendments to exemption seven of the FOIA, see 5 U.S.C.A. § 552(b)(7) (Supp. Feb. 1975), amending 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(7) (1970); the drafters wanted to keep the two acts consistent. See note 1472 infra. Subsection (F) of this rewritten exemption seems to have resulted primarily from the strong opposition on the part of the SEC. See \textit{Open-Meeting Hearings, supra} note 1309, at 203-04 (testimony of R. Garrett, Chairman, SEC).

\textsuperscript{1468} S. 5, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. § 201(b)(5) allows agencies to close meetings that will disclose information relating to the trade secrets or financial or commercial information pertaining specifically to a given person where (A) a Federal statute requires the information to be kept confidential by Government officers and employees; or (B) the information has been obtained by the Federal Government on a confidential basis other than through an application by such person for a specific Government financial or other benefit and the information must be kept secret in order to prevent grave and irreparable injury to the competitive position of such person . . . .

\textsuperscript{1469} The bill allows any agency to close a meeting that "will relate to the conduct or disposition (but not the initiation) of a case of adjudication governed by the first paragraph of section 554(a) of title 5, United States Code, or of subsection (1), (2), (4), (5), or (6) thereof." S. 5, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. § 201(b)(6) (1975).

\textsuperscript{1470} See text at notes 1258-63 supra.

\textsuperscript{1471} See text at notes 506-846 supra. The bill's exemption for agency personnel matters, § 201(b)(2), however, has no analogue in the federal FOIA.

\textsuperscript{1472} We looked at [the FOIA exemptions] to start with and if you have noticed, we have interwoven ours with these exemptions feeling that should some one raise one of those areas we would say, wait a minute now; that was one of the exceptions set in the Freedom of Information Act. So basically, we have tried to kind of weave through that pattern. If anything, I think we have tried to tighten our exemptions and not make them as broad. If there is a way in which we can tighten more, we would like to do that, too, at the same time keeping in mind that we have the practical job of trying to pass a piece of legislation if we
In general, there is little to criticize about these exemptions. A few points, however, warrant discussion. First, presumably because it is very difficult for Congress to predetermine that in all cases within a given category the public interest will be best served by allowing closed sessions, most of the exemptions contain language that limits the circumstances in which they may be invoked. Thus, exemption one limits the national security exemption to matters “necessary” to be kept secret and the foreign policy exemption to the “necessarily confidential” conduct of United States foreign policy. Similarly, exemption three limits the general privacy exemption to “clearly unwarranted” invasions of individual privacy. Exemption four limits the law enforcement exemption by enumerating the specific independent interests Congress intended to protect. Finally, exemption five contains language restricting the trade secret exemption to cases where disclosure would cause “grave” and “irreparable” injury. Such limitations are important: They provide reviewing courts with a standard (albeit imprecise) by which to determine the scope of a particular exemption. Exemptions two (agency personnel matters) and six (agency adjudications) do not contain limiting language. Thus, any matter within the scope of these exemptions could be considered in closed session, notwithstanding special circumstances favoring its discussion in public. While the absence of a limitation in exemption six appears justifiable—especially since information regarding the initiation of agency adjudications is not exempt—the absence of any limitation in exemption two is troublesome. The public might have a substantial interest, at least in certain cases, in matters involving the internal management of government bodies.

Second, a further modification of the exemptions should be considered. The exemptions involving personal privacy, including individual agency personnel matters, should be amended to prohibit closed sessions when the individual involved requests that the proceedings be open. The public interest in protecting the privacy of the individual disappears when the individual waives the exemption.

See Open-Meeting Hearings, supra note 1309, at 22-23 (remarks of Senator Chiles). See also A.B.A. Report, supra note 1455, at 506. Probably the most significant change from the FOIA exemptions is the omission of any parallel to the inter-agency and intra-agency memoranda exemption in the proposed bill. A number of agencies have argued that such an exemption should be added to the bill. See, e.g., Open-Meeting Hearings, supra note 1509, at 205 (testimony of R. Garrett, Chairman, SEC). See generally text at notes 1428-36 supra.

1473. Cf. text at notes 1231-35 supra.

1474. This is especially important because the clause providing for de novo review by the courts was eliminated from the most recent draft. See note 1482 infra.

A number of state acts include this limitation. In fact, S. 5 itself contains a similar limitation in exemption three, but restricts it to witnesses only. There is no sound basis for distinguishing between witnesses and other persons whose privacy may be invaded but who nevertheless seek to have the agency proceedings open to the public.

Sections 201(g) and (h) of S. 5 contain the essential elements of an adequate enforcement procedure. The bill grants standing to “any citizen or person resident in the United States” to enforce the act’s requirements in an “action . . . against an agency and its members.” The courts are given jurisdiction to enforce the act “by declaratory judgment, injunctive relief, or otherwise.” The jurisdiction provision seems sufficiently broad to enable the courts to fashion appropriate relief in cases where an agency is either violating or threatening to violate the act. Moreover, the bill provides that “[t]he burden is on the agency to sustain its action”; it thus reinforces the general presumption of openness and makes it clear that to survive a challenge, the agency must demonstrate the applicability of one of the statutory exemptions.

Section 201(h) allows the court to apportion costs among the parties: “[T]he reasonable costs of litigation (including reasonable fees for attorneys and expert witnesses) may be apportioned to the original parties or their successors in interest whenever the court determines such award is appropriate. In the case of costs against an agency or its members, the costs may be assessed by the court against the United States.” This provision is preferable to the analogous state provisions. The court has complete discretion in awarding costs and is not limited to cases in which the plaintiff has substantially prevailed. This provision should both encourage private citizens to contest legitimate violations of the act—the closing of agency sessions—and serve to deter frivolous actions.

S. 5 also provides for expeditious hearings: “[A] defendant shall serve his answer within twenty days after the service of the com-

1477. See note 1381 supra.
1478. The hearings are silent on the reasons for the distinction.
1479. S. 5, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. § 201(g) (1975).
1480. S. 5, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. § 201(g) (1975).
1481. S. 5, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. § 201(g) (1975).
1482. Unlike the FOIA, 5 U.S.C.A. § 552(a)(4)(B) (Supp. Feb. 1975) (see text at notes 962-64 supra), S. 5 does not contain a provision calling for the de novo review of agency actions. An earlier version of the bill contained such a provision. See S. 250, Comm. Print No. 3, supra note 1425, § 201(h). The elimination of the provision was presumably a concession to the agencies, although no particularly severe criticism of this provision appears in the hearings.
1484. See note 1387 supra.
plaint. . . . Except as to causes the court considers of greater importance, proceedings before the district court, as authorized by this paragraph, take precedence on the docket over all other causes and shall be assigned a hearing and trial at the earliest practicable date and expedited in every way.\textsuperscript{1485} This provision seems adequate in all respects.

Mention should be made of one enforcement provision contained in prior drafts but not included in the proposed bill. This provision required that an agency obtain a written determination from the Assistant Attorney General Office of Legal Counsel "in advance of the closing of [a] meeting . . . that the designation of such meeting is authorized . . . ."\textsuperscript{1486} This provision parallels a section of the Texas open-records law,\textsuperscript{1487} but has no counterpart in state open-meeting acts. Unfortunately, it was deleted following considerable criticism by a number of agencies.\textsuperscript{1488} Although it would have placed increased burdens upon both the agencies and the Department of Justice, this provision would have greatly reduced the overall costs of enforcement by discouraging frivolous assertions of exemptions and thereby reducing the need for citizen enforcement. The agencies objected primarily to the fact that a "pre-screening" requirement would have prohibited them from convening sessions on short notice and to the current inability of the Justice Department to review such claims.\textsuperscript{1489} None of these problems is insurmountable. This provision could be a most effective enforcement device and should receive further serious consideration before it is eliminated from the proposed act.

Once an enforcement action is brought, the bill permits courts, "having due regard for orderly administration and the public interest, [to] set aside any agency action taken or discussed at an agency meeting improperly closed to the public."\textsuperscript{1490} This provision, while similar to those of a number of state acts,\textsuperscript{1491} is significant in three respects. First, instead of requiring that all actions taken at meetings in violation of the act be invalidated, it gives the courts discretion to consider all relevant factors. Second, it attempts to establish some standard, however vague, to guide the courts in the exercise of their discretion. Third, it specifically applies not only to

\textsuperscript{1485} S. 5, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. § 201(g) (1975).
\textsuperscript{1486} S. 260, Comm. Print No. 3, supra note 1423, § 201(c) (1975).
\textsuperscript{1488} See, e.g., Open-Meeting Hearings, supra note 1309, at 245-46 (testimony of R. Berg, Executive Secretary, Administrative Conference). See also id. at 218-19 (testimony of H. Geller).
\textsuperscript{1489} Id. at 245 (testimony of R. Berg, Executive Secretary, Administrative Conference).
\textsuperscript{1490} S. 5, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. § 201(g) (1975).
\textsuperscript{1491} See text at notes 1406-07 supra.
actions taken at meetings in violation of the act, but also to official actions resulting from discussions at improperly closed meetings. Thus, this provision may be a more effective deterrent than many of its state counterparts.

S. 5 also requires that suits challenging closed meetings be brought within sixty days after the meeting or, "if public notice of such meeting was not provided by the agency in accordance with the requirements of this section," within sixty days after public announcement of the meeting. This provision was apparently included to mitigate the uncertainty that an invalidation provision might cause by limiting the period during which persons may challenge agency actions. This limitation does not seem unreasonable and should be retained.

Unlike most of the state acts, S. 5 contains no criminal sanctions against individual officials who violate the act. In fact, it contains no individual sanctions. An earlier draft of the bill contained a provision that allowed the courts to assess a civil fine of between $100 and $1000 against agency members, payable to the United States, if the courts found such members guilty of a willful violation of the requirements of the act. It is unclear why this provision, which may be a fairly effective deterrent, was eliminated.

It would seem that some type of individual sanction against willful violators should be included in the act. The inclusion of a provision for removing willful violators from office was urged during the hearings on the proposed bill and should be seriously considered. The recent amendments to the FOIA added a similar provision. Any federal open-meeting law should contain one.

II. INCREASING PROTECTION OF CITIZEN PRIVACY

A. Introduction

The subcommittee, under your able direction, has been conducting hearings for over a year now on failures by the Federal Government to make information available to the public. You are to be commended for your efforts because, surely, there is no single attribute more fundamental to a democratic society than the free flow of information. Liberty and freedom are dependent upon the truth.

There is another side of this issue, however, which deserves...

1492. S. 5, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. § 201(g) (1975).
1493. See text at notes 1394-95 supra.
1494. See text at note 1418 supra.
1495. S. 260, Comm. Print No. 3, supra note 1415, § 201(i).
1496. For criticism of the provision see Open-Meeting Hearings, supra note 1309, at 219 (testimony of H. Geller).
1497. See id. at 202 (testimony of D. Wickham).
equal respect and examination—the right of individuals to maintain personal privacy. ... [T]he invasion of the sanctity of a person’s privacy will be as destructive of a society’s freedom and liberty as will the foreclosure of information about the acts of government in such a society. 1499

When President Johnson signed the Federal Public Records Act into law, he expressed pride in “an open society in which the people’s right to know is cherished and guarded.” 1500 The federal and state governments have figured prominently in the controversy over the “right to know,” as government operations have become increasingly numerous, complex, and removed from public scrutiny. Governmental growth, with its attendant increase in information needs, has also given rise to crusaders for the necessary complement of the right to know—the right of privacy.

The long-standing tension between governmental information needs and the desire of individuals to withhold personal, identifying details about their lives has heightened in the past several decades as a result of the interplay of three developments. First, these years have witnessed a geometric growth in government regulation and services that have increased government-citizen contacts. Second, acceptance of the behavioral-predictive theory of information—the theory that behavior patterns can be predicted if enough relevant data is gathered and properly analyzed 1501 —has led to demands for increasing amounts of information in ever widening areas. 1502 Third, rapid advances in computer science have eliminated the traditional hindrances to government acquisition of data 1503 by increasing the ease of information acquisition, lessening the need to limit data retention, 1504 and increasing intragovernmental transfer of information.

---

1499. Sale or Distribution of Mailing Lists by Federal Agencies, Hearings on H.R. 8903 and Related Bills Before a Subcomm. of the House Comm. on Government Operations, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. 77 (1972) (statement of Representative Goldwater) [hereinafter Hearings on Mailing Lists].

1500. ATIORNEY GENERAL’S MEMORANDUM, supra note 309, at 11 (statement of President Johnson).


1503. For a full discussion of the impact of computers see A. MILLER, ASSAULT ON PRIVACY 1-53, 322 (1971).

1504. See Federal Data Banks, Computers and the Bill of Rights, Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Constitutional Rights of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. 943 (1971) [hereinafter Hearings on Data Banks] (statement of C. Lister); DATABANKS, supra note 1502, at 320 (“The National Academy of Sciences reported in 1972 that it is now technologically possible to build a computerized on-line file containing the compacted equivalent of 20 pages of typed information about the personal history and selected activities of every person in the United States”).

Data that might once have been discarded are now more likely to be kept, in an
As Professor Miller has pointed out: "In accordance with a principle akin to Parkinson's Law, as capacity for information-handling increases there is a tendency to engage in more extensive manipulation and analysis of data... pertaining to a larger number of variables." Together, these three phenomena have created a spiraling demand for information and have left us threatened with the emergence of a "dossier society."

1. The Extent of Government-Held Information

Government data acquisition statistics make clear that not only political activists and government employees are threatened by the accumulation of information by the government. Increasingly, access to government benefits and services requires a willingness on the part of individuals to divulge private information. Moreover, an observable trait of government agencies is that when a problem is confronted, the tendency is to react with a demand for more data, as evidenced by the 1970 census and the rising number of government questionnaires.

In 1966, in the midst of debate over the proposed National Data Center, a Senate Judiciary subcommittee initiated a survey to determine "the amount, nature, and use of information which Government agencies currently maintain on individuals." The survey revealed that federal files contained more than 3 billion records on individual citizens, nearly one half of which were retrievable by computer, including over 27.2 billion names, 2.3 billion present and past addresses, 264 million criminal histories, 280 million mental
health records, 916 million profiles on alcoholism and drug addiction, and over 1.2 billion financial records.\textsuperscript{1018} More significantly, the report concluded that much of the information retained was irrelevant to agency needs and that in many instances confidentiality provisions were nonexistent or not meaningful.\textsuperscript{1014} A 1974 survey by a different subcommittee, which supplemented and updated these findings, pointed out that 86 per cent of the government data banks are computerized, and that few of the data banks had any explicit statutory authorization for their retention of files.\textsuperscript{1015} Computerization, however, cannot itself account for the abundance of government-held data concerning individual citizens: According to at least one study, for most organizations computerization has not brought an increase in scope of the content of records maintained on each individual.\textsuperscript{1516}

It has been estimated that the average American is the subject of ten to twenty personal files or dossiers compiled by either government units or private organizations.\textsuperscript{1517} The threat to individual privacy is thus no longer a potential—it is a reality.\textsuperscript{1518} As Senator Mathias aptly described the situation, "If knowledge is power, this encyclopedic knowledge gives Government the raw materials of tyranny."\textsuperscript{1519}

2. A Definition of Privacy

The counterweight to this growing governmental power is the developing concern over privacy. A definition of privacy that will provide a conceptually sound basis for the development of rules con-
cerning information practices is difficult to formulate because the significance of privacy protection varies for each individual and with each individual circumstance. Further, privacy collides with other social values that have proved equally difficult to define, such as freedom of the press and freedom of information. Nevertheless, to determine the degree to which government must respect privacy, it is necessary to establish a working definition.

Since Warren and Brandeis seized upon Judge Cooley's definition of privacy as the "right to be let alone," numerous persons have attempted to sophisticate a privacy doctrine. Clearly, privacy interests of the individual are many and varied. At issue in this discussion are privacy interests relating to government information-handling and the individual's desire to maintain anonymity with regard to personal, identifying details. A useful definition, therefore, is one in which a number of writers have concurred: the right of privacy is the right to control the flow of information concerning the details of one's individuality—one's physical and individual characteristics, knowledge, capabilities, beliefs, and opinions. In specifying the areas protected by the privacy right, however, legislatures and courts have invariably turned to a right of privacy based on the content of the information: only certain categories of information—information regarding the family or individual sexuality, for example—are protected. But the underlying privacy concept, which is tied to the individual and his personality, has a considerably

1520. HEW Report, supra note 1504, at 38.
1521. Id.
1522. Id.
1524. See, e.g., A. Miller, supra note 1503, at 210-38; A. Westin, supra note 1501, at 51-52, 330-38; Fried, Privacy, 77 Yale L.J. 175, 182 (1968); Parker, A Definition of Privacy, 27 Rutgers L. Rev. 275 (1974).
1525. See A. Miller, supra note 1503, at 25 ("[P]rivacy is the individual's right to control the circulation of information relating to him . . ."); Fried, supra note 1524, at 483 ("Privacy, thus, is control over knowledge about oneself"); Comment, Maintenance and Dissemination of Criminal Records: A Legislative Proposal, 19 UCLA L. Rev. 654, at 654 n.2 (1972) ("The right of privacy is the right of the Individual to decide for himself how much he will share with others his thoughts, his feelings, and the facts of his personal life"). Cf. Justice Douglas' definition of privacy as having a "dual aspect: [E]very individual needs both to communicate with others and to keep his thoughts and beliefs from others. This means that a person should have the freedom to select for himself the time and circumstances when he will share his thoughts and attitudes with others and to determine the extent to which that sharing will go." Douglas, Foreword to Project, The Computerization of Government Files: What Impact on the Individual, 15 UCLA L. Rev. 1574, 1575 (1968). A broad view of privacy would also require that a person who discloses information to another be able to control the latter's disposition of that information.
broader reach and thus has a significant potential for development and expansion, as the Privacy Act of 1974 illustrates.\textsuperscript{1527}

3. Government Invasions of Privacy: Methods and Results

There are three major stages in any information-handling system: acquisition, retention, and dissemination. Government information practices may threaten the individual's control over the flow of information about himself at any of these stages; thus, four questions are raised: What information may be collected; under what circumstances may it be retained; to whom may the data be made available; and what remedies or sanctions are available to secure effective protection for privacy.

The question of acquisition is the most crucial because all other problems come into play only after information is obtained. Government agencies "tend to defend needs for information with a pledge of confidentiality of personal reports once secured, omitting the fact that intrusions on a person's privacy begin at the taking of sensitive personal facts."\textsuperscript{1528} Problems of acquisition have provoked considerable discussion. For example, certain questions asked of applicants for federal jobs have been challenged,\textsuperscript{1529} and several questions were removed from the proposed 1970 census after an outcry from persons protesting the sensitivity of the questions.\textsuperscript{1530} Even if the collection of certain information would not violate individual privacy rights, the methods employed to collect it, such as wiretapping and electronic surveillance,\textsuperscript{1531} may constitute such a violation.

Retention and dissemination of acquired information pose equally grave threats. The retention of certain criminal justice\textsuperscript{1532} and welfare data\textsuperscript{1533} has become a prominent concern; in fact, the controversy that first focused attention on the right of privacy—the National Data Bank proposal—involved the place of retention.\textsuperscript{1534} A problem that arises in the area of dissemination is that one agency that may legitimately collect and retain certain information on an individual, may, without the individual's consent, give the informa-

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item[1527.] See text at notes 1566-2214 infra.
\item[1528.] Hearings on the Census, supra note 1509, at 180 (Representative Betts). See id. at 270-82 (testimony of L. Speiser, ACLU).
\item[1529.] See text at notes 2031-45 infra.
\item[1530.] See text at notes 1990-93 infra.
\item[1531.] See text at notes 1844-48 infra; Hearings on Military Surveillance Before the Subcomm. on Constitutional Rights of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. (1974) [hereinafter Hearings on Military Surveillance].
\item[1532.] See, e.g., Tarleton v. Saxbe, 507 F.2d 1116 (D.C. Cir. 1974).
\item[1533.] See text at notes 1709-18 infra.
\item[1534.] See Federal Data Banks, supra note 1515; notes 2102-04 infra and accompanying text.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
tion to an agency that could not have legitimately collected it. The 1974 Senate survey of agency practices found this danger quite real: "Once information about an individual is collected by a Federal agency, it is likely that that information will be fairly readily passed on to other Federal, State and local agencies." Finally, privacy interests are often further infringed when an individual whose privacy has been invaded is denied a remedy.

The harms from unregulated government information-handling can be divided into three categories: psychological problems created by acquisition of data, loss of individual benefits due to misuse of the data, and invasion of privacy per se. Any attempt to appraise the impact on individuals of data acquisition must consider the potential psychological harms. First, there is the very real possibility that individuals will, with increasing frequency, base their decisions regarding activities and expressions on how they will enhance their record. A concern for a clean record, reinforced by the popular conception of the computer as unforgetting, could threaten to create "a society in which unorthodoxy is discouraged by its notoriety, and even the mildest eccentricities are catalogued for official evaluation." This "chilling effect" on unpopular expressions and beliefs exemplifies the theory of "aversive control" avoidance-learning—that as an individual learns to avoid activities that he feels are disapproved, he will stop not only the disapproved activities, but similar or related activities as well. In the extreme, individuals may begin to doubt whether they exist apart from their record.

A 1952 study evaluating the impact of governmental loyalty and security inquiries found many resulting behavioral changes: severance of membership in organizations on the Attorney General's list and cancellation of subscriptions to literature sent by these organizations; refusal to sign petitions without proof of a bona fide sponsorship; refusal to join an organization not on the Attorney General's list for fear it might later develop in a radical direction; and cautiousness in political conversations with strangers. Moreover, it

1535. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS, supra note 1515, at 37.
1536. A. MILLER, supra note 1503, at 50.
1537. This has been described as an "information prison" in which a person's past places inescapable limits on his future. See Hearings on Data Banks, supra note 1504, at 943 (testimony of C. Lister, ACLU).
1538. Id.
1540. A. MILLER, supra note 1503, at 49.
has been observed that surveillance of a particular individual need not actually be going on to produce the effect in that individual as long as there is public knowledge that surveillance has occurred and is continuing to occur.\textsuperscript{1542} This is especially relevant because of recent surveys revealing widespread public concern over the threat to privacy from computers.\textsuperscript{1543} Privacy is necessary for proper psychological development,\textsuperscript{1544} for health,\textsuperscript{1545} and for the growth of democratic societies.\textsuperscript{1546} Yet, as Richard L. Tobin commented in a 1968 editorial entitled "1984 Minus Sixteen and Counting," "[w]e cannot assume . . . that privacy will survive simply because man has a psychological or social need for it."\textsuperscript{1547}

Even certain decisions of federally elected officials seem "chilled" by various surveillance and information-keeping techniques. The \textit{New York Times} stated on February 25, 1974:

\begin{quote}
The source recalled one Senator who had been told of an investigation concerning his daughter, a college student who had "gotten involved in demonstrations and free love," and a Republican Representative who had been told that the [FBI] possessed evidence indicating that he was a homosexual.

"We had him in our pocket after that," the source said of the Representative. He added that he could not recall the Senator, a liberal Democrat, ever criticizing the FBI in public.\textsuperscript{1548}
\end{quote}

But, as Representative Mikva, himself the subject of an Army intelligence file pointed out:

\begin{quote}
The objection to this program is not that a U.S. Senator may have
\end{quote}

\begin{footnotes}
\item[1542] See Askin, supra note 1541, at 82.
\item[1543] For example, a national survey conducted in 1971 found that 53 per cent of the sample believed that computerized information files might be used to destroy individual freedoms, and 58 per cent felt that computers will be used in the future to keep people under surveillance. In addition 38 per cent believed that computers represent a real threat to personal privacy, 91 per cent of those questioned felt that computers were used to compile information files on U.S. citizens, and 54 per cent believed these files were maintained for surveillance of activist or radical groups. Finally, 62 per cent expressed their concern over the types of information being kept, and 45 per cent said political activity records should not be kept. \textit{Id.} at 88.
\item[1546] A. Westin, supra note 1501, at 34.
\end{footnotes}
been subjected to surveillance, or that a special file was or was not kept on him . . . .

The harm comes rather when the ordinary citizen feels he cannot engage in political activity without becoming a "person of interest," without having his name and photo placed in a file colloquially, if not officially, labeled "subversive." 1549

Invasions of privacy also result in direct injury to the individual through misuse of his records, for once an individual divulges personal information, he in most instances loses all effective control over it. 1550 Harm can result if information that is accurate from one perspective is used in a different context in which it is misleading. Harm can also result from incomplete or erroneous information collections. These possibilities are aggravated because in many situations individuals have only limited rights to see, supplement, or correct their records. 1551

Damages flowing from the use of incomplete information are clear: In 1973, Massachusetts Governor Sargent gave a full pardon to a former felon who had kept his record clean for 10 years. The individual moved to a community 1000 miles away and enrolled in a community college. The college president, after running a routine police check with the state's new computer file, learned of his conviction and expelled him. The computer record had not included the full pardon. 1552 Another case was related by Representative Moss:

A young couple were returning home to San Francisco one evening a year ago when they were stopped by Santa Clara County Sheriff's deputies, eventually handcuffed, held at gunpoint and locked up overnight on charges of auto theft. The arresting officers had queried the San Francisco city and county criminal justice data bank and learned that the couple's Falcon had been reported stolen a year earlier. Police had failed to enter into the computer the "pink slip" record that the car had been recovered by its rightful owners. 1553

There are countless similar examples of individuals being denied employment, promotion, or some other benefit because of records of prior arrests. 1554 That charges were dropped or dismissed, or that

---

1549. *Hearings on Data Banks*, supra note 1504, at 89.


1551. See, e.g., text at notes 1678-93 infra. The new federal Privacy Act takes steps to provide rights of access and challenge for records held by the federal government. See text at notes 2084-98 infra.

1552. 120 CONG. REC. H2459 (daily ed. April 2, 1974) (remarks of Representative Heinz).

1553. Id. at H2456.

1554. See *Hearings on Criminal Justice Data Banks*, supra note 1550, at 5-7 (statement of Senator Ervin).
the person was found not guilty, is often not added to the record.\textsuperscript{1555} The injuries resulting from inaccurate information are similar. An employer in Texas managed to get the arrest record of one Tosh from a friend on the Fort Worth police department. He displayed mug shots and rap sheets to discourage voting for the union Tosh was organizing. The record being displayed was for one Charles Tosch, however, a convicted felon. Tosh, the organizer, had been arrested on minor charges and released.\textsuperscript{1556}

The following sections of this Project discuss the development of a right of privacy in state and federal law. Using as an analytical framework the four questions regarding the threats posed by government information-practices to individual privacy, the discussion examines consecutively the common-law privacy tort,\textsuperscript{1557} state statutes,\textsuperscript{1558} the federal constitutional law,\textsuperscript{1559} federal statutes prior to the enactment of the Privacy Act of 1974,\textsuperscript{1560} and, finally, the new Privacy Act,\textsuperscript{1561} to see how the balance has been struck between the governmental need for information and individual privacy, and to see the extent to which these areas of the law provide adequate protection from the above-mentioned harms. Although the focus of the discussion is on federal law, state statutes and the common law are included in order to give a more complete picture of the themes underlying the development of legal protections for privacy.

**B. State Law of Privacy**

Citizen-government relationships at the state level are far more numerous and varied than those at the federal level, and are thus, from the point of view of the individual's right of privacy, of considerably greater potential danger. In addition to the revenue and law-enforcement functions conducted at both levels of government, state governments administer, for example, welfare benefits, educational systems, and licensing requirements. These close contacts create a large state appetite for personal information,\textsuperscript{1562} which is restrained externally by federal and state constitutions, and internally only by the moral, social, and political judgments, both indi-

\textsuperscript{1555} See id. at 19.
\textsuperscript{1556} 120 CONG. REC. H2452 (daily ed. April 2, 1974) (statement of Representative Moss).
\textsuperscript{1557} See text at notes 1564-625 infra.
\textsuperscript{1558} See text at notes 1626-788 infra.
\textsuperscript{1559} See text at notes 1789-915 infra.
\textsuperscript{1560} See text at notes 1916-65 infra.
\textsuperscript{1561} See text at notes 1966-2214 infra.
\textsuperscript{1562} For an overview of the dimensions of state record-keeping see Project, supra note 1525. One commentator has identified at least a dozen personal information files that any "ordinary young adult" can expect the government to have. See Karst, "The Files": Legal Controls over the Accuracy and Accessibility of Stored Personal Data, 31 LAW & CONTEMP. PROB. 342 (1966).
individual and collective, of state legislators and administrators. This section considers the scope of the states’ power to collect, retain, and disseminate information about individuals, and evaluates the effectiveness of state common-law, constitutional, and statutory recognitions of the individual’s right of privacy in protecting the individual from unwanted and unwarranted governmental intrusions. The conclusion reached is that while the fundamental notion of a “right to be let alone”\textsuperscript{1563} is sufficiently broad to protect against such intrusions, the legal development of this right in the narrow context of private litigation and ad hoc legislation has so stunted the concept that it is today insufficiently responsive to the particular problems of government information-handling.

1. Common-Law Protection of Privacy

Common-law tort actions for invasion of privacy,\textsuperscript{1564} now recognized in a majority of jurisdictions,\textsuperscript{1565} provide only a limited restraint against governmental action because of the state’s power to override common-law rights by explicit statutory authorization,\textsuperscript{1566} and because the doctrines of sovereign immunity\textsuperscript{1567} and government.

\textsuperscript{1563} Warren & Brandeis, supra note 1523, at 195, quoting T. Cooley, Torts 29 (2d ed. 1888).

\textsuperscript{1564} Tortious invasion of privacy has been the subject of considerable comment over the years. See, e.g., A. Miller, supra note 1503; A. Westin, supra note 1501; Bloustein, Privacy as an Aspect of Human Dignity: An Answer to Dean Prosser, 39 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 963 (1964); Brodie, Privacy, the Family and the State, 37 U. Ill. L.F. 1972; Kalven, Privacy in Tort Law—Were Warren and Brandeis Wrong?, 51 Law & Contemp. Probs. 326 (1966); Nizer, The Right of Privacy, 30 Mich. L. Rev. 526 (1941); Prosser, Privacy, 48 Calif. L. Rev. 383 (1960); Wade, Defamation and the Right of Privacy, 15 Vand. L. Rev. 1093 (1962); Comment, Tortious Invasion of Privacy in Tennessee, 38 Tenn. L. Rev. 260 (1971).

\textsuperscript{1565} See Prosser, supra note 1564, at 388-88 (listing 27 states that accepted the tort outright); W. Prosser, Handbook of the Law of Torts 834 (4th ed. 1971) (listing six more states). To these lists may be added Texas, see Billings v. Atkinson, 489 S.W.2d 258 (Tex. 1968), and perhaps Massachusetts, see Commonwealth v. Wiseman, 356 Mass. 251, 249 N.E.2d 251 (1969), and Washington. See Eddy v. Moore, 5 Wash. App. 331, 487 P.2d 211 (1971) (giving express recognition to the constitutional right and using language that indicated it might feel constrained to recognize the tort in the future). The tort has been expressly rejected in Nebraska, see Brinson v. Rank Army Store, 161 Neb. 517, 73 N.W.2d 603 (1955), Wisconsin, see Yoeckel v. Samonig, 272 Wis. 450, 72 N.W.2d 525 (1955), and Rhode Island. See Henry v. Cherry & Webb, 90 R.I. 13, 73 A. 97 (1909). Tennessee has been counted on both sides of the fence. See Prosser, supra, at 387; Comment, supra note 1564, at 281. Dean Prosser has speculated that the developing constitutional right might require these states to recognize the tort right. See W. Prosser, supra, at 816.

In addition to the states recognizing the common-law tort, four states provide statutory recognition of a cause of action for invasion of privacy. See N.Y. Civ. Rights Law § 50 (McKinney 1948); ORE. STAT. ANN. § 21, § 859.1 (Supp. 1972); Utah Code Ann. § 76-9-401 (Supp. 1973); VA. CODE ANN. § 8-650 (1957).

\textsuperscript{1566} See R. Pound, 3 Jurisprudence 612, 654-59 (1959). See also id. at 663-64 (regarding the traditional doctrine of strict construction of statutes in derogation of common law).

\textsuperscript{1567} It is well established that a state is not liable in tort unless it gives consent.
mental immunity\textsuperscript{1568} may preclude the individual from obtaining a remedy. Moreover, the rigid, often mechanically applied requisites of the privacy cause of action, which have gradually developed since the tort was first recognized in the late nineteenth century, have made the common-law action an often ineffective tool in protecting the individual from the threats to privacy that are peculiar to government information-handling. Nevertheless, the concept of privacy embodied in the tort law is of consequence in that it manifests the significance that society attaches to this right, a significance that is often reflected in legislative treatment of personal information. In addition, the tort law of privacy provides a useful argument in trying to limit ambiguous state statutes, and many states have incorporated its protections into their freedom of information statutes as an exemption to the general requirement of disclosure.\textsuperscript{1569}

There are two fundamentally different views of the common-law right of privacy, which partially reflect different perceptions of the dangers against which the tort right should protect. The 1890 law review article by Samuel Warren and Louis Brandeis,\textsuperscript{1570} which first called for recognition of a right of privacy, contained elements of both. On the one hand the authors called for a unitary right

\textsuperscript{1568}See, e.g., Faber v. State, 143 Colo. 240, 353 P.2d 609 (1960); Lewis v. State, 96 N.Y. 71 (1884); W. Prosser, supra note 1555, at 975. In all states consent has been given to a greater or lesser extent, but such legislation has been narrowly construed in favor of the states. Id. at 975-76. See generally Shumate, Tort Claims Against State Governments, 9 Law & Contemp. Prob. 242 (1942); Leflar & Kantrowitz, Tort Liability of the States, 29 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 1363 (1954).

\textsuperscript{1569}See, e.g., Barr v. Matteo, 360 U.S. 564 (1959) (plurality decision) (extending an absolute privilege to all federal officials for acts done in connection with mandatory or discretionary duties). Some state courts recognize only a qualified privilege that does not shield state officers from liability for willful or malicious conduct. See, e.g., Carr v. Watkins, 227 Md. 578, 177 A.2d 841 (1962) (holding that the claim that two police officers had maliciously divulged plaintiff's arrest record, knowing that he would lose his job, stated a cause of action against the officers for invasion of privacy). In addition, the "official" privilege is declared by statute in some states, See, e.g., Cal. Civ. Code § 47.1 (West 1954), construed in White v. State, 17 Cal. App. 3d 621, 95 Cal. Rptr. 175 (1971). In White, the plaintiff claimed that the defendants had been guilty of negligence in disseminating an erroneous arrest record and the court held that the complaint was properly dismissed. However, where records are required by statute to be kept confidential, a cause of action for wrongful disclosure may be implied. See text at note 1569 infra. In such cases official immunity would not apply since the act was done in violation, not in pursuit, of official duties.

\textsuperscript{1570}Many state open-records laws, like the federal Freedom of Information Act, see 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(6) (1970), specifically exempt records the disclosure of which would constitute an unwarranted invasion of privacy. See notes 1218-19 supra and accompanying text; text at notes 700-44 supra. These provisions are often given content by reference to tort-law principles. See note 701 supra. In addition, the typical exemption for records "otherwise made confidential by law" has been construed in some states to include the common-law right of privacy. See, e.g., Tex. Atty. Gen. Open Records Dec. No. 2 (Sept. 10, 1973).

\textsuperscript{1570}Warren & Brandeis, supra note 1525. This article has been called a "model of how effectively presented legal scholarship can lead to a change in the law." A. Miller, supra note 1503, at 170.
protecting one's "inviolate personality,"\(^{1571}\) which, they suggested, should protect all emotions, ideas, and sensations, in whatever form expressed, and all activities and private facts not made public by the individual. The authors' specific concern, on the other hand, was with a prying and aggressive press that thrived on publication of private, often embarrassing details about individuals.\(^{1572}\) The relationship between the new privacy right and the principles of free speech and free press was therefore a major concern of the article; the privacy cause of action actually delineated was narrowed by two broad exceptions allowing "any publication of matter which is of [legitimate] public or general interest,"\(^{1573}\) and "any publication made by one in the discharge of some public or private duty."\(^{1574}\) Moreover, similar concerns led the authors to rely on concepts established in the law of defamation. Their specific proposal thus dealt only with publication of personal information rather than with intrusions into "inviolate personality" resulting from the mere acquisition and retention of information.

Perhaps because the period following the publication of the Warren and Brandeis article was a time of rapid technological growth, shifting population patterns, and changing conceptions of the relationship between the individual and his community,\(^{1575}\) the tort de-

\(^{1571}\) Warren & Brandeis, supra note 1503, at 205. In searching for the legal principle that would protect privacy, the authors analyzed the cases allowing recovery for publication of private matter on theories of common-law copyright, implied contract, or breach of confidence. They concluded that the results in these cases were not fully explained by narrow property or contract theories. "[T]he protection afforded to thoughts, sentiments, and emotions, expressed through the medium of writing or of the arts . . . is merely an instance of the enforcement of the more general right of the individual to be let alone . . . The principle which protects . . . personal production, not against theft and physical appropriation, but against publication in any form, is in reality not the principle of private property, but that of an inviolate personality." Id.

\(^{1572}\) The article was written at a time when "yellow journalism" was reaching its peak. Apparently Mr. Warren was inspired to initiate the project by the extensive and, to him, offensive coverage that his daughter's wedding received in the press. Prosser, supra note 1564, at 393. Warren and Brandeis exclaimed:

"The press is overstepping in every direction the obvious bounds of propriety and of decency. Gossip is no longer the resource of the idle and of the vicious, but has become a trade, which is pursued with industry as well as effrontery . . . The intensity and complexity of life, attendant upon advancing civilization, have rendered necessary some retreat from the world, and man, under the refining influence of culture, has become more sensitive to publicity, so that solitude and privacy have become more essential to the individual . . . ."

Warren & Brandeis, supra note 1523, at 196. As other commentators have pointed out, there was little or no threat to privacy when snooping was "inhibited by the natural limitations of the human eye [and] ear," A. Miller, supra note 1503, at 171, or when there was a "degree of mutual interdependence among neighbors which generated tolerance and tended to mitigate the harshness of the whispered disclosure." Bloustein, supra note 1564, at 984.

\(^{1573}\) Warren & Brandeis, supra note 1523, at 214.

\(^{1574}\) Id. at 217.

veloped in a state of disarray. In 1960, Dean Prosser sought to order the chaos with a new analysis of the tort, which he characterized as

not one tort but a complex of four. The law of privacy comprises four distinct kinds of invasions of four different interests of the plaintiff, which are tied together by the common name, but otherwise have almost nothing in common . . . . Without any attempt to exact definition, these four torts may be described as follows:

1. Intrusion upon the plaintiff's seclusion or solitude, or into his private affairs.
2. Public disclosure of embarrassing private facts about the plaintiff.
3. Publicity which places the plaintiff in a false light in the public eye.
4. Appropriation, for the defendant's advantage, of the plaintiff's name or likeness.

The Prosserian analysis quickly gained wide acceptance. While Warren and Brandeis' lofty ideal of the inviolate personality was not entirely forgotten, Prosser's compartmentalization of the privacy tort indicated that, as judicially developed, the tort remained close to their specific, more limited, proposal.

In each of the four branches of the tort, Prosser identified the factors employed by courts to separate wrongful invasions of protected interests from acceptable social interaction in an increasingly crowded world. In each case, "[t]he protection afforded [by the tort] to the plaintiff's interest [is] relative to the customs of the time and place, to the occupation of the plaintiff, and to the habits of his neighbors and fellow citizens." The test of what is "offensive or objectionable to a reasonable man," applies in different ways to the intrusion, disclosure, and false light.


1577. Prosser, supra note 1564, at 389. Prosser's analysis was based on "something over three hundred cases in the books" at the time. Id. at 388. Cases on invasion of privacy are also collected in Annot., 138 A.L.R. 22 (1942); Annot., 168 A.L.R. 446 (1947); Annot., 14 A.L.R.2d 750 (1959).

1578. Writing in 1962, Dean Wade pointed out that five state courts had already quoted Prosser's analysis. See Wade, supra note 1564, at 1095 n.13. Prosser is still widely quoted as a leading authority in the field. See, e.g., Billings v. Atkinson, 489 S.W.2d 858, 859 (Tex. 1973).


1580. Prosser, supra note 1564, at 390-91.

1581. See id. An actionable intrusion must involve prying into some matter that is, and is entitled to be, private. Thus, both the act of intruding and the matter intruded upon must be "offensive." The example given by Prosser of an unobjectionable intrusion involved a landlord calling to ask for rent on a Sunday, which was offensive to the plaintiff, but would not be to an ordinary person. See Horstman v. Newman, 291 S.W.2d 567 (Ky. 1956). Initially the intrusion tort was related to physical trespass,
branches. The intrusion\textsuperscript{1584} and disclosure\textsuperscript{1585} branches also protect only matters that are in fact private; there is no protectible interest in activities done in a public place\textsuperscript{1586} or in matters of public record.\textsuperscript{1587} The requirement of publicity is a further limitation on

but it has grown with technology to encompass electronic eavesdropping. Prosser, supra note 1564, at 391. \textit{Restatement (Second) of Torts}, § 652B (Tent. Draft No. 15, 1967) imposes liability on “[o]ne who intentionally intrudes, physically or otherwise, upon the solitude or seclusion of another.” See also Billings v. Atkinson, 489 S.W.2d 858 (Tex. 1975).

1582. In the disclosure branch of the tort, whether the revelation would be offensive to a reasonable person must be tested against prevailing community standards. Prosser, supra note 1564, at 390. Thus the boundaries of the zone of privacy are somewhat vague. Intimate details of family life or sexuality are clearly within the zone, see, e.g., Garner v. Triangle Publications, 97 F. Supp. 546 (S.D.N.Y. 1951), while matters relating to one’s business life are not. For example, in Patton v. Royal Indus., Inc., 263 Cal. App. 2d 760, 70 Cal. Rptr. 44 (1968), the court held that the complaint did not state a cause of action for invasion of privacy because: “There was absent a statement of fact relative to their private lives or any other secret matter, and although the statements were defamatory they reflected exclusively upon the professionally [sic] standing of the plaintiffs in the public view.” 263 Cal. App. 2d at 766-68, 70 Cal. Rptr. at 48. However, publication of a private debt is generally actionable. See, e.g., Brents v. Morgan, 221 Ky. 705, 299 S.W. 907 (1927).

1583. The parameters of the “false-light” branch of the tort are blurred by its close connection with the law of defamation. Prosser, supra note 1564, at 400-01. See also Wade, supra note 1564, at 1093. While the false disclosure need not be defamatory, it must be something that would be objectionable to a reasonable person under the circumstances. As in the disclosure cases, see note 1582 supra, something of a “mores” test must be applied.

1584. Prosser, supra note 1564, at 390-91.

1585. Id. at 394.

1586. Id. at 395. The leading case is Gill v. Hearst Publishing Co., 40 Cal. 2d 224, 253 P.2d 441 (1953), holding that publication of a photo of plaintiff embracing his wife in a public market was not an invasion of privacy.

1587. Prosser, supra note 1564, at 395-96. See, e.g., Berg v. Minneapolis Star 
Tribune Co., 79 F. Supp. 957 (D. Minn. 1948) (newspaper coverage of divorce proceedings not actionable); Bell v. Courier-Journal 
& Louisville Times Co., 402 S.W.2d 84 (Ky. 1966) (report of judge’s delinquent taxes not actionable). The \textit{Restatement (Second) of Torts}, § 652D, comment c (Tent. Draft No. 15, 1967), explains: “[T]here is no liability [for invasion of privacy] for giving publicity to facts about the plaintiff’s life which are matters of public records. . . . On the other hand, if the record is one not open to public inspection . . . it is not public and there is an invasion of privacy when it is made so.” Thus, in Patterson v. Tribune Co., 146 S.2d 623 (Fla. App. 1962) a newspaper was held liable for republication of a court docket showing plaintiff’s voluntary narcotic commitment proceeding, on the basis of a statute, Law of June 15, 1953, ch. 28233, § 4 (1953) (repealed 1970), limiting access to the records of such proceedings. See also Cox Broadcasting Corp. v. Cohn, 43 U.S.L.W. 4843 (U.S. March 3, 1975). In that case the Georgia supreme court had held that publication of the name of a rape-murder victim violated her father’s common-law right of privacy. A state statute, Ga. Code Ann. § 28-9901 (1972), made such publication a misdemeanor, but the court said that the tort right did not depend upon the statute. 231 Ga. 60, 62, 200 S.E.2d 127, 130 (1973). In reversing the judgment for the plaintiff, the Supreme Court showed considerable sensitivity to the right of privacy, see 43 U.S.L.W. at 4349-52, and confined itself to the circumstances of the case, holding that a state “may not impose sanctions for the publication of truthful information contained in official court records open to public inspection.” 43 U.S.L.W. at 4351. The court added that the holding implied nothing about the constitutionality of a state policy “not
the disclosure\textsuperscript{1588} and false light\textsuperscript{1589} torts, and is only satisfied when disclosure is to more than a few persons.\textsuperscript{1590} The disclosure branch is also subject to a privilege for reporting about events and persons of public interest,\textsuperscript{1591} and the defenses of consent and waiver may defeat claims under any of the branches.\textsuperscript{1592}

On the basis of his analysis, Prosser concluded that the "right of privacy" did not protect a unique or definable interest in what Warren and Brandeis called "inviolate personality,"\textsuperscript{1093} but rather addressed the more familiar interests in freedom from mental distress,\textsuperscript{1594} reputation,\textsuperscript{1595} and the proprietary interest in name and allowing access by the public and press to various kinds of official records . . . ." \textsuperscript{43} U.S.L.W. at 4352 n.26. The separate concurring opinions by Justices Douglas and Powell, see \textsuperscript{43} U.S.L.W. at 4352, both evidenced a preference for a broader holding, more protective of first amendment rights. However, Justice Powell was willing to allow a different balancing where "a State's desire to protect privacy . . . implicate[s] interests that are distinct from those protected by defamation actions." \textsuperscript{43} U.S.L.W. at 4353. See Prosser, supra note 1564, at 397. Compare Sids v. F.R Publishing Co., 113 F.2d 806 (2d Cir. 1940), affg. 99 F. Supp. 19 (S.D.N.Y. 1939), with Melvin v. Reid, 112 Cal. App. 285, 297 P. 91 (1931). See also Briscoe v. Reader's Digest Assn., Inc., 4 Cal. 3d 529, 483 P.2d 34, 93 Cal. Rptr. 866 (1969); Frick v. Boyd, 350 Mass. 259, 214 N.E.2d 460 (1966).

1588. See Prosser, supra note 1564, at 393-94. The requirement of "publicity" is a different standard than the "publication" concept in defamation law. Thus, in addition to newspaper reporting, posting a notice in a public place is sufficient, see Brents v. Morgan, 221 Ky. 765, 299 S.W. 987 (1927), but communication to an Individual, such as plaintiff's employer, or even to a small group, is not. See, e.g., Hawley v. Professional Credit Bureau, 345 Mich. 500, 76 N.W.2d 835 (1956) (to employer); Gregory v. Bryan-Hunt Co., 295 Ky. 345, 174 S.W.2d 510 (1943) (oral accusation of theft before customers in a store).

Publicity is not required if the claim of invasion of privacy is based on breach of a trust or confidential relationship, which affords an independent basis of relief. See, e.g., Copley v. Northwestern Mut. Life Ins. Co., 295 F. Supp. 95 (D. W. Va. 1968).


1592. Prosser, supra note 1564, at 419-20. Consent may be given either expressly or implicitly, as by actively seeking publicity. See, e.g., O'Brien v. Pabst Sales Co., 124 F.2d 167 (5th Cir. 1941). In either case, if the invasion goes beyond that to which the plaintiff can fairly be said to have consented, there is liability. See, e.g., Manger v. Kree Institute of Electrolysis, 233 F.2d 5 (2d Cir. 1956); Russell v. Marboro Books, 18 Misc. 2d 106, 185 N.Y.S.2d 8 (Sup. Ct. 1959).

The concept of waiver is closely tied both to implied consent and to the privilege of reporting on newsworthy events. See text at note 1591 supra. The terms are used rather loosely: "The utilization of these concepts [consent and waiver] by the courts has been somewhat Draconian and has resulted in an understandable dampening of enthusiasm for pursuing the privacy theory . . . . For example, a woman was held to have 'waived her right of privacy' by leaping from a twelve story building. [Metter v. Los Angeles Examiner, 35 Cal. App. 2d 304, 95 F.2d 491 (1939)]" A. MILLER, supra note 1503, at 185.

1593. See Prosser, supra note 1564, at 389, 422.

1594. See id. at 392, 398, 422. Prosser identifies freedom from mental distress as the interest protected by the intrusion and disclosure torts.
Prosser’s descriptive analysis of the tort’s development thus represented a retrenchment from the ideal advocated by Warren and Brandeis. Of greatest significance is the limitation, noted by Prosser, that the publication of private information about an individual is actionable only if the publication is highly objectionable or if the information places the individual in a false light. Prosser’s tort recognizes no interest in “selective disclosure,” no right simply to control the flow of ordinary information about oneself. Moreover, the acquisition of information is wrongful only if the method by which it is obtained is sufficiently intrusive. This means, stated Prosser, that “[o]n the public street, or in any other public place, the plaintiff has no legal right to be let alone.” 1597 Finally, none of the aspects of the privacy tort as set forth by Prosser protect against the psychological effect of the retention by government bodies of masses of personal information.

Prosser’s analysis of the limitations imposed by the courts on the tort of privacy has been disputed. It has been argued, in particular, that Prosser’s compartmentalization of the privacy tort ignores the underlying “spiritual” interest in freedom and individuality suggested by many of the decisions, 1598 and has thus, in the language of Warren and Brandeis, prevented “the common law, in its eternal youth, [from] grow[ing] to meet the demands of society.” 1599 The dispute over whether “privacy” is a single interest or a deceptive term for several distinct interests has important implications for the expansion of the tort. If the Prosserian analysis is retained, the present limitations may be applied without regard to the source of the threat, and the tort will thus fail to recognize the threats to the individual that are unique to government information-handling. 1600

1595. See id. at 598, 401, 422. Both the disclosure and false light branches are viewed as protecting the interest in reputation.

1596. See id. at 406, 423. Under this aspect of the privacy tort there must be some advantage to the defendant. “Under the statutes this must be a pecuniary advantage; but the common law is very probably not so limited.” Id. at 405-06. Thus, use for political advantage is sufficient. See, e.g., State ex rel. LaFollette v. Hinkle, 131 Wash. 86, 229 P. 317 (1924). It has been suggested that what is involved here is not so much a right of privacy as a “right of publicity,” i.e., the right to determine when and for whose advantage one’s identity will be exposed to the public. See Nimmer, The Right of Publicity, 19 LAW & CONTEMP. PROB. 203 (1954).

1597. W. PROSSER, supra note 1565, at 808.

1598. See Bloustein, supra note 1564. Reviewing many of the cases on which Prosser based his analysis, Bloustein concluded that “the tort cases involving privacy are of one piece and involve a single tort.” Id. at 1000. “[T]he interest served in the privacy cases is in some sense a spiritual interest rather than an interest in property or reputation. Moreover . . . the spiritual characteristic which is at issue is not a form of trauma, mental illness or distress, but rather individuality or freedom.” Id. at 1002.

1599. Warren & Brandeis, supra note 1523, at 193.

But if the underlying interest in privacy is viewed as a unified, personal right that is an extension of an individual's personality, the limitations can be discarded when it becomes apparent that the fundamental interest has been infringed in a new and unanticipated way. Government's size and its unique capacity to inquire, to remember, and to affect people's lives, enable it to invade privacy in ways that individual defendants cannot. The concept of privacy must be flexible enough to recognize that a governmental act can do more damage to the "inviolable personality" than would the same act by an individual.

The literature on the right of privacy reflects a tension between the fear that it protects a merely trivial interest in a highly interactive society and the concern that it should protect the individual from, but often fails to reach, the wrongs affronting "human dignity and individuality." Prosser's retrenchment from the idea of a unitary right of privacy and the impatience of those writers who view the privacy tort as trivial have partially accounted for the hesitancy to advance beyond Warren and Brandeis' specific dislike of "yellow journalism." The irony is that, in attempting to prune the "most marvelous tree that [grew] from the wedding of the daughter of Mr. Samuel D. Warren," Dean Prosser delineated a cause of action large enough to redress many petty grievances, but too narrow to cover new threats to the fundamental spiritual interest that Warren and Brandeis were concerned with in a larger sense.

The tort law of privacy is by no means as settled as the oft-quoted Prosserian formula seems to indicate. Some recent cases demonstrate a willingness to relax the limitations of Prosser's tort when an act outside the Prosserian mold causes genuine harm to the "inviolable personality." For example, some courts have suggested that large institutions can violate the right of privacy even

1601. See Kalven, supra note 1564. Kalven offers "as an example of the unce... to reference to the plaintiff look colorable . . . . I suspect, therefore, that the achievement of the new tort remedy has been primarily to breed nuisance claims." Kalven, supra, at 339.
1602. Bloustein, supra note 1564, at 1003.
1603. "One may perhaps wonder if the tort is not an anachronism, a nineteenth century response to the mass press which is hardly in keeping with the more robust tastes of today." Kalven, supra note 1564, at 327.
1604. Prosser, supra note 1564, at 423.
without publicity,\textsuperscript{1606} and without intrusion into exclusively private areas of one's life.\textsuperscript{1607}

In a number of recent decisions, however, the limitations announced by Prosser have been mechanically applied to defeat a privacy claim without any sensitivity to the magnitude of the threat inherent in institutional handling of personal information. For example, in \textit{Nader v. General Motors Corp.},\textsuperscript{1608} in which Ralph Nader charged that GM's campaign to elicit damaging information about him from his friends constituted an invasion of his privacy, the majority said that "the mere gathering of information about a particular individual does not give rise to a cause of action under this theory. Privacy is invaded only if the information sought is of a confidential nature and the defendant's conduct was unreasonably intrusive."\textsuperscript{1609} The court concluded that questioning third parties

\textsuperscript{1606} See, e.g., Carr v. Watkins, 227 Md. 578, 177 A.2d 841 (1962), in which malicious disclosure by police to plaintiff's employer was held to state a cause of action for invasion of privacy. It may be questioned, however, whether this relaxation of the publicity requirement is really a departure from the norm of tort cases. It can be argued that cases holding that disclosure to an employer is not an invasion of privacy, see, e.g., Hawley v. Professional Credit Bureau, 345 Mich. 500, 76 N.W.2d 835 (1956), turn on a judgment that the loss of a job is an economic, not a dignitary, harm. See Bloustein, supra note 1564, at 980-83. In addition, the publicity requirement has not been an obstacle to the protection of privacy from governmental dissemination, since disclosure to even a single requester under a freedom of information act makes the information "public." Under most freedom of information acts, the requester is not required to show any need for the information he seeks. Thus, the decision to disclose a record to any one requester means that it is open to anyone who cares to see it; in this sense, such a record is clearly made "public." See note 458 supra and accompanying text; note 1242 supra and accompanying text. See also Tex. Atty. Gen. Open Records Dec. No. 2 (Sept. 10, 1973), holding that under Prosser's standards, disclosure to a single requester of certain records "would constitute an invasion of privacy by reason of being a public disclosure of private information of a highly objectionable kind." The requester in that case was a newspaper reporter, but the Attorney General did not rely on that fact, nor in any way elaborate on his conclusion that the disclosure was "public." The notion that simply placing the information in the public domain satisfies the publicity requirement is clearly a loosening of the traditional rule, and undercuts the inference that the interest being protected is one's reputation. This understanding that an individual's privacy may be infringed simply by having his identity held up to public view, even if the public never looks, is essential to the protection of the right of privacy in government-held information. A long-standing application of this principle is the general agreement that an acquitted arrestee may force the police to remove his photograph from a "rogue's gallery." See, e.g., State ex rel. Mavity v. Tyndall, 224 Ind. 364, 66 N.E.2d 755 (1946), \textit{appeal after retrial}, 225 Ind. 360, 74 N.E.2d 914 (1947), \textit{appeal dismissed}, 333 U.S. 834 (1946); Izkovich v. Whitaker, 117 La. 708, 42 S. 228 (1906); State ex rel. Reed v. Harris, 343 Mo. 426, 153 S.W.2d 834 (1941).

\textsuperscript{1607} See, e.g., Pearson v. Dodd, 410 F.2d 701, 704 (D.C. Cir. 1969) (dictum).


\textsuperscript{1609} 25 N.Y.2d at 567, 255 N.E.2d at 769, 307 N.Y.S.2d at 652-53. Nader's complaint alleged six specific instances of GM's intrusive conduct, including interviews with his acquaintances, surveillance in public places, attempts to entrap him in illicit relationships, threatening and harassing telephone calls, wiretapping, and harassing investigations. The court upheld the order denying dismissal of the privacy claims to
was not unreasonably intrusive conduct and that any information Nader's acquaintances were capable of divulging obviously was not secret. Judge Breitel's concurrence took issue with this analysis, however, pointing out that the unique capacity of the corporate defendant to damage the plaintiff's right of privacy in this instance should affect the determination of whether the acts complained of were mere annoyances or significant wrongs requiring legal redress.

If the tort is indeed a "dignitary" one protecting a fundamental spiritual interest rather than a loose mixture of interests in property and reputation, then the damage done by the mere creation or maintenance of a file "unsupported by palpable social excuse or economic justification" is clearly within its spirit.

Several state attorneys general, dealing with the disclosure tort's "offensive facts" requirement, have also made merely mechanical decisions about threatened privacy violations. For example, one such decision interpreting a state open-records act required disclosure of the names and addresses of freshmen entering a state university to the proprietor of a local bookstore. While an individual's student status is hardly such an intimate detail that disclosure to third parties is offensive to most persons, it is disturbing that the offensive facts limitation requires state agencies, without consent and without consideration of opposing interests, to act as market researchers in the service of private interests. A similar state attorney

the extent that they were supported by the allegations of wire-tapping and overzealous surveillance. 25 N.Y.2d at 569-71, 255 N.E.2d at 770-71, 307 N.Y.S.2d at 654-56. But the majority felt compelled to elaborate on its view of the insufficiency of the other allegations "for the guidance of the trial court and counsel." 25 N.Y.2d at 568, 255 N.E.2d at 769, 307 N.Y.S.2d at 653.

1610. 25 N.Y.2d at 569, 571, 255 N.E.2d at 770, 771, 307 N.Y.S.2d at 654, 656.

1611. 25 N.Y.2d at 569, 255 N.E.2d at 770, 307 N.Y.S.2d at 654.

1612. Judge Breitel concurred in the affirmance, but disagreed with the majority's restrictive and unnecessary advice about specific allegations. Breitel pointed out that the real issue in the volatile and developing law of privacy is whether a private person is entitled to be free of certain grave offensive intrusions unsupported by palpable social or economic excuse or justification.

True, scholars, in trying to define the elusive concept of the right of privacy, have, as of the present, subdivided the common law right into separate classifications . . . . This does not mean, however, that the classifications are either frozen or exhausted, or that several of the classifications may not overlap . . . . Although acts performed in "public," especially if taken singly or in small numbers, may not be confidential, at least arguably a right to privacy may nevertheless be invaded through extensive or exhaustive monitoring and cataloguing of acts normally disconnected and anonymous.

. . .

It is not unimportant that plaintiff contends that a giant corporation had allegedly sought by surreptitious and unusual methods to silence an unusually effective critic.


1613. 25 N.Y.2d at 572, 255 N.E.2d at 772, 307 N.Y.S.2d at 656.


general opinion required disclosure of the race of specific individuals because information regarding race or ethnic background is not "intrinsically confidential." While there may be valid reasons for public access to such information, the decision to disclose should be based on those reasons rather than on a rigid application of the offensive facts limitation. That limitation may achieve a rough balance of interests in a noninstitutional context, but when the government is the discloser and the potential damage is on a much greater scale, a more flexible and sensitive test is needed.

Similar problems of inflexibility in applying tort concepts to government information-handling are caused by the defenses of consent and waiver. Governmental units that have given no express promise of confidentiality have tried to defeat the claim of privacy on the grounds either that the information is now a matter of public record and therefore no longer private, or that the individual has implicitly consented to the dissemination of information voluntarily disclosed to the government. While courts have not generally regarded the public-record label as conclusive, such arguments have met with some success. It has been suggested that the privacy claim is strongest with respect to information the government acquires as a result of a coerced relationship, such as arrest records, and that, by way of contrast, the acceptance of a public benefit constitutes an implied consent to the dissemination of information to anyone properly concerned with the administration of the benefit, perhaps including the public as a whole in its watchdog capacity.
Although the element of voluntarism is a proper consideration in assessing a privacy claim, this blanket rule ignores the fact that many government benefits, such as welfare benefits, are of such importance to the individual that any appearance of choice in accepting the benefit is merely illusory. In the government setting, the concept of consent and waiver must be applied in a manner that accounts for inequality of bargaining position.

Thus, if the current Prosserian view of the tort law of privacy is adopted as a prescriptive delineation of the limits of societal concern for privacy and applied in unmodified form to governmental acquisition and handling of personal information, many important privacy interests are left unprotected. Despite broader views of this developing area of tort law, there is a danger that state agencies, courts, and legislatures will rely on the seemingly firm and authoritative outlines of Prosser's tort. In order to deal with the newly perceived governmental threat to privacy, courts, legislatures, and all other shapers of the law must update the concept of privacy as a "bulwark built up against the threatened annihilation of man's personal life."

2. State Constitutional and Statutory Protection of Privacy

The development of the common-law privacy right necessarily has suffered from the ad hoc approach of case adjudication, a method of development that leaves many aspects of the common law in doubt. While constitutional or statutory provisions could define the right of privacy comprehensively, few states have enacted such provisions.

Although the source of the federal constitutional right of privacy is not well-defined, it is clear that the federal Constitution accords individual privacy a degree of indirect protection flowing from the limits of the federal government's enumerated powers. That the absence of statutory confidentiality for records relating to tax-exempt status was reasonable since an institution claiming such status could fairly be required to submit to public scrutiny in exchange for relief from its tax obligation.

1622. Welfare is the clearest example—it can hardly be said that the choice between privacy and starvation is a free one. Cf. Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 U.S. 618 (1969). Even in the more mundane area of driver's licenses it is clear that one must pay a considerable price for anonymity.

1623. See A. Miller, supra note 1503, at 187.

1624. See, e.g., Tex. Atty. Gen. Open Records Dec. No. 2 (Sep. 10, 1973), applying Prosser's standards to determine whether certain records were disclosable under the state open-records act.

1625. Nizer, supra note 1564, at 559.


1627. See text at notes 1825-30 infra.

1628. See text at notes 1789-824 infra.
Unlike the federal government, however, the state governments possess a plenary residual power to adopt measures, and hence to gather information, in a wide range of contexts. This power is subject to no significant inherent limitations other than the restraints resulting from the operation of the supremacy clause of the federal Constitution, the restraints imposed by the federal Bill of Rights, and the restraints contained in the state constitutions.

Some state constitutions expressly recognize a right of privacy, but few decisions interpreting such provisions go beyond the scope of the federally protected constitutional right. Indeed, California and Alaska seem to be alone in developing broad state constitutional protection for this right. A general state constitutional provision creating or protecting a right of privacy can be of significant value in developing greater protections for the individual privacy interests. Such a provision could, with broad judicial interpretation, develop a right of privacy almost as comprehensive and effective as any enacted by a state legislature. Moreover, general constitutional protection of privacy would permit courts to interpret statutes and regulations that affect privacy, such as those dealing with the handling of personal information, with greater sensitivity to the privacy interest than

1629. See F. MICHAELMAN & T. SANDALOW, MATERIALS ON GOVERNMENT IN URBAN AREAS 20 (1970). It has been suggested that the introduction of the due process residual personal rights concepts to the discussion of state power to regulate individual conduct in Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 (1965), might revive the doctrine that the state's police power to regulate for the general welfare must be exercised only for public purposes. See, e.g., Ratner, The Function of the Due Process Clause, 116 U. PA. L. REV. 1048, 1057-71 (1968). However, Michaelman and Sandalow note that as a matter of practice, courts never challenge a state's decision that an enactment serves a public purpose. See F. MICHAELMAN & T. SANDALOW, supra, at 110.

1630. U.S. CONST. art. VI, cl. 2.


1632. For example, in Stein v. Howlett, 52 Ill. 2d 570, 289 N.E.2d 409 (1972), appeal dismissed, 412 U.S. 925 (1973), the court said that campaign disclosure requirements infringed upon a privacy right protected by the state constitution, but held that this was justified by the state's compelling interest in eliminating abuses of public office. In an earlier case, City of Carmel-by-the-Sea v. Young, 2 Cal. 3d 259, 466 P.2d 225, 85 Cal. Rptr. 1 (1970), the California supreme court had struck down a similar statute as a violation of the federal right of privacy.

1633. In White v. Davis, 13 Cal. 3d 757, 553 P.2d 222, 120 Cal. Rptr. 94 (1975), the California supreme court unanimously held that undercover police surveillance of university classes was "a prima facie violation of the state constitutional right of privacy." 13 Cal. 3d at 761, 553 P.2d at 234, 120 Cal. Rptr. at 105. Quoting extensively from the state's election brochure as an aid to construction of the 1972 amendment creating this right, the court said that it was specifically aimed at "the accelerating encroachment on personal freedom and security caused by increased surveillance and data collection activity in contemporary society. . . . "At present there are no effective restraints on the information activities of government and business. This amendment creates a legal and enforceable right of privacy for every Californian." (Emphasis in original.) 13 Cal. 3d at 765, 553 P.2d at 238, 120 Cal. Rptr. at 105. In Ravin v. State, 43 U.S.L.W. 2502 (Alaska May 27, 1975), the court relied on both federal privacy law and the Alaska constitutional provision to prohibit prosecution for the possession or use of marijuana within the home.
might otherwise be possible. It seems clear, however, that a constitutional provision alone, either as adopted or as interpreted, cannot adequately protect the individual from government's information demands. Judicial development of a general constitutional right of privacy would, like the common-law right, be limited by the individual litigation context. In an area like privacy where conflicting interests are many and varied (and often unrepresented in a particular judicial controversy) and the need to balance these interests is critical, case law is too imprecise a tool to shape a broad policy for the handling of personal information by the government.

Even a constitutional provision aimed specifically at the problem of government information-handling would not be wholly satisfactory. A right of privacy tied to a constitutional provision is inherently inflexible and difficult to change: An improper balance struck by a state judiciary or a balance no longer desirable in light of changed conditions is outside of the legislature's power to alter. Finally, total reliance on a constitutional right of privacy generates the assumption that the government should exercise its power right up to the limits of the individual's constitutional right to resist. The conflict between the government's need for information and the individual's right of privacy involves questions of political judgment. Even in the face of a generous constitutional provision, it is to be hoped that the legislature will refrain from unnecessary, though constitutionally permissible, intrusions. A government information-handling policy of sufficient sensitivity and responsiveness to both individual and governmental interests can be achieved more successfully in a setting in which those administering the policy have a voice in its development. Such a policy would recognize that the most potent protection of the right of privacy lies with the political judgment of the legislatures to refrain from unnecessary intrusion upon individual lives. Unfortunately, the present state statutes regulating the acquisition, retention, and dissemination of personal information reflect almost no consideration of the privacy interests of the subjects of government files.

The state governments' power flows through agencies to which specific governmental functions have been delegated. The delegation of state powers to act in many contexts carries with it either an express or an implied power to acquire information. The delegation of state power in theory could constitute a significant limitation on the scope of agency power to acquire information, but such restrictions in practice are of minimal scope and significance. When the delegating statute does not limit the type of information an agency may collect it has been held that an agency may collect any information reasonably necessary to the performance of its

1684. See Goldstein, supra note 1614.
functions.\textsuperscript{1635} This standard has resulted in no real limitations on agency information acquisition because courts have thus far been reluctant to substitute their judgment of necessity for that of the agency that uses the information.\textsuperscript{1636}

Most statutes provide no basis for any greater limitation on agency powers to acquire information. For example, the statutes delegating power in connection with the welfare, licensing, taxation, education, and police functions manifest little concern with the proper limits of state information-gathering. In administering welfare benefits, granting drivers licenses, or collecting taxes, a state agency clearly needs detailed information about individuals in order to decide whether to grant a benefit or impose a burden,\textsuperscript{1637} and the substantive requirements of these programs largely determine the agency’s information needs.\textsuperscript{1638} Perhaps because in most instances the need for information is obvious, statutes delegating these functions typically do not delineate information-gathering functions.\textsuperscript{1639}


\textsuperscript{1636} DATABANKS, supra note 1502, at 379. For example, in Belmont v. State Personnel Bd., 36 Cal. App. 3d 518, 111 Cal. Rptr. 607 (1974), two psychiatric social workers attempted to resist an order to provide case history information on their welfare clients to a new computerized information system on the ground that such information was not necessary to the state welfare agency’s functions. The court held that some relevancy to the agency’s functions was sufficient to support the inquiry and further, that the determination of “necessity” was “best left to the agency charged by law with making it.” 36 Cal. App. 3d at 524, 111 Cal. Rptr. at 610. The same standard of “reasonable relevance” has been applied to inquiries by a state taxing authority, see California Portland Cement Co. v. State Bd. of Equalization, 67 Cal. 2d 578, 432 P.2d 700, 63 Cal. Rptr. 5 (1967), and by the police. See Anderson v. Sills, 56 N.J. 210, 265 A.2d 678 (1970).


\textsuperscript{1638} In the welfare area, the variety of eligibility requirements imposed on welfare programs, see, e.g., Zimmerman, supra note 1637, at 322, and the fact that the eligibility inquiry will necessarily touch on inherently personal matters of family life, make informational intrusion a very sensitive problem: “Closely related to stigma is the problem of privacy. Disclosing assets and resources, revealing the names of one’s friends and associates, submitting to investigation and questioning . . . these are the price of receiving welfare. Loss of privacy is loss of dignity and part of the shame of being a welfare recipient.” Handler & Hollingsworth, supra note 1544, at 2. Arguably, any significant curtailment of the degree of inquiry intrusion associated with receipt of welfare benefits would require a fundamental restructuring of the system, for example, the elimination of characteristics of family life as criteria of eligibility. Handler & Rosenheim, Privacy in Welfare: Public Assistance and Juvenile Justice, 31 LAW & CONTEMP. PROB. 377, 378-94 (1966).

In the area of education, in particular, detailed records are often constructed to measure the effectiveness of the educational process, many times with the aim of drawing a complete portrait of the subject by including many kinds of objective and subjective data. Because local communities have principal responsibility for education, state statutes generally do not regulate the gathering of information by schools, and local practices with respect to the content of school records vary considerably. While it has been questioned whether schools should be concerned with nonacademic information like family characteristics, background, and personality, there are at present no statutory constraints on the power of school authorities to gather such information.

In the area of criminal law, information-gathering has been the subject of express statutory concern. Nearly all states have statutes requiring the collection of identification data concerning persons arrested for or convicted of certain offenses. These statutes typically govern the activities of a state bureau of criminal identification, which aids local and federal law enforcement officials by providing

VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 32, § 5867 (1970), and welfare applications. See N.J. STAT. ANN. § 44:8-121 (1956); HAWAII REV. STAT. §§ 346-10, 346-22 (1968); MONT. REV. CODES ANN. §§ 71-231 (1947); MO. ANN. STAT. § 205.940 (1972). The federal regulation governing applications and investigations under the federally funded aid programs does not delineate the scope of permissible inquiry but merely requires that "[s]tandards and methods for determination of eligibility shall be consistent with the objectives of programs, and shall respect the rights of individuals [under the Constitution and relevant state and federal statutes]." 45 C.F.R. § 206(10)(a)(10) (1974).


1641. Goslin & Bordier, supra note 1640, at 61-65. School authorities take the position that society's increasingly broad expectations of the educational process require a great deal of information about the "whole child." See also Divoky, Cumulative Records: Assault on Privacy, reprinted in Privacy, Joint Hearings on S. 1118 1 S. 1162, S. 2810, S. 2542 Before the Ad Hoc Subcomm. on Privacy and Information Systems of the Senate Comm. on Government Operations and the Subcomm. on Constitutional Rights of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. 1773 (1974) [hereinafter Joint Hearings].

1642. Goslin & Bordier, supra note 1640, at 41.

1643. Id. at 43-49. Some states do, however, impose affirmative obligations on school boards to maintain certain types of student records. See, e.g., OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 3319.82 (Page 1972).

1644. See Goslin & Bordier, supra note 1640, at 61-65.

1645. See Divoky, supra note 1643, at 1775. The sole possible exception is an interesting Rhode Island statute that prohibits the use in schools of questionnaires that would invade the privacy of the pupils without prior approval of the school board. See R.I. GEN. LAWS ANN. § 16-38-5 (1969).

1646. See, e.g., ALAS. STAT. § 12.62.020 (1962); CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 29-12 (1958); DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 11, § 8519 (1959); N.J. STAT. ANN. § 53:1-15 (1955); N.M. STAT. ANN. § 39-3-3 (1953); OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 109.60 (Page 1964). See also Arrest/Crim. ID statutes coded "A" and "O" in Chart, appendix to this section. Typically these statutes require state and local police to obtain fingerprints and "other identification data" on persons arrested for felonies, or "serious crimes" and other named offenses, and to forward such information to a central state bureau of criminal identification.
data for the identification of criminals. The collection of information for such an agency is thus an end in itself, rather than an adjunct to the performance of another function. With rare exceptions the statutes do not limit the scope of information collection, but merely establish minimum information requirements for the statewide criminal identification system. Even recent comprehensive reforms of criminal identification systems have concentrated on the problem of retention of identification data, rather than on the problem of acquisition.

While given broad discretion by delegating legislation, most state agencies are confronted with internal restraints on information gathering, such as formal guidelines or fiscal and storage-space limitations. Such self-restraint provides, however, only the roughest of safeguards against privacy violations. A frequent contention of agencies, whether or not accurate, is that their increased efficiency depends upon the accumulation of more information and it is likely that those agencies that most clearly perceive a need for data are least apt to give full weight to the individual’s countervailing claim to privacy. Moreover, even assuming that most agencies are concerned with the privacy rights of citizens, each agency can

---

1647. See Arrest/Crim. ID statutes code “B” in Chart, appendix to this section.

1648. An Oklahoma statute provides that the duty of local police to obtain fingerprints “is not intended to include violators of city or town ordinances, or persons arrested for ordinary misdemeanors, and great care shall be taken to exclude such persons.” OKLA. STAT. ANN. tit. 74, § 158 (1961). It is not clear, however, whether the statute prohibits the taking of fingerprints in such cases, or merely prohibits the filing of such identification data in the central system.

1649. See, e.g., State v. Acco, 277 N.C. 65, 175 S.E.2d 583 (1970) (holding that a state statute requiring fingerprinting of persons charged with certain crimes neither authorized nor prohibited the fingerprinting of persons not charged with such a crime); 40 N.C. ATTY. GEN. OP. 173 (1970) (concluding that a limitation in the same statute on photographing misdemeanants did not limit local police authority to fingerprint misdemeanants).


1651. For example, the Iowa TRACIS Act “does not directly control the collection and dissemination of surveillance data by law enforcement agencies, [but] these practices seem to be significantly constrained by prohibiting the storage of such data in any files—manual or automated,” Note, supra note 1650, at 1174 (emphasis original), and ALAS. STAT. § 12.62.020 (1972), provides that only information specifically required by state statute may be entered on the computerized statewide identification system. See note 1670 infra.

1652. Project, supra note 1525, at 1454-73, Table 6.

1653. “Nearly all questioned agencies desired additional types of information in their files, but indicated that financial considerations limit the gathering of such information.” Id. at 1454.

1654. The UCLA Project, supra note 1525, indicates, as might be expected, that there are differences of opinion among state officials as to the degree of deference due the privacy rights of individuals: “The majority of agency directors interviewed agreed that certain subjects were not proper items for governmental inquiry; but this general
perceive the problem only from the vantage point of its own informational needs and is thus unlikely to be sensitive to the cumulative threat to privacy posed by the compilation of multiple dossiers and the possibility of inter-agency correlation of information. The legislature or a similar overseeing body is probably most capable of the type of coordination of state information-demands that is necessary to guard against the psychological impact and chilling effect of large-scale information-gathering.

In light of the varied information needs of state agencies and administrators, and the risk that agency performance would be frustrated if specific limitations on information-gathering were imposed without knowledge of particular agency problems, it is understandable that legislatures have been unwilling to restrain significantly information-handling processes. There is little reason, however, why delegating legislation cannot contain policy directives and, in areas where legislatures feel capable of assessing conflicting interests, specific proscriptions against clearly undesirable practices. A statute listing the items of information an agency can acquire would have to be based on intimate knowledge of the agency's operations and would hamper the agency's ability to respond to changed circumstances; in contrast, a statement that privacy interests must be considered in an agency's information policy would both limit administrative discretion and allow courts greater leeway to accommodate the interests of information subjects. Moreover, if administrators were evaluated on the basis of their compliance with these policy directives it would not be unreasonable to expect that most administrators would make some effort to effectuate them.

Like the determination of what information to acquire, the decision as to how long a given file is to be retained is almost always left to the discretion of the record keeper. In areas like welfare and motor vehicle licensing, housekeeping statutes authorizing the destruction of records after a certain time are common, but statutes agreement was opposed by a hard-core dissent to the effect that no information could be rightly classified as 'none of the government's business.'" Id. at 1494.

1655. Indeed, what some commentators view as a dangerous threat to privacy may be viewed by a government agency as a valid part of its function. For example, it has been suggested that one of the primary dangers of a dossier society is the power of the file to control social behavior. See, e.g., A. MILLER, supra note 1503, at 50. Cf. Project, supra note 1525, at 1416-22. But under existing legislation it is not entirely clear that controlling social behavior is an improper purpose of the educational, police, and, perhaps, social welfare institutions.

1656. This overview function could be served, for example, by a procedure for administrative review of collection practices. At the federal level, such review authority is vested in the Office of Management and Budget, see 44 U.S.C. §§ 3501-11 (1970), as amended, 44 U.S.C. §§ 3503-04, 3506-07, 3509-10 (Supp. II, 1972), but no comparable procedure has been discovered at the state level. See Project, supra note 1525, at 1493.

1657. See Welfare and Motor Vehicle statutes coded "D" in Chart, appendix to this section.
limiting an agency's right to retain records are almost nonexistent, except in the area of arrest and criminal identification.\textsuperscript{1658} Statutes requiring the expungement of arrest records of persons arrested but not convicted\textsuperscript{1659} illustrate how some state legislatures have acted to protect the right of privacy where it is unclear that the Constitution requires such protection. The arbitrariness of the criminal record-keeping system, under which a purely fortuitous encounter with the law opens a file that can adversely affect the subject's life regardless of his guilt or innocence,\textsuperscript{1660} has been the subject of considerable criticism.\textsuperscript{1661} On the other side, law enforcement agencies have legitimate interests in retaining identification information, even about persons acquitted,\textsuperscript{1662} for such purposes as identifying suspects, victims, and missing persons.\textsuperscript{1663} Expungement statutes represent a partial legislative resolution of the conflict between the valid desire of the police to have as much information on hand as possible and the citizen's important interest in not being memorialized in police files. The statutes have been criticized for not going far enough,\textsuperscript{1664} but they do offer a considerable degree of

\textsuperscript{1658} As was noted in the discussion of statutory authorization for collection of information, see text at notes 1646-49 supra, the fact that criminal record-keeping is an end in itself distinguishes it from other areas in which the record is merely a means to performance of another function. This perhaps explains why criminal record-keeping practices have been subject to greater scrutiny. The only statute discovered that addresses retention of other records is Nebr. Rev. Stat. § 79-4,157 (Supp. 1974), which requires destruction of school disciplinary records three years after the subject leaves school.

\textsuperscript{1659} See Arrest/Crim ID Statutes coded “E” in Chart, appendix to this section. See also Alas. Stat. § 12.62.840(9) (1962) (requiring establishment of procedures for the purging of records based on equitable considerations and lapse of time since the subject’s last contact with police).

\textsuperscript{1660} See, e.g., Menard v. Mitchell, 430 F.2d 486, 490-91 (D.C. Cir. 1970), discussed in the text at notes 1910-12 infra.


\textsuperscript{1662} The term “arrest record” is generally used to describe nonconviction arrest data retained after disposition of the case. Such records include identification data such as fingerprints and photographs, facts surrounding the current arrest and, sometimes, subsequent proceedings. The term does not refer to records leading to conviction, which become true criminal records, or to investigate files, which raise special problems of protecting police investigations and informants. Comment, 38 U. Chi. L. Rev., supra note 1661, at 832 n.11 (1971). As used in this discussion, “arrest record” includes identification data stored in state criminal identification systems.

\textsuperscript{1663} Arrest records are also used by police in deciding whether to rearrest or to bring formal charges, by prosecutors in determining the category of offense to be charged and whether plea-bargaining is appropriate, by courts in setting bail and in sentencing, and by parole boards in deciding whether to grant parole. Id. at 855.

\textsuperscript{1664} The major criticisms are that the statutes usually do not apply to local police or identification agencies, they seldom require recall of records disseminated to other agencies, such as the FBI, they rarely contain enforcement provisions, and they place
protection by allowing persons not charged or convicted to demand return or expungement of arrest identification records.\textsuperscript{1065}

The arrest record problem is significant, for according to FBI statistics, several million arrests occur each year that are not followed by a conviction,\textsuperscript{1065} and in many instances judgments concern-

the burden of seeking return on the subject. See id. at 853; Note, supra note 1650, at 278; Comment, Branded: Arrest Records of the Unconvicted, 44 U. Miss. L.J. 928, 931-34 (1973). See also note 1665 infra.

1665. Denial of privacy protection to convicted criminals is consistent with the notion of the tort law that those who voluntarily remove themselves from the anonymous mass by, for example, committing a criminal act, have "waived" their right of privacy at least in relation to their criminal conduct. See note 1932 supra and accompanying text.

Only a few expungement statutes cover the records of persons actually convicted. Alaska, for example, does not give the subject an absolute right to the return of records, but rather requires that procedures be established for removing information from the central system based on consideration of age, the nature of the record, and the interval following the last contact with a law enforcement agency. See ALAS. STAT. § 12.62.040 (1982). This statute gives less protection for the innocent subject than most other statutes since expungement is not a matter of right, but it also leaves open the possibility of some protection for the convicted offender. The California statute, CAL. PENAL CODE §§ 1203.4-45 (West Supp. 1975), applies only to convicted felons. It appears, however, to be concerned more with the state's interest in rehabilitation than with the subject's interest in privacy. See Comment, supra note 1664, at 932.

Among the statutes directed at the records of persons not charged or convicted, there is considerable variation in the scope and extent of the right of expungement. Most of the expungement statutes require the record-subject to request the return of records. See, e.g., MINN. STAT. ANN. § 299C.11 (1964). In Maine, the subject must provide the clerk of court with a list of agencies believed to hold arrest records, and their duty to expunge arises only upon notification of the acquittal. See ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 16, § 600 (Supp. 1974). In contrast, MICH. COMP. LAWS § 28.243 (1970) requires automatic return of the record. CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 54-90 (Supp. 1975) provides for automatic erasure upon acquittal, but requires a petition for erasure if the charge is terminated by nolle prosequi.

The effect of expungement also varies. Under some statutes the effect is to erase the arrest from the file completely. See, e.g., MICH. COMP. LAWS § 28.245 (1970); CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. §§ 29-13, 54-90 (Supp. 1975). In Maine the effect of expungement is expressly defined as prohibiting dissemination, restoring civil rights and prohibiting use of the record for impeachment purposes at trial, but apparently the record remains in the files. See ME. REV. STAT. ANN. § 600.1 (Supp. 1974). The Missouri statute combines confidentiality and expungement: if a person is not charged within 30 days, the file is required to be closed to all persons except the subject; if there is no conviction within one year following the closing of the record, it is to be expunged. MO. ANN. STAT. § 610.100 (Vernon Supp. 1975). However, if the subject is charged, a subsequent dismissal or acquittal merely closes the record, and does not expunge it. MO. ANN. STAT. § 610.105 (Vernon Supp. 1975).

Finally, some of the statutes exempt certain cases from the expungement provision. See, e.g., MINN. STAT. ANN. § 299C.11 (1964) (no expungement if arrestee was convicted of a felony within past ten years); MICH. COMP. LAWS § 28.245 (1970) (expungement only on court order if arrestee has any prior conviction other than traffic offenses or if charged with a sex offense).

1666. FBI statistics for the nation indicate over 9 million arrests for 1973. Of the adults arrested for FBI Crime Index offenses, less than 62% were convicted of the offense charged or a lesser offense; of the juveniles arrested, about half neither had formal charges preferred against them nor were referred to juvenile authorities. FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION, UNIFORM CRIME REPORT 1973, at 30, 34-35 [hereinafter CRIME REPORT].
ing an individual's character are made on the basis of a prior arrest without regard to the disposition of the charge. In the absence of express statutory authorization many courts have been unable to discover any basis in constitutional or tort law for requiring police departments to return or expunge the records of persons who were arrested but not convicted. However, some courts have been persuaded that the maintenance or dissemination of information that would tend to associate the innocent individual with criminal activity places him in a false light, for which, under the common law, injunctive relief is appropriate. Moreover, there are indications that the balance may be shifting in favor of privacy. The growing realization that arrest records are, in practice if not in theory, a serious threat to personal privacy, coupled with developments in the federal constitutional law of privacy, have led at least two state courts to require a showing of compelling need to justify retention of records not leading to conviction. But judicial recognition of a broad


1668. As one commentator pointed out, the cases "run the gamut from denying any relief concerning the availability of records of arrests which did not lead to conviction, through the granting of limited relief, to complete expunction . . . ." Cohn, supra note 1661, at 135. At least one federal circuit court has long recognized expungement of records, including arrest records, as an appropriate remedy when necessary to preserve basic legal rights. See Sullivan v. Murphy, 478 F.2d 938, 968 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied, 414 U.S. 880 (1973).

1669. See, e.g., State ex rel. Mavity v. Tyndall, 224 Ind. 364, 66 N.E.2d 755 (1946), affd. after retrial, 225 Ind. 360, 74 N.E.2d 914 (1947), appeal dismissed, 333 U.S. 834 (1948). These cases contrast the strong public interest in effective law enforcement with what was seen as a comparatively weak privacy interest. In Kolb v. O'Connor, 14 Ill. App. 2d 81, 87-88, 142 N.E.2d 818, 822 (1957), for example, the court took judicial notice of the fact that the records were not open to the general public. Similarly, it has been suggested that retention of files comprehensible only to responsible officials, such as fingerprint files, present no risk of harm to the subject through improper dissemination, see State ex rel. Mavity v. Tyndall, 224 Ind. 364, 377, 66 N.E.2d 755, 760 (1946), and that retention of arrest records is not an invasion of privacy because the file "merely create[s] images of a suspect's physical characteristics." Walker v. Lamb, 254 A.2d 265, 267 (Del. Ch. 1969). These rationales are analogous to the publicity and "private facts" requirements of the tort law. See also text at note 1577 supra. See also text at note 1789 infra.

1670. See, e.g., State ex rel. Mavity v. Tyndall, 224 Ind. 364, 66 N.E.2d 755 (1946). See also text at note 1577 supra.

1671. See text at notes 1739-915 infra.

right to the return of arrest records, whether based on constitutional or common-law principles, may be a cumbersome technique for dealing with a complex problem. As the variation among the statutes indicates, the statutory mechanism for protecting the underlying privacy interests in this situation is more flexible in its ability to accommodate the countervailing public interest in law enforcement, and may therefore be a more desirable resolution of the problem.

Another type of statute dealing with retention of criminal records prohibits the storage of certain information on a centralized system. Like the expungement statutes, these storage statutes postpone dealing with threats to privacy until after information has been collected. However, both types of statutes may influence police behavior at the acquisition stage because the police will be discouraged from acquiring information they cannot keep. It has been suggested that a more effective solution would be to impose direct limi-

purposes was premised on the assumption that a person once arrested might be the subject of police interest in the future. However, when the arrestee is not convicted, there is no justification for the inference, and there is thus no compelling interest in retaining the record. 5 Wash. App. at _, 487 P.2d at 216.

It may well be that Eddy and Davidson are the breaking edge of the law in this area. The decisions, however, have been criticized for over-extending the right of privacy recognized by the Supreme Court in Griswold. See, e.g., Comment, Constitutional Law—A Right of Privacy in Photographs and Fingerprints, 17 N.Y.L.F. 1126, 1128-29 (1972). If other courts do not agree that "the right of an individual, absent a compelling showing of necessity by the government, to the return of his fingerprints and photographs, upon an acquittal is a fundamental right implicit in the concept of ordered liberty," Eddy v. Moore, 5 Wash. App. 334, _, 487 P.2d 211, 217 (1971), retention would almost certainly be sustained as it has been in the past under a rational relation test.

1672. One court pointed out in refusing to create a nonstatutory expungement remedy,

The magnitude of the task of returning fingerprints and photographs on demand, and making certain that they are returned to the correct person, is a matter for legislative consideration.

1673. See note 1655 supra.

1674. These are statutes dealing with police files other than the mere identification data in arrest records. See note 1662 supra.

1675. E.g., ALAS. STAT. § 12.62.020 (1962) provides for the establishment of rules "concerning the specific classes of criminal justice information which may be collected and stored in criminal justice information systems," and provides that information collected under other provisions of law, such as the tax and education titles, shall not be stored on such a system. See also IOWA CODE ANN. §§ 749B.8 (intelligence data shall not be stored in computerized files), 749B.9 (surveillance data shall not be stored in manual or computer files) (Supp. 1974).

1676. See Note, supra note 1650, at 1174.
tations on police power to acquire information,1677 but as the retention statutes indicate, the more common judgment apparently is that it is difficult, and perhaps not desirable, to attempt to control police behavior in the field. Controls on retention are a less restrictive constraint on agency information practices and may, in general, be an appealing alternative for legislatures unwilling to limit agency discretion by imposing direct controls on acquisition.

The concern that inaccurate arrest records may harm an innocent person1678 broaches the general problem whether the subject of a government file has a right to monitor its content and to contest its inaccuracies. Inaccuracies will inevitably appear in a government file, and the subject may offer the best assistance in spotting and correcting mistakes or significant omissions.1679 Denying the subject access to the file maintained on him deprives the state of this assistance and harms the subject's privacy interest, not only through the threat that the record portrays the subject in a false light, but also by keeping the subject uncertain about what personal information the government holds and might disclose. Such uncertainty infringes on one's feeling of control over the dissemination of the details of one's individuality.1680 The right of subject access to government files is part of what has been called the privacy right of accuracy control.1681

Some state statutes respect this privacy right by providing for subject access to certain records closed to public inspection, such as arrest,1682 welfare,1683 education,1684 and parole records.1685 In the

---

1677. See Cohn, supra note 1661, at 138. Cohn points out that the practice of opening permanent records immediately upon arrest is unique to this country.


1679. Karst, supra note 1562, at 367-68.

1680. See, e.g., Westin, Databases in a Free Society: A Summary of the Project on Computer Databases, reprinted in Joint Hearings, supra note 1641, at 96. The right of access being advocated here is to be distinguished from the due process right to see any records used in connection with a denial of governmental benefits. See, e.g., Banner v. Smolonski, 315 F. Supp. 1076 (D. Mass. 1970), which distinguished between a welfare recipient's due process right to see records used at a benefit hearing, and a general right of access to the entire file, which it held Massachusetts law did not provide.

1681. See, e.g., A. MILLER, supra note 1503, at 32-37 (focusing on the particular accuracy problems posed by computerized files).

1682. See, e.g., Arrest statutes coded "X" in Chart, appendix to this section.

1683. See, e.g., Welfare statutes coded "X" in Chart, appendix to this section.

1684. See, e.g., School Records statutes coded "X" in Chart, appendix to this section. These statutes generally give the right of access to parents of children under 18, and for purposes of this discussion, parental access is treated as the functional equivalent of subject access. Statutory treatment of school records will no doubt be significantly affected by the recent federal education amendments, which require subject-access to records of all institutions receiving federal aid. See text at notes 1947-53 infra.

1685. See, e.g., Parole statutes coded "X" in Chart, appendix to this section.
absence of an express subject access statute in these areas, courts have differed as to whether a requirement of confidentiality bars disclosure to the subject of the record. With respect to welfare records, two New York trial courts have reached contrary results. One court granted subject access, holding that the purpose of confidentiality is to protect the welfare recipient, while the other held that the requirement of confidentiality included the subject, although its holding left open the possibility of examination by the subject upon a showing of special circumstances. A federal district court in Massachusetts concluded that a welfare recipient had no right to inspect those parts of his case record not being used at a hearing on his benefits because welfare records were not "public records" under the state open-records act. But an Oregon court reached a contrary result, distinguishing the Massachusetts decision on the ground that Oregon's welfare records were public records. While welfare records in Oregon were exempted from the open-records requirement by a specific confidentiality statute, reasoned the court, the exemption should be strictly construed in light of the general policy favoring disclosure: Because the purpose of the confidentiality statute was to protect the privacy of the recipients, they did not fall within the class of persons to whom disclosure was forbidden. Absent statutory guidance, other courts have upheld the parental right to inspect school records and have denied prisoners' claims to inspect parole records. While many of these decisions have thus permitted disclosure, it is of significance that the decisions turn on the general right of access to a closed file; none has recognized a privacy interest in subject access to government files.

1690. See 13 Ore. App. at __, 511 P.2d at 426.
1691. 13 Ore. App. at __, 511 P.2d at 426.
1692. See, e.g., Van Allen v. McCleary, 27 Misc. 2d 81, 211 N.Y.S.2d 501 (1961). See Comment, Parental Right To Inspect School Records, 20 BUFFALO L. REV. 255 (1970). However, the general practice of school officials is still to deny parents and pupils access to school records. Indeed one survey concluded that "parents and pupils are more often denied access to school records than any other category of potential users." Goslin & Bordier, supra note 1640, at 56.
Statutes making certain records confidential for the purpose of protecting the subject's privacy clearly should not be construed to defeat this fledgling privacy interest in subject access. Where the purpose of a confidentiality statute is to safeguard state interests, such as the sources of information or candidness of bureaucratic opinion, these interests should be taken into account. They should be weighed, however, against the privacy interest in subject access rather than against the more general interest in public access. Often state interests will be paramount. A legislature or court may legitimately conclude that a prisoner should not have access to his parole records after engaging in a balancing of the government's specific interest in nondisclosure to the subject against the subject's privacy right. A similar balancing process could lead to the conclusion that an individual does not have a right to examine his police records in the absence of express statutory permission even commentators who support a broad right of privacy have not suggested that the right of subject access in this area should go beyond the ordinary rules of criminal discovery. As one commentator has stated, "[i]t is true that some inaccuracies will be cleared up by the subject, but the risk of compromising investigative leads and the identity of useful informers outweighs the subject's interest in the statements in the file made by witnesses who testify against him." Some statutes that grant subject access, particularly in the area of education records, also attempt to accommodate the state interest in nondisclosure. For example, an Oregon statute opening education files addresses the concern that nonprofessionals are unable to interpret evaluative files by requiring that "behavioral" records be open to inspection only in the presence of a person qualified to interpret them. The Delaware statute attempts to mitigate the chilling effect that disclosure to students or parents might have on expressions of professional opinion by eliminating tort suits against teachers based on their remarks in evaluative files. Similarly, several state statutes dealing with parole records attempt to accommodate the conflicting individual and governmental interests by granting the

1695. See, e.g., State v. Mattio, 212 La. 283, 298, 31 S.2d 801, 805, cert. denied, 332 U.S. 818 (1947); State v. Dallas, 137 La. 391, 439, 175 S. 4, 20 (1917) (both dismissing the defendant's claim to inspect his own arrest records and police reports on the ground that such records were closed to public inspection).
parole board discretion to disclose when it would be in the best interests of the prisoner. This scheme has the drawback that an interested party—the parole board—makes the determination whether to allow disclosure. The statute clearly aids the subject seeking access in any legal dispute, however, by expressly recognizing the validity of the underlying privacy interest and by providing a standard, however minimal, by which a court could determine whether disclosure is appropriate.

The second half of the privacy right of accuracy control, complementing the right of subject access, is the right to require that inaccurate or incomplete records be corrected. One court, in a jurisdiction without a specific statutory remedy, held that a state bureau of criminal identification was under "no duty to change or alter its records on the basis of the unsubstantiated word of the concerned individual," thereby implying that the state also had no duty to investigate a subject's claim. A rigorous dissent, however, argued that courts must provide a remedy in such cases:

[Today,] vast repositories of personal information may easily be assembled into millions of dossiers characteristic of a police state. Our age is one of shriveled privacy. Leaky statutes imperfectly guard a small portion of these monumental revelations. Appellate courts should think twice, should locate a balance between public need and private rights, before deciding that custodians of sensitive personal files may with impunity refuse to investigate claims of mistaken identity or other error which threaten the subject with undeserved loss.

Some state legislatures have agreed that the subject of an arrest record must have an opportunity to contest the accuracy of the record. With regard to other records, however, legislatures have


1700. White v. State, 17 Cal. App. 3d 621, 630, 95 Cal. Rptr. 175, 181 (1971). The case presented a classic, or, in the words of the dissent, "Kafkaesque," horror study of arrest record inaccuracy. See 17 Cal. App. 3d at 634, 95 Cal. Rptr. at 184 (Friedman, J., dissenting). Plaintiff had a record dating from a "youthful scrape of the joyriding variety" in 1939. 17 Cal. App. 3d at 632, 95 Cal. Rptr. at 183. In 1941 he was erroneously identified from his mug shot as a check forger, and the charge was entered on his record. "During the following years the erroneous forgery entry on this record at the Bureau caused rejection of applications for employment as a policeman and the actual loss of one police job. Eventually he discovered the cause of these rejections and in 1967 went to the Bureau . . . requesting correction." 17 Cal. App. 3d at 633, 95 Cal. Rptr. at 183. During the course of his efforts to have the file corrected, the plaintiff was apparently allowed to see it, but there is no intimation in the majority opinion that the state bureau was under a duty to permit this.


not granted subjects such an opportunity. It may be true that the potential for harm is greatest where inaccurate arrest records are involved, but inaccuracies in other records can be equally damaging to the individual. The government interest in denying record subjects a right of challenge is essentially financial and not insignificant if such a right brought large numbers of requests for inspection and correction. Because much of the financial and psychological damage caused by government information-handling is a consequence of inaccurate records, however, the over-all privacy concern could be reduced by allowing subjects a right of challenge. Moreover, such a right provides subjects significant privacy protection without disturbing current acquisition, retention, and dissemination patterns. In areas where requiring an agency to investigate subject allegations of error would be too costly, an alternative might lie in allowing subject access and granting the subject an opportunity to prove inaccuracies.

With the exception of the few expungement and subject access statutes, statutory protection of privacy is largely limited to the final stage of the information-handling process—dissemination. The dissemination problem has undoubtedly received greater attention than the earlier stages of the process because it is more readily seen as a threat to individual privacy. Nevertheless, as an earlier study has concluded, the state laws governing dissemination hardly constitute a well-planned program of privacy protection. A major failing that undercuts the effectiveness of the scattered statutes regulating dissemination is the general absence of provisions for notification of the subject when the agency receives a request involving his file. If a subject does happen to learn of the proposed dissemination in time, he clearly has standing to object. However, in most contexts the subject does not learn of the request unless notified, and the subject's privacy interest is thus left in the hands of the record keeper.

State open-records acts that exempt information the disclosure of which would constitute an unwarranted invasion of privacy give the record keeper at least the right to raise the subject's privacy

\footnote{1703. Project, supra note 1525, at 1438.}
\footnote{1705. For example, in Zimmerman v. Wilson, 81 F.2d 847 (3d Cir. 1936), the depositor was said to have standing to restrain a search of his bank record by the IRS, the court noting that to deny standing on the ground that the records were the bank's property ignored substance for form, since the bank had no interest in contesting the search.}
\footnote{1706. See notes 1218-19 supra and accompanying text. In addition to statutes containing a specific exemption for invasion of privacy, some statutes exempt records made confidential by law, including judicial decisions, see, e.g., Tex. Rev. Civ. Stat. Ann. art. 6252-17a, § 3(a)(1) (Supp. 1974), and thus may include the common-law right of privacy.}
interest to resist dissemination. However, it is often unclear whether such provisions impose a duty on the record keeper to protect the privacy rights of record subjects. It seems doubtful that agencies can adequately defend so personal a right as privacy, for in the absence of the threatened party, the decision can be based only on a rigid and formalistic conception of the privacy interest. Statutes requiring that specific records be kept confidential afford a more certain protection against disclosure since they limit the record keeper's discretion to disseminate information. Often, however, the subject's privacy interest will be receiving an indirect benefit from statutes primarily designed to protect the government's interests in nondisclosure.

The pattern of statutory protection of welfare records is unique because federal law requires as a condition of participation in the federally funded assistance programs that states "take steps to restrict use or disclosure of information to purposes directly connected with the administration of assistance." The majority of states comply with the federal requirement via statutes making confidential all records kept in connection with federally funded assistance programs. The federal requirement protects these records not only against disclosure to the public, but also against use by the state for other purposes.

1707. Exemptions from open-records laws are generally said to be permissive rather than mandatory. See note 1216 supra. Cf, text at notes 1141-51 supra. Three states, however, distinguish between permissive and mandatory exemptions: included in the first category are exemptions that protect governmental interests, such as that for investigatory files and interagency memoranda, while the second category contains exemptions aimed at the record subject's privacy interest, such as medical, welfare, and school records. See Colo. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 24-72-204 (1973); Md. Ann. Code art. 76A, § 3 (Supp. 1974); Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 9-692.3 (Supp. 1975). The Texas statute also makes clear that "confidential" information shall not be disseminated, and provides civil and criminal sanctions for wrongful dissemination. Tex. Rev. Civ. Stat. Ann. art. 6252-17(a), § 10 (Supp. 1974). The Texas Attorney General concluded that while public disclosure "must never violate a right of privacy or confidentiality," agencies could continue to disclose information exempted by the Act if such a right was not violated. See Tex. Atty. Gen. Open Records Dec. No. 18A, at 10 (March 25, 1974).


1710. See Welfare statutes coded "H" and "J" in Chart, appendix to this section. A few of these states, however, run general assistance programs, which are not subject to the federal requirements. See, e.g., Cal. Welf. & Instns. Code § 17006 (West 1972); Colo. Rev. Stat. Ann. §§ 30-11-101 to -104 (1973).

1711. For example, the California Attorney General concluded that such records could not be disclosed to the county tax assessor to confirm eligibility for a specific homeowner's exemption even though it was the only reasonable means of administering the exemption. 55 Cal. Op. Atty. Gen. 74, 78 (1972). As well as making case records confidential, the California statute prohibits disclosure of names of recipients. See Cal. Welf. & Instns. Code § 10850 (West 1972). The California legislature could, consistent with federal law, permit disclosure of names. See notes 1712 & 1713 infra. The California Attorney General suggested such an amendment as a solution to the particular problem presented. See 55 Cal. Op. Atty. Gen. 79.
public the names, addresses, and amounts paid to recipients as long as such information is not used for political or commercial purposes.\textsuperscript{1712} Most states have taken advantage of this provision and have expressly authorized the publication of such lists,\textsuperscript{1713} but several continue to protect the identity of recipients from public disclosure.\textsuperscript{1714}

These variations in the protection afforded welfare records reflect differing conceptions of the welfare recipient’s right of privacy. The general confidentiality of case record information required by federal law seems to protect a zone of privacy similar to that recognized by the common law.\textsuperscript{1715} Such records include information relating to family life, health, finances, and other matters that fall within the usual conceptions of “private facts.” The zone of privacy protected by the federal requirements goes beyond the zone protected by the tort law in that it covers caseworker narratives evaluating such information.\textsuperscript{1716} Those state statutes that protect the identity of recipients, on the other hand, could be viewed as either recognizing a general interest in anonymity, or recognizing that the receipt of assistance is itself a private or embarrassing fact that falls within the zone of privacy. Tort law concepts also influence the way in which the open-records acts’ requirement of full government disclosure interact with the welfare requirements of confidentiality. For example, one state attorney general applying an open-records act found that information relating to legitimacy, family life, and the emotional adjustment of the subjects was within the zone of privacy and hence nondisclosable.\textsuperscript{1717} However, he concluded, “basic” information such as the identity of the recipients and of the programs under which they received benefits was not within the exemption and could therefore be entered on an inter-agency information-sharing system.\textsuperscript{1718}

Records of adoption are the only other records made confidential

\textsuperscript{1712} Revenue Act of 1951, Pub. L. No. 82-183, ch. 521, § 618, 65 Stat. 569, provided that, “[n]o state . . . shall be deprived [of any payments due under 42 U.S.C. §§ 601-606] by reason of the enactment . . . of any legislation prescribing any conditions under which public access may be had to records of the disbursement of any such funds . . . ., if such legislation prohibits the use of any list or names obtained through such access to such records for commercial or political purposes.”

\textsuperscript{1713} See Welfare statutes coded “J” or “P” in Chart, appendix to this section. In Pennsylvania, however, the statute has been construed to allow disclosure of addresses and amounts of assistance only when a particular name is provided, but not to allow or compel disclosure of a general list of recipients. See McMullan v. Wohlgemuth, 453 Pa. 147, 308 A.2d 888 (1973), appeal dismissed, 415 U.S. 970 (1974).

\textsuperscript{1714} See Welfare statutes coded “H” in Chart, appendix to this section.

\textsuperscript{1715} See text at note 1577 supra.

\textsuperscript{1716} Zimmerman, supra note 1637, at 325.


by statute in almost all of the states. Additional privacy protection arises from the fact that in many jurisdictions the sealing of such records is a final step in the process of legitimating the new family and rendering it legally indistinguishable from a natural family. By contrast, the records arising out of the state's licensing functions are generally not protected by statute. For example, driver's license records are expressly open to public inspection in the majority of states. However, physical and mental health information, such as the results of vision tests, is commonly confidential in accordance with the traditional view that matters of personal health are entitled to be private.

Several states authorize the sale of automobile licensing information for commercial purposes. In Lamont v. Commissioner of Motor Vehicles, a three-judge federal district court upheld this practice against the claim that it constituted an unconstitutional invasion of privacy. The court found that because the information was not vital or intimate and was contained in a public record available to anyone on demand, the state was perfectly justified in providing a packaging service for commercial users in order to generate additional revenues. This practice of selling mailing lists is insensitive to the individual's interest in controlling the flow of information about his identity. Because the licensing records are public, this interest is already little protected, but the sale to commercial organizations involves the additional harm of subjecting the licensee to possible misuse of his personal data.

1719. See Adoption statutes coded "C" in Chart, appendix to this section.
1720. See also Note, On Privacy: Constitutional Protection for Personal Liberty, 48 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 670 (1973) (identifying matters of family life as one of the areas afforded broad constitutional protection); text at notes 1898-900 supra.
1721. See Motor Vehicle statutes coded "P" in Chart, appendix to this section. It should be noted in addition that motor vehicle records required to be kept by law will be disclosable under an applicable open-records statute even when not expressly made public.
1722. See, e.g., CAL. VEHICLE CODE § 1808.5 (West 1971); N.C. GEN. STAT. § 20-27 (Supp. 1974). In states that have open-records laws such provisions pose substantial administrative difficulties, since a method must be devised for providing public access to the records while protecting part of the contents. See, e.g., State ex rel. Patterson v. Ayers, 171 Ohio St. 368, 171 N.E.2d 508 (1960); 55 CAL. OP. ATTY. GEN. 122 (1972).
1725. 269 F. Supp. at 883-84.
to unsolicited commercial contacts. While an individual's interest in avoiding such contacts is not at the core of the privacy interest and thus is not worthy of constitutional (or perhaps even common-law) protection, the state's interest in generating rather small amounts of revenue is not compelling either. This is an area in which legislatures should exercise self-restraint, and strike a balance that is more respectful of individual privacy interests.

At least half of the states make some tax records confidential, with income tax returns more commonly protected than property tax returns. It has been said that the purpose of such statutes is to assure the taxpayer that information supplied will be used only for the purposes of computing and enforcing his tax obligation, thereby furthering the state interest in encouraging taxpayers to make complete and honest disclosure of needed information and only consequentially protecting the taxpayer's privacy interests. Such protection ceases when a different paramount state interest is furthered by disclosure. For example, all such statutes authorize exchange of relevant information with agencies of other tax-collecting authorities and to law enforcement officials in connection with prosecution for tax offenses, and a few authorize broader dissemination for other governmental purposes.

Courts in general have narrowly construed the privacy protection afforded by tax statutes, and subjected tax information to public disclosure in the absence of express statutory protection. Thus in *Gallagher v. Boller*, the court refused to infer from the statutory protection of mandatory property statements a legislative intention to make documents relating to tax exemptions confidential as well. The court found that the voluntary nature of the application for exemption was a reasonable explanation for its omission from the statute.

---

1726. See Tax statutes coded "C" in Chart, appendix to this section.

1727. For example, compare IND. ANN. STAT. CODE § 6-3-4-8 (Burns 1973) (income tax), with § 6-1-39-2 (Burns 1973) (property tax); Md. ANN. CODE art. 81, § 300 (1957) (income tax), and art. 81, § 45(b) (1957) (personal property tax), with art. 81, § 45(a) (1957) (real property tax); N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. § 77:19 (1970), as amended, § 544:8 (Supp. 1973) (income tax), with § 76:7 (1970), as amended, § 544:8 (Supp. 1973) (property tax).


1730. *See Tax statutes coded "C" in Chart, appendix to this section.*


1732. *See, e.g., National Standard Life Ins. Co. v. Permenter, 195 S.W.2d 603 (Fla. App. 1957); Tex. Atty. Gen. Letter Advisory No. 76 (Jan. 11, 1974).* Courts have disagreed on whether statutory confidentiality renders the substance of the record privileged, and thus permits the taxpayer to refuse to produce his copies of tax returns, see *Webb v. Standard Oil Co., 49 Cal. 2d 509, 319 P.2d 621 (1957),* or whether it merely regulates the behavior of the officials who maintain the government's copies. *See Application of Second Additional Grand Jury, 234 N.Y.S. 2d 64 (Sup. Ct. 1962).*

1733. *231 Cal. App. 2d 482, 41 Cal. Rptr. 880 (1964).*
statutory protection.\textsuperscript{1734} Similarly, one court held that a requester under a state open-records act was entitled to copy the computer tapes of property tax appraiser reports.\textsuperscript{1735} The court noted that most of the information on the tapes could be obtained from visual inspections of the property and thus found “nothing in the information here that would qualify as an invasion of privacy.”\textsuperscript{1736} Although this requester was an individual engaged in noncommercial research, the decision again leaves the door open to abuse of the state powers of data collection by institutional commercial users who might well disseminate information more broadly. Thus, the decision reflects a lack of sensitivity to the problems posed by the dissemination of data produced by the government's unique capacity for collection and collation.

While a few states deal with the confidentiality of education records by statute (generally mandating confidentiality\textsuperscript{1737}), most have delegated responsibility for school records to the local school districts.\textsuperscript{1738} Either technique can be relatively effective in achieving an equilibrium of competing interests: school boards may unduly favor teacher and administrator demands for privacy at the expense of countervailing interests supporting disclosure to, for example, students and parents, but local regulations can be more detailed, more flexible, and more responsive to local needs. The practices of

\textsuperscript{1734} 231 Cal. App. 2d at 491, 41 Cal. Rptr. at 886.


\textsuperscript{1736} 113 N.H. at —, 311 A.2d at 119.


\textsuperscript{1738} Goslin \& Bordier, supra note 1640, at 43.

At least one state has accommodated the interest in local control by expressing the policy of confidentiality in a state statute while granting local districts rule-making authority to implement the policy. See Ore. Rev. Stat. \textsection 336.195 (1975). Under \textsection 336.205, any records designated as confidential under the authority of that section “shall not be deemed a public record for purposes of ORS 192.005,” the open-records act. This approach has the disadvantage, however, of allowing local districts to continue to disclose records to employers and others.

In contrast with the discretionary treatment of elementary and secondary records, the Oregon statute dealing with community college records specifically withholds from public inspection, absent consent of the subject, evaluative information including grades, the results of psychometric tests, disciplinary action, and “other personal matters.” Ore. Rev. Stat. \textsection 341.230(19) (1975).
school districts in the absence of statutory direction vary, although a common pattern is to disseminate records to police, prospective employers and a few others, but not to students or to the public in general. Often a local policy conflicts with state law or policy. One instance of conflict arose when the New York City Board of Education prohibited the dissemination of names and addresses to private investigators and commercial interests seeking to trace families through the medium of school records. In weighing this local New York rule against the common-law right to inspect public records, one court concluded that the right to inspect in connection with the preparation of a criminal defense was overriding, but noted that the rule would have been given effect had the requester's interest in dissemination not been so great. It seems that a local rule of confidentiality would not override a state statutory requirement of disclosure. Thus, the privacy interests of students and teachers is most threatened by state open-records acts that require disclosure of records unless specifically exempted, without inquiry into the motives of the requester. Under such acts there is little chance that the needed balancing of interests will occur. The decision under the Texas open-records act that a state university must disclose the names and addresses of entering freshmen to the proprietor of a local bookstore, for example, stands in marked contrast with the careful balancing of interests in the New York decision.

In all of the foregoing areas, present confidentiality statutes deal primarily with protecting personal privacy interests. In the area of law enforcement activities, however, the dominant impetus for confi-

1739. Goslin & Bordier, supra note 1640, at 56.
1740. Id. A survey of state and local practices with respect to school records concluded that, while parents and children are most often denied access to school records, "[t]he same records . . . are available to a broad variety of local, state, and federal agencies as well as to such private organizations as banks, employers and even credit bureaus." Joint Hearings, supra note 1641, at 198 (statement of S. Salett, Senior Associate, National Committee for Citizens in Education).
1743. See statutes cited in note 1242 supra.
dentiality has been a number of important governmental interests. For example, many states make parole and probation records confidential, but most such statutes have been construed as protecting agency information sources rather than the privacy of the parolee or probationer. Similarly, records of law enforcement agencies are almost universally exempted from disclosure under open-records laws, thus protecting the government’s need for secrecy in this area. A few states have separate statutes making arrest and criminal identification records confidential, but the statutes also generally protect state rather than individual interests. The Maine statute, for example, permits disclosure of arrest and criminal identification information even on pending cases as long as disclosure would not jeopardize investigation or prosecution. Moreover, at least one commentator has alleged that arrest information can be obtained even where statutes prohibit its dissemination. Only a few criminal record statutes provide significant protections for the individual’s right of privacy by not only limiting dissemination to certain named officials but by providing civil and criminal sanctions for wrongful disclosure. Even these statutes, however, do not attempt to control all law enforcement units.

1745. See Parole statutes coded “C” in Chart, appendix to this section.
1746. See, e.g., Jordan v. Loos, 204 Misc. 814, 125 N.Y.S.2d 447 (1953); Application of Malher, 174 N.Y.S.2d 59 (County Ct. 1956). Some statutes, however, seem to be at least somewhat concerned with the subject’s privacy interest, since they permit disclosure when it would be in the best interests of the defendant. See statutes cited in note 1699 supra.
1747. See note 1223 supra and accompanying text. See also Comment, 38 U. Cin. L. Rev. 850 (1970), supra note 1661, at 862. One attorney general has construed such an exemption as applying only to investigatory information and internal files: “the name, age, address, offense and disposition in each arrest, should be extracted from the more detailed offense reports” and disclosed under the open-records act. Tex. Atty. Gen. Open Records Dec. No. 18A, at 10 (March 25, 1974).
1748. Such statutes generally apply only to information in the hands of state bureaus of criminal identification. See Arrest/Crim. ID statutes coded “C” in Chart, appendix to this section.
1749. ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 25, § 1631 (1964). It also makes available any information revealed in open court, which seems to reflect the traditional tort notion that once information is made public it cannot normally recapture the elusive quality of privateness. See note 1587 supra and accompanying text.
1750. See Note, supra note 1650, at 1163. Limiting the dissemination of all criminal records, particularly to prospective employers, assists the convicted offender in starting a new life without the stigma and handicaps of his criminal record, see, e.g., Comment, supra note 1525, at 660, and protects the innocent from the dangers of inaccuracy and misrepresentation inherent in a centralized record-keeping system.
1751. See, e.g., IOWA CODE ANN. §§ 749B.2 (limiting dissemination to criminal justice agencies and requiring that a list be kept of persons to whom data is disseminated), 749B.6 (civil remedy), 749B.7 (criminal sanctions) (Supp. 1974); ALAS. STAT. §§ 12.62.030 (a) (limiting dissemination), 12.62.060 (civil and criminal remedies) (1962).
States have given even less statutory attention to providing remedies for individuals harmed by dissemination of government-held information than they have to controlling that process. Some states have statutes that create a private right of action for harm done by official violations in general or for wrongful disclosure of certain confidential information. Most state confidentiality statutes, however, provide either criminal sanctions or no sanctions at all. Tort law protects against republication by nonofficials of information made confidential by law, but does not provide a remedy against officials because of the doctrine of governmental immunity. However, courts may in the absence of an express statutory remedy imply a cause of action against a government official for violation of a statutory duty to hold records confidential. A New York court, for example, held that a former inmate of a state mental hospital had a cause of action against the director for unlawful disclosure of case record information.

Professor Blaustein has suggested that statutes protecting the

1753. See, e.g., Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 446.070 (1972) ("A person injured by the violation of any statute may recover from the offender such damages as he sustained by reason of the violation ... "). A line of cases applying this provision to disclosure of tax information in violation of a confidentiality statute made clear that the statute created a cause of action only against those officials who fell within the statutory prohibition. Thus a city commissioner who allowed the plaintiff's tax return to be spread upon the public records of the Commission was liable, see Maysville Transit Co. v. Ort, 296 Ky. 524, 177 S.W.2d 369 (1943); but a member of a mayor's advisory committee, see Tomlin v. Taylor, 290 Ky. 619, 162 S.W.2d 210 (1942), and the newspaper that republished the information, see Maysville Transit Co. v. Taylor, 296 Ky. 527, 177 S.W.2d 971 (1943), were not.


1755. See all statutes code "S" in Chart, appendix to this section.


1757. For example, a Florida court was willing to imply a cause of action against a newspaper for publication of a court docket entry of plaintiff's voluntary narcotic commitment proceedings under a statute making such records confidential. See Patterson v. Tribune Co., 146 S.2d 623 (Fla. App. 1962). But cf. note 1587 supra. Prosser believes that publication of a confidential record is actionable. See Prosser, supra note 1564, at 395-96. A Colorado court, however, expressed doubt, in dictum, that the statute making welfare records confidential created any rights in the recipient. See Lincoln v. Denver Post, 31 Colo. App. 283, --, 501 P.2d 152, 153 (1972). The court held that if the recipient had any right of privacy in her welfare records, it was lost when she was indicted for welfare fraud. 31 Colo. App. at --, 501 P.2d at 154.

1758. See note 1568 supra.

1759. See Munzer v. Blaisdell, 183 Misc. 773, 49 N.Y.S.2d 915 (Sup. Ct. 1944), aff'd, 269 App. Div. 970, 58 N.Y.S.2d 899 (1945). The court applied the general rule that "where a positive duty is imposed by statute, a breach of that duty will give rise to a cause of action for damages on the part of the person for whose benefit the duty was imposed; and, in such cases, if the statute itself does not provide a remedy, the common law will furnish it." 183 Misc. at 775, 49 N.Y.S.2d at 917 (emphasis added). Thus, this principle is applicable only if the confidentiality statute is interpreted to protect the privacy interest of the subject, rather than the government's interest in nondisclosure.
confidentiality of certain government-held information arise from
the same concern for spiritual privacy or inviolate personality that,
in his view, has motivated the development of the tort law. It
could be argued that the parallels between the common law and the
confidentiality statutes reflect instead a common limitation on the
privacy concept. Thus, while it appears that not all such statutes are
aimed at protecting the subject's right of privacy—indeed, some
conflict with that right by denying the subject access to his own
file—the "zones of privacy" created by the statutes do seem to
be similar to the "private facts" requirement of the tort law. Intimate
details of birth or family, indigency, and health or mental health information are all matters that fall within the tort
standard of facts objectionable to a reasonable person. In contrast,
the nonconfidentiality of driver's license records, which contain
fairly innocuous information, reflects the tort law's apparent failure
to protect a general right of selective disclosure. Statutes that seem to
so competing with such dealing with tax records, are
generally explainable in terms of the state's interests in nondisclosure.
In short, today's state statutory protections add little
conceptually to the individual's right of privacy as set forth by
Prosser. Because of the ad hoc, record-by-record approach, the statutory
law, like the tort law, does not protect the fundamental "right
to be let alone," said to be the underpinning of privacy law.

It has been suggested that, in light of the need for greater openness
in government, the correct approach to the problem of personal privacy in government-held information is not to limit disclosure of
such information but to "restrict the government's right to gather
personal information in the first instance." In any case, there is a
need for greater legislative attention to the problems of government
information. Despite a growing awareness of the magnitude of the threat to privacy, only Minnesota and Utah have enacted compre-
prehensive statutes regulating the collection, retention, and dissemina-
tion of information by all government agencies, and defining the

1760. See Bloustein, supra note 1564, at 999-1000.
1761. See text at notes 1678-93 supra.
1762. See, e.g., Adoption statutes in Chart, appendix to this section.
1763. See, e.g., Welfare statutes in Chart, appendix to this section.
1765. See text at note 1721 supra.
1766. See text at notes 1728-29 supra.
rights of data subjects. The statutes are similar in structure and approach, but there are some significant differences.

By not focusing on the type or sensitivity of information involved, the Minnesota statute recognizes the individual's broad privacy interest in controlling the flow of all information. In contrast, the Utah statute limits some rights of data subjects to "confidential" or "private" information as defined by a state records committee. Both statutes impose a standard of necessity on the collection and retention of personal data. In light of the general judicial unwillingness to second-guess administrative determinations of need this requirement alone might not afford much protection. However, the statutes also provide for the promulgation of statewide rules to implement the general policies, so that the "necessity" standard may be given more content in regulation.

Under the Minnesota and Utah statutes, data subjects have a right to know the intended uses of requested data and whether they may legally refuse a request for information. In addition, record keepers are required to file a statement of intended uses of data with the state commissioner and use of information for other than stated purposes without the consent of the subject is prohibited. Under the Minnesota law, however, a use is proper as long as the record keeper first makes an additional filing of intended

1768. See Minn. Stat. Ann. §§ 15.162-168 (Supp. 1975); Ch. 194, §§ 1-12, [1975] Laws of Utah 870. A bill regulating the use and transfer of computerized data by both government and private interests was defeated in Ohio. Joint Hearing, supra note 1641, at 218. Bills have also been introduced in California, id. at 1876, and Washington. Id. at 194. For a full discussion of the arguments and issues raised by comprehensive privacy legislation, see the analysis of the new federal law at notes 1966-2214 infra.


1770. Ch. 194, §§ 3(6), (7), 7(2)-(4), [1975] Laws of Utah 871, 872.

1771. Minn. Stat. Ann. § 15.164(a) (Supp. 1975); Ch. 194, § 6(1), [1975] Laws of Utah 872. This is similar to the provision in the federal law. See text at notes 1987-88 infra.


1773. See note 1636 supra.


1775. See Minn. Stat. Ann. § 15.165(b) (Supp. 1975). Under the Utah law, this right applies only to requests for confidential or personal data. Ch. 194, § 7(2), [1975] Laws of Utah 873.


uses. Without any restrictions on the record keeper's power to amend its filed statement of purpose this provision clearly weakens the protection against dissemination of personal information. In addition, the Minnesota statute gives no clue as to the relationship between the use restrictions and the state open-records act, and the Utah statute cryptically asserts that it shall not be construed to restrict or modify existing rights of access to public records. Again, however, regulations might tighten up the statutory provisions. Both statutes also give the subject a right of access and challenge, but the Minnesota provision is weak in two respects. First, the record keeper apparently has the choice of merely informing the subject of the "content and meaning of the data" without actually showing him or her the file. Second, the subject has no right of access to records made confidential by statute. This exception ignores the possibility that confidentiality may be for the protection of the subject. In contrast, the Utah law at least ensures that the subject access decision will be based on the relevant considerations by distinguishing between "confidential data," which, in the opinion of the state records committee should not be available to the subject, and "private data," which should be open to the subject. Finally, the Minnesota statute subjects any "political subdivision, responsible authority or state" to civil liability to anyone damaged by a violation of its provisions. The Utah statute imposes liability only on the record keeper designated as the responsible authority under the act. In addition to actual damages plus costs and attorney's fees, both statutes provide for exemplary damages for willful violations.

Despite their weaknesses, the Minnesota and Utah statutes represent an important, and perhaps understandably cautious step toward rationalizing and controlling state information systems. Such an approach is superior to a continuation of the ad hoc development of the right of privacy for several reasons. First, many instances of governmental intrusion are properly matters of political judgment in

1779. MINN. STAT. ANN. § 15.165(e) (Supp. 1975).
1782. MINN. STAT. ANN. §§ 15.165(e), (f) (Supp. 1975); Ch. 194, §§ 7(5), (6), [1975] Laws of Utah 873-74.
1783. MINN. STAT. ANN. § 15.165(e) (Supp. 1975).
1784. MINN. STAT. ANN. § 15.165(e) (Supp. 1975). The subject also has no right of access to medical or psychological files.
1785. Ch. 194, § 3(6), [1975] Laws of Utah 871.
1786. Ch. 194, § 3(7), [1975] Laws of Utah 871.
1787. MINN. STAT. ANN. § 15.166 (Supp. 1975). Willful violation of the provisions of the act is made a misdemeanor by § 15.167.
which the exercise of legislative restraint is a more appropriate solution than the imposition of judicial constraints. Second, the profound threat to personal privacy that is posed by expanding governmental activity is really only understandable in the context of governmental activities as a whole. One might not be overly concerned with driver's license and tax records were it not for the correlative impact of welfare, education, arrest, and numerous other records. It is the cumulative effect of governmental dossiers that seriously threatens individual identity in today's complex society, a threat that can be combatted only by a comprehensive legislative program accommodating the individual's right of privacy, the government's informational needs, and the public's interest in open government.

3. Appendix: State Statutes

This compilation is not exhaustive; rather it is a detailed sampling of state statutes.

Legend:

A—authorizes collection of information
B—establishes state bureau of criminal identification
C—makes record confidential
D—grants agency discretion to destroy records
E—arrest record expungement
F—gives broad discretion regarding information to be collected (e.g., "and any other information deemed necessary")
G—requires collection (e.g., duty to fingerprint)
H—makes all welfare records confidential
J—makes welfare records confidential but names of recipients may be disclosed
M—authorizes or requires maintenance of files
O—authorizes or requires dissemination
P—record made public
R—rule-making authority for confidentiality granted to agency
S—imposes sanction
X—authorizes subject access

Adoption Records

Arrest and Criminal Identification Records

M, A, O; ALAS. STAT. § 12.62.020 (1962) (only specified information may be stored on central computer system); § 12.62.040 (1962) (bureau must establish procedures for destruction of records on basis of certain listed factors); § 12.62.030(c) (1962); § 12.62.060 (1962).

B; M, A; ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 41-1750 to .8 (Supp. 1973); § 41-1750B.5 (Supp. 1973); § 41-1750B.9 (Supp. 1973); §§ 41-1750B.1 to .8 (Supp. 1973).
Ark. Stat. Ann. § 5-832 (1947); § 5-833 (Supp. 1973);
B; A, M
O, X; G
Cal. Penal Code § 11101 (West 1972); § 11076 (West 1972)
(criminal identification information may be disseminated
only to those specified in the statute).
A, O; E; G
§ 29-16 (1958).
O; X; A
del. code ann. tit. 11, § 8511 (1974); tit. 11, § 8511(4)
(1974); tit. 11, § 8519 (1974) (limits access to certain
authorized individuals).
G, O
G; A
A; E, S, C
A; E, S, C
(1973) (petition for expungement must be accompanied
by a waiver of claims against arresting officer); ch. 38,
§ 206-7 (1973).
M, B; A
(1973).
A, B, X
B; G, M; O
(1967); § 15:581.8 (West 1967); §§ 15:581.10 (West
E, S, A; C
§ 600 (Supp. 1974); tit. 25, § 1542 (Supp. 1974); tit. 25,
§ 1631 (1974).
B; A, E
B; M; G; E
Minn. Stat. Ann. § 299C.01 (1964); § 299C.09 (1964);
§ 299C.10 (1964); § 299C.11 (1964).
F, G, C
Mo. Ann. Stat. § 222.050 (Vernon 1952); §§ 610.100-.105
(1952); § 610.115 (Vernon Supp. 1975).
E, S; T
B; F, M
F, G
F, C
C, M, S
B; F, M; G
(1953).
M; G
E
B; A, O
B; M, G
N. D. Cent. Code § 12-60-01 (1960); § 12-60-10 (1960);
B; A, M; G
Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 109.51 (Page 1969); § 109.57 (Page
G, E
B, M; A; G
tit. 74, § 158 (1961) (excludes misdemeanants or violators
of city ordinances).
G; C
B; F; G; R.I. Gen. Laws Ann. § 12-1-4 (1969); § 12-1-7 (1969);
E, S § 12-1-10 (1969) (excludes those charged with violations of ordinances or "minor offenses"); § 12-1-12 (1969).
G; M; C; E Utah Code Ann. §§ 77-59-9 (1958); §§ 77-59-17 (1958); §§ 77-59-27 (Supp. 1973); §§ 77-35-17.5 (1958).
A, B; F; O, S; E, X Wash. Rev. Code §§ 43.43.500 (1974); §§ 43.43.700 (1974); § 43.43.705 (imposes civil liability for wrongful disclosure; only identification data and public records may be disclosed, and only to criminal justice agencies); §§ 43.43.710 (1974); §§ 43.43.720 (1974); §§ 43.43.730 (1974).
B, F; G; E Va. Code Ann. §§ 15-2-29(a) (1972); §§ 15-2-29(d) (1972); (bureau may furnish information to private agencies, but only with written authorization of the subject); §§ 15-2-29(g) (1972); §§ 15-2-29(h) (1972).

Parole Records


Motor Vehicle Records

C; P Cal. Vehicle Code § 1808.5 (West 1971) (medical informa-
tion must be held confidential); § 1810 (West 1971) (authorizes sale of information).


P, S, D DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 21, § 305 (1974) (makes public all records less than three years old; provides sanctions for unauthorized use of older records).

P FLA. STAT. ANN. § 319.25(5)(a) (1968) (authorizes sales of information).

M; P GA. CODE ANN. § 92A-429 (1972); § 92A-603 (1972).

P, D IND. ANN. STAT. CODE § 9-1-1-8 (Burns 1973) (authorizes compilation and sale of information).


P, D MASS. ANN. LAWS ch. 90, § 30 (Supp. 1974).


A, M, P; MO. ANN. STAT. § 301.350 (Vernon 1972); § 301.360 (Vernon 1972); § 302.171 (Vernon 1972).

A; M; MONT. REV. CODES ANN. § 51-130 (Supp. 1974); § 51-141 (Supp. 1974).


F; M; P NEV. REV. STAT. § 483.290 (1973); § 483.400 (1973); § 485.135 (1973).


D, P N.M. STAT. ANN. § 64-2-8 (1972) (authorizes sale of information).


P; P OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 4503.26 (Page 1973) (authorizes sale of information); § 4507.25 (Page 1973).

P OKLA. STAT. ANN. tit. 47, §§ 6-117(g), (h) (Supp. 1974).

P; M, D PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 75, § 417 (1971) (authorizes sale of information); tit. 75, § 610 (1971).

F R.I. GEN. LAWS ANN. § 31-10-12 (1968).

P; D S.C. CODE ANN. § 46-120 (1962) (authorizes sale of information); § 46-121 (1962).

M S.D. COMP. LAWS ANN. § 32-12-60 (1967).


A; M TEX. REV. CIV. STAT. ANN. art. 6687b, § 6 (1969); art. 6687b, § 21 (1969).

F; M, P UTAH CODE ANN. § 41-2-11 (1953); § 41-2-12 (1953); § 41-2-12.1 (1953) (authorizes sale of information).

School Records

C; X CAL. EDUC. CODE § 10751 (West 1974); § 10757 (West 1974).
C; X COLO. REV. STAT. ANN. § 24-72-204 (1973).
C; X DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 14, § 4111 (1974) (protects school officials by denying a cause of action against them for the contents of records).
C; X ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 20, § 805 (Supp. 1974).
R; X; D MASS. ANN. LAWS ch. 71, § 84D (Supp. 1974); ch. 71, § 34E (Supp. 1974); ch. 71, § 34F (Supp. 1974).
C, D, E; X; R; M NEB. REV. STAT. § 79-4,157 (Supp. 1974); § 79-4,158 (1949); § 79-448 (1971).
M N.Y. EDUC. LAW § 142 (McKinney Supp. 1974).
S R.I. GEN. LAWS ANN. § 16-38-5 (1969) (prohibits use of questionnaires which would violate a student's right of privacy without prior approval of the school board).

Tax Returns

C ALAS. STAT. § 09.25.100 (1962).
C, D ARK. STAT. ANN. § 84-2046 (1947).
C; C, S; CAL. REV. & TAX CODE § 451 (West 1971) (property); § 16563 (West 1970) (gift); § 30455 (West 1970) (cigarette).
C, S D.C. CODE ANN. § 47-1412 (1973) (property); §§ 47-1521(a), (c) (1973) (Income).
A; C GA. CODE ANN. §§ 92-3208,-3213 (1974); § 92-3216 (1974).
C, S ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 120, § 9-917 (1973) (allows names and addresses to be published).
C, P; C, S IND. ANN. STAT. CODE § 6-1-39–2 (Burns 1972) (makes income information confidential but assessment information public); § 6-3-6-8 (1972).
C; S; A; C Iowa Code Ann. § 422.20 (1971); § 422.21 (Supp. 1974); § 450.68 (1971).


P; C; X; Md. Ann. Code art. 81, § 45(a) (1957) (real property); art. 81, § 50 (1957) (personal property); art. 81, § 300 (1957) (income); art. 81, § 301 (1957).


A; S; C N.D. Cent. Code § 57–38–42 (1972); § 57–38–57 (1972).


C; C; C Ore. Rev. Stat. § 306.129(1) (1975); § 308.290 (1975); § 314.835 (1975).


C; P, S; Wis. Stat. Ann. § 71.11(44)(a) (Supp. 1974) (prohibits sale of information, but authorizes newspaper publication of information); § 71.11(44)(b) (Supp. 1974) (requires net tax paid or payable by any taxpayer to be made available upon request of any resident); § 71.11(44)(c) (Supp. 1974).
Welfare Records


H Ala. Stat. § 47.05.030 (Supp. 1974).


J, S D.C. Code Ann. § 3-211 (1973); § 3-212 (1973).


A; H, S Iowa Code Ann. § 239.3 (Supp. 1974); § 217.30 (Supp. 1974).


P, S Miss. Code Ann. §§ 45-1-19 (1972) (names and amounts received are public; sanctions provided against "political or commercial" use of such information).


G N.Y. Soc. Serv. Law §§ 136, 136a (McKinney Supp. 1974) (news agency allowed to inspect disbursement records upon providing assurance that names and addresses of recipients will not be disclosed; tax department can use records in fraud investigations).

The federal government is restricted to operating within the powers enumerated in the Constitution—a restriction that constitutes an inherent limitation on information collection by both Congress and the executive branch. While the power of Congress to collect information is nowhere specifically enumerated, it has...
been found to exist by implication as a necessary adjunct to the exercise of those powers that are enumerated. There are five express powers from which congressional authority to collect information can be implied: the powers to enumerate the population, to impeach, to judge congressional election returns, to discipline and expel members of Congress, and to legislate. The census clause of the Constitution literally permits merely an enumeration of “free Persons . . . excluding Indians not taxed,” although the census has in fact been used extensively as a means of collecting information from the citizenry. The Supreme Court has not yet ruled whether the census power will support collection of information unrelated to actual enumeration, and the deliberations of the framers are unrevealing. One could logically conclude that the scope of the census power is limited to an actual counting. The Second Circuit, however, has held that the express language of the census clause permits the enumeration of persons in the territories as well. The debates indicate that the framers intended to provide for a census of the population of the States and Territories every ten years.


1791. U.S. Const. art. I, § 2, cl. 3, requires: “The actual Enumeration shall be made within three years after the first Meeting of the Congress of the United States, and within every subsequent Term of ten Years, in such Manner as they shall by Law direct.”

1792. U.S. Const. art. I, § 2, cl. 5, provides: “The House of Representatives . . . shall have the sole Power of Impeachment.” U.S. Const. art. I, § 3, cl. 6, provides: “The Senate shall have the sole Power to try all Impeachments.”

1793. U.S. Const. art. I, § 5, cl. 1, provides: “Each House shall be the Judge of the Elections, Returns and Qualifications of its own Members . . . .”

1794. U.S. Const. art I, § 5, cl. 2, provides: “Each House may . . . punish its Members for disorderly Behaviour, and, with the Concurrence of two thirds, expel a Member.”

1795. U.S. Const. art. I, § 1, provides: “All legislative Powers herein granted shall be vested in a Congress of the United States, which shall consist of a Senate and House of Representatives.” Legislative powers are enumerated more specifically in U.S. Const. art. I, § 8.

1796. U.S. Const. art. I, § 2, cl. 3.

1797. See Hearings on the Census, supra note 1509, at 460 (memorandum from the Census Bureau). See also Fernandez, The Census, 42 S. Cal. L. Rev. 245 (1969); text at notes 1925-38 infra; notes 1990-93 infra and accompanying text.

1798. The Court, in Knox v. Lee, 79 U.S. (12 Wall.) 457, 536 (1870) (Legal Tender Cases) noted in dictum:

[A] power may exist as an aid to the execution of an express power, or an aggregate of such powers, though there is another express power given relating in part to the same subject but less extensive. Another illustration of this may be found in connection with the provisions respecting a census. The Constitution orders an enumeration of free persons in the different States every ten years. The direction extends no further. Yet Congress has repeatedly directed an enumeration not only of free persons in the States but of free persons in the Territories, and not only an enumeration of persons but the collection of statistics respecting age, sex, and production. Who questions the power to do this?

1799. See 1 THE RECORDS OF THE FEDERAL CONVENTION OF 1787, 600-06 (M. Farrand ed., rev. ed. 1937). The debates do not indicate the intended scope of the census power. The primary discussions related to problems of representation, i.e., whether wealth was a proper measure and who would be counted.
Constitution limiting the census to an enumeration “does not prohibit the gathering of other statistics, if ‘necessary and proper,’ for the intelligent exercise of other powers enumerated in the constitution, and in such case there could be no objection to acquiring this information through the same machinery by which the population is enumerated…”

An implied power to investigate exists under each of the other four powers. It is available to Congress for the purpose of collecting information necessary to an informed exercise of those powers, but is limited by the breadth of the express functions to which it attaches. Three of these express functions—the power to impeach, the power to judge congressional election returns, and the power to discipline and expel members of Congress—are judicial in nature.

Because Congress is primarily a legislative body and because the three judicial powers reserved to Congress are extremely limited in scope, the investigative powers arising under these functions will be used in far fewer instances than the investigative power falling under the legislative function.

The parameters of the investigative power inferred from the legislative function were established in *Kilbourn v. Thompson* and *McGrain v. Daugherty*. Prior to 1880, the courts had given Congress almost unlimited power to investigate, but in *Kilbourn*, the Supreme Court upheld a citizen’s right not to respond to congressional subpoenas issued in an investigation in furtherance of an illegitimate purpose. The Court noted that the inquiry could not be “simply a fruitless investigation into the personal affairs of indi-

1800. United States v. Moriarity, 106 F. 886, 891 (2d Cir. 1901).
1803. Although it is clear that the power of investigation exists under the impeachment clause, no cases have arisen on this matter. See Moreland, supra note 1789, at 224. Barry v. United States ex rel. Cunningham, 279 U.S. 597 (1929), is the only case directly concerning the investigative power pursuant to the congressional authority to judge election returns, although both United States v. Norris, 300 U.S. 564 (1937), and Roudebush v. Hartke, 405 U.S. 15 (1972), indicated that such a power exists. Finally, other than Powell v. McCormack, 395 U.S. 486 (1969), which assumes but does not discuss the investigative power, *In re Chapman*, 166 U.S. 661 (1897), is the sole Supreme Court case on investigations relating to the authority to discipline and expel members. United States v. Brewster, 408 U.S. 501 (1972), does, however, discuss in dictum the nature and extent of the congressional power to discipline members.
1804. 103 U.S. 168 (1880).
1806. See Moreland, supra note 1789, at 189-211, and cases cited therein.
individuals,"1807 but must be capable of resulting in "valid legislation on
the subject to which the inquiry referred."1808 In McGrain, the Court
upheld subpoenas issued in an investigation of the Justice Depart­
ment for the purpose of formulating reform legislation. The Court
reasoned that "[a] legislative body cannot legislate wisely or effec­
tively in the absence of information respecting the conditions which
the legislation is intended to affect or change."1809 It is today clear
that the legislative power "encompasses inquiries concerning the
administration of existing laws as well as proposed or possibly
needed statutes . . . , includes surveys of defects in our social, eco­

tomic or political system for the purpose of enabling the Congress to
remedy them . . . , [and] comprehends probes into departments of the
Federal Government to expose corruption, inefficiency or waste."1810
Thus, while the requirement of a proper legislative purpose consti­
tutes a restraint on Congress, the sphere of legitimate legislative
activity, as the Court suggested recently in Eastland v. United States
Serivceemen's Fund,1811 is sufficiently broad to justify an inquiry into
almost any question of national interest.

A further limitation on the congressional investigative power is
that all questions must be pertinent to the asserted legislative pur­
pose.1812 When an investigation is conducted by either the full House
or Senate this limitation is of little consequence since Congress'

1807. 103 U.S. at 195.
1808. 103 U.S. at 195. Of interest are the conflicting interpretations given Kilbourn
by the majority and concurring opinions in Eastland v. United States Servicemen's
Fund, 43 U.S.L.W. 4635 (U.S. May 27, 1975), discussed in the text at notes 1873-76
infra. In Kilbourn the House of Representatives attempted to punish an individual for
contempt for refusal to comply with a congressional subpoena. The Court invalidated
the House's effort, reasoning that the subject matter of the investigation was judicial
and not legislative, and that the House had thus "assumed a power which could only
be properly exercised by another branch of the government . . . ." 103 U.S. at 192.
The majority in Eastland stated that the subpoena at issue in Kilbourn was subject
to attack because it was not essential to legislating. 43 U.S.L.W. at 4640. The con­
curring opinion of Justices Marshall, Brennan, and Stewart, however, stated that the
individual in Kilbourn was able to attack the subpoena because his suit was brought
against the House Sergeant at Arms, who was carrying out the unconstitutional di­
rective, rather than against House members or their legislative aides, 43 U.S.L.W. at
4643. The concurring justices thus sought to emphasize that congressional subpoenas
within the legislative sphere are subject to attack as long as Congressmen or their
aides are not the parties defendant.
1809. 273 U.S. at 175. The Court also observed: "In actual legislative practice power
to secure needed information . . . has long been treated as an attribute of the power
to legislate. It was so regarded in the British Parliament and in the Colonial legisla­
tures before the American Revolution; and a like view has prevailed and been carried
into effect in both houses of Congress and in most of the state legislatures." 273 U.S.
at 161.
1812. See Sinclair v. United States, 279 U.S. 263 (1929). See also Deutch v. United
States, 354 U.S. 178 (1957). The pertinency requirement has been codified at 2 U.S.C.
power to legislate in so many areas virtually ensures that there will be a proper legislative purpose to which almost any question could be pertinent. Most investigations, however, are carried out by congressional committees or federal agencies to which Congress has delegated its investigatory power for specific purposes through authorizing resolutions or statutes. Authorizing resolutions are often broad in scope, but there is at least a minimal requirement that such resolutions delineate the agency's "jurisdiction and purpose with sufficient particularity" to ensure that compulsory process is used only in furtherance of a legislative purpose, and at times agency investigations exceeding the bounds of congressional authorizations have been disallowed and witnesses permitted to forgo responding to inquiries. While Congress can amend delegating legislation to enable questions to satisfy the purpose and pertinancy requirements, amending resolutions or legislation require considerable congressional effort and are unlikely to be enacted except in cases of great concern. Where a witness objects to the pertinency of a question at a committee hearing, "unless the subject matter has been made to appear with undisputable clarity, it is the duty of the investigative body . . . to state for the record the subject under inquiry at that time and the manner in which the propounded questions are pertinent thereto." On the basis of this requirement, which is derived from the due process clause of the fifth amendment, the Court on several occasions has reversed contempt convictions resulting from refusals to answer investigative in-
quiries: because a witness can object to questions on pertinancy grounds, fundamental fairness requires that he not be placed in jeopardy of a contempt citation without being afforded the opportunity to judge for himself the question's pertinancy.

The executive branch's power to investigate is similarly expansive, derived principally from the President's authority to "take Care that the Laws be faithfully executed." The scope of the President's investigatory power under this provision, while not yet tested in the courts, is presumably limited only by the same purpose and pertinancy requirements that limit congressional investigations. Because of the myriad laws to enforce, however, these requirements are only minor restrictions. This power to investigate is apparently subject to narrowing by Congress since Congress can revoke any law it enacts and can presumably, therefore, revoke executive power to collect information necessary to enforce any law.

2. The Constitutional Right of Disclosural Privacy

In interpreting certain provisions of the Bill of Rights to protect the individual from governmental intrusions, the Supreme Court has spoken broadly of a right of privacy. Although there is no explicit constitutional recognition of such a right, the Court "has recognized that a right of personal privacy, or a guarantee of certain areas or zones of privacy, does exist under the Constitution." A right of privacy has been found in the fourth amendment, the first amendment, penumbras emanating from the first eight amend-


1821. U.S. Const. art. II, § 3. The power to investigate may also be implied from other constitutionally enumerated powers of the President, such as the power of pardon granted in U.S. Const. art. II, § 2.

1822. In Laird v. Tatum, 408 U.S. 1 (1972), the plaintiffs challenged an Army civilian-surveillance program used to gather information allegedly necessary to an intelligent use of force in cases of civil disorder. The Court, holding the case nonjusticiable because the record showed no objective harm, noted that "it is significant that the principle sources of information were the news media and publications in general circulation." 408 U.S. at 6. This statement implies that the executive's use of the investigatory power does not clearly controvert plaintiff's rights so long as the information was already public. The concept of "public facts" is rooted in the common law of privacy. See text at notes 1804-20 supra.

1823. See text at notes 1804-20 supra.

1824. The limitations on the manner in which the executive can collect information imposed by statutes such as the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 § 802, 18 U.S.C. §§ 2511, 2516-18 (1970), evidence the truth of this proposition.


ments,\textsuperscript{1828} the ninth amendment,\textsuperscript{1829} and the concept of ordered liberty guaranteed by the due process clauses of the fifth and fourteenth amendments.\textsuperscript{1830} Significantly, in discussing the right of privacy, the Court has not distinguished between disclosural privacy—the right to control the flow of information concerning the details of one's individuality—and that aspect of privacy concerning the individual's ability to decide whether to perform certain acts or to undergo certain experiences, an aspect accurately characterized as privacy relating to personal autonomy.\textsuperscript{1832} Many of these cases, especially the "privacy cases,"\textsuperscript{1833} have focused on the privacy of autonomy. It is the purpose of this section to analyze the degree of protection for disclosural privacy offered by each of the constitutional sources of privacy protection,\textsuperscript{1834} to determine whether these separate protections are capable of being generalized into a unitary right of disclosural privacy, and to ascertain when government interests in information acquisition, retention, and dissemination will override individual privacy interests.

Except for the third amendment's ban on the quartering of soldiers in any house without the owner's consent in times of peace—a very narrow prohibition—the fourth amendment comes closer to mentioning a right of privacy than any other provision of the Con-

\textsuperscript{1829} See Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479, 486 (1965) (Goldberg, J., concurring).
\textsuperscript{1831} See text at note 1525 supra. Note that the term "privacy" as defined here is not necessarily the same as the right that is protected at common law. See text at notes 1562-625 supra.
\textsuperscript{1834} The fifth amendment privilege against self-incrimination does deal with an individual's interest in disclosural privacy, \textit{cf.} Boyd v. United States, 116 U.S. 616 (1886); Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643, 661-65 (1961) (Black, J., concurring), but the privacy protection afforded by that amendment is minimal because incriminating testimony can be compelled if either use or transactional immunity from prosecution is conferred on the witness. See Kastigar v. United States, 406 U.S. 441 (1972); Zicarelli v. State Commn. of Investigation, 406 U.S. 472 (1972). The fifth amendment privilege against self-incrimination also does not apply to the compelled production of privately held but legally required records. Wilson v. United States, 221 U.S. 361, 380 (1911). Nor does the privilege apply "to records required by law to be kept in order that there may be suitable information of transactions which are the appropriate subjects of governmental regulation . . . ." Wilson v. United States, 221 U.S. 361, 380 (1911). \textit{See also} Davis v. United States, 328 U.S. 582 (1946).
An examination of some of the principal search and seizure cases suggests a broad concern for privacy underlying the fourth amendment. For example, in Boyd v. United States, the Court struck down a statute empowering a court to require a defendant to produce personal papers; it reasoned that the essence of an unreasonable search and seizure is “not the breaking of his doors, and the rummaging of his drawers, . . . but . . . the invasion of his indefeasible right of personal security, personal liberty and private property . . . .” In holding that the fourth amendment limits the compulsory production of evidence in addition to prohibiting unlawful searches, the Court provided protection for a privacy concept broad enough to include both disclosure and autonomy.

In Olmstead v. United States, the Supreme Court retreated from the broad formulation of Boyd to a mechanistic interpretation of the fourth amendment by sanctioning a home telephone tap that did not constitute a technical trespass. Chief Justice Taft, writing for the Court, interpreted the fourth amendment as forbidding only “an actual physical invasion of [one's] house.” By emphasizing the manner rather than the effect of the invasion, the holding narrowed the concept of privacy underlying the fourth amendment.

1835. The fourth amendment to the Constitution provides: “The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated; and no Warrants shall issue but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.” See generally A. Amsterdam, Federal Constitutional Restraints on Search, Seizure, Arrest, Detention and Interrogation by State Law Enforcement Officers (1960); P. Gay, The Policeman and the Accused (1965); L. Kolbrek & G. Porter, The Law of Arrest, Search, and Seizure (1965); N. Lasson, The History and Development of the Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution (1957); Amsterdam, Perspectives on the Fourth Amendment, 58 Minn. L. Rev. 549 (1974); Note, The Concept of Privacy and the Fourth Amendment, 6 U. Mich. J. L. Rev. 154 (1972).

1836. 116 U.S. 616 (1886).
1837. 116 U.S. at 630.
1839. Boyd demonstrates that the fourth amendment serves two purposes: the protection of individual privacy and the protection of the individual against the compulsory production of evidence to be used against him, as well as against unlawful searches. See Davis v. United States, 328 U.S. 582, 587 (1946). Based on this dual purpose analysis, one could argue that the “right to be let alone” attaches only in a criminal context, since, as the Court noted in Boyd, the fourth and fifth amendments “run almost into each other.” 116 U.S. at 630. However, the inference that privacy is fully protected by the fourth amendment only when the individual is suspected of criminal activity was rejected by the Court in Camara v. Municipal Court, 387 U.S. 523 (1967).
1841. 277 U.S. at 466.
an often-quoted dissent, Justice Brandeis adhered to the broader view:

The makers of our Constitution undertook to secure conditions favorable to the pursuit of happiness. They recognized the significance of man's spiritual nature, of his feelings and of his intellect. They knew that only a part of the pain, pleasure and satisfaction of life are to be found in material things. They sought to protect Americans in their beliefs, their thoughts, their emotions and their sensations. They conferred, as against the Government, the right to be let alone—the most comprehensive of rights and the right most valued by civilized men. To protect that right, every unjustifiable intrusion by the Government upon the privacy of the individual, whatever the means employed, must be deemed a violation of the Fourth Amendment.\(^{1842}\)

One author interpreted Justice Brandeis' construction of the fourth amendment to require that "all government intrusions on a person's privacy at home, in his papers and effects, and on his free movement would have . . . to be justified, with the government forced to bear the burden of showing why a particular form of interference was reasonable. Privacy, though not absolute, would have a high place in the hierarchy of protected values."\(^ {1843}\)

In *Katz v. United States*,\(^ {1844}\) the Court returned to a more expansive view of the fourth amendment by excluding evidence obtained by the use of an electronic listening and recording device attached to the outside of a public phone booth. Abandoning the *Olmstead* trespass doctrine,\(^ {1845}\) the Court based its decision on the sweeping proposition that "the Fourth Amendment protects people, not places. What a person knowingly exposes to the public, even in his own home or office, is not a subject of Fourth Amendment protection . . . . But what he seeks to preserve as private, even in an area accessible to the public, may be constitutionally protected."\(^ {1846}\) The fourth amendment applied in this instance, the Court stated, because the defendants had "justifiably relied"\(^ {1847}\) upon the privacy afforded by the public phone booth. In his concurrence, Justice Harlan understood the Court's holding to require first that a person have exhibited an actual (subjective) expectation

\(^{1842}\) 277 U.S. at 478.

\(^{1843}\) Beaney, *supra* note 1830, at 227.

\(^{1844}\) 389 U.S. 347 (1967).

\(^{1845}\) 389 U.S. at 353. The Court refused to overrule *Olmstead* expressly, but Justice Harlan, concurring, felt that *Olmstead*, "which essentially rested on the ground that conversations were not subject to the protection of the Fourth Amendment" had been overruled. 389 U.S. at 362 n.*.

\(^{1846}\) 389 U.S. at 351-52.

\(^{1847}\) 389 U.S. at 353.
of privacy and, second, that the expectation be one that society is prepared to recognize as "reasonable." Thus, a man’s home is, for most purposes, a place where he expects privacy, but objects, activities, or statements that he exposes to the "plain view" of outsiders are not "protected" because no intention to keep them to himself has been exhibited. On the other hand, conversations in the open would not be protected against being overheard, for the expectation of privacy under the circumstances would be unreasonable.1848

While the Katz view of the privacy concept underlying the fourth amendment goes only to disclosure and not to autonomy, and is therefore not as broad as the implications of Boyd, the decision suggests that the fourth amendment—equally applicable in the noncriminal context1849—gives rise to a zone of privacy adhering to the individual,1850 at times even in situations outside the home.1851 Because the test turns on what society deems a reasonable expectation of privacy, the individual of course receives more protection within his home than without, in accordance with the common law prior to the Constitution.1852 But, while applicable in a broad range of contexts, this fourth amendment right of disclosural privacy affords minimal protection because it must yield in the face of reasonable government intrusion. While the fourth amendment has been interpreted to require probable cause or a warrant for searches in the criminal context1853 and in administrative searches involving physical intrusions by government agents into the home,1854 it is satisfied in the case of questionnaires if the information sought is "reasonably

1848. 389 U.S. at 361.
1850. The notion of a “zone of privacy” outside the home was apparently rejected in Paris Adult Theatre I v. Slaton, 413 U.S. 49, 65 (1973). However, unlike Katz, which was a disclosure case, Paris involved the privacy of autonomy. Petitioners in Paris had been enjoined by the Georgia supreme court from exhibiting two allegedly obscene films. They argued that the constitutional doctrine of privacy laid down in Stanley v. Georgia, 394 U.S. 557 (1969), where the Court held that the possession of obscene materials in the home was beyond the reach of the state’s criminal law because the Constitution protected the right to receive information and ideas and to be generally free from government intrusion, applied outside the home as well. The Court rejected this extension of Stanley, holding that the privacy of the home could not be equated with a general zone of privacy that follows a consumer of obscene materials wherever he goes. 413 U.S. at 65. These cases indicate that certain aspects of privacy of autonomy, while protected inside the home, are not necessarily protected outside the home. The privacy of disclosure, however, is oriented to the person, not to the place, and thus should follow the individual wherever he may be. Thus, Paris should not be interpreted as rejecting the zone of privacy notion with respect to disclosure.
related to governmental purposes and functions."

Under this test, census questionnaires have been sustained, despite the wide scope of census questions. Moreover, witnesses subpoenaed by grand juries cannot challenge information requests by alleging that the grand jury lacked any reasonable ground for suspecting any criminal violations, nor can they object to questions on relevance grounds. In sum, fourth amendment privacy poses at most a minor barrier to government collection of information from the population at large.

A line of cases beginning in the 1950's suggests that the first amendment is a source of a right of disclosural privacy. Many of these cases involved legislative investigations conducted by the House Un-American Activities Committee, or by similarly purposed state committees. The controversies arose when witnesses before the committees refused to answer questions concerning the association of other individuals with the Communist Party on the basis that the first amendment barred the committee from forcing such disclosure. The Court concluded that "privacy of association" was a necessary concomitant to first amendment freedoms, that forced disclosure would abridge those freedoms, and that to justify such an abridgement a state must "convincingly show a substantial relation between the information sought and a subject of overriding and compelling state interest." Other related cases have similarly made clear that a state's power to make inquiries about a person's beliefs or associations is limited by the first amendment. In the areas of public employment and bar admission in particular the Court has disallowed broad sweeping inquiries for purposes of determining

---

1857. See text at notes 1925-38 infra; notes 1950-96 infra and accompanying text.
1861. The issue in these cases was not whether the committees had the inherent investigative power to require answers but whether the Bill of Rights served as a limitation on the inherent investigative power. See, e.g., Barenblatt v. United States, 360 U.S. 109, 114 n.2 (1959); Upham v. Wyman, 360 U.S. 72, 75 (1959).
fitness that discourage the exercise of first amendment rights. Thus, although these cases have focused on the "chilling effect" that disclosure would have on the exercise of first amendment freedoms, they clearly hold that the first amendment protects disclosural privacy interests and lend at least some support for the construction of a right of disclosural privacy.

There are, however, two limitations on the general rule that governments cannot violate constitutional rights when acquiring information that may restrict an individual's ability to assert a first amendment privacy right as a defense to a governmental demand for information. First, recipients of information requests generally are unable to assert by way of defense violations of the constitutional rights of third parties, at least where no injury in fact is demonstrated by the recipient. This bar on the assertion of constitutional jus tertii has many exceptions, however, and in recent years it has been honored mostly in the breach. Thus, in NAACP v. Alabama the NAACP was allowed to assert the first amendment rights of its members in response to a state request for its membership list. Similarly, in Griswold v. Connecticut a doctor and a birth control official were permitted to assert the privacy rights of the recipients of contraceptives as a defense to criminal charges of aiding and abetting the use of birth control devices. Second, as pointed out in Eastland v. United States Servicemen's Fund, the speech and debate clause limits the ability to raise constitutional defenses in response to requests for information from members of Congress or their aides. In Eastland, the plaintiff organization sought to enjoin implementation of a congressional subpoena duces tecum that directed a bank to produce the organization's bank records and alleged that compliance with the subpoena would violate the organization's first amendment rights. Had the subpoena been issued directly to the organization, it could have resisted and tested the subpoena in a


1867. See Watkins v. United States, 554 U.S. 178, 188 (1957). See also Barenblatt v. United States, 360 U.S. 109 (1959). It is interesting to note that the early cases, e.g., McGrain v. Daugherty, 273 U.S. 135, 173 (1927); Kilbourn v. Thompson, 103 U.S. 168, 190 (1880), which limited the scope of the investigative power by inherent purpose and pertinency requirements rather than by the Bill of Rights, were motivated at least in part by a desire to protect a citizen's "private affairs."


1870. See Note, supra note 1869, at 423 n.3 (citing cases).


1872. 381 U.S. 479 (1965).

In this context, however, the speech and debate clause limited the scope of the inquiry to whether the congressional act was within the sphere of legislative activity. While significant, the restriction on the assertion of constitutional rights resulting from the speech and debate clause is of limited force: it arises only at the federal government level when information is requested of third parties by members of Congress or by congressional aides carrying out legislative tasks.

The final three possible constitutional bases for a right to privacy—the penumbras emanating from the first eight amendments, the ninth amendment, and the concept of ordered liberty guaranteed by the due process clauses of the fifth and fourteenth amendments—have been explored collectively in a series of cases dealing with the privacy of autonomy. In *Griswold v. Connecticut*, the Court struck down statutes prohibiting the prescription or use of contraceptives in so far as the statutes related to married couples. Six justices, in three opinions, found an independent right of privacy, although they could not agree on its source. Justice Douglas, writing for the Court, advanced the penumbra theory. He attempted to demonstrate that the Bill of Rights applies to the states through the due process clause of the fourteenth amendment and protects the right of marital privacy by arguing that the specific guarantees of the first eight amendments give rise to “peripheral rights” without which the specific rights would be less secure. Thus, he asserted that the first amendment, whose penumbra includes associational privacy, the third amendment, which prohibits quartering soldiers in any house in time of peace without the owners’ consent, the fourth amendment, which protects against unreasonable search and seizure, and the fifth amendment, which protects the citizen against self-incrimination, when taken together give rise to “zones of privacy.”

Rejecting the penumbra approach, Justice Harlan considered the right of privacy so fundamental that it was “implicit in the concept of ordered liberty” and hence protected by due process. Justice Harlan had previously advanced the fundamental rights ap-

---

1874. 43 U.S.L.W. at 4638 n.14, 4641 n.16.
1875. 43 U.S.L.W. at 4638.
1876. The concurring opinion in *Eastland* by Justices Marshall, Brennan, and Stewart suggested that the plaintiff organization could have raised its constitutional rights by employing a different procedure with different parties defendant: “Our prior cases arising under the Speech and Debate Clause indicate only that a Member of Congress or his aide may not be called upon to defend a subpoena against constitutional objection, and not that the objection will not be heard at all.” 43 U.S.L.W. at 4643.
1877. 381 U.S. 479 (1965).
1878. 381 U.S. at 484.
1879. 381 U.S. at 483.
1880. 381 U.S. at 484.
1881. 381 U.S. at 500.
proach to privacy in Poe v. Ullman, where he stated that "it is not the particular enumeration of rights in the first eight Amendments which spell out the reach of Fourteenth Amendment due process, but rather... those concepts which are considered to embrace those rights 'which are... fundamental; which belong... to the citizens of all free governments.' " This approach apparently was also adopted by Justice Goldberg, even though he joined in the Court's opinion and stated that he was adding his own opinion merely to "emphasize the relevance of [the ninth] Amendment." Justice Goldberg argued that the ninth amendment "shows a belief of the Constitution's authors that fundamental rights exist that are not expressly enumerated in the first eight amendments and an intent that the list of rights included there not be deemed exhaustive." One must look, he stated, to the "'traditions and [collective] conscience of our people to determine whether a principle is so rooted [there]... as to be ranked as fundamental.' " The right of privacy in Justice Goldberg's view was just such a fundamental personal right, which emanated "from the totality of the constitutional scheme under which we live." The debate over the constitutional source of the right of privacy apparently was settled in Roe v. Wade, in which the Court upheld a woman's absolute right to have an abortion in the first trimester of pregnancy. This holding struck down a state statute making abortions illegal except where the mother's life is endangered. Adopting the fundamental rights approach, the Court held that the "right of privacy, whether it be founded in the Fourteenth Amendment's concept of personal liberty and restrictions upon state actions, as we feel it is, or, as the district court determined, in the Ninth Amendment's reservation of rights to the people, is broad enough to en-

1883. 367 U.S. at 497. Justice White, concurring in Griswold, also found justification in the liberty guaranteed by the fourteenth amendment, but he refused to recognize that this liberty gave rise to an independent right of privacy. See 381 U.S. at 502-07. Justices Black and Stewart dissented on the ground that the fourteenth amendment makes applicable to the states no rights beyond those specifically incorporated in the first ten amendments. See 381 U.S. at 507-31.
1884. 381 U.S. at 492.
1885. 381 U.S. at 493 (brackets in original), quoting Snyder v. Massachusetts, 291 U.S. 97, 105 (1934).
1888. The Court did, however, reverse the district court's decision to the extent that it had held that this right of privacy was unqualified, holding instead that the state's interest in protecting the potentiality of human life in the second and third trimesters of pregnancy was sufficiently strong to permit some regulation of abortion. See 410 U.S. at 124.
compass a woman's decision whether or not to terminate her pregnancy.1889 Because the plaintiff in Roe v. Wade was an unmarried woman,1890 the holding affirms that the right of privacy attaches to the individual and is not restricted to the marital relationship. There are at least two reasons that may explain why the Court settled on the fundamental rights approach. First, the composition of the Court had changed drastically. Of the five justices who joined the majority in Griswold, only Justices Douglas and Brennan remained; additionally, both Justices Black and Harlan had departed. Second, the Court could have found the penumbra theory unmanageable because it opened up so much uncharted ground. The fundamental rights approach has been a traditional one1891 and, because of the amorphous quality of the "liberty" concept, the approach is no less open to expansion than the penumbral argument.

One other Supreme Court case, Stanley v. Georgia,1892 expanded the privacy concept to include the right to possess obscene materials in one's home. While the Court ostensibly based its holding on the first amendment, the decision drew in part upon a "fundamental . . . right to be free, except in very limited circumstances, from unwanted governmental intrusions into one's privacy."1893 The privacy underpinning in Stanley was clearly significant, because the case is difficult to reconcile with other cases holding that the first amendment does not apply to obscenity,1894 and because the right recognized in Stanley is limited to the house,1895 unlike most first amendment

---

1889. 410 U.S. at 153.
1890. 410 U.S. at 120.
1891. As early as Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390 (1923), the Court recognized certain "fundamental" rights that would be protected despite their lack of explicit recognition in the Constitution. In subsequent cases, the Court recognized as fundamental rights included in the liberty clause of the fifth and fourteenth amendments the personal intimacies of the home, the family, procreation, motherhood, marriage, and child rearing. Cf. Eilenstadt v. Baird, 405 U.S. 438 (1972); Stanley v. Georgia, 394 U.S. 557 (1969); Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1 (1967); Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 (1965); Skinner v. Oklahoma, 316 U.S. 535 (1942); Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268 U.S. 510 (1925). See also Village of Belle Terre v. Boraas, 416 U.S. 1, 12 (1974) (Marshall, J., dissenting), in which Justice Marshall stated that the right of privacy should extend to the selection of living companions: "The choice of household companions—of whether a person's 'intellectual and emotional needs' are best met by living with family, friends, professional associates or others— involves deeply personal considerations as to the kind and quality of intimate relationships within the home. That decision surely falls within the ambit of the right to privacy protected by the Constitution." 416 U.S. at 16. If these rights apply to the states through the due process clause of the fourteenth amendment, one may also find a right of privacy either in that same clause or in the liberty clause of the fifth amendment applying to the federal government.
1893. 394 U.S. at 564.
1895. See 394 U.S. at 558.
rights. Moreover, the Court cited \textit{Griswold} in addition to first amendment cases to support the proposition that "the right to receive information and ideas" is "fundamental to our free society."\footnote{1896. 394 U.S. at 564.} In short, the Court apparently relied on first amendment considerations to justify expanding the incipient privacy right.

The contours of the privacy right developed by these cases seem extraordinarily difficult to determine, for the activities it has been invoked to protect lack a clear interrelationship. The Court often speaks of privacy as if it were a single right, but it seems more accurate to conceive of privacy as that characteristic common to those individual actions that the Court has been willing to recognize as fundamental rights. Thus, the Court has stated that "only personal rights that can be deemed 'fundamental' or 'implicit in the concept of ordered liberty,' . . . are included in this guarantee of personal privacy."\footnote{1897. Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 152 (1973).} It is clear that not all fundamental rights fall within the ambit of the privacy right, but an underpinning of strong privacy interests seems to enhance the possibility that a particular right will be deemed fundamental. The actions protected thus far in the name of privacy relate to the home,\footnote{1898. See \textit{Stanley v. Georgia}, 394 U.S. 557 (1969). See also \textit{Village of Belle Terre v. Boraas}, 416 U.S. 1, 12 (1974) (Marshall, J., dissenting).} the family,\footnote{1899. See \textit{Griswold v. Connecticut}, 381 U.S. 479 (1965); State v. Elliott, 44 U.S.L.W. 2044 (N.M. Ct. App. July 9, 1973).} and individual sexuality.\footnote{1900. \textit{The Constitutionality of Laws Forbidding Private Homosexual Conduct}, 72 MICH. L. REV. 1613 (1974); Note, supra note 1720.} The Court seems to be guided by its perception of activities that society views as private and that are thus not fit subjects for government regulation.\footnote{1901. See generally Note, supra note 1720.} But it is not at all clear what other actions popularly considered private will receive constitutional protection.\footnote{1902. See, e.g., Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 174 (1973) (Rehnquist, J., dissenting).}

The above-discussed privacy cases involve autonomy, not disclosure. A right of disclosural privacy, however, can be derived from the fundamental privacy rights by analogy to the first amendment right of disclosural privacy: Disclosure of information relating to an individual's participation in particular activities may deter an individual from engaging in those activities. Where the activities have the status of fundamental rights, any such deterrent effect would be an impermissible "chill." But the disclosural privacy right derived...
from the privacy cases arguably should go beyond those situations in which a chilling effect can be shown. For example, requiring disclosure of the reasons why a woman decides to have an abortion may not deter the exercise of this fundamental right because the consequences of having an unwanted child are so enormous. Nevertheless, this information seems so private that the government should not in most instances be able to require its disclosure. The same high regard for privacy that led the Court to conclude that government regulation of abortions is improper, at least in the first trimester, should mandate disclosural privacy with regard to information concerning abortions in the first trimester. In situations where the state's regulatory purposes are outweighed by a concern for individual privacy, the state should be unable to investigate, even for a tangentially related purpose such as public health, without showing a very strong interest. Thus, with regard to information relating to contraception, the bearing and rearing of children, private obscenity, and any other activities recognized as fundamental privacy rights, it can be argued that there is a corresponding fundamental right of disclosural privacy, although no case to date has so held. While the right of disclosural privacy derived in this manner from fundamental rights would not be as broad as the disclosural privacy right inferred from the fourth amendment, its exceptions would be more restricted. A state infringement of fundamental rights can only be justified by a compelling state interest and the infringing legislation “must be narrowly drawn to express only the legitimate state interests at stake.” Thus it seems possible to develop a right of disclosural privacy offering more protection than the broad but low walls of the fourth amendment.


The Supreme Court bypassed an opportunity to discuss this issue in Roe v. Norton, 43 U.S.L.W. 4874 (U.S. June 24, 1975), which involved a challenge to a state statute providing criminal sanctions for mothers of illegitimate children receiving AFDC assistance who refused to divulge the name of the putative father of the child. A three-judge district court had upheld the statute against claims of denial of due process and equal protection and invasion of right to privacy, and the Supreme Court granted certiorari. The Social Security Act was amended in the interim, however, and the case was remanded for reconsideration in light of that development.

On the state level, the New York supreme court, in Schuman v. New York City Health & Hospitals Corp., 70 Misc. 2d 1098, 355 N.Y.S.2d 345 (1972), vacated and remanded, 41 App. Div. 2d 741, 341 N.Y.S.2d 242, judgment reinstated, 75 Misc. 2d 150, 346 N.Y.S.2d 920 (Sup. Ct. 1978), revd., 44 App. Div. 2d 482, 355 N.Y.S.2d 781 (1978), found that a state law requiring disclosure of the name and address of abortion patients was void because it violated the patient's constitutional right to privacy. In reversing, the Appellate Division relied on its finding that there was "a sufficient compelling state interest . . . to justify limiting the fundamental right of privacy asserted . . . ." 44 App. Div. 2d at —, 355 N.Y.S.2d at 785. See generally Note, supra note 1720, at 770-72.

It would be somewhat misleading to treat disclosural privacy as a unitary right, because it is derived from dissimilar freedoms of action guaranteed by the first and fourth amendments and by the due process clauses of the fifth and fourteenth amendments. One particular distinction is that the disclosural privacies implied from the fundamental rights of autonomous privacy depend much more on a notion that disclosure would be offensive to societal norms than do the disclosural privacy rights inferred from the first amendment. In addition, first amendment disclosural rights require the demonstration of a chilling effect on the freedom of association or speech, while the other disclosural privacy rights arguably exist independent of any chilling effect. Nevertheless, the disclosural privacy rights probably have enough similarities to make it convenient to speak of them as one class of rights.

One principal similarity among the disclosural privacy rights is the standard the government must meet to justify an infringement. In all cases the state must show a compelling state interest, a very heavy burden. Even this standard has been viewed as a balancing test, however, and it is possible to argue that the individual's disclosural privacy interest is not entitled to as much weight as the individual's interest in exercising the underlying first or fourth amendment rights or privacy rights of autonomy. The individual's right to act is arguably more important than his right not to disclose what he does. For example, it seems more important to protect the decision whether to bear a child than to protect the woman's right to disclose that decision.

The application of this compelling state interest standard may yield results that are varying and difficult to predict. Because disclosural privacy rights are derived from other constitutional rights, the weight of each disclosural right may vary according to the weight of the underlying right. It has been maintained, for example, that the first amendment rights are entitled to a special degree of protection. Several state courts have found a compelling state interest sufficient to override the privacy right. See Atchison, T. & S.F. Ry. v. Lopez, Kan. 531 P.2d 455, 457 (1975) (state's interest in preventing employment discrimination justified release of arrest and conviction records to state civil rights commission); Schulman v. New York City Health & Hospitals Corp., 44 App. Div. 2d 482, 355 N.Y.S.2d 782, 785 (1975) (state's interest in regulating abortions justified disclosure of abortion patient's name and address to Board of Health). But see Eddy v. Moore, 5 Wash. App. 334, 487 P.2d 211, 217-18 (1971) (state did not show a compelling state interest in retaining arrest records of acquitted persons).


disclosure may depend upon the source of the governmental investigative power being invoked. For example, the congressional investigative power implied from the impeachment function may present a stronger governmental interest than the investigative power implied from the legislative function. In an investigation under the impeachment function, the integrity of the institutions of government are involved, while in an investigation under the legislative function, only the ability to pass a specific piece of legislation is at stake. Although the legislative investigatory power is important, it is arguably less compelling than that implied from the impeachment function.

Even if courts are willing to recognize as extensive a disclosural privacy right as advocated above, there remains a need for legislative action if individuals are to be protected adequately from intrusive government information acquisition. One reason is that the balancing test gives little guidance concerning the proper limits of government intrusion into individual privacy, for the test leaves a judge free to apply his own value judgments in assessing competing state and individual interests in a particular case. A second reason is that because the right of disclosural privacy draws its strength from specific provisions of the Bill of Rights, it may be difficult to expand that right beyond matters relating to first amendment freedoms, sexual relations, the family, and the home. In any case, greater detail and flexibility in the protection of privacy interests can be accomplished legislatively. Moreover, a societal reassessment of conflicting interests is easier to implement when the original balance is struck legislatively than when the balance is accorded a constitutional dimension and is thus not within the legislature's power to change.

In addition to the need for legislative control of information acquisition, there is need for legislation in the areas of information retention and dissemination if the individual privacy interests at stake are to be adequately protected. The implications of the privacy right for these other aspects of information-handling are limited. In particular, simple retention of such information does not appear to represent any further infringement of the constitutional right. But in many instances, on a policy level, the government's desire to retain collected information indefinitely will not justify the resulting injury to individual privacy interests.

To be sure, in some areas the retention of information about an individual may continue to serve a purpose, at least as long as the individual is alive. Criminal conviction records, for example, are used as an important tool for sentencing after subsequent convictions.

Even where the purpose for which the information was collected can no longer be served, the government may nevertheless legitimately desire to retain the information in order to avoid the burden of having to recollect it, should it ever be needed again. The principal problem encountered with record retention is the possibility of disclosure, either intentional or inadvertent, to other persons or agencies of personal information traceable to specific individuals. This danger appeared so substantial to the court in *Menard v. Mitchell* that it viewed an order to expunge FBI records concerning an illegal arrest as a proper means of preventing inadvertent disclosure. The court stated that “if appellant can show that his arrest was not based on probable cause it is difficult to find constitutional justification for its memorialization in the FBI’s criminal files,” especially because dissemination of that information might subject the appellant’s reputation to substantial injury.

While legislation is needed, it is arguable that the right of disclosural privacy protects against the possibility that information may be accidentally revealed. If the government can assure confidentiality, there seems to be no constitutional requirement for disposal of information validly acquired. Moreover, dissemination by the collecting agency to other federal agencies of personally identifiable information would be permissible where the other agencies can show a need that is sufficiently compelling to justify collecting the information from the source itself. But, arguably, the right of disclosural privacy is violated unless each new governmental unit can satisfy such a test and unless the subject is given timely notice of any attempt at intra-governmental transfer: The agency from which the information is sought cannot be expected to assert satisfactorily the subject’s rights. For the same reason, the collecting agency should have to make a new showing of need sufficient to justify collecting the in-
formation before it can use the information for a new purpose. Finally, it is clear that dissemination to individuals or to private organizations without the consent of the person to whom the information pertains is unwarranted because private parties can never show the required compelling state interest or national governmental purpose.

D. Federal Statutory Protection for Privacy Prior to the Privacy Act of 1974

Prior to the Privacy Act of 1974, which is the first congressional effort at comprehensive privacy legislation, Congress attempted to reduce the damage to privacy caused by government data-handling through specific acts dealing with specific types of information. These enactments deal to varying degrees with all five critical problems of a data-gathering system: types of information that can be collected, methods of collection, retention, dissemination.

1914. But could an individual, in supplying the information to the government in the first place, be deemed to have consented to such dissemination? This is obviously not the case where the individual has objected to governmental collection in the first instance. But where the individual merely provides the requested information without objecting, the question becomes more difficult and depends upon the circumstances surrounding the initial disclosure. There is no reason to suppose that the ordinary common-law consent doctrine would not apply. Under this doctrine, consent may be either express or implied. Consent may be implied from silence only where a reasonable person would speak if he objected. Consent may also be inferred from custom or usage. Consent will be held invalid where it is obtained under situations of duress, where the threat is direct. The privilege is limited to the conduct to which the party actually consents, or to acts of a substantially similar nature. See W. Prosser, supra note 1565, at 101-08. Yet one must consider that a governmental request for information may be inherently coercive. This has led Professor Miller to comment that "[E]ven a questionnaire sent out under the imprimatur of a federal agency has an intimidating effect on some people, a weakness that often is played upon by the agency in its follow-up practice." A. Miller, supra note 1503, at 156.

1915. But see Tosh v. Buddies Supermarkets, Inc., 482 F.2d 329, 332 (5th Cir. 1973), holding that no right of privacy was invaded by the release of arrest records to nonlaw-enforcement persons for other than law enforcement purposes when those persons "present a legitimate need for and interest in the material."


and remedies for a party injured by unlawful dissemination. Four major acts that exemplify the types of privacy protection Congress


Several statutes regulate agency transfer of records. See, e.g., 44 U.S.C. § 2906 (1970) (permitting the Administrator of General Services to inspect the records of any federal agency); 44 U.S.C. § 3507 (1970) (requiring agencies to cooperate with other agencies in making information available to each other); 44 U.S.C. § 3508 (1970) (limiting the types of information that may be disclosed by federal agencies).


has employed are the provisions governing the census,\textsuperscript{1921} the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968,\textsuperscript{1922} the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974,\textsuperscript{1923} and the Fair Credit Reporting Act.\textsuperscript{1924} An analysis of these statutes reveals that the piecemeal approach to privacy protection has proved to be largely inadequate: None of these statutes provides protection for privacy interests at all stages of the information-handling cycle.

Congress has authorized the Census Bureau to collect information about agriculture,\textsuperscript{1925} crime and delinquent classes,\textsuperscript{1926} religious bodies,\textsuperscript{1927} population, unemployment, and housing,\textsuperscript{1928} and foreign commerce and trade.\textsuperscript{1929} The authorizing legislation does not prevent the Bureau from obtaining information from any person or source it chooses. Indeed, it specifically permits the Secretary of Commerce to request other governmental offices or departments to provide data\textsuperscript{1930} and to contract with educational and other research organizations for the preparation of monographs and other reports and materials of a similar nature.\textsuperscript{1931} Collection of information by the Bureau is facilitated by sections providing for the imposition of criminal penalties upon persons refusing to answer questions or answering falsely and upon persons who fail to assist census employees in certain specified situations.\textsuperscript{1932} Significantly, the authorizing legislation has no provisions specifying the methods to be used in collecting the information.\textsuperscript{1933}

The statute allows the Bureau to use collected information only for statistical purposes\textsuperscript{1934} and prohibits the publication of data that can be identified with a particular establishment or individual and the examination of individual reports by any nonemployee of the Bureau.\textsuperscript{1935} The statute does provide, however, that the Secretary may disclose population, agriculture, and housing information for

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{1921} 13 U.S.C. §§ 1-307 (1970).
  \item \textsuperscript{1922} Pub. L. No. 90-351, 82 Stat. 197 (codified in scattered sections of 5, 15, 18, 28, 42, 47 U.S.C.).
  \item \textsuperscript{1923} 20 U.S.C.A. § 1232g (Supp. Feb. 1975).
  \item \textsuperscript{1924} 15 U.S.C. §§ 1681-81x (1970).
  \item \textsuperscript{1926} \textit{See, e.g.}, 13 U.S.C. § 101 (1970).
  \item \textsuperscript{1927} \textit{See, e.g.}, 13 U.S.C. § 102 (1970).
  \item \textsuperscript{1928} \textit{See 13 U.S.C. § 141 (1970) (permitting a decennial census).}
  \item \textsuperscript{1929} \textit{See 15 U.S.C. § 301 (1970).}
  \item \textsuperscript{1930} 13 U.S.C. § 6 (1970).
  \item \textsuperscript{1932} \textit{See 13 U.S.C. §§ 221-25 (1970).}
  \item \textsuperscript{1933} \textit{But see 44 U.S.C. §§ 3501, 3503-05 (1970) (applying to all federal agencies).}
  \item \textsuperscript{1934} 13 U.S.C. § 9 (1970).
  \item \textsuperscript{1935} 13 U.S.C. § 9 (1970). This section does not, however, apply to information obtained from public records.
\end{itemize}
"genealogical and other proper purposes" to anyone requesting such information, with the sole stipulation being that such information may not be used "to the detriment of" people to whom the information relates. The sole remedy provided for wrongful disclosure of information is the imposition of criminal penalties upon the disclosing employee: no provision is made for compensating the party injured by the disclosure.

The Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, as amended by the Crime Control Act of 1973, includes numerous provisions regulating what information may be collected and what methods may be used in criminal investigations. The Act prohibits the use of illegally intercepted wire or oral communications and requires that law enforcement research and statistical information identifiable to a particular person not be used for any purpose other than that for which it was obtained, that such information be immune from legal process, and that such information not be used as evidence or for any other purpose in any proceeding without the consent of the person furnishing the information. It further requires procedures to keep stored information current and to assure that the security and privacy of the information is protected, and entitles an individual who believes that criminal-history information concerning him contained in an automated system is inaccurate, incomplete, or maintained in violation of the Act, to review and obtain a copy of such information for purposes of challenge or correction. The Act imposes criminal fines on those violating the section on law enforcement research and statistical information, and fines or imprisonment on those willfully violating the provisions on wire and oral communications. The Act also allows for the recovery of civil damages by a person whose wire or oral communi-

cations are unlawfully intercepted, including punitive damages and attorney's fees.\textsuperscript{1946}

The final two statutes limit information gathering by federally regulated private and state institutions rather than by the federal government. They are nevertheless germane to the subject of limitations on the federal government's power to collect and keep personal data because they indicate congressional concern for individual privacy and include some particularly strong safeguards.

The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (Education Act), applicable to all schools receiving federal funds, deals with the retention and dissemination of school-related information. It provides that students over the age of eighteen or attending "an institution of postsecondary education" and parents of all other students\textsuperscript{1947} are to have the "right to inspect and review any and all official records, files and data directly related" to the students that are "intended for school use or to be available to parties outside the school or school system."\textsuperscript{1948} The Act further provides that there shall be an "opportunity for a hearing to challenge the content of [the] . . . school records, to insure that the records are not inaccurate, misleading or otherwise in violation of the privacy or other rights of students . . . ."\textsuperscript{1949} The Act prohibits the release of "personally identifiable records" without the consent of a student over eighteen or at a post-secondary educational institution, or of the parents of students under 18 except under limited circumstances.\textsuperscript{1950} Where release of information is permitted to a third party, that party may not further disseminate the information without the consent of the parents or the student.\textsuperscript{1951} The Act also requires that the parents or students be informed of the rights accorded them under it.\textsuperscript{1952} Violation of the provisions of the Act results in the termination of federal funding to the violating institution.\textsuperscript{1953}

The purpose of the Fair Credit Reporting Act (Credit Act),\textsuperscript{1954} which applies to purely private organizations, is to ensure "that the

\textsuperscript{1946} 18 U.S.C. § 2520 (1970). The section provides a complete defense, however, for the good faith reliance on a court order and for actions taken in certain emergency situations.


\textsuperscript{1953} 20 U.S.C.A. §§ 1232g(a), (b), (c) (Supp. Feb. 1975).

consumer reporting agencies adopt reasonable procedures for meeting the needs of commerce for consumer credit, personnel, insurance, and other information in a manner which is fair and equitable to the consumer, with regard to the confidentiality, accuracy, relevancy, and proper utilization of such information . . . .''

The Credit Act does not contain any provisions limiting the scope of information that may be collected. It does, however, provide that the consumer must be informed that a report is being prepared about him, and requires advance notice and other special measures of protection where a report will involve interviews with friends and others concerning the subject's personal life.

The bulk of the Credit Act relates to the retention and dissemination of information. It requires agencies to follow reasonable procedures to assure the maximum possible accuracy of the information they report, and like the Education Act, grants the consumer the right to learn what is in his file. The Credit Act also requires that obsolete information be removed from consumer reports and that challenged information be reported with a statement of the consumer's side of the dispute.

Section 604 requires the consumer's permission before a credit reporting bureau may furnish any person with a credit report concerning him, except for a few specified purposes. Notwithstanding this provision, however, certain information may be provided to governmental agencies. An aggrieved person can recover actual damages and attorney fees for negligent noncompliance with the Act and punitive damages as well for willful noncompliance. The Act also imposes criminal penalties on officers or employees of a consumer reporting agency who knowingly and willfully disclose information concerning an individual to a person not authorized to receive that information.

All four of these acts provide at least some degree of protection for individual privacy interests. However, none is comprehensive. Of the four, none constitutes a real limitation on information acquisition: the Census provisions and Education Act place no restrictions on acquisition, the Crime Act prohibits only certain interceptions of oral and wire communications, and the Credit Act limits only

---

interviews with friends and others concerning the personal life of the subject of a credit report. At the retention stage, all of the acts except the Census provisions have significant restraints on government information-handling, including provisions for subject access and challenge. In particular, the Crime and Credit Acts place affirmative duties on agencies to ensure that records are kept current. In the area of dissemination, all four of the acts apply: the Education and Credit Acts severely limit disclosure without the consent of the subject, and the Census provisions, while allowing dissemination for proper purposes, proscribe the use of such information to the detriment of the subject. Finally, by way of remedies for the injured party, the acts are largely silent. The Credit Act apparently allows full recovery for negligent noncompliance with its provisions, but the Census and Education provisions have neglected the issue and the Crime Act allows recovery only for unlawful interceptions of wire and oral communications. Taken together, these acts demonstrate that a comprehensive privacy act was needed both to assure protection at all stages of the government's information-handling process, and to make the various privacy protections applicable to a much wider range of information-handling settings.

E. The Privacy Act of 1974

The Privacy Act of 1974 (Privacy Act)\(^\text{1966}\) attempts to protect individual privacy interests by restricting the information practices of federal agencies.\(^\text{1967}\) Although the Privacy Act deals with all stages

---


The provisions of the Privacy Act that directly limit the acquisition, retention and dissemination of information and that grant the rights of subject notice, access, and challenge do not go into effect until 270 days following the day of enactment. Privacy Act § 8, 5 U.S.C.A. § 552a (note) (Supp. Feb. 1975).


S. 3418, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. (1974), as originally proposed, would have regulated all information systems. Proponents of this approach pointed to the proliferation of private information systems, examples of invasions of privacy by nongovernmental organizations, and the need for a comprehensive approach to the problem. Joint Hearings, supra note 1641, at 161 (testimony of H. Eastman, representing the ACLU). See also id. at 242 (statement of D. McGraw, Assistant Commissioner of Administration, Minnesota). However, other witnesses argued that the first privacy legislation should be limited to regulating the Information systems of the federal government. For example the National Retail Merchants Association thought the "risks to personal privacy created by governmental, as compared to private personal data systems" were sufficient
of the information-handling process, it primarily addresses the problems of subject access and dissemination. The Privacy Act requires publication of the existence and characteristics of all personal information systems kept by every federal agency, to permit individuals to have access to records containing personal information about them, and requires the subject's consent to nonroutine transfers of such information. The Privacy Act also imposes criminal penalties and provides for civil remedies. As a whole, the Act adopts a broad formulation of the right of privacy, which protects the individual's interest in controlling the dissemination of the details of his identity.

In the hearings on the Privacy Act, many agencies argued that the adoption of a broad privacy concept would prevent proper agency administration and prove unduly expensive. Privacy advocates questioned these assertions in some instances, but urged to warrant different legislation. Id. at 629. Professor Westin warned that a national registry of all data banks, including political, racial, religious, and ideological groups, might threaten first amendment rights. Id. at 71.

It seems wise that Congress limited the Privacy Act's coverage to federal agencies. The coalition of business, agencies, and state governments opposing extension of the Act could have defeated any broad privacy bill, crippled it, or delayed its passage for a long time. An act regulating federal information systems allows private organizations to regulate themselves voluntarily. It also provides a precedent for later privacy legislation, if needed.

---

1971. See text at notes 2107-23 infra.
1972. See text at notes 2154-56 infra.
1974. For example, the spokesperson for the VA testified, "It is considered appropriate to observe that the provisions of the bill could materially interfere with the agency's performance of its mission in ways other than increased administrative work load." Hearings on Records, supra note 1517, at 131. See also id. at 89 (statement of H. Peterson, Assistant Attorney General, Criminal Division, Department of Justice), 109 (statement of D. Cooke, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense).
1975. See id. at 62 (Civil Service Commission), 89 (Justice Department), 109 (Defense Department), 132 (VA).
1976. The General Services Administration permits individual access to records and the Deputy Assistant Secretary testified that the provision was not an undue burden on administration. Id. at 129. Moreover, experience with the access requirements of the Fair Credit Reporting Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 1681-81t (1970), has shown that credit agencies have not been overburdened by requests for access. Hearings on Access, supra note
that in any case the nation should accept any unavoidable costs of ensuring privacy. In several respects, however, the compromises made to secure passage of the Act unwisely diluted privacy protection. First, the Act fails to establish an adequate standard for restricting data acquisition. Second, it almost completely ignores the need to regulate methods of data-gathering. Third, although the Act provides significant protection during the retention stage, in several respects it severely restricts the right of subject access. Fourth, agencies can too easily evade the general requirement that an agency disseminate information about an individual only with his consent. Fifth, the provision establishing a civil cause of action for those injured by violations of the Act is ambiguous and could be interpreted to limit severely the instances in which this remedy is available. Sixth, the exemptions to the Privacy Act could be drawn more narrowly without interfering with important government functions. Finally, the provisions integrating the Privacy Act with the FOIA are ambiguous and could result in startling amendments to the FOIA. This section examines the deficiencies and interpretative difficulties in the provisions of the Privacy Act relating to each of these problem areas.

1. Acquisition

The Privacy Act authorizes each agency to collect "only such information about an individual as is relevant and necessary to accomplish a purpose of the agency required to be accomplished by statute or by executive order of the President." The "relevant and necessary" standard, however, does little to limit government collection

---


1981. See text at notes 2052-54 infra.

1982. See text at notes 2055-88 infra.

1983. See text at notes 2107-23 infra.

1984. See text at notes 2129-38 infra.

1985. See text at notes 2163-95 infra.

1986. See text at notes 2196-211 infra.


1989. Some members of Congress had opposed any limits on acquisition because
of data, as evidenced by questionnaires propounded in recent years by agencies that have long operated under similar standards. For example, Bureau of the Census guidelines for census questions include both relevance and need requirements. Nevertheless, the list of questions proposed for the decennial census of 1970, which engendered considerable controversy, included questions on religious affiliation, social security numbers, physical and mental handicaps, registration and voting records, smoking, moonlighting, union membership, and household pets. It also included questions on rent paid, value of houses owned, earnings, airconditioning, plumbing facilities, number of divorces, and the number of babies women had had. A much-criticized federal questionnaire, the Longitudinal Retirement History Survey issued under the aegis of the Census Bureau at the request of the Department of Health, Educa-

they doubted that a standard could be found that would give individuals some protection without also preventing agencies from carrying out their functions. Cf. Hearings on Access, supra note 1969, at 97 (statement of Representative Koch). They also thought that such a restriction was not necessary because a right of subject access could be used to discover and expose to Congress any agency excesses. Id. These arguments, however, fail to recognize that mere collection of data may produce psychological harm, see text at notes 1536-40 supra, or a “chilling effect” on the exercise of first amendment rights. See text at notes 1541-49 supra; Hearings on Access, supra, at 119-34. Moreover, reliance on congressional oversight is unrealistic. First, an individual may be unwilling to disclose to his elected representatives activities that might be considered un-American or unnatural. Second, it may be difficult to gain the attention of Congress, and, third, even if the individual is heard, Congress may not take any remedial action. See also Staff of the Subcomm. on Constitutional Rights of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 93rd Cong., 1st Sess., Report on Military Surveillance of Civilian Politics (Comm. Print 1973) [hereinafter MILITARY SURVEILLANCE OF CIVILIAN POLITICS]. Finally, congressional oversight is necessarily an ad hoc approach. A general standard allows resolution of many problems before they arise.

At the hearings on the Privacy Act, witnesses proposed a variety of alternatives to the relevant and necessary standard for limiting government-information acquisition. At one extreme, the director of the ACLU argued that there are some questions that cannot be justified on the basis of government need. Hearings on the Census, supra note 1509, at 270-78. At the other extreme, the standard of “relevant to a valid governmental function” was suggested. Id. at 106 (testimony of A. Miller, National Law Center, George Washington University). Intermediate suggestions included “a clearly demonstrated need for the data,” id. at 186 (testimony of A. Miller, Professor, University of Michigan Law School), and “reasonably necessary to a governmental purpose or for significant public information.” Id. at 225 (letter from C. Fried, Professor, Harvard Law School).

1994. The questionnaire is reprinted in Hearings on the Census, supra note 1509, at 883-924.
tion, and Welfare, asked questions such as: "taking things altogether, would you say you are very happy, pretty happy, or not too happy these days," "do you have any artificial dentures," "what were you doing most of last week," "do you or your spouse see or telephone your parents as often as once a week," "what is the total number of gifts that you give to individuals per year." These questions were defended as relevant and necessary for legitimate governmental purposes. Similarly, agencies have defended a real estate survey asking for details about recent property acquisitions, including character of the property, price paid, method of payment, and amount of mortgage, and a Department of Defense questionnaire, distributed to retired members of the military reserve, asking not only how much the veteran earned in the previous year but also how much other members of the family earned.

As demonstrated by the foregoing examples of government information demands, the elasticity of the "relevance" concept and the large number of conceivable governmental "needs" make them unsatisfactory standards for limiting acquisition. A more flexible balancing approach would seem more desirable because of its ability to reconcile the conflicting interests on a case-by-case basis. Such a balancing test should forbid the collection of information about any individual unless the collector-agency can show a clearly demonstrable need that outweighs the individual privacy interests and should require consideration of at least the following factors: First, consideration should be given to the sensitivity of the information sought. Information entitled to constitutional or common-law protection

1995. Id. at 883.
1996. Id. at 897 (question 55).
1997. Id. at 901 (question 64b).
1998. Id. at 884 (question 1).
1999. Id. at 904 (question 75a).
2000. Id. at 907 (question 99a).
2001. See id. at 233-68 (testimony of W. Chartener, Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Economic Affairs).
2005. See text at notes 1562-625 supra.
tation would be the most sensitive, followed by information generally regarded as private and hence not commonly divulged. Under this test, for example, an agency would have to demonstrate a greater need in order to justify acquisition of information concerning an individual's political affiliation, which is constitutionally protected, than it would to justify collection of an individual's name, age, and sex. Second, consideration should be given to the importance of the purpose for which the information is sought and the logical nexus between the information and that purpose. The IRS, for example, has a greater need for financial information than does the Bureau of Census; the Department of Defense has a greater need to inquire into the general personal background of a person being considered for certain sensitive positions than the Postal Service does to make broad-ranging inquiries prior to promotion of its employees. Similarly, the agency need for information from government benefit recipients and government employees is greater than the need for information from those merely being surveyed. Third, consideration should be given to the form in which the information is to be stored. If the information will not be kept in individually identifiable files there is little potential for harm and a lesser demonstration of need should suffice. Finally, consideration should be given to the intended length of retention and breadth of dissemination. As each increases, so does the danger of misuse.

The Privacy Act does subject government acquisition of information to strict requirements in one significant area. It provides in subsection (e)(7) that no agency shall collect information "describing how any individual exercises rights guaranteed by the First Amendment unless expressly authorized by statute or by the individual about whom [a] record is maintained or unless pertinent to and within the scope of an authorized law enforcement activity." The provision, presumably a reaction to military and CIA surveillance of civilians, was designed to protect the preferred status of the

2006. See text at notes 1850-63 supra.

2007. Even where information is not stored in individually identifiable files there is reason to require a showing of need before data collection because of the potential psychological harm and chilling effect on the exercise of rights. See text at notes 1536-49 supra.


2009. Congressional hearings conducted in 1974 revealed that military surveillance of civilian activities had originated in World War I and had been going on, in varying degrees of intensity, ever since. In the wake of the riots in urban areas and on college campuses in the 1960's, the Army expanded its intelligence system so that by 1970 it was monitoring virtually all political protest in America. It was estimated that the Army had files on over 100,000 civilians unaffiliated with the Armed Forces. STAFF OF THE SUBCOMM. ON CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS OF THE SENATE COMM. ON THE JUDICIARY, 92D CONG., 2d SESS., ARMY SURVEILLANCE OF CIVILIANS: A DOCUMENTARY ANALYSIS 76 (Comm. Print 1974) [hereinafter ARMY SURVEILLANCE OF CIVILIANS]. The collection plans promulgated were broad and vague, resulting in the gathering of much irrele-
first amendment. It goes further than the Constitution, however, by not requiring the demonstration of a "chilling effect." Yet in two respects the provision is deficient. First, the provision should give similar protection to the other, equally critical facets of the right of disclosural privacy, such as information relating to sexual attitudes and conduct and to personal activities with those related by blood or marriage. Second, the exception to the provision allowing collection of information with individual consent fails to recognize the fact that in many contexts information requests are coercive. The Senate report on the rights of federal employees found that in the federal service and similar organizational situations an employer information request is equivalent to a command. Government benefit recipients are similarly situated. To ensure full protection for the underlying constitutional rights in these situations, the provision instead should have required a knowing and intelligent consent.

Subsection (e)(3) of the Privacy Act requires each agency collecting information to "inform each individual whom it asks to supply information [of] ... (A) the authority ... which authorizes the solicitation of the information and whether disclosure is mandatory or voluntary; (B) the principal purpose or purposes for which the information is intended to be used; (C) [the uses that can be made of the information without his consent]; and (D) the effects on him, if any, of not providing all or any part of the requested information." The apparent purpose of this requirement is to provide the individual with sufficient information to make an intelligent decision whether to surrender information or to challenge the information.

vant, incorrect, ambiguous, and useless information. Military Surveillance of Civilian Politics, supra note 1989, at 6. Information was collected about financial affairs, sex lives, and psychiatric histories, often by covert means. Army Surveillance of Civilians, supra, at 96.

The investigating Senate subcommittee rejected arguments that the monitoring was reasonably related to the duty of the Army to protect against a possible re-occurrence of civil disorders, and found that "there is no question that military surveillance of civilian political activity is illegal, at least in the sense that it was not authorized by law. ... [T]he subcommittee cannot imply the need for such domestic operations from the military's limited domestic mission." Military Surveillance of Civilian Politics, supra, at 7. The report also concluded that the military's activities were in violation of the first amendment. Id. at 9.

2011. See text at note 1805 supra.
2012. See text at notes 1898-900 supra.
2014. If the right to privacy were acknowledged as a constitutional one, it is arguable that a knowing and intelligent waiver would be mandated by the Constitution. Cf. Johnson v. Zerbst, 304 U.S. 458, 464 (1938). Because the Supreme Court has modified this standard with respect to some rights, see, e.g., Schneckloth v. Bustamonte, 412 U.S. 218, 225 (1973), it is preferable that the statute incorporate the stricter standard.
request. Such knowledge is likely to increase participation in data-gathering, enhance the reliability of information provided, reduce public resentment and suspicion of government practices, and encourage the public to comment on agency policy. However, three additions to subsection (e)(3) would aid in more fully achieving these goals and would make the provision more consistent with the Act's broad concept of the privacy right.

Principally, when the person from whom the information is sought will be the subject of the file, the collecting agency should explain to that individual his right to challenge collection and the procedure for challenge, and his rights of access to the file for the purpose of ensuring its accuracy. Additionally, before an agency collects information about a data subject from third persons, the agency should be required to reveal to the subject the names of such third persons and the type of information to be sought from them, except in situations where the agency is justified in keeping the existence of the investigation secret from the data subject. When information is collected from third persons, the subject's right of access to the file is an inadequate privacy protection because without notice the subject will in most instances have little reason to suspect that the file exists. To be sure, information known to others is not protected by the common-law concept of privacy. But the statute's protection should extend to this aspect of data acquisition because people are more inclined to respond to government requests for information than individual requests and because the government, by virtue of its size and resources, has a greater capacity to disseminate information about an individual than has any private person.

A further problem with subsection (e)(3) is that its notice provisions apply only when an agency collects information by asking the individual directly. Because the Privacy Act imposes almost no limitations on the methods an agency can use to gather information, an agency could in some circumstances require notice by gathering data from third parties or by utilizing covert procedures. One solution to this problem would be to require notice to the data subject unless notice would frustrate legitimate programs of covert surveillance. A better solution, discussed below, is to limit agency use of nondirect methods of data collection.

---

2015. See Joint Hearings, supra note 1641, at 2304-07 (report prepared by A. Bell for the Committee on Rulemaking and Public Information of the Administrative Conference of the United States).

2016. The rights of subject access and challenge are discussed in the text at notes infra.

2017. See text at notes 2049-51 infra.


2. Methods of Data Collection

The Privacy Act's sole restriction on methods of data acquisition is the requirement in subsection (e)(2) that agencies "collect information to the greatest extent practicable directly from the subject individual when the information may result in adverse determinations about an individual's rights, benefits, and privileges under Federal programs." The provision reflects the basic principle of fairness, advocated by the Senate's report on the Privacy Act, "that where government investigates a person, it should not depend on hearsay or 'hide under the eaves,' but inquire directly of the individual about matters personal to him or her." It also "supports the principle that an individual should to the greatest extent possible be in control of information about him which is given to the government." The provision thus disfavors acquisition from third parties or by covert means, although it recognizes implicitly that such methods may be necessary "for financial or logistical reasons or because of other statutory requirements." While the legislative history makes clear that minor financial or logistical concerns are not to outweigh privacy interests, it does not answer the critical questions of when it will not be "practicable" to collect from the subject and when subsection (e)(2) will be overridden by other statutes.

As originally introduced, the subsection (e)(2) "greatest extent practicable" requirement applied to all government information acquisitions. In order to meet agency objections based on the needs of certain civil and criminal law enforcement programs, the provision was limited to instances where the information sought could affect the receipt of direct benefits under a federal program. The limitation was a rather crude method, however, of satisfying the agency objections. For example, although criminal investigations are completely exempted from subsection (e)(2) by the general exemptions of subsection (j)(2), not all civil investigations are exempted. Thus, in a social security fraud investigation, which could lead to a denial of benefits, the agency presumably would be required to comply with subsection (e)(2). More significantly, the limitation as enacted exempts numerous informational studies that are not aimed at civil law enforcement and are not related to the granting or denying of benefits under federal programs. Rather

2021. 120 CONG. REC. H12,245 (daily ed. Dec. 18, 1974).
2022. Id.
2024. Id. at 47.
2025. See text at note 2174 infra, arguing that such an exemption is unnecessary.
2026. Therefore, under the Privacy Act the sensitive information gathered in the Longitudinal Retirement History Survey, see text at notes 1994-2000 supra, could be
than carve out in rough fashion an exception to the requirements of subsection (c)(2), Congress should have established a general standard applicable to all information acquisition that would take into account the nature of the agency's activities and the importance of the state's need for the information, as well as considerations of practicability. A provision prohibiting the use of any method of information collection that is unreasonable would allow these factors to be taken into account. Such a standard would require a balancing of the nature of the agency's function and considerations of practicability against privacy interests.

A reasonableness standard for acquisition methods could also remedy another deficiency of the Privacy Act—its failure to give an agency any guidance as to what methods of collection it may use once it has determined that it must collect information directly from the data subject. Hearings on the use of mandatory questionnaires, lie detector and psychological tests, and military surveillance of civilians have reflected congressional concern for this problem but have failed to produce any legislative solutions. A standard of reasonableness would clearly preclude the use of any presently illegal or unauthorized acquisition methods. The reasonableness of otherwise legal and authorized methods should depend at least on the government interest served by collection of the information, the reliability of the method, the dangers posed by the method, the degree of control the method allows the subject to retain over the amount of information revealed, and the practicability of alternative methods available. Inclusion of the first factor allows the government to use otherwise unreasonable methods if it can demonstrate a sufficiently great need. The second factor requires consideration of the extent to which the proposed method will collect accurate information. The third factor accounts for the fact that some methods of acquisition, such as covert surveillance, are potentially more dangerous than others because of a greater likelihood of misuse or because of their

sought from persons other than the individual. The same possibility exists with regard to all other "informational" surveys.

2027. *Hearings on the Census*, supra note 1569.


potential psychological impact. The fourth factor requires consideration of the basic privacy issue—the extent to which the data subject retains control over the information flow. The final factor ensures that the least offensive method will be used unless rendered infeasible by financial or logistical circumstances.

Consideration of these factors would probably lead to the conclusion, for example, that the use of lie detector and psychological tests to measure suitability for employment or promotion is unreasonable. The lie detector’s reliability is suspect because of its dependence on the physiology of the testee and because lie detector results are susceptible to conscious manipulation by the testee. Psychological tests have recently come under attack because of racial bias and because of the absence of objective scientific principles to guide in the construction and evaluation of such tests. Moreover, the persons evaluating test results often lack the expertise needed to make the results reliable. In addition, these testing methods are dangerous because repeated use may lead to conformity among employees may inhibit the exercise of rights and may even degrade the individual. Such tests necessarily lead to the unnecessary acquisition of sensitive information and thus infringe on the indi-

2032. Id. at 12-13.
2033. See A. MILLER, supra note 193, at 91-92. See also Hearings on Special Inquiry on Invasions of Privacy Before a Subcomm. of the House Comm. on Government Operations, 89th Cong., 1st Sess. 554 (1965) [hereinafter House Special Inquiry].
2034. See Hearings on Psychological Testing, supra note 2029, at 33 ("personality testing is closer to alchemy and other nonsciences than it is to the truth"), 45.
2037. Hearings on Federal Employees, supra note 2028, at 221 (testimony of L. Speiser).
2038. Herman, supra note 2036, at 86.
2039. Though the questions asked in a polygraph examination vary with each examiner, the aim is always to cover a broad range of topics in search of “unusual responses.” The questioner then delves into the “problem” area. Hearings on Polygraphs, supra note 2028, at 38. Consider the sample question in a proposed manual for adapting the polygraph to pre-employment screening:

HAVE YOU EVER SUFFERED A NERVOUS BREAKDOWN?
If so, when; cause and period of adjustment; frequency; hospitalized or not; family problems; mental maladjustment; service connected; mild or severe; unable to face reality; carries world’s problems on his shoulders; criminal act or tendencies; claustrophobia; afraid of height; insecurity; failed in all endeavors; heavily in debt; amnesia; and others.
The questions asked on personality tests are often even more probing, inquiring into matters of physical conditions and bodily functions, religious beliefs, and attitudes toward sex and sexual behavior. For example, consider the following questions on the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory administered to Peace Corps volunteers (to be answered true or false):

17. My father was a good man.
individual’s control over what information he releases. Psychological tests in particular have been characterized as “tests that are designed to overbear the will of the individual ... by reaching behind conscious articulation.” Finally, there are less intrusive alternative methods of evaluating employees and job applicants, as evidenced by the fact that many governments and organizations do not find a need to resort to such tests. It is arguable that government interests in national security and the safety of government employees justify use of these tests in limited circumstances. However, in light of all the objectionable characteristics of these tests, it is doubtful that even these important government interests would make these methods reasonable in the context of employment and promotion.

Under this reasonableness of means test the use of mandatory questionnaires similarly would be unreasonable in many cases. The compulsion of responses under implicit or explicit threats of punishment or loss of employment deprives the respondent of any real choice not to answer, and hence of any control over the information he reveals. Congressional hearings on this method suggest that in most instances voluntary questionnaires present an adequate alternative, and various private research groups and states have succeeded in obtaining sufficient responses to voluntary questionnaires. In certain situations the importance of the government’s need for the

18. I seldom have constipation.
19. My sex life is satisfactory.
27. Evil spirits possess me at times.
75. I get angry sometimes.
78. I like poetry.
290. I believe my sins are unpardonable.
387. I have had no difficulty holding my urine.

Hearings on Federal Employees, supra note 2028, at 5-6.


2041. For example, careful interviews, analysis of past job performance, aptitude tests, and simulated exercises. Herman, supra note 2036, at 87.

2042. Cf. A. Miller, supra note 1503, at 95. Twelve states have made the use of polygraphs in the employment context illegal. Four states specifically apply the prohibition to governmental agencies. Herman, supra note 2036, at 97-98. In 1953, the AEC discontinued use of the polygraph because the marginal increase in security did not offset the costs in personnel recruitment and employee morale. H.R. REP. No. 89-198, supra note 2031, at 16.

The Guidelines for Testing and Selecting Minority Job Applicants prepared by the California State Fair Employment Commission practically prohibit the use of personality testing as a pre-employment screening device. Id. at 119-20. A representative of the CSC testified that his agency does not use personality tests in any personnel decisions because, “these tests are subject to distortion, either purposefully or otherwise. Therefore, the scores are undependable as a basis for employment decisions.” House Special Inquiry, supra note 2033, at 37.

2043. See A. Miller, supra note 1503, at 98.
2044. See Hearings on the Census, supra note 1509, at 219.
2045. See id. at 132-47 (testimony of Representative Betts).
information probably does justify use of mandatory questionnaires. For example, enumeration of the population is arguably of special importance because it is specifically required by the Constitution and because it must be accurate in order to serve as the basis for apportionment for representation. Therefore, responses to questions on the decennial census regarding enumeration could probably be made mandatory. An agency may also be justified in compelling government employees and those seeking employment, and persons seeking or currently obtaining government benefits, to answer relevant questions. However, the agency would not be justified in compelling answers to questions that do not bear on the granting of the job or benefit.

A general standard of reasonableness would not only cover all the methods problems ignored by the Privacy Act but would subsume the current subsection (e)(2) test. The probable result of employing such a standard would be to increase the number of instances in which direct collection from the individual is required. Direct collection accords the subject more control over the disclosure of information about himself than alternative methods of collection from third parties or by covert means. Recent experience casts doubt on the reliability of covert surveillance, and data collected from third parties is generally less likely to be reliable than data collected directly from the data subject. Moreover, covert methods pose the danger that irrelevant information will be collected because such methods are insufficiently selective and because the subject cannot object to the collection of particular data. Thus, the reasonableness test would require direct collection from the data subject unless the government can show that direct collection is not practicable or that the government need to use other methods is paramount.

3. Retention

An individual needs some control over information retained by the government in order to minimize the danger of invasions of his

2046. U.S. Const., art. I, § 2. The Constitution does not, however, require that response to the census be mandatory.

2047. However, it is arguable that even this reason does not justify compelling response. The 1960 census was considered sufficiently accurate even though the census was not returned by or never reached 3 per cent of the population as a whole, and 16 per cent of young nonwhites in ghetto areas. Hearings on the Census, supra note 1509, at 295.

2048. It might be argued that answers to questions in these situations are not really compelled because the person could forgo the job or benefit rather than answer the questions. This argument overlooks the fact that such a choice may not be available to a welfare or social security recipient or to a person needing or "locked-into" a federal job. See note 1622 supra.

2049. See note 2009 supra.


2051. See note 2009 supra.
privacy. By giving the subject of a file the rights of notice, access, and challenge, the Privacy Act enables an individual to find out if an agency has collected information about him, what the information is, and how he can amend it.

The Privacy Act grants the right of notice in two provisions. Subsection (e)(4) requires each agency to publish in the Federal Register at least annually a notice of the existence and character of the systems of records it maintains that is sufficiently explicit to enable an individual to guess accurately which agencies maintain records about him. Subsection (f)(1) requires agencies to respond to individual inquiries as to whether the information systems named by the individual contain records pertaining to him. An individual can thus locate all federal records pertaining to him by first consulting the Federal Register and then writing to all the agencies that maintain the type of records likely to concern him. These provisions of the Privacy Act have been criticized on the ground that it is unrealistic to expect individuals to go to the trouble of writing to the agencies. However, requiring agencies to notify all persons about whom they presently maintain files would be inordinately expensive. Moreover, in the future each agency will have to notify file subjects when it collects information directly from them. The approach taken by the Privacy Act on this point thus appears to be a reasonable accommodation of privacy interests and the financial considerations of administration.

The creation of general rights of subject access and challenge is perhaps the most important contribution of the Privacy Act. Subsection (e)(5) of the Privacy Act, maintaining a system of records subject to the provisions of . . . this subsection, requires that each agency publish in the Federal Register at least annually a notice of the existence and character of the system of records, which notice shall include—

(A) the name and location of the system;
(B) the categories of individuals on whom records are maintained in the system;
(C) the categories of records maintained in the system;
(D) each routine use of the records contained in the system, including the categories of users and the purpose of such use;
(E) the policies and practices of the agency regarding storage, retrievability, access controls, retention, and disposal of the records;
(F) the title and business address of the agency official who is responsible for the system of records;
(G) the agency procedures whereby an individual can be notified at his request if the system of records contains a record pertaining to him;
(H) the agency procedures whereby an individual can be notified at his request how he can gain access to any record pertaining to him contained in the system of records, and how he can contest its content; and
(I) the categories of sources of records in the system.

Subsection (e)(5) of the Privacy Act, maintaining a system of records subject to the provisions of . . . this subsection, requires that each agency publish in the Federal Register at least annually a notice of the existence and character of the system of records, which notice shall include—

(A) the name and location of the system;
(B) the categories of individuals on whom records are maintained in the system;
(C) the categories of records maintained in the system;
(D) each routine use of the records contained in the system, including the categories of users and the purpose of such use;
(E) the policies and practices of the agency regarding storage, retrievability, access controls, retention, and disposal of the records;
(F) the title and business address of the agency official who is responsible for the system of records;
(G) the agency procedures whereby an individual can be notified at his request if the system of records contains a record pertaining to him;
(H) the agency procedures whereby an individual can be notified at his request how he can gain access to any record pertaining to him contained in the system of records, and how he can contest its content; and
(I) the categories of sources of records in the system.

Subsection (e)(5) of the Privacy Act, maintaining a system of records subject to the provisions of . . . this subsection, requires that each agency publish in the Federal Register at least annually a notice of the existence and character of the system of records, which notice shall include—

(A) the name and location of the system;
(B) the categories of individuals on whom records are maintained in the system;
(C) the categories of records maintained in the system;
(D) each routine use of the records contained in the system, including the categories of users and the purpose of such use;
(E) the policies and practices of the agency regarding storage, retrievability, access controls, retention, and disposal of the records;
(F) the title and business address of the agency official who is responsible for the system of records;
(G) the agency procedures whereby an individual can be notified at his request if the system of records contains a record pertaining to him;
(H) the agency procedures whereby an individual can be notified at his request how he can gain access to any record pertaining to him contained in the system of records, and how he can contest its content; and
(I) the categories of sources of records in the system.
section (d)(1) establishes a general right of subject access by requiring each agency to permit any individual, upon request, to review his record and obtain a copy of it. Such a right of access is the first step toward effective individual control over government information practices and is a necessary prerequisite to a right of challenge and to control over dissemination of the file. Furthermore, it enables individuals to discourage government collection of irrelevant information: When inspection reveals improper information in a file, the subject can publicize the agency's improper acquisition of data in order to put political pressure on the agency. Finally, the right of access enables the individual to obtain "the psychological sense of having satisfied oneself about what is really [in his file]."

Despite the broad language of this provision, it does not apply to the CIA, the Secret Service, and to criminal law enforcement agencies. Blanket exemptions for these agencies are examined below. The Act also exempts, without regard to the agency, the following six categories of information: classified information, statistical information, "examination material used solely to de-
termine individual qualifications for appointment or promotion in the federal service," information obtained prior to the effective date of the Privacy Act under either an express or implied promise of confidentiality if release of the information would identify the source, information supplied by third parties under an express pledge of confidentiality after the effective date of the Act if disclosure would identify the source, and material relating to the subject’s health, unless certain “special procedures” are established. The first three categories are reasonable: the last three, however, deserve special attention.

An agency may not conceal the existence of information in the fourth category—that obtained from third parties prior to the effective date of the Act—and must characterize it at least in some very general way. While the provision purports to recognize the privacy interests of those persons who supplied information under a promise of secrecy prior to the effective date of the Act, the provision fails to protect those interests completely. First, the provision does not require agencies to deny access to this information. Second, the provision only applies to investigatory material compiled for civil and criminal law enforcement purposes, investigatory material compiled for determining suitability for federal employment, evaluation material used to determine potential for promotion in the Armed Services, and material held by the CIA. While most third-party information collected by the federal government may fall into one of these three categories, the privacy interests of all persons who divulged information under an express or implied promise of confidentiality should be protected.

Under the fifth category, agencies are allowed to withhold the same types of third-party information obtained after the effective date of the Privacy Act § 3, 5 U.S.C.A. § 552a(k)(6) (Supp. Feb. 1975), allows the exemption of this material when “disclosure . . . would compromise the objectivity or fairness of the testing or examination process.” This provision was designed to protect “actual competitive examinations and rating schedules.” Hearings on Access, supra note 1969, at 290. It should not be interpreted, as it might be if read literally, to allow agencies to prevent access to the results of an individual’s psychological tests. Cf. text at notes infra.

2070. 120 CONG. REc. H12,244 (daily ed. Dec. 18, 1974).
date of the Act, but only if the third parties were given an express promise of confidentiality. At the hearings on the Privacy Act, agencies emphasized the need to be able to promise confidentiality in order to get candid evaluations of employees and evidence or leads in law enforcement investigations. But, in light of the resulting infringement of the privacy interests of data subjects, there should be some requirement that pledges of confidentiality be granted only when necessary and only where there is a strong, clearly justified societal interest at stake. Criminal- and civil-law enforcement and national security seem to be two such interests. In the two other areas referred to by the Privacy Act, however, the societal interests at stake are arguably less important: representatives of some federal agencies have testified that they do not need the power to give pledges of confidentiality in order to carry out employment-related investigations, and it would seem that, absent national security implications, the military could also conduct promotion-related investigations without granting pledges of confidentiality. The reasonableness standard regulating methods of acquisition that was recommended above would subsume this whole question by limiting the instances in which information could be collected from confidential sources. This more flexible standard would both better protect the privacy interests of data subjects and aid agencies by allowing them to grant pledges of confidentiality in certain circumstances where they are not currently authorized to do so. It might, for example, allow agencies to withhold information revealing a confidential source where disclosure would endanger the physical safety of the informant.

The sixth category of information exempt from the notice and challenge provisions unnecessarily limits subject access to medical records by allowing an agency to establish “special” procedures for the disclosure to an individual of medical records, including psychological records, pertaining to him. The House report on the Act reveals that this provision was included because of the feeling that the transmission of medical information could have an adverse effect upon an

---

2076. The statement of the Department of Defense is typical: “It is almost axiomatic to observe that if persons who are interviewed know that the interview will be revealed to the subject of the file, that it would have a chilling effect on their willingness to give a forthright statement of what they know about the subject.” Hearings on Access, supra note 1969, at 240.

2077. See, e.g., id. at 149 (statement of M. Lawton, Deputy Assistant Attorney General, Department of Justice).

2078. Hearings on Access, supra note 1969, at 162 (testimony of T. McFee, Deputy Assistant Secretary, HEW).

2079. See, e.g., Joint Hearings, supra note 1641, at 466 (testimony of the representative of the FTC).

2080. See text following note 2026 supra.
In such a case the House report suggests that the agency could release the information to a doctor named by the requesting individual. The report would also allow an agency to adopt other rules to apprise a person of medical information about him. It is unclear what other procedures are envisioned, but the report seems to imply that an individual need not have complete access to his file, even after it is transmitted to his doctor. In certain respects, allowing patients access to their own records seems to be a better policy than selective disclosure. First, nonaccess of patients to their records may prevent the correction of innocent errors. Second, it is rather incongruous to allow doctors to decide what information a patient may have concerning himself, especially where there might be a question of malpractice. Third, involving patients in medical record-keeping helps establish good doctor-patient relations and contributes to the quality of health care. On the other side, it is urged that records should not be disclosed because they are in technical language that patients cannot understand. But this problem can more easily be remedied by ensuring that patients receive explanations of their records. It is also feared that disclosure to a patient that he has a terminal disease may cause him emotional and psychological harm. However, the policy that a doctor should decide whether a patient should be informed about his condition is paternalistic. At least one state has codified the patient's right of access to all medical records except those of mental hospitals. A similar approach in the Privacy Act would be more consistent with the Act's over-all policy of vesting control in the individual over the flow of information about him. In light of the layman's need for explication of much medical information, the agency should be allowed to insist on disclosure to a doctor designated by the subject, but the doctor should then be required to disclose the entire substance of the records to the subject.

A final concern with respect to the right of access is that the cost of the procedure to the subject not nullify the right. The Privacy Act authorizes agencies to charge fees only for the cost of making copies of the record, thereby sparing the subject the potentially large cost of search for and review of records. The Act also avoids...
making the right of access illusory by not requiring the data subject to examine his file at the place it is kept. The Senate had advocated that individuals be allowed to receive copies of their files by mail upon written request and with proper identification, but as enacted the Act only requires each agency “to establish procedures for the disclosure to an individual” of his file. Although this provision would seem to allow an agency to use the mails, it unfortunately does not guarantee that data subjects will be able to resort to such a procedure.

Complementing the right of access is the other major provision of the Privacy Act, the right to challenge. Subsection (d)(2) fully incorporates the right of challenge with respect to all records to which the individual has a right of access. Together the rights of access and challenge enable the individual to ensure that the government maintains in its files only relevant and accurate information about him. Further, through challenge of inaccurate or irrelevant information the individual can exercise a deterrent effect on improper acquisition.

Under subsection (d)(2), each agency must, within ten days following receipt, acknowledge an individual’s request to amend his record and promptly correct the record or inform the individual of its refusal to do so. The agency must also state its reasons for refusing to amend and inform the individual of the procedures established for the review of that refusal. If the individual seeks such a review, it must be conducted within thirty days. If after review the agency still refuses to amend the record, it is required to notify the individual of his right to file with the agency a concise statement setting forth his disagreement with the agency and it must inform him of his right to seek judicial review in the federal district courts. Subsection (d)(4) requires the agency to note has stated that the cost for a search of computerized records is $35 per hour. See Hearings on Access, supra note 1969, at 306.

2097. Privacy Act § 3, 5 U.S.C.A. § 552a(d)(3) (Supp. Feb. 1975). In hearings on the Privacy Act, the Director of the Bureau of Manpower Information Systems of the CSC stated, “A requirement to accept even a reasonable amount of supplementary material of the individual’s choosing for inclusion in the automated systems would result in sharply increased operating costs, and with respect to some of these systems we are planning, could make the systems completely impractical.” Hearings on Access, supra note 1899, at 291. The Act apparently solves this problem by allowing an agency to note the existence of the statement in the computerized file but file the statement itself separately.
clearly the disputed portions of the record and to provide copies of
the individual's statement of disagreement to any person or agency to
whom the record is subsequently disclosed. Subsection (c)(4) requires
the agency to notify all persons or agencies to whom the disputed
record has already been disseminated of the dispute and of the
individual's statement of correction. While the statutory scheme is
quite comprehensive, it has a few minor deficiencies.

First, until an individual has filed a statement of disagreement,
an agency may disseminate challenged information without noting
the challenge. Thus, for at least a month, an agency can circulate
incorrect information. As there would be little additional adminis­
trative burden in noting the initial amendment request in the indi­
vidual's record, the disseminating agency should be required to do
so before releasing the file to other agencies. It does not appear as
necessary to require immediate notification of the dispute to prior
recipients, in view of the substantial administrative burden entailed
in notifying them, and in light of subsection (c)(4)'s requirement
that they be notified after the individual has filed a statement of
disagreement.

Second, although subsection (c)(4) requires an agency to notify
prior agency recipients when it amends a file, it does not require the
recipient agencies to amend their files also, as the Senate apparently
intended.2098 The requirement in subsection (e)(1) that each agency
maintain only relevant information may be interpreted to require
the recipient agency at least to investigate the accuracy of the infor­
mation, but this requirement applies only to recipient agencies that
are covered by the Act. Rather than burdening the individual with
the responsibility of asking each recipient agency whether his record
has been amended, it would seem more sensible to require recipient
agencies that decide not to amend so to notify the individual.

The Privacy Act also addresses possible threats to privacy posed
by agency alteration of information systems. Subsection (o) of the
Act requires each agency to provide adequate notice to Congress of
any proposal to establish or alter any system of records in order to
permit Congress to make an evaluation of the proposal's potential
effect on the right of privacy. This provision, in conjunction with
the subsection (e)(4) requirement that a description of each existing
information system be published in the Federal Register,2099 should
prevent the maintenance of any secret information systems. Subsec­
tion (o) was also intended to prevent the creation of data banks
without statutory authorization and without proper regard for indi­
vidual privacy, the confidentiality of data, and the security of the

2099. See note 2052 supra and accompanying text.
system,\textsuperscript{2100} and to prevent the development of a de facto national data bank.\textsuperscript{2101} This final fear is justified, for while an express proposal for a National Data Bank Center was defeated in the mid-1960's,\textsuperscript{2102} the possibility that agencies will consolidate information systems on their own has remained.\textsuperscript{2103} Regardless of the merits of the centralization of information systems,\textsuperscript{2104} it should not occur without congressional oversight. Subsection (\textit{o}) accords Congress the opportunity to give that oversight. Subsection (\textit{o})'s main deficiency is that it only requires an agency to report proposals to Congress so that it can evaluate the idea. As it will eventually be necessary to obtain the agency's own views on the proposal, Congress should have required, as the Senate bill proposed,\textsuperscript{2105} that each agency evaluate

2101. Id. at 64.
2102. Several such recommendations were made. See \textit{Summary and Conclusions}, supra note 1515, at 8-9. For a complete discussion of the proposal see Note, 82 Harv. L. Rev. 400, supra note 1909.
2103. See \textit{Hearings on the Census}, supra note 1509, at 181 (testimony of A. Miller, Professor, University of Michigan Law School). See also Joint \textit{Hearings}, supra note 1611, at 2299-55.
2104. Advocates of the national data-bank center thought it would: (1) make more data available for researchers; (2) reduce the unit cost of data; (3) enable larger and more effective samples to be taken; (4) facilitate the canvassing of a wider range of variables; (5) reduce duplication in government data collection activities; (6) promote greater standardization of techniques among the agencies; (7) make research efforts easier to verify; and (8) provide a data processing pool for all the information-handling agencies. A. Miller, supra note 1503, at 56-57. See Sawyer \& Schechter, \textit{Computers, Privacy and the National Data Center: The Responsibility of Social Scientists}, 23 \textit{Am. Psychologist} 810, 813 (1968). However, the merits of the proposal were never really given fair consideration. Instead, the proposal became a focal point for the fears of a loss of privacy. See, e.g., A. Miller, supra, at 57; Hirsch, \textit{Data Banks: The Punchcard Snoopers}, 205 \textit{Nation} 369 (1967); Miller, \textit{The National Data Center and Personal Privacy}, \textit{Atlantic}, Nov. 1967, at 55; U.S. \textit{News \\& World Rep.}, May 16, 1966, at 56. Numerous congressional hearings were held, outlining the dangers of consolidation. See Subcomm. on \textit{Economic Statistics of the Joint Economic Comm.}, 90th Cong., 1st Sess., \textit{Report on the Coordination and Integration of Government Statistical Programs} (Joint Comm. Print 1967); \textit{Hearings on the Coordination and Integration of Government Statistical Programs Before the Subcomm. on Economic Statistics of the Joint Economic Comm.}, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. (1967); \textit{Hearings on Computer Privacy Before the Subcomm. on Administrative Practice and Procedure of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary}, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. (1967); \textit{Hearings on the Computer and Invasion of Privacy Before a Subcomm. of the House Comm. on Government Operations}, 89th Cong., 2d Sess. (1966). It was feared that even statistical data could be used to injure individuals, that improved capacity for handling data would result in demands for more personal information, that reliance upon computers to make decisions affecting personal affairs would be increased, that individualized output would eventually be permitted, and that the center by its very existence would increase conformity by compelling people to "act for the record." Note, supra note 1909, at 411-12. The criticism of the bill was so overwhelming that the National Data Center concept is still not a realistic legislative proposal. \textit{Summary and Conclusions}, supra note 1515, at 10.
the effect of its proposal in a privacy impact statement and submit that statement along with the proposal.\footnote{2106}

4. Dissemination

The great number of transfers of personal information pose a grave danger to privacy interests. The Privacy Act deals with this problem by allowing dissemination for “routine” uses, by prohibiting dissemination for “nonroutine” uses without the prior written consent of the subject,\footnote{2107} and by requiring that the individual be notified at the time of collection of the routine uses that may be made of the information.\footnote{2108} Subsection (a)(7) defines “routine use” as “use . . . for a purpose which is compatible with the purpose for which the information was collected.” A further limitation on dissemination is that transferee agencies subject to the Act must meet the subsection (e)(1) requirement that agencies maintain only relevant and necessary information.

The present provisions represent a compromise between the proposal that no records be disclosed outside the collecting agency without the prior consent of the subject,\footnote{2109} and the proposal that agencies be free to disclose information to anyone as long as the subject is notified.\footnote{2110} The former proposal ignored the costly duplication of effort that would be required if individuals chose to prevent all transfers,\footnote{2111} while the latter gave insufficient weight to the right of an individual to control the flow of information about him. As discussed below,\footnote{2112} the Act made no substantive change in the law regarding the disclosure of personal information.\footnote{2113}

The scheme adopted by the Privacy Act is subject to attack on the ground that it gives insufficient control to the subject at the time of data acquisition. For example, although each agency must inform the information supplier of the routine uses that may be made of the information, the Act does not recognize a right to withhold information on the basis of the agency’s determination of routine uses.

\footnote{2106. See S. Rep. No. 93-1183, supra note 1969, at 64-65.}
\footnote{2107. Privacy Act \S 3, 5 U.S.C.A. \S 552a(b) (Supp. Feb. 1975).}
\footnote{2108. Privacy Act \S 3, 5 U.S.C.A. \S 552a(e)(3) (Supp. Feb. 1975). Subsection (e)(4)(D)’s requirement that each agency publish “each routine use of the records contained in the system, including the categories of users and the purpose of such use” provides additional notice.}
\footnote{2109. See H.R. 9527, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. (1972).}
\footnote{2110. See H.R. 12206, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. (1974).}
\footnote{2111. For example, every three months the Social Security Administration transfers the earning records of one million persons to state agencies that administer unemployment programs. If consent for the transfer were required and refused, the states would have to acquire this information on their own. Even a notice requirement would be unreasonably costly, resulting in four million notices a year. See Hearings on Access, supra note 1969, at 182.}
\footnote{2112. See text at note 2198 infra.}
\footnote{2113. See 11 WEEKLY COMP. OF PRES. DOCS. 8 (Jan. 1, 1975).}
Instead, the Act envisions that Congress will exercise "a vigorous oversight check on agencies to make certain as much as possible that no 'nonroutine' transfers of records . . . are either hidden or blanketed in under the 'routine' category to nullify the basic protections of the law to individuals." Each agency thus can, absent congressional action, continue to decide the uses for which it can disseminate information it collects; the SEC's Name and Relationship System, for example, can continue routinely to distribute derogatory information to other agencies, and the Civil Service Commission can continue routinely to transmit information on a subject's character, general reputation, personal characteristics, and mode of living to various branches of the government. To be sure, once unnecessary or irrelevant information is transferred to an agency for a routine use, the individual presumably can challenge the retention of that information under subsection (e)(1). Moreover, individuals can trace distributions of their records because of the (c)(3) requirement that agencies make available to the subject accountings of file transfers. These two subsections provide only limited control over the dissemination of information, however, because they apply only after dissemination has occurred and they depend on the subject initiating an inquiry as to whether there have been improper disseminations. To ensure that individuals retain control over the dissemination of surrendered information, the Privacy Act should have required that the individual be able to challenge collection by the collecting agency on the ground that the information sought is irrelevant to or unneeded by an agency that has been labeled a routine recipient.

Subsection (b) allows dissemination of records for nonroutine uses without the prior consent of the individual in a variety of situations where the need for the information is great or the damage to privacy interests is slight. For example, subsection (b)(4) allows...
disclosure of records to the Bureau of the Census for purposes of planning because of the strict confidentiality of Census records. Subsection (b)(5) permits disclosure of records in a nonidentifiable form to a recipient for use in statistical research because of the reduced privacy dangers in the transfer of nonidentifiable information and because of the desire to facilitate research. Subsection (b)(7) exempts from the consent requirement information sought by an agency for a law enforcement activity, but prevents law enforcement agencies from going on "fishing expeditions" by requiring the head of the requesting agency to specify in writing the particular portion of the record desired and the law enforcement activity for which the record is sought.

Only two of the exemptions are questionable. Subsection (b)(11) allows disclosure without consent "pursuant to the order of a court of competent jurisdiction." The Senate recommended that an agency be required to serve advance notice on the subject before it disseminates his file pursuant to compulsory legal process. Such a provision is more attractive than the provision adopted because it affords greater protection to the subject's privacy interests by permitting him to take appropriate legal steps to suppress a subpoena without unduly burdening the requester, who would already be in court. The difficulties with subsection (b)(2), which permits disclosures required under the FOIA, are dealt with in the discussion on the interaction of the Privacy Act and the FOIA.

Subsection (n) of the Privacy Act deals with a narrow dissemination problem that had attracted earlier congressional attention, by forbidding the sale or rental by an agency of an individual's name and address unless such action is specifically authorized by law. The provision was a response to the practice of various government agencies of selling mailing lists of persons with certain characteristics, such as gun collectors, amateur radio operators, and licensed pilots, to commercial and political organizations. The sale of such lists infringes upon privacy interests not because the individual receives mail, which can easily be thrown away, but because information

subsection (b)(10), allowing dissemination to the Comptroller General, facilitate oversight of the administration of the Act.

2119. Laws relating to the Bureau of the Census limit access to census records to Bureau employees and prohibit their removal from the premises. H.R. REP. No. 93-1416, supra note 2081, at 12-13. See text at notes 1934-35 supra.

2120. See also Hearings on Access, supra note 1969, at 159, 169-81 (remarks of the representative of HEW).


2122. See id.

2123. See text at notes 2106-214 infra.

2124. See generally Hearings on Mailing Lists, supra note 1499.

2125. See id. at 28-29, 70, 136.
about the individual has been disclosed without his knowledge. Although salutary in purpose, subsection (n) may be of limited force because it states explicitly that it shall not be construed to require the withholding of names and addresses otherwise permitted to be made public, and presumably, therefore, permits disclosure under the FOIA. Provisions of the FOIA mandating disclosure of information to the public do not apply where disclosure "would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy." This privacy exemption to the FOIA, however, does not as interpreted adequately protect privacy interests. In the area of mailing lists, its disabilities are perpetuated in the Privacy Act because of subsection (n).

5. Remedies and Sanctions

The privacy rights created by the Privacy Act would be meaningless if they were not accompanied by effective remedies or sanctions. The Act establishes civil and criminal liability for some violations, but it seems doubtful that such provisions are sufficient to protect all the rights created by the Act.

Subsection (g)(1) of the Privacy Act provides that an individual may bring a civil action against an agency in the federal district courts whenever the agency refuses to amend the individual's record or refuses access to a record. Thus an individual always has standing to contest an agency's failure to accord him the rights of access and challenge. An individual's standing to contest an agency's failure to maintain his records with accuracy, relevance, timeliness, and completeness, set forth in subsection (g)(1)(C), extends only to situations in which a determination is made that is adverse to the individual. Subsection (g)(1)(C) apparently refers to violations of subsection (e)(5) only, but might also include violations of (e)(1). Because the next subsection states only that it applies to violations of "any other provision," it is left unclear whether an individual alleging a violation of (e)(1) must await an adverse determination as required by (g)(1)(C).

With respect to violations of all other primary rights conferred by the Act, subsection (g)(1)(D) grants standing to an individual whenever an agency "fails to comply with any other provision of this section, . . . in such a way as to have an adverse effect on the individual." While the provision presumably does not require an

---

2126. 120 CONG. REC. H12,244 (daily ed. Dec. 18, 1974).
2128. See text at notes 700-44 supra.
adverse administrative determination, the ambiguity of the term "adverse effect" leaves unclear what an individual must show to obtain standing. If the adverse effect requirement is only intended to restrict standing to data subjects whose Privacy Act rights are violated (through, for example, improper dissemination or improper collection of information), the subsection would impose only minimal standing requirements. If, however, the adverse effect requirement is intended to restrict standing to individuals who can prove prima facie that the agency violation resulted in monetary harm, the Act would fail to recognize that there can be serious violations of privacy that do not result in such harm.

The argument that the adverse effect requirement allows suit by anyone who is the subject of information acquired or disseminated in violation of the Privacy Act draws support from the Senate report on an analogous provision contained in the Senate bill. Although the phrase "adverse effect" comes from the House bill, the Senate version granted standing to any "aggrieved person," a similar formulation. The Senate report explained that the phrase was designed to encourage the widest possible citizen enforcement through the judicial process. This is necessary, as mentioned, since the Act does not give any administrative body authority to ensure compliance with the Act. The Committee intends the use of the term "aggrieved person" to afford the widest possible standing consistent with the constitutional requirement of "case or controversy" in Article III, Sec. 2 of the Constitution. In this respect, the provision is designed, among other things, to supply certain deficiencies in standing and ripeness which the courts found in Environmental Protection Agency v. Mink, 410 U.S. 73 (1973), Laird v. Tatum, 408 U.S. 1 (1972), and California Bankers Association v. Shultz, 416 U.S. 21 (1974). The failure of the conference staff's report to comment on any compromise in this regard arguably suggests that the House conferees understood their language to have the same effect. If Congress had intended to require a showing of actual damage in order to obtain standing, it could have used the words "actual damages," as it did in subsection (g)(4)(A), instead of "adverse effect."

There are countervailing indications, however, that the "adverse effect" requirement of subsection (g)(1)(D) was intended to require

2132. Cf. Laird v. Tatum, 408 U.S. 1, 13-14 (1972) (rejecting a challenge to use of the military for domestic surveillance and holding that "allegations of a subjective 'chill' are not an adequate substitute for a claim of specific present objective harm or a threat of specific future harm . . .").

2133. See text at notes 1536-49 supra.


a showing of actual harm. This conclusion is supported by the structure of subsection (g)(1). Subsections (g)(1)(A) and (g)(1)(B), providing standing when an agency violates subsections (d)(3) or (d)(1) of the Act, clearly do not require a showing of actual harm. If subsection (g)(1)(D) were meant to give standing to any individual who is affected by any other violations of the Act, there would have been no need to mention specifically violations of (d)(3) and (d)(1) in subsections (g)(1)(A) and (g)(1)(B). Moreover, the wording of subsection (g)(1)(D) comes directly from the language of the House bill, which is generally more conservative in its protections of the right of privacy.

Given these conflicting indications of congressional intent, courts should interpret “adverse effect” broadly, and should not require a showing of actual harm. This interpretation of “adverse effect” is necessary if the Act is to fulfill its stated purpose to “permit an individual to determine what records pertaining to him are disseminated . . .” If an individual can only challenge the dissemination of information that causes him monetary harm he is obviously powerless to prevent much improper dissemination.

The Act grants either damages or injunctive relief, depending upon the nature of the agency violation, to individuals with standing to sue. When an agency improperly refuses to amend an individual's record or improperly refuses an individual access to his records, the Act authorizes courts to order the agency to correct the record or to produce the record. In these situations, the Act makes injunctive relief the exclusive remedy, with no provision for redress of actual damages suffered from wrongful agency refusal to amend. For all other violations of the Act the sole remedy appears to be monetary damages. Damages are not available, however, unless “the agency

2138. See the various Senate proposals mentioned at notes 2091, 2121, & 2136 supra, and at notes 2145, 2147, 2151, & 2182 infra.
2140. Privacy Act § 3, 5 U.S.C.A. §§ 552a(g)(2), (g)(3) (Supp. Feb. 1975). Where the violation alleged is refusal to amend, subsection (g)(2)(A) empowers the court to determine the matter de novo. Where the violation alleged is denial of access to a file, subsection (g)(3)(A) empowers the court to determine the matter de novo and to examine in camera the contents of any records claimed to be exempted by subsection (k), discussed in the text at notes 2183-94 infra. In an action under either (g)(2) or (g)(3), the court may assess against the United States reasonable attorney fees and other reasonable litigation costs, if the complainant has substantially prevailed. Privacy Act § 3, 5 U.S.C.A. §§ 552a(g)(2)(B), (g)(3)(B) (Supp. Feb. 1975).
2141. Privacy Act § 3, 5 U.S.C.A. § 552a(g)(4) (Supp. Feb. 1975) provides: In any suit brought under the provisions of subsection (g)(1)(C) or (D) of this section in which the court determines that the agency acted in a manner which was intentional or willful, the United States shall be liable to the individual in an amount equal to the sum of—
(A) actual damages sustained by the individual as a result of the refusal or failure, but in no case shall a person entitled to recovery receive less than the sum of $1,000; and
acted in a manner which was intentional or willful. . . " This standard for recovery of damages is a compromise between the House proposal of the traditional "arbitrary and capricious" standard for review of agency action and the Senate proposal of strict liability for any agency violation of the Act. The legislative history indicates that "[o]n a continuum between negligence and the very high standard of willful, arbitrary, or capricious conduct, this standard is viewed as only somewhat greater than gross negligence." This comment suggests that liability should not attach unless the agency's action was so lacking in reason as to approach recklessness. This requirement obviously imposes a heavy burden on a party seeking compensation. As the Act does not explicitly provide for injunctive relief for these violations, a plaintiff who fails to meet this requirement may be without a remedy. For example, a court might find that an agency is improperly disseminating files for non-routine uses without the subjects' consent, and yet be powerless not only to prevent the dissemination but also to grant compensation to the subjects. This interpretation is one courts might well try to avoid, but the Act could have avoided this difficulty either by authorizing injunctive relief with regard to all violations of the Act where appropriate, or by setting a lower standard for agency liability, or both.

Under the Act, damages are to be recovered from the federal government. If the offending agency were required to pay, such payments would be reflected in the agency's operating budget and would perhaps provide a more direct deterrent to violations. The $1000 floor on recovery provided in the Act presumably represents a compromise between the House proposal, which only allowed recovery of actual damages, and the Senate proposal, which allowed recovery of punitive damages where appropriate. A provision for punitive damages would seem desirable in order to deter repeated violations of the Act, although in the absence of direct

(B) the costs of the action together with reasonable attorney fees as determined by the court.

2143. 120 CONG. REC. H12,245 (daily ed. Dec. 18, 1975).
2146. 120 CONG. REC. H12,245 (daily ed. Dec. 18, 1974).
2147. S. 3418, § 303(b), 93 Cong., 2d Sess. (1974), would have so provided.
Project

recovery from the offending agency, the effectiveness of such deterrence is certainly questionable.

In sum, the Privacy Act allows a data subject to enforce his rights of access and challenge through injunctive relief, and provides him with an opportunity to collect damages for the “intentional or willful” retention of inaccurate or irrelevant information once an agency has made a determination adverse to his interests. Thus, the Act provides relatively full protections against violations of privacy that occur in the retention stage. With respect to the acquisition and dissemination stages, however, the remedies provided by the Act are clearly unsatisfactory. Only damages are available, and to obtain them the plaintiff must show that the agency acted intentionally and willfully, and may have to show actual harm. The weakness of the remedy provisions prevents the accomplishment of the Act’s purpose to “permit an individual to determine what records pertaining to him are collected, maintained, used, or disseminated . . . .” To accomplish this purpose, the Act should have given standing to anyone who is the subject of information involved in a violation of the Privacy Act and should have provided for actual damages, punitive damages, and injunctive relief, wherever appropriate, as the Senate bill had proposed.

For violations of provisions that are “key to any effective protection for privacy and confidentiality,” the Act provides criminal fines of up to $5000. Because “[t]he entire Act would be frustrated if secret data banks could be created and operated with impunity,” subsection (i)(2) imposes a fine on “[a]ny officer or employee of any agency who willfully maintains a system of records without meeting the notice requirements of [publishing in the Federal Register] . . . .” In response to the equally fundamental need to guard against willful disregard of the limitations on dissemination, subsection (i)(1) imposes fines on any officer or employee of an agency “who knowing that disclosure of the specific material is . . . prohibited, willfully discloses the material in any manner to any person or agency not entitled to receive it . . . .” Finally, subsection (i)(3) makes “[a]ny person who knowing and willfully requests or obtains any record concerning an individual from an agency under false pretenses . . . .” subject to a fine. None of the civil remedies in the Act would reach individuals guilty of such violations. At least one other critical provision of the Act probably should have been

2155. Id.
2156. Id.
reinforced by criminal penalties. Because all of the rights granted by the Privacy Act depend on an individual’s ability to find out if an agency maintains a file on him, the Act should have imposed criminal liability on any officer or employee of an agency who, in response to an individual’s inquiry about the existence of a file, knowingly responds falsely.

As an aid in enforcing and administering the Privacy Act, the establishment of a federal privacy board was recommended. As enacted, however, the Privacy Act envisions that disputes arising under it will be settled in the federal courts, and delegates to the agencies themselves the task of promulgating regulations governing the administration of the Act. A federal privacy board has definite advantages, for it could reduce the case-load burden of the district courts, promote uniformity by promulgating regulations implementing the Act for all agencies, and reduce the possibility of infractions of the Privacy Act by conducting on-site audits of agency information systems and files. The board also could be charged with the administration of the FOIA, thereby providing oversight of the interaction between the Privacy Act and the FOIA. Apparently the privacy board proposal failed because Congress was reluctant to establish yet another federal bureaucracy, and because the administrative costs would have been great. Instead, the Privacy Act establishes a Privacy Protection Study Commission, empowered merely to study agency information practices and to recommend changes in the Privacy Act.

6. Exemptions

The two exemptions to the several provisions of the Privacy Act are, in general, necessary and reasonably circumscribed. Subsection (j)(2) allows criminal law enforcement agencies to exempt certain types of records that they maintain from the provisions granting the rights of subject notice, access, and challenge, restricting the


2160. This power was explicitly given to the board in the original version of S. 2418, introduced on May 1, 1974. The version reported from committee and passed by the Senate, however, gave the board the power to conduct “inspections.” S. 2418, § 103(a)(9), 93d Cong., 2d Sess. (1974).

2161. See, e.g., Hearings on Access, supra note 1969, at 195.


acquisition of data\textsuperscript{2164} and the method of acquisition,\textsuperscript{2165} requiring accuracy of retained information,\textsuperscript{2166} imposing civil liability,\textsuperscript{2167} and requiring notice to Congress of any alteration of its system of records.\textsuperscript{2168} The types of records that may be exempted consist of:

\begin{itemize}
\item [(A)] information compiled for the purpose of identifying individual criminal offenders and alleged offenders and consisting only of identifying data and notations of arrests, the nature and disposition of criminal charges, sentencing, confinement, release, and parole and probation status;
\item [(B)] information compiled for the purpose of a criminal investigation, including reports of informants and investigators, and associated with an identifiable individual; or
\item [(C)] reports identifiable to an individual compiled at any stage of the process of enforcement of the criminal laws from arrest or indictment through release from supervision.\textsuperscript{2169}
\end{itemize}

This list seems to encompass all records held for criminal law enforcement purposes. The exemption thus reflects a decision to leave the regulation of these records to separate legislation,\textsuperscript{2170} and reveals a general fear of hampering criminal investigations\textsuperscript{2171} by disclosing investigatory techniques\textsuperscript{2172} or by discouraging the cooperation of informants.\textsuperscript{2173}

In general, this law enforcement records exemption is reasonable. The exemption from restrictions on the type of information that may be acquired seems necessary because of the difficulty in deter-
mining what will be relevant to a criminal investigation; the exemption from the restrictions on method of acquisition is necessary because collection directly from the individual is generally inconsistent with the nature of criminal investigations. If the broader “reasonableness” standard for acquisition methods proposed above is adopted, however, a separate exemption would not be necessary because the standard takes into account the legitimacy and weight of agency needs and purposes. The exemption from the requirement that information used in a determination about an individual be accurate seems solidly grounded because the requirement’s purpose, “to assure fairness to the individual in the determination,” is adequately guaranteed by the rules of procedure in a criminal trial.

There are, however, several respects in which the law enforcement records exemption is unduly broad. The first area in which narrowing is feasible is the area of subject access. The Senate bill had exempted from the right of subject access only information in the hands of criminal enforcement agencies that, if disclosed to the subject, would impede current law enforcement proceedings. Recent amendments to the FOIA have replaced an exemption similar to the Privacy Act’s subsection (j)(2)(B) with an exemption allowing nondisclosure only where disclosure would interfere with law enforcement proceedings, deprive a person of his right to a fair trial, constitute an unwarranted invasion of privacy, disclose the identity of confidential sources who are protected by the provisions of the Act, disclose investigatory techniques or procedures, or threaten the life or physical safety of law enforcement personnel. It is curious that Congress found it necessary to enact a broad provision in the Privacy Act when it had been satisfied with a more tailored exemption to the FOIA. Also, there seems to be no reason to exempt criminal law enforcement agencies from civil liability for violations of the few provisions that do apply to them. While criminal penalties remain applicable to violations of many of those provisions, they do not compensate the aggrieved individual. Improper disclosure of investigatory material to employers, for example, could seriously harm innocent individuals. Finally, the exemption to the requirement that Congress be notified of any alteration in the agency’s system of records seems inexplicable, especially in light of the recent

2174. See text following note 2026 supra.
2178. The ACLU presented a number of examples of individuals who lost jobs or were subjected to police harassment because of the dissemination of arrest records or intelligence information. Hearings on Criminal Justice Data Banks, supra note 1550, at 252-59.
congressional concern over proposed consolidation of criminal information systems.\footnote{2179. See id. \textit{passim}. The FBI has consolidated files on over 20 million individuals and computerized records on over 450,000 persons. \textit{Id.} at 17. There are no formal regulations concerning distribution of these records. \textit{Id.} at 18-19. The FBI currently has limited programs for sharing criminal information, \textit{Id.} at 10, and because of the growing concern over organized crime, with its interstate ramifications, there has been more and more pressure to consolidate investigative records. \textit{Id.} at 18.}

Subsection (j) also allows the CIA to exempt any of its records from the same provisions. The purpose of the exemption appears to be the protection of national security interests.\footnote{2180. See H.R. REP. No. 93-1416, \textit{supra} note 2081, at 18.} Yet the Act already contains a narrower exemption for classified documents\footnote{2181. See text at note 2183 \textit{infra}.} and there seems to be no reason to exempt all CIA records, since a blanket exemption would undoubtedly protect many records without any national security significance.\footnote{2182. The Senate had proposed a narrower exemption because “[m]any personnel files and other systems may not be subject to security classification or may not cause damage to the national defense or foreign policy simply by permitting the subjects of such files to inspect them and seek changes in their contents under this Act.” S. REP. No. 93-1183, \textit{supra} note 1977, at 74.}

A narrower exemption in subsection (k) authorizes any agency to exempt certain specific records from the provisions dealing with subject notice, access, and challenge\footnote{2183. Privacy Act \S 3, 5 U.S.C.A. \S 552a(d), (e)(5), (c)(5)(G), (H), (f), (f) (Supp. Feb. 1975).} and from those concerning acquisition of data.\footnote{2184. Privacy Act \S 3, 5 U.S.C.A. \S 552a(e)(1) (Supp. Feb. 1975).} The subsection covers classified documents,\footnote{2185. Privacy Act \S 3, 5 U.S.C.A. \S 552a(k)(1) (Supp. Feb. 1975), exempts records “subject to the provisions of section 552(k)(1) of this title.” See text at notes 506-85 \textit{supra}.} investigatory material compiled for civil law enforcement purposes,\footnote{2186. Privacy Act \S 3, 5 U.S.C.A. \S 552a(k)(2) (Supp. Feb. 1975) exempts: \(2\) investigatory material compiled for law enforcement purposes, other than material within the scope of subsection (j)(2) of this section: \textit{Provided, however,} that if any individual is denied any right, privilege, or benefit that he would otherwise be entitled by Federal law, or for which he would otherwise be eligible, as a result of the maintenance of such material, such material shall be provided to such individual, except to the extent that the disclosure of such material would reveal the identity of a source who furnished information to the Government under an express promise that the identity of the source would be held in confidence, or, prior to the effective date of this section, under an implied promise that the identity of the source would be held in confidence.}

Representative Koch had argued that no exemption was needed for civil law enforcement agencies. 120 Cong. Rec. H12248 (daily ed. Dec. 18, 1974). Two factors may differentiate criminal law enforcement agencies. First, the prevention of crime is usually thought to be a more fundamental societal goal. Second, suspected criminals are protected from deprivations of benefits by stricter constitutional guarantees. Yet, a representative of the FTC testified that failure to protect its files from access would "wreak havoc on their ability to enforce their . . . statutes." \textit{Hearings on Access, supra} note 1969, at 265-67.
cerning federal employment, and information that would reveal the identity of an informant where such information was obtained in order to determine suitability or eligibility for federal employment, military service, federal contracts, for access to classified information, or for promotion in the armed services.

Subsection (k) also exempts records “required by statute to be maintained and used solely as statistical records.” Subsection (a)(6) defines a “statistical record” as “a record in a system of records maintained for statistical research or reporting purposes only and not used in whole or in part in making any determination about an identifiable individual, except as provided by section 8 of title 13.” This last clause accommodates Census Bureau records. The exemption from the subject notice, access, and challenge provisions is reasonable because access and challenge would frustrate the timely production and dissemination of data. The exemption from restrictions on data acquisition, however, is unwise, for the result is to leave unregulated the types of irrelevant questions for which the census and other federal questionnaires have been criticized and to overlook the dangers to privacy from unrestrained acquisition of data.

To prevent the exemptions from swallowing the Privacy Act in practice, subsection (p) provides that the President shall submit to Congress an annual report “listing for each Federal agency the number of records . . . exempted from the application of [the Privacy Act] under the provisions of subsections (j) and (k). . . .” Congress recently added a similar provision to the FOIA to facilitate congressional oversight of the exemptions to that Act.

7. Interaction Between the FOIA and the Privacy Act

It is obvious that the public’s right to know about government conduct, guaranteed by the FOIA, will sometimes collide with the equally important right guaranteed by the Privacy Act to control the flow of personal information. The balancing of interests required to resolve this conflict was undertaken in the FOIA rather than in the Privacy Act. The FOIA provides flexible exemptions from its disclosure requirements, especially exemption (b)(6), which protects information the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly

2192. See text at note 1934 supra.
2193. See text at notes 1990-93 supra.
2194. See text at notes 1536-49 supra.
2195. See text at notes 939-42 supra.
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. These exemptions necessitate a balancing of conflicting interests and envision the dissemination to third parties of some types of information but not of other types. The Privacy Act, on the other hand, adopts a blanket approach that confers on the data subject control over the dissemination of all records (with certain rigid exceptions) without reference to the nature of the information they contain. In particular, the Privacy Act contains four provisions that together purport to exempt disclosures that are required under the FOIA from all of the dissemination restrictions in the Privacy Act. The intention, as indicated in the legislative history of the Privacy Act, was “to preserve the status quo as interpreted by the courts regarding the disclosure of personal information under [the FOIA].” The result, therefore, is that disclosure decisions are made under the FOIA rather than under the Privacy Act.

Subsection (b)(2) of the Privacy Act exempts agencies disclosing information under the FOIA from the obligation to obtain the data subject’s written consent prior to dissemination. This exemption seems reasonable because it prevents individuals from frustrating legitimate FOIA requests. In order to facilitate data subject challenges to FOIA requests through reverse FOIA suits, however, the Privacy Act should have required that an individual be notified when an FOIA request is made for his file. Without such a notification requirement, the Act accords too little protection to privacy because agencies cannot be depended on to assert individual privacy interests vigorously. Subsection (c)(1) of the Privacy Act similarly exempts FOIA disclosures from the requirement that each agency keep accountings of the disseminations of each file. While it is possible that disclosure of the identities of FOIA requesters to data subjects might discourage some FOIA requests, that danger seems too remote to outweigh the subject’s privacy interest in knowing how information about him is being disseminated.

Subsection (e)(6) of the Privacy Act exempts FOIA disclosures from its requirement that an agency make reasonable efforts to assure the accuracy of an individual file prior to dissemination. This exception does not change the procedures under the FOIA, which itself does not require that an agency disclose only accurate files. As the FOIA is intended to enable citizens to monitor the workings of government, such a requirement within the FOIA would be sub-

2196. See generally text at notes 700-44 supra.
2197. The Privacy Act drew its exemptions very specifically. No “balancing” decisions must be made to decide if a record is exempted. Cf. text at notes 496-500 supra.
2198. 120 Cong. Rec. H12,244 (daily ed. Dec. 18, 1974).
2199. See text at notes 1132-67 supra.
2200. See text at note 2096 supra.
ject to attack on the ground that it would enable agencies to prevent citizens from discovering that improper information is being collected and maintained. This exemption in the Privacy Act should not present any serious dangers to privacy because of the protection provided by exemption six of the FOIA. The Privacy Act exemption perpetuates, however, the deficiencies, discussed above, associated with FOIA exemption six.

In the area of subject access, the interaction of the FOIA and the Privacy Act is delicate. In addition to the right of subject access contained in the Privacy Act, the principle underlying the FOIA of maximizing disclosure of agency records could provide a right of subject access in some situations, although the FOIA has not been so used in most of the litigation to date. There are limitations in both acts, however, on the right of subject access, and an agency desiring to avoid disclosure may well try to use the limitations in one act to bar subject access under both. Subsection (q) of the Privacy Act states that the FOIA exemptions may not be used to block subject access under the Privacy Act. The applicability of the Privacy Act subject access limitations to the FOIA, however, is dealt with only indirectly by subsection (b)(3) of the FOIA, which allows nondisclosure of information “specifically exempted from disclosure by statute.” The question then is whether information exempted from subject access under the Privacy Act is “specifically exempted from disclosure” within the meaning of FOIA subsection (b)(3).

The Privacy Act exemptions, despite their grant of discretion to the heads of certain agencies to exempt certain records, are probably sufficiently specific to satisfy the terms of (b)(3). There are, however, two convincing arguments that (b)(3) does not incorporate the limitations on subject access contained in the Privacy Act. First, the Privacy Act does not literally require that certain records be kept confidential from the subject. Instead, it merely exempts certain records from its own subject access requirements. Although the Privacy Act does not contain an express provision authorizing subject access where specifically authorized by another statute, the Privacy Act should probably be so interpreted in light of its apparent policy in favor of subject access.

Second, if (b)(3) incorporates into the FOIA the Privacy Act limitations on subject access, then it must also incorporate all of the

2201. See text at notes 700-44 supra.
2202. But see Koch v. Department of Justice, 376 F. Supp. 313 (D.D.C. 1974), where the plaintiff was denied disclosure of FBI files concerning him. Representative Koch, the losing plaintiff there, was one of the leading sponsors of the Privacy Act. See 120 Cong. Rec. H12,249 (daily ed. Dec. 18, 1974).
2205. See text at notes 569-610 supra.
disclosure limitations of the Privacy Act. This result flows from subsection (a)(3) of the FOIA, which has been interpreted to require that disclosures under the FOIA be made without reference to the identity of the requester.\textsuperscript{2206} Information withheld from the data subject under the Privacy Act, therefore, could be withheld under (b)(3) from all requesters under the FOIA. An interpretation of (a)(3) to allow the withholding of information, under subsection (b)(3), from the data subject alone, would lead to the nonsensical result that data subjects would be barred from access to information available under the FOIA to third parties. Incorporation of the Privacy Act subject access limitations into the FOIA, via subsection (b)(3), would thus lead to the conclusion that despite its apparent intention not to alter the FOIA,\textsuperscript{2207} Congress in effect amended the FOIA exemptions to be at least as broad as the Privacy Act exemptions. The result would be that all CIA files, for example, even if unclassified, would be exempted from the FOIA, as well as virtually all criminal investigatory files, despite the recent amendments narrowing subsection (b)(7) of the FOIA.

If the disclosure limitations of the Privacy Act are not incorporated into the FOIA via subsection (b)(3), data subjects could try to obtain access to their files under the FOIA wherever the FOIA exemptions are narrower than those in the Privacy Act, as they are with respect to criminal investigatory files. There are still several other obstacles, however, to subject access under the FOIA. For example, an agency might assert the (b)(6) exemption to the extent information in the file concerns the subject's private affairs. The subject should be able to overcome that obstacle with the very sensible argument that disclosure to him of information concerning his own private affairs would certainly not violate his privacy. This argument, however, violates the rule against taking into consideration the identity of the particular requester in applying the FOIA exemptions.\textsuperscript{2208} Further, subject access might arguably constitute a waiver by the data subject of his right of privacy. Rejection of these formalistic arguments would be consistent with the proposal made above to employ balancing in deciding whether to release material covered by the (b)(6) exemption to the FOIA.\textsuperscript{2209} Similar arguments could be used to circumvent the FOIA (b)(4) exemption for financial information,\textsuperscript{2210} if it were employed to block subject access. One legitimate justification, however, for an agency denial of

\textsuperscript{2206} See note 458 supra and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{2207} See text at note 2198 supra.
\textsuperscript{2208} See note 458 supra and accompanying text. In FOIA exemption six cases the courts have sometimes considered the identity and interests of the requester. See text at notes 716-34 supra.
\textsuperscript{2209} See text at notes 741-44 supra.
subject access under the FOIA is the (b)(5) exemption for inter- and intra-agency memoranda.\textsuperscript{2211}

The potential obstacles to subject access under the FOIA show that the Privacy Act's right of subject access—where applicable—improves the protection of privacy interests. With respect to the other privacy interests, such as being notified that a file is maintained, being able to challenge inaccurate or irrelevant information in one's file, and having control over inter-agency dissemination of the file, the Privacy Act, despite its deficiencies—especially its failure to control adequately inter-agency dissemination,\textsuperscript{2212} its insufficient remedies to enforce the rights it creates,\textsuperscript{2213} and its overbroad exemptions\textsuperscript{2214}—clearly represents a major step toward satisfactory safeguards for individual privacy. There is need, however, for a clarification of the interaction of the Privacy Act and the FOIA. The best method of resolving current ambiguities would probably be to delineate within the Privacy Act the full scope of the right of subject access, and to make clear that the Privacy Act exemptions do not apply to the FOIA. The FOIA and Privacy Act exemptions need not be made uniform in all respects, but Congress should reexamine the exemptions in both acts to ensure that in no instance can a third party obtain access to a file under the FOIA where the Privacy Act denies access to the subject.


\textsuperscript{2212} See text at notes 2107-28 \textit{supra}.

\textsuperscript{2213} See text at notes 2129-62 \textit{supra}.

\textsuperscript{2214} See text at notes 2163-95 \textit{supra}.